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FOREWORD 

ABOUT THE SERIES 

Anthropology has been, since che turn of che century, a significant influence 
shaping Western thought. It has brought into proper perspective che position of 
our culture as one of many and has challenged universalistic and absolutistic 
assumprions and beliefs about che proper condition of man. Anthropology has 
been able to make chis contribucion mainly through its descriptive analyses of 
non-Western ways of life. Only in che last decades of its comparatively shorc exist
ence as a science have anthropologists developed systematic theories about human 
behavior in its transcultural dimensions, and only very recendy have anthro
pological techniques of data collection and analysis become explicit and in sorne 
instances replicable. 

Teachers of anthropology have been handicapped by the lack of clear, authori
tative statements of how anthropologists collect and analyze relevanr data. The 
results of fieldwork are available in the ethnographies and they can be used to 
demonscrate cultural diversity and integration, social control, religious behavior, 
marriage customs, and the like, but clear, systematic statemenrs about how the facts 
are gachered and interpreted are rare· in the literature readily available to students. 
W ithout chis information the alert reader of anthropological litera cure is left 
uninformed about the process of our science, knowing only the results. This is 
an unsatisfying srate of affairs for both the student and che instructor. 

This series is designed to help solve chis problem. Each study in the series 
focuses upon manageable dimensions of modern anthropological methodology. 
Each one demonstrates significanr aspecrs of che processes of gathering, ordering, 
and interpreting data. Sorne are highly selected dimensions of methodology. Others 
are concerned with the whole range of experience involved in srudying a total 
society. These studies are written by professional anthropologists who have done 
.fieldwork and have made significant contributions to rhe science of man and his 
works. In them the authors explain how they go about chis work and to what 
end. We think they will be helpful to students who want to know whar processes 
of inquiry and ordering stand behind the formal, published results of anthropology. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Napoleon A. Chagnon was born the second of twelve children in Port 
Austin, Michigan, in 1938. He is married and has two children. At present he is 
an Associate Professor of Anthropology at the Pennsylvania State University. 

Dr. Chagnon began his academic training in the physics currículum at the 
Michigan College of Mining and Technology at Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan ( now 
Lake Superior State College). He transferred to che University of Michigan in 
his second year of undergraduate tra1n1ng to continue his program in physics. 
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v1 FOREWORD 

However, at the University of Michigan, physics is within the College of Literature, 
Science, and the Arts, and Chagnon was required to take a number of liberal arts 
courses that radically affected bis later training and, ultimately, bis career choice. 
In particular, he elected anchropology courses from Professors Elman R. Service 
and Leslie A. White, whose incisive and eloquent lectures, Chagnon says, revealed 
to him a perspective and method for looking at human behavior that no other 
discipline was capable of offering. He switched from physics to anthropology and 
ultimacely earned bis B.A. ( 1961), M.A. ( 1963), and Ph.D. ( 1966) degrees in 
anthropology at che Universicy of Michigan. 

On completing bis Ph.D., Chagnon joined the Department of Human Genetics 
at the University of Michigan's Medica! School to participare in a multidisciplinary 
study of the Y ~nomamo Indians, a study under the direction of that department' s 
chairman, Dr. James V. Neel. This collaboration grew out of a joint field study 
they made in 1966, at the end of Chagnon's first field trip. In conjunction with 
the multidisciplinary study Chagnon ultimately spent a total of three years living . \ 

among che Y ~nomamo Indians in Venezuela and Brazil, visiting over fifty villages 
and meeting more than 3000 Y ~nomamo. He has recurned to the Y ~nomamo for 
eight consecutive years, his most recent trip being in 1972. 

Chagnon also held a joint appointment in the Department of Anthropology 
at the University of Michigan from 1967 to 1972, when he accepted an Associate 
Professorship in Anthropology at the Pennsylvania State University, from which 
department he will enter into the second phase of bis long-range research interests 
in the Y~nomamo: intensive analysis of bis accumulated field data andan extensive 
field study of severa! Y ~nomamo subpopulations by his students and himself. 

Dr. Chagnon has chus far published sorne forcy articles, two books, and three 
educacional films, and plans, in conjunction with Timothy Asch of Brandeis Uni
versity, to produce approximately fifty ethnographic films on the Y~nomamo from 
film they shot in 1968 and 1971. He is also writing, with William G. Irons of 
Pennsylvania State University, an introductory textbook on anthropology. 

ABOUT THE BOOK 

Napoleon Chagnon's well-known case study, Y'fnomamo: The Fierce People, 
begins with a first chapter on doing fieldwork among them. lt is one of the 
features of chis case study that makes it one of the most widely used in this 
series. Ever since T he Fierce People appeared in 1968 readers have expressed their 
strong interest in a more complete account of Chagnon' s experiences and methods 
of research with the Y ~nomamo. The present study is a response to this wish, and 
as the reader will discover, a very satisfying one. Studying the Y 'fnomamo is 
satisfying because in it Chagnon explains not only how he went about the col
lection of data, why he considered it important, and how he organized it analyti
cally, bue also because bis personal experience is described in vivid detail. Much 
of what he describes is pure adventure of the kind that most field anthropologists 
encounter in sorne degree, but rarely in quite this dramatic a context, for there 
are few peo ple remaining in chis world like che Y ~nomamo. Once one is started 
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with this methods study it is hard to stop until one has read it all the way through: 
a compelling and exciting adventure is described on these pages. lt is the honest 
and very frank report of how one man became so mucha part of the Y~nomamo 
way of doing things that he could not extricate himself from this relationship 
excepting on Y ~nomamo term~. 

Sorne readers will feel that Chagnon went too far, that he allowed bis "objec
tivity" to be reduced by overengagement. Thi~ is not the way we see it, for as 
the fieldwork we ourselves have done and that of others reported in Being an 
Anthropologist leads us to conclude, a deep personal involvemenc is necessary in 
order to achieve the most meaningful goals in field research. Obviously Chagnon 
was noc allowing bis feelings full expression for che three years of time that he 
s pene ( over a period of eight years) in Y ~nomamo villages. His personal space, 
his possessions, his body, his image of himself, to say noching of his personal 
values and castes, were handled roughly many times. His response was usually 
calculated, with the objectives of bis fieldwork uppermost in mind. But in the 
end he revealed his humanness in typical Y~nomamo terms, with something added 
because he was not Y~nomamo but both an anthropologist and a Norch American. 
He will probably return to che Y~nomamo many times. How will his relationship 
change over time? Perhaps he will find that nothing has changed despite the 
rumors and legends that have grown up about bis encounters with powerful figures, 
or perhaps he will be so thoroughly ensconced within che Y ~nomano syscem that 
he will have less freedom of movement than he had before. 

The reader will find Studying the Y ~nomamii compelling, instructive, and 
unique. There may never be another accounc in such close range written about 
one's anthropological fieldwork with a people still sovereign, a people whose 
cultural tradition and origins are totally separare from Western culture. 

Stanford, California 
September 197 3 

GEORGE AND LOUISE SPINDLER 

General Editors 
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PREFACE 

"L'exotique ese quotidien." The ethnographer Georges Condominas gave that 
riele to one of bis books about the Mnong Gar of che central highlands of Vietnam. 
le is a formidable phrase, "che exotic is everyday." What kind of world can it be 
where the strange is commonplace, and tbe unusual a matter of daily occurrence? 
lt cannor be the humdrum world encountered by you or me, for we got used 
ro che exotic in our own -culture when we were children; we grew up to accept 
its marvels and enormities, its fascinations, quirks, and horrors, almost without 
question and with only an occasional bellow of pain or rage, almost never one of 
wonder. 

Napoleon Chagnon knows bow it feels to be in a place where tbe exotic is 
part of everyday experience. Wbere the assumptions tbat govern your daily life 
and mine may not be valid. Wbere tbe casual utterance of a personal name may 
set off a dangerous storm of wrath. Where ball-point pens may write so poorly 
as to seem forever under water. Where a borrowed loincloth may be alive with a 
rormenting fungus. Where the tourist musr be able, not merely ro paddle bis own 
canoe, but fashion it from scratch and keep it afloat. Where every approach to 
a new village is a complete mystery. Where the mystery is whether you will be 
hospitably received or killed on the spot. 

Those of us who have already met the Y~nomamo, most likely through some
tbing written by Chagnon, know that we will embark in this book on a trip 
through a culture quite different from our own. In a sense, then, the reader of 
this book can be invited to share, however vicariously, in genuine advenrures. 
Yet, for all its intrinsic excitement and even occasional melodrama, the book is 
much more than an account of the thrills of fust contact berween a sc.ientist/ 
anthropologist and what the mass media like to call "a tribe of srone-age men." 

Why would anyone take the chances described by Chagnon in the first chapter? 
Even other Y~nomamo were forthrigbt in advising him against attempting a first 
contact with rhe remoce village of Mishimishimaoowei-teri. The trip alone was 
hazardous. As rhe Y ~nomamo viewed ir, the way was menaced by fantastic bordes 
of ferociously evil spirits. Through poorly mapped or unknown country, the trip 
required days in a canoe and an uncertain period of time on foot, cutting through 
the jungle, to reach rhat place. Most sensible peo ple, most sensible Y ~no mamo, 
would not have gone on that journey. Why Chagnon did, and why he decided he 
could, and how he did is just part of what is to come. 

One of Chagnon' s main motivations for living among the Y ~nomamo, for 
returning severa! times, for risking first contact, muse be that he wishes to render 
the exotic commonplace. He is committed to understand Y~nomamo behavior; 
he wants to explain Y ~nomamo culture. Do che Y t;tnomamo prepare creacherous 
feasts to which they invite their enemies, only to fall upon them in the midst of 
festivities? Do they prize warfare and relish combar? Do they beat and exploit 
those among them who are women? Do they kill many of their babies, mainly 
females? Are they nonetheless an expanding population, spreading into new areas? 

How are we to understand these and other things about the Y~nomamo? What 
are the faces, and how have they been gathered and tested? How are different 
sectors of their culture, different aspects of their behavior, related? How do any 

... 
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of rhe foregoing peculiariries depend upon the way the Y~nomamo obtain their 
living, or the way they are socially organized? In attempting to answer such 
questions, particularly the firsr, pertaining to our knowledge about the Y ~nomamo, 
Chagnon has once again bypassed the literary task of giving us the classic of 
adventure I still expect one day to get from him. Instead, he whets our interest 
with a rousing first chapter and then produces an utterly serious, scrupulous book 
about anthropological method and theory. 

It blows the mind, mine at least, to know that ·chag does not live among the 
Y ~nomamó merely' with canoes and outboard motors and Coleman lamps and 
boxes of soft pencils and specially selected notepaper, but wich reams of IBM 
compucer printouts! A significant portion of the total Y~nonamo is in his data 
bank, and it goes with him through the jungle, to be checked again and again 
against local reality. Equally shaking is the knowledge of the miles of movie 
film that now exist, complementing Chagnon's written record of Y~nomamo cul
ture. Almost everything to be found in rhis book, including most of the named 
characters, can be seen by student readers in rheir classrooms, through the use of 
those films. This combinadon of coverage places rhe Y~nomamo virtually in a 
class by themselves in the didactic literacure of echnography. 

lt may be asked if the Y~nomamó want such a role. After all, we are deep into 
the time when many victimized peoples are asserting rights to a say in their own 
destiny. Yet, ro a remarkable degree considering che century, the Y~nomamo are 
an auronomous and sovereign people, encysted within states of whose existence 
many of them are unaware. As yer, many Y ~nomamo villages are essencially inde
pendent of che economic and political forces that may ultimately bind and alter 
them. They are also substantially beyond the range of the state monopoly on 
killing, so they run their own wars, vendettas, and murders, without Venezuelan 
or Brazilian interference. They may not long continue thus. The outside is breaking 
in. Metal tools and pots are ubiquitous. Missionaries have been active in the 
region for sorne time. Even the population of anthropologists is growing. Altera
cions of the culture are likely. Bue thanks to work such as this, the Y~nomamo 
and we will have a permanent record, unusually detailed, of their way of life 
bef ore the hea viest vectors of change broke in. 

If the Y ~nomamó did not originally invite Chagnon, neither did they repel 
him, and it is absolurely clear that they could have done so, had they wished, with 
minimal consequences. The happy conjunction of this people and this anthro
pologist is a boon for all those who cherish sorne notion that che proper srudy 
of mankind is humanity itself. So many of us deplore the lost opportunities of 
past centuries and mourn the vanished opportunities to do sciencific ethnography 
on cultures largely uncouched by elements and pressures emanating from metro
politan powers or other highly organized sociopolitical states. But Chagnon has 
done just this; he has brought the tools of modern anthropology to the intensive 
study of a remarkable society. Wekome, then, to this account by Chagnon which, 
while highlighting the methodological, does so in a remarkable frame in which 
the exotic, even if a daily phenomenon, is nonetheless accounted for and explained, 
as befits a contribution to the science of culture. 

May 1973 MORTON H . FRIED 



AUTHOR'S PREFACE 

I had severa! objectives in writing this book the way I did. 
First, I have attempted to preserve what I consider to be an 1numate rela

tionship becween ethnography, methodology, and cheory. In pursuic of this ob
jective, 1 have included substancial quancities of incompletely analyzed data in 
the hope chat srudents can appreciace the stickiness of the operation most anthro
pologists call "analysis," an operation we never discuss very much. Perhaps it 
would have been more prudent to wait until I had completed chis phase of my 
work and present che "final produce" as if that produce were arrived ac in a 
straightforward, mechanical, predictable way. However, I feel that more should be 
said abouc this phase of che profession, and the examples I provide should contain 
lessons of their own. Data analysis often involves a good many false starts and 
blind alleys; che examples discussed in chis book may eventually prove to be such, 
and, if so, I think that is worth demonstrating. 

Second, I aim this book at students who ha ve read my first monograph, Y <Jno
mamo: T he Fierce People, and who might wish to know more about this fascinating 
Indian cribe. Ideally this book should be used in introductory courses in anthro
pology, in conjunction with The Fierce People. One of the chapters (Chapter 4) 
míght, however, be reserved for a thorough discussion and consideration in a 
more advanced course in cultural anthropology. The appendices, which provide 
a good deal of new data, are primarily intended for use with che numerous films 
that will be produced as a supplement to this book and the earlier monograph. 
Data knows no course level, and I expect thac both serious srudents and colleagues 
alike will make use of ir for their respective purposes. A word of caution is in 
order abouc the scatistical data discussed and summarized in severa! of the 
chapters in chis book: 1 have not yet finished che enormous task of syscematically 
checking all the information, so che material that is presented, while being close 
to the final produce, is still provisional. 

Third, I am interested in experimenting with the teaching of anthropology. 
In particular, I am convinced thac there is an important place for ethnographic 
film in the teaching of anthropology, and I have designed this book in such a way 
that maximum advantage can be taken of the sorne 30 or 40 films that I will 
be producing with my colleague, Timochy Asch, over the next severa! years. Sorne 
of chese are listed in Appendix G. Nearly all of the films were caken in the 
village of Mishimishimabowei-teri, che Y~nomamo village thac constituces the 
main focus of chis book. Each film will be accompanied by a published srudy 
guide that describes che content of the film and the individuals in ic; the indi
viduals will be identified by number in the study guides, and these numbers can 
be found in Appendix A of chis book. In addition, che scudy guides will occasionally 
contain suggestions about the cheoretical significance of the evenc .filmed or sug
gestions about how the film might be used in classes. 

Sorne instructors will continue to schedule films for their classes and merely 
rake che day off. I hope that by providing a more incegrated set of resources-

X 
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monographs, journal publications, study guides, and films-1 can contribute some
thing to the teaching of anthropology. The films, just as assigned readings, contain 
important information that not only can, bue should be integrated into anthro
pology courses. 

Anthropology can be an exciting craft. In chis connection 1 have attempted 
to convey a representative range of personal reactions that characterized portions 
of my field experience--the excitement of contacting unknown peoples, the 
frustrations of checking and cross-checking information, anger and resentment at 
being intimidated conscantly, che danger and chreats to my life, che fun, the 
happiness, the personal friendships and enmiries, and the pleasure of finally being 
in a position to sir down and begin to put it sysrematically together in che way 
1 think it fits. lt is an unconventional mixture--an experiment in teaching of 
another kind-but 1 am convinced that at che end of chis book che reader will 
remember much of it for a longer time. 

Fourth, I touch on a number of theoretical issues in the severa! chapters and 
provide enough data so that the scudent can evaluare che issues in full view of 
the relevant faces. One such issue is the relationship between warfare and cultural 
ecology. Sorne of my colleagues hold the view that tribal warfare is largely a kind 
of mechanical response to population pressure, crowding, shortages of strategic 
resources, or particular kinds of dietary deficiencies. 1 call that position into 
question with respect ro Y~nomamo warfare and provide enough data so that the 
reader can make a decision on his own. To be sure, in the general evolution of 
culture che relationship between demographic factors and resources has been 
such that warfare can legitimately be interpreced as an expected outcome of 
crowding and competicion. However, in specific cases, such as che Y~nomamo, the 
Jí.varo, the Tupinamba, and many other Tropical Forest tribes, it is necessary to 
look at other factors, in particular, che nature of tribal political organization. The 
point I wish to make is that we cannot assume that tribal warfare everywhere is 
a direct response to population density and resource shortages, bue it has every
where political dimensions and attributes that can be related to the very nature 
of the tribal social design. Tribal warfare is, in many cases, che extension of 
politics in the absence of other means. Those other means are organizational 
features, and tribal culture as I use the term lacks those organizational features. 
( See Sahlins, 1968, and Fried, 1967, for discussions of tribal and egalitarian 
societies respectively.) 

Finally, a note about che organization of che book. I have followed a case study 
approach for che most pare, focusing on one particular village, Mishimishima
bOwei-teri. Chapter 1 deals with my attempt to make contact with chis group, a 
people who had never seen foreigners prior to my going there. Thus, che book 
begins with a fairly detailed, if not exciting, account of what it was like to contact 
a hitherto unknown group. Chapter 2 describes how I collected che data that were 
necessary to establish che position of chis village in che context of its political 
pase and its pattern of community fissioning and relocation. That is, Chapter 2 
documents che process of population expansion and movement that describes how 
MishimishimabOwei-teri carne to be located where it is. Chapter 3 deals with che 
techniques I employed to collect the genealogical information and constitutes che 
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basis of many of my conclusions about demography, political organization, and 
population expansion. Chapter 4 oudines the present state of my study and de
scribes sorne of the analytical techniques and directions I will be exploring to 
understand the dynamic process of population growth and its effects on the 
stability and composidon of Y~nomamo villages. This is the most exploratory and 
theoretical chapter of the book. Chapter 5 recounts sorne of the more personal 
aspects of my fieldwork. lt is a parcial account of how my relationship to one 
headman in particular carne to dominate my work and ultimately became a serious 
obstacle to continued fieldwork in Mishimishimabowei-teri. More importantly, 
it deals with the nature of political leadership and draws attention to the per
sonal characteristics of a very successful and very competent headman. There is 
also a methodological lesson in chis chapter. Not ali field experiences are idyllic 
and pleasant at all times. Mine had its share of personal joys and difficulties, and 
for what educacional value they may have, I pass them on to others, who, in 
planning their own field research, might consider them in terms of their expecta
tions of the field siruation. Thus, the book ends where it began, in Mishimishima
bowei-teri. Everything in between is directed toward establishing the position of 
the village in its historical, demographic, and political context. The severa! 
appendices give specifi.c material about the residents of Mishimishimaoowei-teri 
that will enable the reader to take a more detailed look if he so chooses. 

lt goes without saying that each Y~nomamo village is in sorne respects very 
different from other villages. And, each cluster of related villages has characteristics 
that distinguish it from other, similar clusters. I have drawn attention to the 
demographic properties of villages and village clusters to underscore this point, and 
to show how política! and social behavior are affected by those properties. Indeed, 
1 regard the demonstration of this as one of the primary accomplishments of my 
work to date: no village can be meaningfully understood apart from the complex 
hiscorical and demographic processes thac led co its emergence from a larger 
whole. Few tribal populacions remain in the world where these important processes 
can be documented in aboriginal circumstances, and what we can learn from the 
Y~nomamo will pur us in a better posidon ro understand the rise and extension 
of the tribal mode of life elsewhere in time and space. The specific configurations 
I describe can not be expected co exist all over Y ~nomamo land, for the variations 
1 describe in two subpopulations must be assumed to exist elsewhere as well. My 
severa! colleagues who are studying different groups of Y ~nomamo can well 
appreciate this from their own research, and hopefully will provide us with a 
more complete range of facts that speak to chis social and demographic variability. 
And the srudencs I rrain to continue this aspect of my own work will likewise 
contribute to a more precise understanding of this important phenomenon. It will 
disappear forever in a decade. We shall all be poorer when it does. lt has been 
a unique privilege to live among the Y~nomamo, to glance fleetingly at a time 
and a style that lie only dimly in our own past, and it has been frustrating to feel 
inadequate to capture its quality in the written word, the diagram, the moving 
1mage. 
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T he village o/ Mishimishi1114bowei-teri from one of the gardens. 
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T he author traveling between Bisaasi-teri and Reyabobowei-teri. Re'febawa looks on 
as I record some of his observations. (Photograph by Timothy Asch.) 

Kf!obawa chanting with a Shamatari. He warned me about them. 
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Moawa and his f ather-in-law, Dedeheiwa-the secular and spiritual authorities of 
Mishimishimabowei-teri. 

Mishimishimabowei-teri raiders preparing to depart from Kt1obawa' s village. 



1 / First contact vvith the 

Mishimishimabovvei-teri 

A thousand previous days concluded with che same melodic incantations, 
pierced irregularly by a half-scream, half-growl as che shaman struck a powerful 
blow with his arm or arrow at one of a multitude of humanoid spirits (heku1'a) 
radiant in their fiery halos, bearing incandescent names, and partaking of che sub
stance of human souls. 1 <lid not have to look up to know that che score of glistening 
men, streaked with green, ebene-ladened nasal mucus, were growing more aggressive 
and violent as the eff ect of the magical powder hit them, and their foreboding 
preoccupation with sickness and death became more complete. They were growing 
surly, and I made a mental note to avoid that area as 1 methodically went through 
my IBM princout of village residents and phocographed people, moving unobtru
sively from house to house. 1 had run out of film and returned to my house--a 
section of che roof I shared with che headman and his family-to fumble anocher 
roll of Tri-x inco my Pentax, accempting to keep my sweaty hands from fouling the 
pressure place and focal plane. Droplecs formed on my forehead, tickling as they 
coalesced and ran down my nose, stinging as they seeped into che corners of my 
eyes. 

Dedeheiwa, che accomplished shaman, and Móawa, his son-in-law and the man 
whose house 1 shared, were leading the afternoon session in front of Yoinakuwa's 
place, sorne 40 yards off to my left. I could recognize their somber droning above 
the voices of che others, for I had goteen to know these two men quite well over 
the past three years. The village tlJaiteri-"fierce ones"-were assembled to drive 
out the perceived, bue mostly imagined, sickness that Dedeheiwa diagnosed as 
che effects of hekU1'a sent by his enemies in Yeisikorowii-teri, a village far to the 
south. Dedeheiwa, as was his style, led che attack-very vigorously for a man his 
age. 1 remember taking periodic glances in their direction, unconsciously aware 
that the mood was volatile and a few of the men were becoming uncontrollable. 
I was concerned about what the headman's younger brother, Yahohoiwa, might 
do. Living in the shadow of the headman's renown, he had every reason to be 
concerned about his status and ferocicy. He was, however, an unpredictable char
acter and quite capable of violent expressions. Earlier in che day he expounded 
abouc his ferocity to me at considerable length and named che men he had 
killed on various raids-just before demanding a machete. He was píqued when 
1 didn't give it to him, annoyed because I was seemingly oblivious to the status 
he had and had developed so carefully in his exposition. Later, he openly insulted 
me as 1 passed before his house taking identification photographs and making 

1 



2 FIRST CONTACT WITH THE MISHIMISHIMABOWEI-TERI 

skecches of che hammock positions and sleeping arrangemencs chere. When 1 
paid bis remark no attention and passed his hammock in silence, he became 
more ira ce. 1 didn' e see him coming and realized che degree of his anger only 
when 1 felt che sharp blow of bis clenched fist on my chest. I could lec his verbal 
insult bounce off unattended, bue I could not cake a smart chump on my pectoral 
that lightly. Why? Two reasons. Firsc, it invites more of che same-or escalation. 
Second, after three years of chat kind of thing I was reaching a saturation point 
and beginning ro despise che pecking system within which I had to conduct 
my fi.eldwork. In chis particular case, I retained enough of my wits and cultural 
relacivism to measure my response. He was an edgy, unpredictable, and boisterous 
man, and very concerned about bis personal status. Y ~nomamó men do not tell 
you how fi.erce they are unless there seems to be sorne question about the validity 
of their claims. 

I dropped my field books and pencils when he hit me, and pretentiously 
mimed, in che most grotesque manner, the kinesthetic prancings of Y~nomamó 
ferocity incarnace. The observing women and children giggled and squirmed, as 
I expecced they would. The scene, potentially explosive, was now one of che sub
human buffoon fieldworker exhibiting agonistic stances of the least convincing 
kind; clearly aware chat the provocation called for a reaction, but seemingly in
capable of pulling it off in the appropriate fashion. But, che reaction was recogniz
ably Y~nomamo for ali its ribaldry. In the midst of che chuckles I smacked him 

-... -. 
Figu-re 1.1--Some of the shamans were growmg su-rly. 
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Figu'f"e 1-2-High on drugs, a Shamatari shaman is "cooled" by his more sober peers. 

back on the chest. To the observer, it was one of those slow-motion, fake blows. 
But I put a little "English" on the tail of it and 1 knew from his surprised look 
that it stung, just enough to communicate to him that 1 might not be teasing as 
much as my antics implied. lt was a joke with a grain of kinetic truth. 

For the time being I had made a public farce out of something that I knew 
was gnawing at him, and went about my work as if there were nothing amiss. 
1 knew him well enough to avoid him for the time being, and when he and 
the others assembled for their daily ebene party, 1 was well advised to stay at 
a distance. 

I closed my camera and began putting my norebooks and tape measure back 
into my side pack to resume my work. The din of the chanters suddenly gave 

~ 

way to the alarmed screams of women and children who scrambled in terror for 
the safety of the backside of the shabono roof. Men shouted and tried to disarm 
Yahohoiwa, who had, in the ecstacy of his high, taken up his bow and arrows 
and was now running back and forth, eluding his pursuers and intimidacing 
the women and children. 1 warched briefly as the men approached hitn cautiously 
and attempted to disarm him. They stayed at a comfortable distance, and he 
kept them at bay by ominously pointing his arrow at rhem. 1 had seen rhis, too, on 
many other occasions. The rules of rhe "game" are to permit the man to display 
his ferocity (chasing women and children), even to the point of letting him 
discharge an arrow or two wildly into the roof. The general panic he creares 
strokes his ego, and the concern that the men show for him, their attempts
often very delicate, flattering entreaties to disarm-reinforce the feeling that here 
is a man to be feared and respected. They usually succeed in taking the weapons 
away and then devore their attention to the man ro "cool" him clown. Rarely do 
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these displays lead to actual violence, although I recorded a few incidents that 
did. My reaction was: they are 40 yards from me and the men are already at
tempting to disarm him, so I can ignore it. 

I congratulated myself at the wisdom of having decided to avoid that area of 
the village and continued putting my cameras and notebooks into my side pack. 
Then the women and children in the house next to me shrieked in unison and 
scattered. Most of them escaped by diving out the back of the house. I looked 
up to see Yahohoiwa staggering toward me with a wild, glazed look on his face. 
His nocked arrow was aimed right at my chest. Y ~nomamo, like most peo ple, 
resent being stared at. I looked into his eyes and knew that the glint was not 
altogether chemically induced. I decided I was not going to play this stupid game 
with him and do what he obviously wanted me to do: turn tail and dive out the 
back of the house as che women and children had done. I also suspected that if 
I did play the game he might not be compelled, because of the earlier incident, 
to play the game according to the rules and shoot to miss. The thought of his 
barbed arrow in my retreating rear did not appeal to me, and quite frankly, I was 
getting angry. I decided to make a stand and stare him clown. He was about to 
shoot when he realized that I was not going to run, and this scartled him enough 
that he temporarily "lost" the nock in his arrow. I could tell he was annoyed, but 
by the time he had recovered his nock he was at a poor angle to get a good 
shoc at me: he had run almost past me and had to turn slightly to shoot. His 
arrow whizzed past my ear and imbedded itself in the roof behind me. The 
men caught up to him and dragged him back to the chanting arena in front of 
Yoinakuwa's house and soothed him. I went about my work, but with diminished 
enthusiasm. 

He carne over to visit with me that evening and sat silently, watching me pre
pare my supper. When he decided to speak, it was in a low, carefully chosen, 
apologetic tone. "Older brother!" he began. "I was very frightened of you toda y 
when you stared into my eyes. I fear you now because you do not run from 
danger ." I listened to his explanation and told him that I, too, was frightened of 
him and thought, when I saw his face, of all the men he said he killed. I told 
him that I knew him to be fierce and that others, even in distant villages, knew 
of him and his reputation. He seemed relieved at chis and quite pleased. His 
mood changed immediately, and he began to chatter inquisitively about my work. 
Order was escablished again. We both knew what ro expect from each other in 
the future, more or less. 

I was always on less certain terms with Moawa, his brother, the headman of 
Mishimishimabowei-teri. He was the toughest, most successful headman I ever met. 
The kind of relationship was essentially the same: peck a little, creare a crisis, then 
back off at sralemate-and begin again. Unlike Yahohoiwa, M0awa was confident 
of his reputation and status. He did not have to resort to displays only while on 
ebene. There was no mistaking that Moawa was a man of his word, someone 
who commanded awe and respect. He was formidable; it showed in many ways
his tone of voice, his bearing, the way others jumped at his suggestions, or fled 
from his presence when he was angry and hurled insults and threats at the 
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world at large. He was a true waiteri, a true leader, and a true Shamatari. As the 
Y ~nomamo say, he was a ra barowe~the one who really lived there. We ulti
mately carne to irreconcilable differences in 1972 and parted on strained, if not 
hostile, terms. 
K~obawa and Rerebawa (discussed in Chapter 1 of The Fierce People) had been 

accurate in their predictions of what my experience among the Shamatari, the 
collection of some dozen villages to the south of their village, would be like. 
These were the people against whom K~obawa and his ancestors had waged 
ceaseless war for half a cenrury, war that continues to this very day. They had 
warned me about the treachery of the Shamatari and 1 ignored their counsel. 
This was unwise in sorne respects. In 1971 1 made an error in judgment that 
very nearly cost me my life. 1 made a similar error in 1972. These specfic inci
dents ultimately led me to decide to terminare particular aspects of my field 
research. But before 1 get into these incidents, personality conflicts, and the 

Figure 1.3-Y ahohoiwa-he was at a poor angle and bis arrow missed me. 
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coercive power of gifts and gift-giving, let me begin with the history of 
my interest in the Shamatari population and how I made first contact with 
Moawa's village. 

It is increasingly improbable that anthropologists will have the opporcunity to 
be rhe first representatives of their culture ro make contacts with peoples who 
have never seen outsiders before. There are few descriptions of what this is 
like, so I recite in considerable detail what my own experiences were. The 
methodological lesson has to do with the wisdom and necessity of visiting large 
numbers of villages in order to make censuses and check on the accuracy of 
genealogies, because a settlement pattern study by design and nature requires 
this kind of data. My own reasons, after a number of unusual setbacks and obstacles, 
became quite irrational in spite of the sdentific merit that the objectives had. 

Actually, my intent from the very beginning of the fi.eldwork was to study the 
Shamatari groups to the south of the Bisaasi-teri. Although most of the Shamatari 
were totally uncontacted by the outside world, members of two of their villages-

Figure 1.4-Moawa, headman of great renown. 
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Figure 1.5-K9obawa, leader of great poise and dignity. He knew the treachery of 
the Shamatari first -hand and advised me not to go there. 

M<;>maribówei-teri and Reyabobowei-teri-regularly visited the Bisaasi-teri to trade 
and feast (see Figure 1.7). My plan was to spehd enough time in Bisaasi-teri to 
learn Y ~nomamo and then iniciare work among che two Shamatari villages to the 
souch. I made no attempt to conceal my interest in the Shamatari, and this, I 
later carne to realíze, annoyed the Bisaasi-teri. lt was clear to them that I was 
to be merely a temporary guest in their village. 

I actively sought out Shamatari informancs who had moved into Bisaasi-teri 
from one of the two villages, or who had been captured by the Bisaasi-teri in past 
raids. They earned many of che trade goods (madohe) chat I inicially gave out in 
Bisaasi-teri. Rules of eciquetce are such in Y~nomamó culture that visitors like 
myself should not display a lack of interese in che hoscs, and it goes wichout saying 
chac che visicor should generously give his madohe to bis hoscs. The Bisaasi-ceri 
were juscifiably aggrieved chat my objeccives ro live with the Shamacari would 
ulcimately lead to a lack of supply of sceel cools, so chey incessantly advised me 
not to go ro che Shamacari villages. 

le cook longer to learn Y ~nomamo chan I expected, and before long I was 
deeply involved in che scudy of che Bisaasi-ceri and related groups. As I planned 
to recurn to che field the following year, I elected to spend che remainder of my 



Figure 1.6-Rerebawa, frequent companion on my trips to the Shamatari. 

firsc field crip rounding out my daca on che Bisaasi-ceri and scale down my project 
on che Shamacari to more modesc proporcions. I decided chac I would make a 
more elaborare scudy of the Shamacari on che nexc field trip. 

Bue even a small scudy of che Shamacari was noc to the liking of che Bisaasi
teri, who accively attempted to keep me in their own village. It soon became 
known co che members of che cwo Shamacari villages that I was interested in 
living with chem, and, furthermore, intended co visir other villages to rheir sourh, 
especially a village chat everybody referred co as "Sibarariwa's village" (Moawa's 
village-Mishimishimabowei-ceri). Sibarariwa was che acknowledged headman 
of che Mishimishimaoowei-teri group, a man with a repucation for creachery and 
ferocicy. He was deeply involved in che creacherous feast of 1950 which claimed 
che lives of so many Bisaasi-ceri men, and che Bisaasi-ceri despised him. The cwo 
closesc Shamacari groups also despised Sibarariwa, for he and bis people raided 
chem conscantly, even chough they were closely relaced co each other. While mem
bers of che firsc two Shamacari villages were anxious to have me visit them, they 
were noc enthusiastic abouc che possibilicy of my visicing Sibarariwa. They, too, 
wanced a monopoly on my steel cools. Despite che facc that they were at war with 
Sibarariwa's village, a few individuals from chese cwo villages concinued to visit 
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Figure 1.8-Sibarariwa, the f abled headman of Mishhnishimabowei-teri. 

Figure 1.9-Kc¡.obawa trading his steel tools to Shamatari allies. 
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their kinsmen in Mishimishimabowei-teri, and this visiting kept a small, but 
constant trickle of badly-worn steel tools going to Sibarariwa's village. The 
Bisaasi-teri would obtain machetes from foreigners like me or the missionaries. 
When these were worn out, they would pass them on to the first Shamatari group, 
the M<;>maribowei-teri, who would wear them clown even more before passing 
them on to their neighbors, the Reyabooowei-teri. By the time the tools reached 
Sibarariwa's village, they were usually unrecognizable as machetes. Most of them 
were broken into two or more pieces, and none of them had handles. The Bisaasi
teri did not want me to give my tools directly to the M<;)maribowei-teri when I 
went there to visir, and the Mc;>maribowei-teri did not want 1ne to take my tools 
past them to the Reyaboboweí-teri. Each group wanted a monopoly. 

It was not difficult for me to get guides to take me to the first village 
(Mi;)maribowei-teri) in the trading network, sínce a considerable number of young 
men from that village were living in Bisaasi-teri as sons-in-law while they were 
doing bride service. They were more than willing to take me to their village 
if the pay were a machete. I usually brought a few extra machetes with me to 
their village (Mi;)maribówei-teri) for trading purposes. Once 1 reached the village 
(a 10-hour walk), my guides would be coerced by their elders to termínate the 
trip there. They did not want me to continue on ro the Reyabobowei-teri, sus
pecting that 1 might give valuable machetes to them. They usually told me that 
the village was very far away, the trails were terrible, the jungle was flooded and, 
besídes, nobody was home: "they all went on a long trip far, far away" was a 
common story, and it usually worked. The thought of walking two more days to 
find an empty village is notan exciting prospect. 

Still, I managed to accumulate a rather large body of demographic, historie, and 
genealogical information on the two closest Shamatari groups, and it soon became 
clear from these data that 1 had to visir Sibarariwa's village to fill in many 
gaps. The genealogies clearly showed that the residents of Sibarariwa's group 
were agnatically related to the residents of Reyabobówei-teri and Mi;)maribOwei
teri, and the historical data1 showed that the three groups had a common origin: 
they had once been a single village. 

The Bisaasi-teri and the two closest Shamatari groups used a different strategy 
to prevent me from visiting Sibarariwa' s village, which was said to be located 
somewhere on the Shukumona River, not far beyond the headwaters of the 
Mavaca River. They recited to me the gruesome tales of treachery and violence 
that characterized their own dealings with Síbarariwa's people, and assured me 
that Sibarariwa would kili me and my guídes íf I ever went there. At first these 
stories ímpressed me enough to cause me to question my plans to contact Síbar-

. ariwa's group. It was clear from the demographic data 1 collected on "cause of 
death"2 that Sibarariwa's village had a well-deserved reputation for fierceness, 
for many Bisaasi-teri, M<;>maribowei-teri, and Reyabobowei-teri had died at the 
hands of Mishimishimabowei-teri archers. 

1 By "historical daca" I mean inf o1'mants' verbal accounts of the past history of villages-the 
migrations, fissions, wars, and consequences for group dispersal. 

2 See Chapter 4. 
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As the months wore on and I became better acquainted with the nature of 
Y~nomamo trade, and, as trade principies applied to me, their desires for monopoly, 
I began to suspect that much of the information I had been given about Sibarariwa's 
group might have been exaggerated. I also became better at idenrifying che circum
stances in which informants would most likely lie, and the informants who would 
most likely Iie under any circumsrances. By carefully selecting the informants and 
the circumstances, I began broaching the question from a less direct angle. I cannot 
describe all of the factors that went into identifying the truthful informants
much of it has to do with judgment and subjectivity that can best be described 
as intuition. To be sure, I could make objecrive determinations on the accuracy 
of statements about genealogical relationships, and so forth, but to evaluare the 
accuracy of an informant's statement about the probability of an event happening 
is quite another matter. The quesrion, essentially, was: would the Mishimishim
abowei-teri kill me if I went there to visir them? The answer that the Y~nomamo 
had uniformly given me until then was a unanimous Y es, but the circumstances 
were always the same: the answer was always given in public by the older men 
who were concerned about the possibility that I would give machetes to the 
MishimishimabOwei-teri, machetes that they might ocherwise claim for them-

Figure 1.10-Shamata'fi Mchet' from Mishimishimabowei-tet'i. 
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selves. The Mishimishimabowei-teri, of course, were their enemies, and even if 
I refused to heed their advice, it was unlikely that I would be able to recruit 
guides from among the Bisaasi-teri. 

I decided to approach chis question differently: I would only inquire about 
the matter m prwate frorn younger men who were keen on adventure and rnost 
likely able, for kinship reasons, to visir Sibarariwa's village with lirtle chance of 
personal danger to thernselves. I never broached che subject unless I was working 
privately with an informant whose word 1 had learned ro trust on other rnatters. 
My fust encouraging answer carne from a young inan narned Wakarabewa, who 
had rnarried inro Biaasi-reri. His facher lived in M<;>rnaribowei-reri and was a 
brother ro Sibarariwa. Wakarabewa said his father occasionally visited Sibarariwa, 
and he felt that I might be able to go along on such a visir also. 

Let me describe, to che extent that it is possible, sorne of rhe factors that I 
weighed in making a subjective conclusion that I might visir Sibarariwa's group 
and come back unscathed. W akarabewa was a scranger in Bisaasi-teri and quick 
to point out che lies and deceptions that che Bisaasi-teri fed me. H e had married 
into Bisaasi-teri and was doing bride service to bis facher-in-law, che headman of 
che lower group of Bisaasi-teri, whose shabono (village) was sorne two hundred 

Figu-re 1.11-Wakarabewa, my first Shamatari guide. He feared neither the notori
ous residents of Sibarariwa' s village nor the Raharas. 
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yards downstream from K~obawa's. As a son-in-law he was expecced to do all 
manner of onerous tasks for his facher-in-law, and as a Shamatari was subjecr to 
a considerable amount of ridicule and harsh treatment. Like many ocher people, 
che Y~nomamó tend to be bigoced and seize upon any opportunity to 1nake 
invidious dist inctions between chemselves and anybody else who is slightly different: 
the Bisaasi-ceri in general, have a low opinion of che Shamacari-and vice versa. 
I discussed chis in The Fierce People when I described the relacionship of Rerebawa 
ro che Bisaasi-ceri-he, too, had marr ied inco Bisaasi-reri from a different gi:oup 
and experienced che same kind of treatn1ent. 

W akarabewa's facher-in-law was parcicularly unpleasant · to him. He denied 
Wakarabewa sexual access to che girl while ac che same cüne he allowed the young 
roen of the natal village co enjoy chese privileges. Wakarabewa was bound by 
che taboos associated with the in-law relationship and could not complain about 
it, but he privarely relared his bitterness to me. He was nor related by blood to 
anyone irnporcanc in rhe village and, out of bis birrerness, freely rold me about 
lies rhat had been given ro me by che Bisaasi-teri. When he told me in privare 
rhar he didn't th ink Sibarariwa would kill me if I went to his village, provided 
l was wich Wakarabewa or his father, I concluded rhat a crip there was not entirely 
out of the quesrion. But, I had an uneasy feeling about accepting che word of 
a seventeen-year-old youch when che consensus of che adules was precisely che 
opposite. Still, orher young Shamatari informants, under similar circumstances, 
concurred in W akarabewa's predictions to varying degrees. 1 was careful not to lec 
rhem know what Wakarabewa rold me, so as ro have independenr opinions. As 
I becarne better acquainced wirh sorne of che older men in Bisaasi-teri, men like 
K~obawa, l was able to creare circurnstances during inforrnant sessíons in privare 
that led to iinporcant modifications of their public positions. None of these men 
ever said that I would be perfectly safe if I should visit Sibarariwa's village, bue 
sorne of thern suggested that the possibility existed. This was qualiratively a 
different kind of scory than che official position that a trip there would lead to 
certain death. 

About ten rnonths after I had been in che field a group of young men from 
Reyabobowei-reri visiced the Bisaasi-teri. They also visited me ro ask for sreel 
tools when che Bisaasi-ceri were not in rny hut. They rnentioned chat a group of 
men fro1n Sibarariwa's village had recently visited Reyabobówei-teri. They told 
me that Sibarariwa's group had ~ecently moved away from the Shukumóna River 
and was now living very close to the headwaters of che Mavaca River. After care
ful, devious questioning, I concluded that it was possible to ascend che Mavaca 
River in my dugout canoe to a point very close to che putative new location of 
Sibarariwa's village. The rivers were quite high because of recent rains, so I 
decided to make an artempt to contact Sibarariwa's village. 

Wakarabewa, in a matter-of-fact way, agreed to come with me and suggested 
che na1nes of a few more young Shamatari men who might be amicably received 
by che Mishirnishiinabówei-teri. 1 talked wíth these young men and secured their 
promises to co1ne with 1ne. 

W ord soon spread through Bisaasi-teri that I was, at last, planning to go up 
che Mavaca to try to find Sibarariwa's village. My hut was visited by parcy after 
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party of Bisaasi-teri who strongly advised me against such a foolish thing. When 
their stories of treachery and murder failed to frighcen me inco canceling my 
plans, they began a new taccic: Raharas. 

Raharas were created when Man was in h is infancy. They were associated with 
the Great Flood and deep water. When the flood receded, the Raharas-awesome 
serpencs-took up residence in the Orinoco River, somewhere near its head
waters. They have never been seen in the Orinoco, so che presumption is that 
they migrated to other rivers after the Flood and now live chere. 

While no one had ever seen Raharas, their behavior was well known to d Íe 
Y~nomamo. They rise up out of the water and devour those who are foolish 
enough to attempt to cross che rivers, especially rivers that are unfamiliar to 
the Y~nomamo. Furthermore, it is alleged that an underground river connects 
the Orinoco with che upper Mavaca, and that the Raharas took chis course and 
migraced to che Mavaca. 

Raharas almost resulted in the cancellation of my planned crip up the Mavaca. 
Since none of the Bisaasi-teri or Shamatari had ever ascended the Mavaca very 
far, they were unable to discount the assertion that ic ceemed with Raharas. 
K~obawa and Shararaiwa, bis youngest brorher, took ir upon chemselves to apprise 
me of the dangers. Shararaiwa told me and my Shamatari guides that the Raharas 
would surely rise up and devour us--<:anoe, motor, gasoline, and paddles. The 
ochers nodded and clicked their tongues to indicare cheir subscription ro Shararaiwa's 
claim. 

My guides, who were by chis time being badgered by the Bisaasi-teri to with
draw from che trip, looked gloomily at the ground and remained silent. 1 could 
see that che Rahara story was frightening them, and 1 was worried that they would 
refuse to come. 1 was also growing very annoyed with the Bisaasi-ceri for going 
to such ludicrous ends to prevent me from reaching Sibarariwa's village. 1 had a 
long, heated argument with K~obawa and Shararaiwa on che exiscence of Raharas, 
but concluded that any further discussion along chis line would be fruitless. 
Just as you don'c argue with che missionaries about che existence of God and 
angels, you don't argue with che Y~nomamó about the exiscence of Raharas. 

1 changed taccics and conceded thac perhaps chere were Raharas afcer all. Y ea, 
1 knew there were Raharas and had, in my youch and in my native jungles of 
Michigan-urihi-teri, slain many of them. 
Y~nomamó logic, forcunacely, permics of such inconsistencies: it is not so much 

a maccer of what you assert, as of how you assert it and the kinds of details you 
give to support your argument. 

Yes. 1 knew Raharas very well indeed. 1 was a good shot when it carne to 
Raharas and most certainly would be able to apply my skills should we run 
into any Raharas on che Mavaca. 1 would keep my double-barreled shotgun loaded 
at all times with Rahara shot to be ready for them. 

My young guides listened attentively and seemed less gloomy as 1 continued 
my argument. 

1 knew from my vast experience at Rahara-hunting precisely where one had to 
hit a Rahara in order to kili it in one shot, and 1 gave an anacomical demonstra-

· tion: "Righc here! In the neck! Just below the head!" 1 also had a very special 
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kind of cartridge called Rahara Brahaishaomodimo ("something made for killing 
Raharas at a distance") and showed them severa! cartridges with rifled slugs pro
truding from the plastic jackets. Back in 1965 ir was possible to make such an 
argument, since none of the Y ~nomamo had yet been given shotguns. Now it is 
impossible: I know of ar leasr forty Y~nomamo in various villages along the 
Orinoco, including the Bisaasi-teri, who have shotguns. 

Shararaiwa flushed with anger when I shifted my argument and asserted 
that 1 had special knowledge about the fabulous beasts. He and K~obawa held 
the advantage only so long as they had a monopoly on knowledge, and since 
neither of them had ever seen a Rahara, let alone killed one, I immediately gained 
the upper hand. Shararaiwa stalked off in a huff, muttering that he was sure 
the Raharas on the Mavaca were bigger and fiercer than those in Michigan-urihi
teri. In quitting the argument he lost it. 

Ar least I thought he lost it: one of my four guides backed out the next 
morning and another asked me if ir wouldn't be wiser for him to come on my 
second trip, after I exterminated the Raharas. My canoe was loaded for the trip 
and 1 knew I had to get under way immediately, since the risk of losing all my 
guides increased by leaps and bounds the longer I remained in Bisaasi-teri. I man
aged to talk rhe guide into making the trip by doubling the previously agreed
upon pay but I was unable to recruit one more guide to replace the one who 
backed out. We left Bisaasi-teri with my dugout canoe heavily loaded with 
provisions, the roar of my outboard motor drowning out the screams and re
joinders of che adule meo who were still attempting to prevent me from finding 
che Mishimishimabowei-reri. They were angry with me and with my guides: 
"You'll see! They'll kill you all! They will pretend friendship at fust, and when 
you are off your guard they will fall on you with bow staves!" 

The trip was unsuccessful. We ascended the Mavaca River for two full days, 
chopping our way through logs and deadfalls for much of the second day. When 
we pulled up along the bank to make camp for the second night, the river was 
so narrow that it was difficult to negotiate the hairpin curves in the current 
without touching the river bank on one side or che other. 

When my guides set about collecting vines, leaves, and poles for our temporary 
hut, they returned hastily to the canoe where 1 was cleaning game, their faces 
ashen with fear. They had found a fresh, recently-traveled rrail a few yards away 
from the river. 1 was happy about the discovery and went ro investigare. As we 
examined the trail and speculared about its origin and terminus, two of my three 
guides demanded that we leave for home immediately: they were sure we were 
very close to che village and they were not going ro go any further. Only Wakara
bewa indicated that he was willing to go on. Since you do not abandon your guides 
in the middle of enemy rerritory, rhere was no choice bue to turn back. I was furious 
wich them and asked why they decided to come in the first place. Their answer: 
"For a machete, an axe, and a lar ge cooking pot!" 

They had been so certain that we would never gec close to the village that 
they carne along for the ride and the pay! They also knew that on such trips I 
always shor a great deal of game and gave it away to the families of my guides. 
For chem, che trip was jusr going to be a hunting trip wích hígh pay, and they 
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' 
Figure 1.12-T he upper Mavaca River-Bahana-u. A vast and nearly unoccupied 
expanse between the Namowei-teri and the Shamatari villages. It is said that this 
river abounds with Raharas. 

had no intention of reaching the village. Needless to say, 1 rurned the canoe 
around and we went home. 1 was so furious rhat 1 refused to let any of them have 
any of the game that 1 shot, which was considerable, since nobody had hunted 
in that region for years. 

1 made a large smokerack outside my hut when we returned and put the mear 
on it to cure. Most of it was stolen during the night by the Bisaasi-teri. The next 
day, Torokoiwa, one of K~obawa's older brothers, visited rne to tell me the follow
ing story. lt was good, he argued, that 1 did not actually reach the village. Sorne 
years ago a group of foreigners like myself ascended the Shukumona River and 
met a hunting ' party from Sibarariwa's village. The foreigners had guns and 
machetes. The Shamatari hunrers acted friendly and gained the confidence of 
the foreigners. They asked them if they could examine their strange possessions. 
When the foreigners gave them che shotguns and machetes to examine, the Shama
tari fell on them with the machetes and hacked them to pieces. 3 

Perhaps 1 was foolish and perhaps it was fortunate that 1 did not make it 
to the village. Perhaps the Shamatari were every bit as treacherous as che Bisaasi
teri made them out to be and 1 was not experienced enough to predice their be
havior. 1 decided to put Sibarariwa's víllage out of my mind for the remainder of 

3 Torokoiwa, 1 later learned, had gotten the story confused. Foreigners were not involved , nor 
were shotguns. A group of Y ~nomamo from severa! mission villages ascended che Shuku
mona River to raid Sibarariwa. They killed one man from Sibarariwa's village, not vice versa. 
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my field trip and concentrare on improving what data I had on the Bisaasi-teri and 
che two closest Shamatari groups. 

Just before I left for home at the end of my first fifteen months of fieldwork 
I was again visited by young men from Reyabobowei-teri. They told me that a 
group of men from Sibarariwa's village had visiced the1n shortly after my aborrive 
trip, and that they informed them of the trip. I asked them what che reaction was 
among them, and their reply was, in effect, that Sibarariwa's group wanted me to 
come and visir them. The visitors had asked che ReyabobOwei-teri to pass this 
information on to me. The Reyabobowei-teri, of course, passed ir on only when 
they were cerrain that I was leaving for home and would not have an opportunity 
to act on it! I had seen numerous Reyabobowei-teri since they had been informed 
of che invitation, bue none of them mentioned it to me until I was already 
packed for my trip home. 

My fieldwork the following year, 1967, took me ro Brazil. On my way home 
I sropped in Venezuela to again make an attempt to contact Sibarariwa's village. 
I intended to have Wakarabewa's father guide me, bue as luck would have ir, he 
had been bitten by a snake and could not walk. 

I rerurned to Venezuela again in 1968 for more fieldwork among the Y~nomamo. 
I was determined to contact the village during this trip, for ir had now become 
an obsession. Most of my first month of che 1968 field trip was committed ro 
participation in a medical-anthropological and ethonongraphic film study of the 
Y ~nomamo ( see Preface and Appendix G). When my medica! and .film-making 
colleagues left for home, I turned my attention to Sibarariwa's village once again. 
My guide problems seemed less severe because I had the good forrune of meeting 
Karina, a young boy about twelve years old who had lived all of his life in 
Sibarariwa's village. He was actually from M<;>maribowei-teri, bue he and liis mother 
were abducted when he was an infant and he had returned to his natal village 
only within che past year. I had met him briefly in 1967, shortly after he had 
returned to M<;>maribowei-teri, but since he had never seen a foreigner before, he 
was then very frightened of me and avoided me all the time I was in M9marib0wei
ten. 

Like many of my bese informants, Karina was something of an outcast. The 
Y ¡;Lnomamo are very strange in their trearment of peo ple like Karina. His father 
was the head1nan of Mi;)maribOwei-teri, a man who had sired at least a dozen 
children. Many of chis man's sons were adults and very prominent in the política! 
affairs of the village. Yet Karina, because of his long residence in Sibarariwa's 
village, was rather badly treated by his kinsmen when he returned home-almost 
as though he were a complete stranger from an enemy village. For example, they 
knew he was perrified at the very thought of being near me-a foreigner-when 
I visite.d them in 1967, so they kept dragging him-kicking, weeping and terri.fied 
-over ro me so I could frighten him even more. The boys of his age also teased 
him mercilessly, and the adules ordered him around as if he were a recently cap
tured enemy child. 

I met him again in 1968, after he had visited the mission at Mavaca and had 
lost most of his fear of foreigners. When I asked him if he would take me to 
Sibarariwa's village, I was giving him an opportunity to show the others that he 
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was important, an opporcunity that he enthusiastically accepted. He was almost 
at that age when Y ~nornarno boys like to show their elders rhat they are fearless 
and responsible, but because of his conscant mistrearment in M<jmaribowei-teri 
during che year, he was even more anxious to make chis kind of demonsrrarion. 

He was very willing ro tell me che names of everybody in Sibarariwa's village 
and how they were related to each other, a tremendously i1nporcant addition to 
the genealogies I had at that point. 

I worked with Karina for about a week on genealogies and census data before 
we made our first attempc to conract Sibarariwa's village. One of che members 
of che medica! group, a young genericist, remained with me after che others had 
gone home. He wanted to collect blood samples from che members of Sibarariwa's 
village should I ultimately reach the group and find them favorably disposed 
toward the blood sampling. The decision would rest on me and rny interpretation 
of their probable reaction. I mention chis only because the presence of che 
geneticist created a schedule that had to be met. We had arranged at a considerable 
expense for a bush pilot to come in and pick up che geneticisc and blood sarnples 
on a specific date. The pilot would land at one of the recently cleared airstrips 
down che Orinoco, and we had ro be there ac that date, with or without the samples. 
The geneticist had to catch that flight, whether or noc we had blood samples 
from che Shamatari. 

We made severa! actempts in rapid succession to ascend the Mavaca. On che 
first two crips we were forced to turn back after. getting only about a half-day 
upscream. The fust time one of my barreis of gasoline turned out ro be diesel 
fuel, and che motor would noc run on that. The second time we had an electrical 
failure in che ignition syscem of che motor and had to return for repairs. 

On che third trip, wich our schedule now very tighc, we made ic cwo full days 
upstream before anocher eleccrical failure in che ignition syscem occurred. Under 
normal circumscances-chat is, when I am working alone wich no definice sched
ule ro meet-I would have continued on in spite of che motor crouble, even if 
it meant paddling back for chree or four days. But the geneticisc faced the risk 
of waiting another month at a desolate airstrip for anocher flight ro corne in. 
The failing 1notor slowed our speed clown to almost nothing, since it was running 
on only one cylinder. lt showed every indication of getting worse, so I reluctantly 
turned back when ir became apparenr that we could not reach the village wich 
sufficient time to ger to know the people well enough to set upon them with 
needles and test tubes, and still get back to the airstrip on schedule. 

My two guides-Karina and another man-were growing very disgusted by 
this time. We had made three abortive attempts to reach che village in a single 
week, and turned back just when it seemed that we were very close to our objective. 
They do noc understand about things like airplane schedules and being at a 
specific place at a specific date. I got the geneticist to the airstrip in time and 
then spent the entire night tearing clown the motor. The problem was a faulty coil, 
which I repaired by cannibalizing one from another motor I kept as a spare. By 
che time I had reassembled che motor, it was four o' dock in che morning. I had 
not unloaded my canoe, so I had to be up before six to make sure that che Bisaasi
teri did not unload certain portions of it for me. 
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I learned at dawn that Karina was sick and that the other guide was not going to 
co1ne with me. He was disgusted and decided to go on a long fishing and hunting 
trip; he had left during che night so as to prevent me from tempting him into going 
by increasing the pay. 

Karina was reacting to a measles inoculation I had given hi1n. Measles had hit 
the Y~nomamo for the first ti1ne in their biological history. It enrered the cribe 
ata nu1nber of missions. (See N eil, Cencerwall, Chagnon,and Casey, 1970.) There 
are very few human populations in che world that are virgin for 1neasles, a fact that 
attesrs to the long isolacion of the Y~nomamo population. The vaccination causes a 
mild case of measles-a high fever for cwo days or so. I knew that Karina would 
be a little weak from che vaccinacion, but 1 knew that he would be back to 
nonnal in cwo days. We had vaccinated 2,000 Y~non1ano during the previous six 
weeks, and I knew what the reacrion would be. 

Afrer sorne considerable persuasion, I managed to talk Karina into coming along 
one final ti1ne. I was obsessed with determinacion to reach Sibarariwa's group. 
I coaxed him fron1 che village into the dugouc canoe, covered him with my 
clothing, and set a small aluminum boat over the top of the larger canoe to 
procecc him fro1n the rain and the sun. 

There I was, with a twelve-year-old guide, so feverish that he could barely walk, 
abouc to set off again for the almost legendary village of Mishimishimabowei-teri, 
tired and disgusred. l was also feeling a little phlegmatic 1nyself from a severe 
fungus infecrion. So1ne three weeks earlier I had visited che Patanowa-teri and, 
as is cusromary, entered the village as a Y~nomamo visitor, resplendent with 
feathers, red paint, and a scarlec loinclorh. (Documented in Neel, Asch, and Chag
non, 1971, Y anonianto: A Multidisciplinary Stttdy.] Unfortunately, I did not have 
my own loincloth with 1ne, so I borrowed one from a Y~noman10. He happened 
to have a rather contagious and virulenc fungus infeccion of his groin. Soon after
wards I ctidn't need a Joincloth: I was naturally scarlet from 1ny knees to 1ny 
navel, itching and burning like crazy. The condition was aggravated by sitting 
in the rain in wec clothing for days on end, and che only remedy I had was a 
can of foot powder. You can't imagine the mirth provoked among the Y~nomamo 
by warching the resident fieldworker in a most indescribable position sprinkling 
foot powder on his groin. By now I was clown to che last of 1ny gasoline supplies 
and I was worn ro a frazzle-no sleep, counrless hours of running an outboard 
motor, disappoinred in my luck. This would be my last try ac reaching che village. 
If I did not make it this time, 1 decided I would give up. 1 had wasted altogecher 
too 1nuch tirne chasing a phantom. 

I did not know if I would encounrer rapids and new deadfalls on che crip and 
I needed another guide. Karina was too small, even assuming that he recovered 
in rwo days, ro help heave che bulky, heavy dugouc canoe over logs and rapids. 
A few young men appeared at the canoe to see us off for the umpteenth time. I 
asked one of the1n, Bakotawa, a youth of so1ne eighteen years, if he would be 
interested in coming along with us. He said he would like ro, provided I would 
pay him an axe, machete, and cooking pot. I agreed to his price and asked, "Will 
you be afraid l ike my guides were before and want to turn back when we gec 
close to the village?" He scoffed and said that he didn't "know how to be afraid" 
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... he was already a man, and fi.erce. He added that he would tell the Mishimishi
mabowei-teri that he was from Patanowa-teri, not from Bisaasi-teri. I asked Karina 
if he would support Bakotawa's story when we reached the village. He whimpered 
an affirmative, so Bakotawa quickly got his weapons and hammock and joined us. 
He also brought the few missionary rags he called clothing-to show the Shamatari 
he was no mere savage, but cosmopolitan. 

We traveled eight hours the fi.rst day. Karina was feeling much better that 
evening, and his fever had broken. 

The second day brought an unexpected and unwelcomed surprise. W e had 
gone only about two hours when we ran into two huge, partially submerged 
trees that blocked our passage. The river had dropped enough during che week 
to expose about a foot of che immense logs above the water, far too much to 
get over wich the dugout. The trees were submerged too deeply in the river to 
try to cut through them wich axes, so we had to leave che big canoe behind at 
this point and transfer the supplies co the small, aluminum canoe. I had a small, 
brand-new outboard motor with me for the aluminu1n canoe, bue my luck was 
consiscent: it wouldn't run. (I learned later that che gasoline lines were plugged 
with dirt.) We had no choice bue to use the much larger motor, or paddle. I had 
made it ac leasc one full day beyond this poinc on previous trips and I knew we 
had a long way co go, so I elected to use the large motor. We set off with a 
giant motor on a tiny canoe. We couldn't go as fase as we had been going in the 
dugout, bue we were going much fascer than we could paddle, so it was a 
reasonable choice. 

We traveled nine and a half hours che second <lay. The river had dropped ar 
leasr fi.ve feec since my crip of a week earlier, but we had fewer problems wich 
deadfalls. The small canoe was light enough so that we could easily drag it 
through or over any obscacles. 

On che third day, about eleven o'clock, Karina suddenly mocioned me over 
to the righc bank: "There! Over there! I know this place!" He jumped out of 
the canoe and disappeared inco the jungle. Bakotawa and I followed quickly behind 
him. There was a large trail a few yards from the river. Karina said that we were 
within a day's walk of Sibarariwa's village, and that this was a crail they used 
when they visited the Iwahikoroba-teri, who lived due east of chis spot. 

Karina also said thac the river curned wesc from here (see Figure 1.7) and 
that it would be quicker to walk to che village, which lay somewhere co che south 
of us. Karina and I were very excited and pleased abouc reaching this familiar 
point. Bakotawa became very moody and said nothing. 

The riverbank was steep and high. I was afraid that if we lefc the canoe in 
the river, a sudden rain would swell che river enough to wash it away. I insisted 
that we put the boat and motor up on the bank, knowing chat we would have 
been in serious trouble if our boat got away. 

Our load had been reduced considerably by this time. We had used up much 
of the gasoline and had dropped off most of che remaining fuel along che way for 
the trip home. We were clown to our food, hammocks, my trade goods for 
Sibarariwa's people, my cameras, tape recorder, notebooks, film, two shotguns, and 
a transistor radio. Everything but the crade goods fitted comfortably into the two 
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packs. Since we were within a day's walk from the village, we decided to leave 
everything excepc a few trade goods behind and later send the Shamatari clown 
to che boat to get them. We also decided to cache food here for che trip home, 
since ir would be silly to carry it into che village and then back. 

In making an invenrory ar this point, I was surprised to discover how little 
food we had with us. I had been so preoccupied with motor problems, gasoline, 
and guides chat I had paid too litde attention to our food. The box was the 
same one I had packed for che first trip, and I had noc added anything to it. Our 
food consisced of about three pounds of rice, cwo pounds of manioc flour, one 
pound .of sugar, severa! cans of sardines, rwo chocolate bars, three cups of powdered 
milk, a quarter-pound of sale, and one pound of coffee. lt was not anything to 
worry about if Sibarariwa's village was just a day away, since we could expect 
to be fed by our hosts. And as long as we had cartridges, meat would be no 
problem. I still had all of my Rahara cartridges. We left che sugar, milk, manioc, 
coffee, and half of che sardine supply at che river far the trip home, bringing the 
rice, chocolate, and che remaining sardines with us, plus a small cooking pot for 
che rice. 

It rook us about an hour to score our supplies, make sure they would keep dry, 
and load che packs. We scarted off shortly after midday. Although it had not 
rained much downstream for the pase week, che trail here was unusually sli ppery 
and wet. We followed the base of a large hill most of che time, gradually getting 
higher and higher. I was surprised to find swamps and potholes so high above 
che river elevation. About three o'clock a terrific srorm broke, and we huddled 
together under a small plastic tarp for almosc an hour trying to keep che packs 
from getting soaked. W e continued after the rain stopped, reaching a Y ~nomamo 
"rescing" stop on che trail. 

Well-traveled trails have these spots every three hours or so. They are usually 
flat places where the crees are thin and widely scattered and the sky éan be seen. 
The Y~nomamo stop to rest on long trips, and usually fall into the habit of 
using che same place over and over. Sorne even have names. As they sic around 
and chat, their hands are always busy, breaking branches, chopping on logs with 
machetes or axes (if they have any), repacking their loads in their baskets. The 
resting stops soon take on the aspects of junkyards, battered crees and discarded 
debris lying around. One often hears about the putative "conservacion" concerns 
of primitive peoples for their environment. My experience has been that if the 
Y ~nomamo had our technical skills and cheir "conservation" actitudes, Amazonas 
would be a cesspool in no time. 

Karina told us abouc the last time he was at chis spot, on a crip from 
Iwahikoroba-teri. He showed us che log that Borüsowa, the Iwahikoroba-ceri 
headman, sat on, where che others sat, what they talked about, who threw away 
che pack basket that was lying chere rotting, and so on. For the fi.rst time since 
l had been trying to contact these Shamacari groups they seemed real; they were 
no longer just names in a genealogy. I was certain for the first time that I was 
going to reach their village. 

Karina told us that there was a large camp ahead of us and, a few hours beyond 
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that, the village. It was four o'clock by che time we reached the camping site. 
It had not been used for at least a year. Karina said that Sibarariwa made chis 
camp after a fight in che village with Moawa. Afterwards pare of che group moved 
here temporarily until tempers cooled off. lt was fairly large, large enough for 
over a hundred people. The things that impressed me most were the mildew and 
dampness of the area, and the thousands of termite grubs chat were hatching out 
in the dilapidated huts. 

W e decided to sleep there for the night, since by going on we would arrive 
at the village after dark. 1 preferred to have as much daylight as possible during 
my fust day's visir, a Y~nomamo trait that 1 think is functionally useful. 1 made the 
mistake of not hanging my shoes or che packs up over the fire that night, and they 
were covered with termite grubs inside and out the next morning. 

We were famished. The only meal that day had been sorne dry, smoked alligator 
left over from che day before. W e decided to eat a big meal before pushing on, 
knowing that our visit would cause such a sensation in the village that we were 
not likely to ha ve much time for cooking or eating. W e boiled enough rice for 
both supper and breakfast and stuffed ourselves with it. 

That night Karina was in a mischievous mood and began teasing Bakotawa. 
He recounted the treacherous feast that Sibarariwa had staged for the Bisaasi-teri 
and che revenge feast that the Bisaasi-teri held in return. He told him of their 
anger over the deaths that resulted, and implied chat he might tell Sibarariwa that 
Bakotawa was actually from Bisaasi-teri, not from Patanowa-teri. He talked about 
how fierce the people in chis village were, and how many raids they had gone on, 
who they killed, and how much they haced the Bisaasi-teri. 1 finally had to shut 
him up. 1 knew that Bakotawa was getting frightened. 

The next morning Bakotawa announced that he was too frightened to go on 
and said he wanted to go back to the canoe. 1 was angry, mostly about Karina's 
mischief, bue I was determined not to turn back chis time. Silently, so as to not 
expose my anger, 1 unpacked the food and gave him bis share of che rice. There 
were matches and cooking pots at the canoe, and he knew where to find them. 
1 had two shotguns, although neither Bakotawa nor Karina knew how to use them; 
1 brought che extra one along to make them feel more secure. 1 gave one of them 
to Bakotawa, along with a dozen or so cartridges and a quick lesson in how to 
load and shoot a gun. There were also fishhooks at the canoe, so he would be able 
to keep himself fed while Karína and 1 pushed on. 1 scernly warned him not to 
put the canoe in the water for any reason. He argued that although he was fright
ened now because we were so close to che village, ~e would not be frightened 
at the canoe. He said he would make a camp there and wait for us to return. I 
cold him we would be gone about three or four sleeps, and he agreed that he 
would be quite content to wait for us there. 

Karina and 1 left about 7: 00 A.M. and before long began running in to fresh 
signs of Y~nomamo. We saw footprints in che mud that were made during or 
after yesterday's rain, and we found several -rasha fruits on che trail. Someone had 
passed through the area yesterday, and was carrying rasha. About an hour after 
we left our camp we carne upon an abandoned garden and an old village s1te, 
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one that had been deserted for many months. Someone had been foraging in che 
garden and had cut che rasha from che still-producing trees. My skin began to 
tingle; we were very close. 

At 9: 30 we crossed a small stream at the base of a hill. Karina said it was the 
one that the people bathed in and got their water from, but since there were 
very few foorprints in che sand he was sure the village was deserted. A few 
minutes Jarer we crossed over the peak of the hill and found ourselves in a 
modestly lar ge Y ~nomamo garden. We stopped and listened, but heard only 
sounds of the birds and insects. Karina pointed out the top of the shabono over 
the tops of the banana planes. We continued down the trail and walked into the 
village. It was deserted and all but one small section had been burned clown. 
W e walkecl over to chis section and put our packs down in the shade. Karina 
was more clisappointed than 1 was. We sat there, discussing the possible location 
of the group. Karina pessimistically suggested that they hacl gone to one of their 
several camping areas on the Shukumona-u bue hesitated to guess which one. 

He wanted to turn back ancl go home. 1 suggested that we look around in the 
garden to see if anyone had returned to it recently. We soon founcl many signs of 
Iife; the people could not be very far away, for they were returning to the garden 
to fetch food. We found a stalk of ripe plantains and ate several of them. 

We decided to follow their trail along the Mavaca River to the southwest, 
towarcl a camping area Karina said they preferred to others. W e left everything 
behind except our ha1n1nocks and our weapons and traveled quickly. lt was soon 
apparent that we were on the right trail, for their signs became fresher an.d 
more numerous as we weot along. W e had followed the trail for about an hour and 
a half when Karina suddenly stoppecl and motioned for me to be quier. Ahead of 
us we could hear people talking! We had founcl them! 

1 sucldenly felt very lirnp and worried. What had 1 goteen myself into? This 
was it, bucldy. Perhaps all those earlier troubles were Fate's way of telling you 
to stay home ancl mind your own business. 

Karina tolcl me to stay where 1 was ancl let him go in first; they would be 
very frightened if I walkecl in with absolutely no warning, and might shoot me. 
I gave him 1ny shotgun ancl took his bow and arrows. He disappearecl clown the 
trail, entered the te1nporary camp, announcing himself with a series of short, 
high-pitchecl whistles. The voices stoppecl for a seconcl ancl che jungle was quiet. 
They then cheered when they recognized who it was. They stoppecl again ancl all 
was quiet for several minutes. Then there was a moment of excited buzzing. I 
knew they hacl been informecl of my presence. 1 wipecl rhe mucl off my legs and 
straightened my loincloch. Karina soon reappearecl and beckonecl me to come in. 
I stalkecl in ro the clearing in proper Y ~nomamo fashion and scoocl there ·in the 
midclle while the men ran screaming about me, waving their bows ancl arrows 
and pointing them at me. My head was whirling with excitement, and my mouth 
was dry. Out of the corner of my eye 1 could see women and chilclren running 
from the houses, 1naking for the woods and safety. lt was too much for them. 
Finally, one of the old men grabbecl me by the arm and lecl me to a hut, motion
ing me to lie down in the em pty hammock. They were as nervous as I was. Each 
time I moved, they jumped away from me. I lay in the hammock as a visitor 
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should, one hand behind my head and one hand over my mouth, with my legs 
crossed and eyes .fixed on sorne invisible object above the heads of everyone. 

In the hammock next to me lay a young, muscular, handsome man of obvious 
importance, a man whom 1 recognized as a leader. He was too young to be 
Sibarariwa, or else Sibarariwa had preserved his age well. I managed to attract 
Karina over to my hammock and ask him if he were Sibarariwa. He answered: 
"No! He is someone else. H e is big!" 

I larer learned that bis name was Moawa. A year larer I learned that he was the 
headman, and bis renown had eclipsed that of Sibarariwa-his classiíicatory 
father. Indeed, they had fought, and Sibarariwa lefr with the largest faction of the 
village wirh him. Móawa, because of che force of bis characrer, was beginning 
to lure them back into his fold, and by 1970 he had most of Sibarariwa's earlier 
followers in bis village. Thus, rhe old leader, whose name and reputation had been 
indelibly fixed in the 1ninds of his mortal enemies, rhe Bisaasi-reri, was replaced 
and driven out by a younger, fiercer 1nan. That muse have been an accomplishment 
of great moment, for Sibarariwa was by no means old, decrepit, or senile. 

Karina rold them that we left the packs at rhe shabono and two men were sene 
to get them. 

lt is impossible ro describe rhe noises rhey made on seeing me for the first time. 

Figure 1.13-W e were disappointed to find thew village deserted. 



Figure 1.14-Mishimishimabowei-teri camp, where I first made contact with them. 

The Y~nomamo are noisy people ro begin with, but when they are excited, they 
are even noisier. They hissed, clucked, and hoored, and screamed. The adult men 
shooed the younger ones away and crowded around the hammock, each trying 
to elbow his way closer for a better look. Soon they were ali around me. They 

Figure 1.15-Moawa-meaner than Siba-rariwa, his predecessor. 
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are nor supposed to approach the visiror for several minutes, and should not 
srand upright over rhe hammock. The eriquette system fell co pieces chat day. Only 
Moawa remained aloof, eying us all with an expressionless, cold glint. Finally 
one of them touched my leg and pulled his hand back as if he had burned it. 
He clicked bis rongue excitedly. Another tried ir, and anorher. They grunted and 
clicked sorne more. One thing they kept exclaiming effervescenrly, over and over 
again, was: "Whaaa! Look how hairy he is! H e is covered with hair!" They 
gradually got bolder, and soon there were dozens of hands being rubbed up and 
clown rny arms, legs, and chest. Finally, one of che older meo in che front row 
screamed ar one of che younger men in back to go out inro che woods and fetch 
bis farher and che ochers who were camped there. H e bolced away and ran out 
of che village, reappeared a second later with a sheepish look to fetch bis weapons, 
and zipped off again. He was so exciced that he almost left his bow and arrows 
behind, which is pretty excited for a Y~nomamo. 

The examination wenc on for over an hour. They observed che eciquecte rules 
in chac they did no ask me any questions at first, bur finally chey began directing 
cheir commencs co me. The first thing that chey wanced co know was why I took 
so long ro visir chem. They claimed that they had repearedly sent messages out 

ro me by che way of che M9maribowei-ceri and Reyabobowei-teri, asking me to come 
and visir, but I never carne. They told me many things about myself chat surprised 
rne. They quoced chings I had said to ocher Y~nomamo, and relared in considerable 
derail how 1 recen el y fell off a rock on a tri p ro Reyabobowei-ceri and hure my 
arm. They wanced to see the scar. They rubbed ic gently and told me chey knew 
how inuch it hure rne at che tÍine of che accident. 1 was flabbergasted. They 
scolded che women for running away in fear and ordered them back into the 
village. I was a friend. Finally Karina, who had been fed but largely ignored up 
till now, suggested to rhem chat 1 was weary from rny tri p and probably hungry. 
Sorne of them leapc to cheir feet and dashed borne, returning with ripe plantains, 
bananas, and whacever other morsel of food they had around, offering ir to me. I 
had hardly gocten a 1nourhful clown when I heard the shouts of che ochers re
turning from che jungle. A dozen more men ran inco che village shouting: "Where 
is he?" "Where is he?" The examination process was repeated again. Others 
scraggled in and joined che crowd. 1 was covered with red pigment from head 
ro foot. lt was geccing dark and che crowd began thinning out, bue che village was 
a din of exciced conversations. T he people of Mishimishimabowei-teri had seen 
cheir first foreigner. He was larger and fuzzier than chey had imagined. 

lt scarted ro rain hard and people francically began hauling leaves in from the 
jungle ro patch up the boles in their roofs. I was relieved thar chey left, and 
strung my own hammock. This caused another minor sensation, as they had 
never seen a ham1nock like mine. lt was made of nylon, and was three times 
the size of theirs. Things quieted clown again for a while, but che chatter was 
very lively. 

By and by a discinguished looking older man walked si lendy out of che rain into 
the village clearing, carryfug a long pole. He was using it as a walking stick, al
though he was nor hobbling. He headed straight for the hut I was in and, as he 
approached, a man in one of rhe hammocks next to me got up quickly and re-



Figure 1.16-Sibararúva. His entry into camp cast a shadow of gloom over every
thing. 

treated to the hut next door. The older man leaned his club on the front pole 
of the house, wiped che rain from his face and got into the hammock that had 
just been vacated. A woman in the hut next to us immediacely brought him sorne 
roasted plancains and retired nervously. The village had become strangely quiet 
after the older man come in. I knew I was in the presence of Sibarariwa. 

Karina had told me that I should address him as either shoooa (brother-in
law) or shoabe (father-in-law, grandfather, or mother's brother). This would relate 
us to each Other in the best possible way according to the Y~nomamo kinship prac
tices. It would aucomatically creare between us a kinship bond that implied certain 
modes of behavior and mutual obligations that other kinship cerms did not convey. 
I decided thac I would call him shoabe, since it implied more obligations on my 
part, and thus put him in a somewhat superordinate position, someching that 
I felt would be appropriace. He certainly commanded che awe of the ochers; 
the village was no longer the same afcer Sibarariwa entered. It was tense and 
strained. I did not like it. 

The few stragglers who were sitting around my hammock at the time got 
up and left, saying nothing, leaving the two of us lying in adjacent hammocks 
trying ro ignore each other, each waiting for che ocher to make the first gesture. 
Since I was the visitor, I expected him to break che ice. He was silent and poker-
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faced, and pretended not to know 1 was there. I was afraid that the tensions 
building up because of our silence would lead to bad feelings, so I called to him: 
"Father-in-law! I have come to your village to visit you and bring madohe. Is it 
true thac your people are poor and in need of machetes?" I could hear the whispers 
of excitement around us after I spoke. "Yes! W e are poor in machetes," he said 
cynically, implying thac I ought to know better chan to ask stupid questions 
when 1 could plainly see that they were poor. His tone of voice did not inspire 
any warm feelings in me. 

We chatted half-heartedly for a while. I could tell rhat rhings were not going 
too well and thar chis old goac was not going to be overly friendly with me. I 
concluded by telling him that I would give him the cooking pot I had with me 
and one of che knives in che morning, and that 1 would bring him a big gift on 
my next visit. This visit was primarily to discover if they were friendly and if 
they were in need of sreel cools, as the rumors said-a story I always tell when 
I visir a village for the fi.rst time. One muse always imply thar he has many 
more possessions back home and intends to bring them on bis next visit, pro
vided che people are friendly. lt is like che relationship between the goose and 
golden eggs. If you want more eggs, be nice ro the goose. 

Sibarariwa's solemn arrival and demeanor threw a cloud of uncerrainty over an 
otherwise enthusiastic welcome. I decided to ignore him and struck up conver
sations with people in che other huts. Both he and Moawa ignored each other 
conspicuously. Soon a modestly large crowd of men were around my hammock 
again, and the mood reverted ro the excitemenr of midafternoon. I explained to 
them that I carne to see how many people there were and told them I already 
had their true names memorized. They were surprised, and moderately annoyed, 
and wanced to know who told me. 1 said ir was "someone from Mé;>maribOwei
teri," thereby keeping Karina out of trouble. 1 would speak to each one in the 
morning and find out what kind of itero he would like me to bring him on 
my next visir. They were enthusiastic abouc chis and agreed to cooperare with 
me and point everyone out when 1 mentioned their names. So long as 1 already 
knew their names there was no point in lying to me about them. 1 showed them 
my field ledger and where their names were written. They would point to a name 
and ask me who that was. I would whisper the name into che ear of one of them 
and he would relate ic to the others by sorne teknonymous or kinship reference, 
and they would roar with laughter, amazed that the magical scribbles acrually 
meant something. 

That night 1 dug my transistor radio out of my pack and tuned in a news 
broadcast. They were amazed again at the strange contraption, but were able to 
recognize male and female voices. They insisted on my runing in a scation with 
a female speaker, and crowded around to listen attentively to a language they 
did not understand. (As I recall, it was in Dutch, and I didn't get much out of 
it either!) Every once in a while 1 would try to find a station more to my liking, 
but they insisted on hearing a female voice. Most of them went home when 1 turned 
che radio off, but a few of them hung around to stare at me-and periodically 
ask me if I were sleeping yet. 

I fell asleep worrying about Bakotawa. More precisely, I began worrying about 
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what he would do. What if he got so frightened that he could no longer bear to 
wait for us to come back? What if he took the canoe and left us? I decided that 
1 would go to the river soon and check on him. The Mishimishimabowei-.teri, 
thanks to Karina, knew he was there and insisted on inviting him to the village. 

The next morning 1 began the delicate task of identifying everyone by name 
and numbering them with indelible ink to make sure each person had only one 
name and identity. 1 estimated their ages and noted their spouses if my informa
tion was incomplete in this respect. 1 had 270 names in my field ledger, but the 
village contained no more than 80 people at the time. There had been a recenc 
fight over a woman and the village was split into two pares. As luck would have 
it, 1 had found only the smallest part. The others were across the mountains on 
the Shukumona-u living near another garden. My present hosts were mad at them 
and did not want to take me· there. They felt sure thac they would reunite again, 
probably before my next visir. I methodically idencified everyone, whispering the 
names into Karina's ear, who then cranslated them into kinship circumlocutions. 
By ten o'clock I had numbered everyone in the group and the census was as 
complete as 1 could make it for the time being. I had noted after each name 
che itero he or she wanted me co bring on my next visir, and they were surprised 
at the total recall 1 had when they decided co check me. All 1 did was look ac 
the number 1 had wriccen on their arm, look the number up in my field book and 
tell the person precisely what he requested me to bring him. They enjoyed this, 
and pressed me to mention the names of particular ( unimportant) people in 
che village, laughing hyscerically when 1 would whisper his name into someone's 
ear. The others would ask if 1 got it right, and the informant would give an 
affirmative quick raise of che eyebrows, causing everyone else to laugh. 

After chis task was over, 1 had essentially completed che major objective of che 
trip and passed the time with my hosts, doing what they wanted me to do. They 
wanted me to shoot my gun, as they had never seen one before. I had them 
fill a gourd with water and blew it to pieces at 15 yards, spattering water and 
debris all over. This impressed them. They wanted to see how strong 1 was and 
we lifted each other, benc arms to show our muscles, and other silly displays. 
They wanted to show me how close the Mavaca River was to their camp site 
and we went for a walk to the river. There was a small waterfall they wanted me 
to see. lt had no name, and when 1 indicated my surprise, they decided to name 
it for me. lt is now Shaki td bora, at least to che people who really know. ("Shaki" 
for Chagnon, bora for falls, and ta is the classifier. ) By midafternoon we were back 
at the camp, and it was raining hard. They knew I had trade goods at the boat 
and were anxious co have them. They badgered me constantly until 1 agreed to 
go to the canoe to check on che trade goods. Most of the adult men decided to 
come along to see my canoe, but Sibarariwa was not among them. He had left 
at dawn and returned to a small camp he and a few others had made away from 
the others, taking the cooking pot and knife 1 had given him. 

We left for the canoe about three o'clock, using a much better trail than the 
one Karina and 1 had followed. lt rained hard all the way and we traveled at a 
very fase pace, knowing that we would not make it by dark. We intercepted the 
original trail about an hour before reaching the river. We found spent cartridges 
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every few hundred yards: Bakotawa had been playing around with rhe shotgun, 
probably shooring at everyrhing from parakeets to spiders. There was no relling 
how many carrridges he had shot before he got to this point, but at the rate we 
were finding the empties on this srretch of rhe trail he probably was out of ammu
nirion by the time he reached the canee. 

Figure 1.17-T he author and the Mishimishimabowei-teri at Shaki Ta Bora. (Photo
graph by Karina. T he scratches are because the film got wet.) 

None of the men brought food or hammocks with them. They planned to 
take me to the canoe, trade bows and arrows for the machetes 1 had cached rhere, 
and rerurn home early the following morning. They would be hungry, but they 
were too excited to think about food. They could make hammocks from bark in a 
few minutes and would sleep in these makeshift contraptions for the night. 

Karina was in the lead, followed by severa! men and myself. The main body 
followed behind me. About 6: 30 P.M. as dusk sertled and walking became difficult, 
we reached the spot where we left che canoe. Needless to say, my greatest fears 
had been realized. Bakotawa had taken the canoe, motor, trade goods, food
everything. 1 refused to believe my eyes at first. He did not know how to run the 
motor, so why would he want to take that? Why the trade goods? He knew that 
the Shamatari would be furious when I promised them fifteen machetes, six 
axes and twelve cooking pots and then was unable to deliver them. lt was as if 
he were trying to get me into the most unpleasant of ali possible jams. 

He had not even spent the night there: there was no sign of a house, no fire, 
nothing. At first 1 thought we were at the wrong place, but on clase inspection 
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and afcer Karina insisted, 1 was convinced we weren't. The river had come up 
several feet since we had left the spot two and a half days ago and it did not look 
the same. But our tracks were there. My first suspicion was that he had moved 
everything across the river and downstream a little, to get off the main trail and 
conceal himself. 1 fired my shotgun two times, bue no reply carne. Perhaps he 
knew 1 had Shamatari with me and was too afraid to return my signal. 

We made camp in complete darkness. 1 had a piece of plastic tarpaulin with 
me, and when the rain carne ali my twenty companions huddled together around 
my hammock and spent the night shivering. lt had been too dark to make ade
quate shelters, and the driest spot was under my tarp, so none of us got much sleep. 

At dawn 1 gave Karina my shotgun and two cartridges and a quick lesson in 
how to fire both chambers. He was to walk along the river until midday and 
fire the carrridges when he turned back, waiting to see if Bakotawa would reply. 
Meanwhile, sorne of che young men were sent back to the garden, which was four 
hours behind us, to fetch food. 1 spent the morning contemplating my plight 
and trying to weigh the alternacives in the event that Bakotawa could not be 
found. 1 was almost out of food and had only five or six carcridges left. 1 could 
get vegetable food from the Y~nomamo in case 1 had to walk back, but 1 would 
have to have them carry it. Our packs already contained just about as much as two 
men would want to transport over that distance. 

There were two possible ways to walk out. The crail to the norcheast would 
take us to lwahikoroba-teri, rwo or three days' walk from our camp. The 
lwahikoroba-teri were unconcacted, and my companions were not anxious to 
have me find out where they lived, probably because they suspected that 1 would 
visir only them in the future and bring my steel tools there. From lwahikoroba
teri it was four or five days' walk to a new garden made by the Patanowa-teri, 
a group 1 knew . well. 1 had spent two weeks with them a month earlier, bue at 
their old garden. 1 knew that if 1 reached cheir village, 1 could get sorne of them 
to guide me to Bisaasi-teri, a further three- or four-day trip. 

The arguments against this plan, besides the reluctance of my potencial guides 
to consider going this way, were severa!. First, the rainy season had started and 
mosr of the jungle before us was inundated. Many detours would be required 
and walking would be slow through che swamps. If it were eight or ten days' 
walk in the dry season, it could easily become fifteen or more days' walk in the 
wet season. Second, my shoes would not last that long, and my feet were in no 
condition to make such a trip barefooted. Third, if anyone heard about my plight 
and tried to find me, 1 would be too far away from the river to hear them and 
an embarrassingly large "rescue" operation might develop unnecessarily. 

The alternative trail was to the northwest, ro Reyabobowei-teri. lt was at 
least a week's walk to that village according to my companions, and two or three 
days from there to Bisaasi-teri, depending on how fast you walked (1 did it 
in two and a half difficult days earlier in 1968). All of the above arguments applied 
against this alternative, in addition to two further disadvantages. The distance 
between provisions was greater, and there was a war developing between my 
present hosts .and the Reyabobowei-teri. Wadoshewa, a prominent local man, 
told me thac he had recently visiced the Reyabobówei-teri and was chased out 
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of the village by their headman, Idahiwa, who threatened to kili anyone who 
visited there in the furure .. The possibilities of walking out seemed remoce at 
best, and I decided to consider doing so only as a lasr resort. I could, afrer all, 
live indefinitely with the Mishimishimabowei-teri if I had to, and I was certain 
that someone would sooner or later come up looking for me. lt might be weeks 
or months, but they would come. 

The thought of living for weeks with che Mishimishimabowei-reri on the 
occasion of my :first contact did not appeal ro me, and my mind rurned to other 
possibilities. 

While waiting for Karina to return, and already convinced rhat Bakorawa was 
gone for good, I decided to make a bark canoe with the help of rhe Shamatari. 
Whenever the Y~nomamo have feasrs rhey make troughs to contain che gallons 
of soup consumed at rhe feasrs. The troughs are similar to crude canoes, and are 
occasionally used as such. They are so heavy and poorly made that they are 
usually discarded after rhe maiden voyage, usually a downstream rrip. The bark 
deteriorares rapidly and loses its resiliency after a few days. lt then collapses 
like a post-Halloween jack-o-lantern, and rots quickly. When I asked my com
panions to help me fi.nd an arapuri tree, the tree whose bark is used for the 
trough, they insisted that none could be found in the area. My spirits sank again. 
Making the bark canoe and going downstream in it would have been merely an 
inconvenience and I was largely viewing my plight as exactly that. Now that 
I learned that the bark canoe idea was out of the question, I began worrying 
that perhaps my situation was more serious. 

Pigu1'e 1.18-T he type of ba1'k canoe I had hoped to build to descend the Mavaca. 
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Next, I decided to make a log rafe. The Y~nomamo groups near the Orinoco 
all know how to make them. The Shamatari knew what I meant when I asked 
about log rafts, but confessed that they had never made one. I was amazed at 
this informacion, since I thought this was a universal cultural trait among them. 
And since they had at one time lived on che Shukumona-u, I was doubly amazed 
at their ignorance of this craft. They explained that they only cross the Shuku
mona-u in low water, and make bridges for that purpose. 

Log rafes are simple to make, and I knew chat they could do it with a little 
help. Their palisades are essentially upright log rafts, so they had the basic skills 
to execute the task. W e had my single machete to work with and spent most of the 
morning cutting logs and collecting lianas with which to lash them. I was not 
happy about this alternative, since rafts are very clumsy, and Karina was by no 
means an accomplished seaman. We would have great problems guiding a log 
raft through the snags and curves in the river, bue it was still a much better option 
than walking. 

, 
-

Figure 1.19-My spirits sank when the log raft did. They twrned to hide smiles. 

I instructed them to cut only light, pithy trees. I helped pick out the crees, 
measuring the proper length, and hauled them to the river when they were 
felled. My companions took turns chopping with che machete. By mid-day we 
had assembled the materials at the river's edge and were ready to lash the logs 
together. My spirits picked up as we tied the logs together with vines. By early 
afternoon it was as wide as I dare let it get and still be controllable: I called che 
work to a halt. 

The Shamatari gathered at the bank for che test run. I scepped onto the crude 
craft and it promptly sank, and with it, my spirits. My companions tried hard 
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to look concerned and worried, but many of them turned their faces so I could 
not see their grins. They laugh at the most unusual things. 

1 slunk back to my hammock to wait for Karina to return and thought once 
again about walking out. Perhaps we could make it back to the spot where we 
had left the large canoe, which 1 calculated to be about halfway between our 
camp and Bisaasi-teri. But we would have to follow che river for the greater 
pare of the way in order to be sure that we did not pass the canoe. And, the 
river naturally flows through rhe lowest area and, therefore, would bring di1ficult 
walking. The major argument against rhis alternative was that 1 could not 
predict Bakotawa's behavior. Since he rook with him virtually everything 1 left 
ar the river, there was little reason to expect that he would pass the big canoe 
by without adding thac to his list. 

1 moped in my hammock for the remainder of the afternoon, and took notes 
on the events of che pase few days. Later in rhe afternoon Karina and his com
panions returned silently ro the camp and .flopped into rheir hammocks. They 
had walked all day, reaching che spot where Karina, Bakorawa, and 1 had made 
our last camp. Karina reponed that not only was Bakorawa not there, he had 
even sropped to collect che empty gasoline tank we left behind! Karina had fired 

• 
the shotgun twice, but Bakot<J. wa had nor responded. 

The rest of the village learned of che situation and people were streaming into 
our camp all day long, bringing food and ha1nmocks. A more subsranial camp 
was ultimately consrrucred, and all che huts were covered wirh kedeba leaves 
to keep che rain out. Ar leasr we would be dry, fed, and rested. 

While I was lying in my ham1nock conremplating my siruation, one of the 
men confronted me with che following argumenr. Since I was a foreigner and 
since foreigners knew abour canoes, I ought to know how canoes were made. 
1 cold him that I knew how ro make the1n ( which was not exactly true) but 1 
<lid not have the appropriate tools with which to do it. lt would cake axes, and 
Bakotawa had taken ali my axes. He rhen said that they had two old axes in 
che village. 

With this my spirits lifred once again. I rold him rhat if he would send for 
the axes and help me hollow out a tree, we would make a canoe. I was che best 
damned can9e-making foreigner they would ever meet. Two young men were 
immediately dispatched to che village to fetch che axes. They muse have run all 
the way ro the village and back, for they returned a few hours later, after dark. 
They covered the round-trip disrance in about six hours, che time that it took 
Karina and me to walk it just one way! 

Meanwhile, we went looking for an appropriate cree. 1 did not know what 
trees the Makiritare Indians used for their canoes. I told my companions that I 
needed a large cree that was pithy on the inside, and they presently found one 
that they claimed met these requirements. 

We all retired in much better spirits that evening, listening to female voices 
on the transisitor radio and munching on roasted plantains and rasha fruits that 
the women had brought co us. 

The 6: 30 A.M. broadcast the following morning from the Catholic Mission 
had no news abour airplanes, and the seven o'clock broadcasc from the Protescanc 
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Mission said nothing about Bakotawa coming back yet. The Protestants did advise 
me, knowing that 1 had my transistor, that the plane scheduled to pick me up had 
been moved ahead from the fifteenth of April to the sixth, which gave me three 
days' notice! Even if I had been at Bisaasi-teri this would have been inconvenient. 
From where I was, it was impossible to make it back to Bisaasi-teri in three days. 
And, I feared, in three weeks. 

W e began working on the tree about 8: 30 in the morning. The axes were so 
badly worn down and dull from use that progress was quite slow. The axes had 
been traded inland to the Shamatari after having been used by previous owners 
until they were nearly worn ou~. 

The cree indeed was pithy in che cencer, a factor tbac contributed co our 
progress as che dull axes detracted. I measured off the length 1 thought would 
be sufficient to carry Karina and me-about 12 feet-and we cut off the trunk 
at that point. The tree was abour 24 inches in diameter. Next, 1 scratched an out
line of rhe area we were to hollow and we set abouc removing the interior of the 
cree. lt was hot and humid and we soon were puffing and sweating profusely. The 
men were in excellent spirics and cooperated happily, making a game out of 
che projecr. I, delighted with their cooperation, had to watch them like a hawk, 
since in rheir enchusiasm rhey chopped recklessly, getting the canoe too rhin at 
spots. By early afrernoon it was raking shape. It looked like a cigar with a gouge 
cut out of it, but it looked suspiciously seaworthy. By that 1 mean that it looked 
as though it would float. I decided that I did not know enough about canoe making 
to attempt to spread it open with heat, which would have made it flatter on 
the bottom and therefore less likely to roll over, but would risk splitting the 
log in half. I decided to lash an outrigger on it. At about 2: 00 P.M. I felt any 
further effort to gec ic chinner with the axes and machete would risk splitting che 
log in two. There were already severa! serious cracks appearing in the bottom, and 
we had to wrap vines around the ends of che log to prevent it from splitting 
further. We dragged ir to che river, sorne 100 yards away, where we planned to 
tese its seaworthiness. I was a little anxious rhat the canoe would be like the 
rafc-buoyanc enough to float by itself, but not buoyant enough to hold rwo men. 

We had goteen almost to che river when the lead man spotted a cree with 
honey in it and che work carne to an immediate halt. There is nothing that will 
excite the Y ~nomamo like a cache of honey, and chey immediately set abouc 
smoking the bees out of the nesc and digging the sweet liquid out of it with leaves. 
A crude basket was made from anorher kind of leaf, and the honey was puc inco 
it with water. The Y~nomamo are not whac we would consider sanitary chefs. 
They end up wich a brew that is about 5 percent honey, 80 percent water, and 
15 percent debris consisting of half-dead bees, wiggling larvae, leaves, boneycomb, 
and dirt. It is ali consumed with great gusto, the container being passed from 
hand to hand, each man taking a deep draught before having it snatched by 
the next. They usually blow the mosc obnoxious debris off the surface and drink 
under it, but 1 was never thirsty enough to drink very much of the beverage. 

As luck would have it, the honey cree was right at che spot where we planned 
to launch the canoe. Most honeybees in this area are stingless, but these were 
an exception. Soon the water and the bank were covered with groggy inseccs 
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that attacked furiously, but the men didn't seem to mind. They just swatted 
their ankles and dipped the larva·filled honeycombs into the mead and munched 
on them, clucking with gastronomic pleasure. The bees were too much of a 
nuisance to let us do much more work on the canoe that afternoon, and besides, 
it was getting late. 

Still, we had to see if it would float and cautiously put it into the river. To 
everyone's delight, especially mine, it stayed on top of the water. However, like 
any log, despite every improvement, it promptly rolled over. We even tested 
it with one man inside while the others prevented it from rolling. 1 breathed 
easily for the first time: it still floated. 1 managed to talk a few of the more 
enthusiastic workers into cutting the poles for an outrigger, and to find one 
of the "buoyant" trees we used for the raft. 1 cut two pairs of notches on each 
gunwale and tightly lashed in the outrigger poles with vines. Then we lashed 
the outrigger log to the end of this and tried the canoe again. This time it re· 
mained afloat without rolling, but the outrigger log was not very buoyant, and 
would sink if too much weight was put on that side of the canoe. 1 called for a 
volunteer to find a more buoyant log. By this time my companions were under· 
standably tired of raft and canoe manufacturing and insisted that there was not 
a more buoyant login the jungle. They wanted to go home. 

1 had difliculty talking them into helping make canoe paddles, but Moawa 
volunteered to help me and ordered a few more young men to join in. That night 
we whittled three crude paddles by the dancing firelight, one being a reject that 
had been thinned too much on the handle to make it very useful. 1 decided to 
take it along as aspare. 

We listened to the radio again that night, stations with female vocalists and 
newscasters. The people of Holland will be pleased to know that their relay station 
at Bonnaire in the West Indies passed on a lesson on the Dutch language that 
was attentively heard by sorne 35 Y~nomamo. We slept well, satisfied that the 
crisis was over and 1 could get back downstream. W e were proud of our labors. 

I listened to the mission broadcasts again in the morning, but still no word 
about Bakotawa, who had been on the river four days at that point. 

We walked to the canoe, which was moored with vines a few hundred feet 
below our camp. We carried the packs and their contents to it, including a number 
of toras, bamboo containers that 1 bartered for with small knives. The toras all 
contained large numbers of curare arrow points that were made in the village 
while 1 was visiting. 

The bees had regained their strength and infl.icted revenge on us for robbing the 
honey, so we worked quickly. Karina wanted to be the first to cry the canoe, an 
honor I conceded to him without argument. One of the men swam across the 
Mavaca with the leng vine that was tied to the canoe. Karina jumped in with 
one of the paddles, and the man pulled him out into the river and across. Trying 
desperately to look like an expert boatman, he paddled the clumsy log with bis 
equally clumsy paddle. From the difliculty he had keeping his balance in the 
canoe I could tell that it was going to be an interesting trip. Karina weighed all 
of 75 pounds and the canoe was just barely afloat. 1 weighed twice as much, and 
our gear, despite its small volume, probably accounted for another 40 pounds. With 
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sorne difficulty he managed to maneuver the canoe back to port and we carefully 
loaded che equipment in, tying everything clown with vines, including the shotgun. 

The cracks that I noticed yesterday were worse, and my friends tried to plug 
them with mud. I managed to convince them that it would wash out and gave them 
one of my shirts to tear up and use as caulking. The repairs took just a few 
minutes and seemed to be adequate. 

The moment of truth having arrived, 1 bade my companions goodbye and told 
them 1 would be back in the following dry season with many trade goods to 
repay their kindness. They assured me that they would reunite with the others 
who had separated from them and rebuild the shabano at the spot where che old 
one was burned clown, urging me to return as soon as possible. I instructed 
Karina to sit in front and to exercise great caution when paddling, for the canee 
was very ti ppy. I climbed in the back. 

Much to my horror I discovered that the water carne to within a half-inch of 
the gunwales. We were floating, but just barely. Then Karina took one small 
dip with his paddle, shifting his weight ever so slightly from center, and the 
left gunwale dropped below water level. We sank instantly, not having gotten 
one foot offshore. Everything got soaked except the few items--<:ameras, lenses, 
and field notes-that 1 had put into a waterproof rubber bag. We frantically tried 
to grab the packs before they went under, but it was too late. Only our heads 
were above water, and we looked very stupid indeed. Our friends turned their 
faces to conceal their grins. It was funny, and I had to turn my face also. 

We dragged the canoe out into che bank again, unpacked everything, and re
sorted it. The toras full of curare arrow points were the first to go. Moawa, 
who had helped me whittle the paddles, ordered a number of young men to make 
a small hut across the river in which 1 could store the items 1 would leave 
behind. He then told me he would make sure that nobody scole anything, since 
he was well aware of the fact that 1 disliked theft and might not return if they 
stole anything from me. I normally would have been enchanted by such a friendly 
gesture, but at this point I was feeling pretty low. lt really did not matter very 
much if they did steal everything, did it? 1 humored them by pretending 1 was 
still concerned about my worldly possessions. 1 took only those items that were 
absolutely essential for survival, and those that had sorne scientific value, keeping 
my field notes and leaving behind things like antivenin for snake bites. The 
Shamatari transported the excess equipment to the other side of the river, using the 
canee as a ferry. They were perceptive enough to swim. alongside the canee rather 
than ride in it. One of the biggest losses when we capsized was my remaining 
package of cigarettes, and 1 desperately needed one then. 

After reloading the canee, we went through the motions of farewell, but only 
halfheartedly. We ali expected that the canoe would capsize as soon as we got 
into the current, and that 1 would be returning to the village with them. 

Karina and I climbed into the canoe for the second time. The water carne 
to within two inches of the gunwales; my hopes revived slightly. 

The canee was in a shallow backwater adjacent to a sharp bend in the river. 
There were several large logs blocking the way, but we pushed off into the current 
anyway-and prompdy got hung up in the snags and sank instantly. Fortunately, 
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we were able to stand on a sunken log and refloat the canoe while the others 
chopped the logs out of our way. I could tell that paddling was going to be almost 
out of the question: Karina was too clumsy. Each time he took a stroke, he leaned 
over, and the water rushed into the canoe. While we were waiting for the Shamatari 
to clear this deadfall, I asked one of them to cut us two long poles. 

I tied the paddles clown with vines and bailed the canoe out with a gourd, 
which its friendly owner suggested I might find useful for this purpose and 
presented to me as a farewell token. 

We climbed into che canoe again and were immediately caughc up in che 
current. We were so precariously balanced thac we couldn't turn around to wave 
to our companions. I was very grateful for their help and encouragement. 

I do not know how many times we swamped that first day. I had no idea that 
a boy so small could be so inept and so clumsy. Each time he moved, he immedi
ately caused che canoe to ship water. Instead of jumping out when he saw that 
we were sinking, he hung on for dear life and sank with the canoe. Had he 
jumped over che side, as I did, the canoe would have concinued to remain afloat 
and we could have bailed it out with no problem. Scill, he did noc seem to 
catch on, and we ended up dragging the swamped canoe and contents to shallow 
water, bailing it out, and srarring over again. 

There was a logical reason for Karina's reluctance to jump out of che canoe 
into the river. He explained that he was afraid of yahediba (electric eels). I 
assured him that there were none and urged him, whenever the canee started to 
swamp, to jump out-the consequences would have been rhe same for him 
whether or not he jumped out. In both cases he had to gec inco the water. Still, 
he was frightened of eels. With good reason. APüuc midday, as we were bailing 
out after one of our mishaps I stepped on a log beneath which lived an electric 
eel. I didn't know what hit me, but I felt a sharp pain in my leg and was knocked 
flat from the jolt. I saw the eel swim into deeper water as I goc to my feec. 

The outrigger was a bright idea, but had one built-in qisadvantage: it acted 
as a snag-catcher and caused us many problems. We invariably capsized when 
it got caught on a snag: the current was strong enough to curn us sideways in 
the river, and since we were held fast by the outrigger, the water would rush 
ovér the edge and swam p us. 

Sharp bends were a problem also. Unless we managed to keep to the inside of 
the bend, the current would force us against the bank on the opposite side and 
when the outrigger touched the bank we would ~o under again in the deepest 
water. It is a hopeless feeling to see a sharp bend ahead of you and try to delicately 
pole such a clumsy canoe to the inside of the curve. The immediate reaction is 
to pole harder, but when you do, your weight shifts just enough to cause you to 
ship water. Once it starts coming over the edge, you're done. 

The natural hazards were not nearly so frustrating as the one sitting in the 
canoe with me. Y ~nomamo are not river people, and if Karina may be caken 
as a typical example, they have good reason not to be. By the end of the .first day 
of travel he still did not know which side he had to pole on to make the canee 
go to the left or right. There were times that fust day when I could not really 
decide whom I wanted to choke the most, Bakotawa for abandoning me up tbe 
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Mavaca, or Karina for being so incompetent. By the time it was dark I was so 
hoarse from screaming "to che left," "to che right," and so on, that 1 could barely 
talk. He would sulk conspicuously, and turn away as an uncontrollable smile lit 
his face, a pedestrian imp dwarfed by my undershirt. I had to choke down an 
occasional smile myself. 

Although it rained most of rhe day, compounding our discomfort, and che 
river was coming up quickly, we managed ro .find a sandy spit on which to make 
camp. We were in a very swampy area and exhausted from rhe day's work, so we 
did not look very hard for leaves ro cover our shelter. 

When it carne time to cook our rice for supper, anorher discovery capped 
our comic tragedy. I had been conserving rhe rice for the trip home and had 
nor eaten any since the evening before contacting che village. I had given my only 
cooking por to Sibarariwa! There we were-no por to cook our only food in. 
I had luckily srored the rice in a tin can, and we were obliged to use that as our 
cooking por. lt was a stroke of luck that 1 had given Bakotawa his share of the 
rice in che plastic container. We would have goteen pretty hungry had I kept the 
plastic container and given Bakotawa che tin. 

Our hammocks and clothing were soaked, and it was uncomfortable to be 
in them. But the fire warmed us up and the hot rice tasted good. The thing that 
really picked up our spirits was che evening broadcast from the Protestant Mission 
thar Bakotawa had arrived in Bisaasi-teri late that afternoon. The broadcast was full 
of static, bue I managed to hear several things. The missionary could not do anything 
to help. The measles epidemic had spread to another village and the only available 
motor and canoe were being used by those who went there to help. He did not 
know if rhey hada transistor radio, or when they were coming back. 

I learned also rhat Bakorawa had tipped my canoe over a few times and had 
lost much of my equ1pment. He did manage to save the ;noror and drag it out 

Figure 1.20-Karina and my hand-hewn dugout canoe. 
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of the river onto a bank somewhere, but only he knew the precise place. When 
he goc to abouc an hour above Bisaasi-ceri, he unloaded che axes, machetes and 
cooking pots "because they were heavy" and he was "cired of paddling" cheir dead 
weighc. He had paddled rhem four and a half days and decided, one hour away 
from his destination, chac they were roo heavy! Why did he cake chem in rhe 
first place? 

I decided that it was best to push on the next day. It might be sorne time 
before help carne and we were getting low on food. Our fue went out during 
the night and ar dawn we woke up shivering, cold, and clamp. We ate the leftover 
rice, packed the radio and hammocks, and pushed off once again. 

The river was broader and deeper now, and our poles were only marginally 
useful. Ir was not long before we had to abandon them entirely and revert to 
the paddles. When we did, we had a rapid series of misfortunes. We had goteen 
fairly efficient with che poles and could keep from tipping the canoe after sorne 
practice, but che paddles required more exertion and we capsized severa! times 
before we could get the hang of it. We lost our spare paddle on one sinking. 
Later in the day we got snagged in an overhanging tree and capsized again, losing 
another paddle. At about three o' dock chac afternoon, shortly after losing the 
second paddle, we reached the big canoe. We were borh surprised rhat ir was still 
there, but were very happy that it was. Even rhe nesr of cooking pots I had left 
in the canoe was still there ! 

i' had hoped that Bakocawa would have put the motor in the big canoe as he 
went by, but he had discarded it somewhere upstream, before reaching the big 
canoe. We transferred our equipment to the big canoe and cut more poles for 
pushing. The river was now quite deep, but che poles enabled us to keep away 
from the banks and overhanging brush, keeping rhe bugs from falling onto us as 
they had been doing for che past two days. Our single paddle was too short 
and roo s1nall ro be of much help in the big canoe. We were largely at the 
merey of the currenc. 

I remembered that our original first camp was only about two hours down
stream by motor from che big canoe. I had hoped we could reach it, for if help 
did come, they would probably camp there at the end of their firsc day. lt was 
one of those inviting camping places-high, and with a sandbar. 

Now that we were in the big canoe, we could stand up, walk around, and in 
general, revert to our old, clumsy ways. More important, we could unlash the 
shocgun and shoot game for supper. I had not looked ar the shotgun for two days. 
lt was a mess. 1 had tied ic under my seat and it had spent much of the past 
two days under water. The barreis were badly rusced, and the breech opened with 
considerable difficulty. I loaded it and kept it handy. Before long we glided 
past a large alligator, which I killed on che first shot. We dragged him into the 
canoe after severing his spinal cord with che machete. 

Alligator meat is pretty grim fare. It looks rasty, white, and firm like a boiled 
lobster. lt even resembles lobster in fiavor. But ir is as tough as shoe leather, no 
matter how you cook ir. Bue I was pretty hungry for meat at thac point, and 
even the thought of alligaror made my mouth water. 

By dark we decided that we could not reach the earlier campsite, so we made 
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camp at the mouth of a small creek. I shot another alligator at this spot, so we had 
plenty of meat for the remainder of the trip. The last few hours with the big 
canoe convinced me that we would have to make another paddle before going 
on in the morning. The canoe was just too heavy to control with our single, crude 
paddle. 

We were now ar a point on the MaYaca where we could make it all the way 
back to Bisaasi-teri in about 24 hours of continuous travel. From here the river 
was broad, and all we had to do was keep the canoe in the middle of the stream. 
The current would do the rest. 

We boiled more rice and roasted sorne of the alligator for supper. We were 
both dog-tired and fell asleep as soon as we finished earing. 

The next morning I learned by radio that the other missionary and his 
Makiritare Indian companion had returned to Bisaasi-teri. They were planning to 
come up ro look for me immediately. The radio message also gave the approxi
mate locarion of che spot where Bakotawa had put my motor. We had already 
gone pase it, and would have to go back upstream to get it when che missionary 
got here. We decided that it was better to remain in camp all day, since we had 
to go back to ·get the motor anyway. Thus, we spent the day lying in our ham
mocks, chatting, and wishing we had sorne tobacco. I was not feeling very well 
and needed rhe rest. My numerous scratches and insect bites were infected and the 
fungus on my groin was flaring. The combination of poor food, tropical bacteria, 
and work was wearing on me. I thought about my tins of powdered milk and 
powdered chocolate, and how good the combination would taste. 

We carne ro life when we heard the soft humming of wild turkeys in the 
jungle behind us. Karina went ahead of me and quickly poinred one out. I shor 
it and ran on to see if there were more. Karina was ahead of me, excitedly 
pointing out another bird. 1 was down to my last cartridge. When 1 closed the 
badly-rusted breach the chamber .fired accidentally: the firing pin had rusted so 
badly that it did not retraer when 1 opened the breech after the previous shot. 
Karina srood there gaping ar me as a three-inch sapling roppled over · just a few 
feet from his head. I had almost shot him, and 1 was very badly rattled from 
this experience. 

By late afternoon we had forgotten about the close call and were waiting for 
the rurkey and rice ro get done. W e dined in great comforr and sryle that 
evening, although we were both disappointed rhat the boat had not reached us. 
Perhaps we were furrher upstream from my old campsite than 1 thought. 

By nine o'clock that night we were convinced that the boat would not reach 
us until the next day, so we went to sleep. A shotgun blast just a few feet from 
our hammocks got us to our feet in a second: it was Antonio, a Makiritare 
Indian, and Rerebawa, my fierce friend. They had made it to my old camp and 
were out hunting for their supper. They were unaware that Karina and I were 
sleeping just a few feet above the alligator they had just shot, and our shouts 
to them were as startling as their shotgun blast was for us. They paddled to shore 
and Rerebawa and I hugged each other happily. He was nearly convinced that 
the Shamatari had killed me and was relieved to see me alive and well. He told 
me that he would never let me go on another trip without him, despite the 
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Figure 1.21-Antonio, expert Makiritare canoe-builder, simply had to t-ry my canoe. 

dangers to which he might be exposed. Karina begged half of his wad of chewing 
tobacco and collapsed back into his hammock, contented. "I nearly died of 
poverry! "4 he exclaimed as he lay in his hammock, contentedly sucking on che 
used wad. 1 myself was having such a nicotine fit that 1 considered asking for a 
share in the wad. Knowing the missionary attitude about tobacco, I didn't really 
expect to be able to bum a cigarette from the rescue team. 

I was so delighted ro see the "rescue" team that 1 presented Antonio and 
Rerebawa with the cooking por of boiled turkey and rice. They took it back to 
their own camp, a few minutes downstream, to share with the missionary. As it 
turned out, 1 had as much food as they! They had left in such a hurry that 
they brought only enough manioc flour to last them one day, plus the shotgun 1 
had loaned to Bakotawa. It was amusing to me to ponder the question of who 
.was rescuing whom. Had 1 remained upstream, they would have goteen prerty 
hungry within the next day, especially if I had remained in the village. They 
could have eaten alligator or turkeys for a long time, but meat without vegetable 
food is not very satisfying. I fell asleep thinking about the Y~nomamo verbs 
rhat describe eating. Particularly the verb dehi,aO: "to eat a bite of meat and then 
a bite of vegerable food and chew both together." Their language captures so 

. . 
many 1mporrant sensauons. 

The next morning at dawn they returned the empty cooking pot and we left to 
collecr the equipment I left behind, and to look for che motor. Another missionary, 
who remained downstream, had questioned Bakotawa for hours and had drawn a 

4 Their word for "being without tobacco" is best translated as "poor" or "poverty." 
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crude sketch map with the approximate location of the motor. lt made very 
litde sense to anybody except Bakotawa, Karina, and me, since it was full of 
references to things like "where Shaki shot two turkeys," "where we left the 
empty gasoline can after our second sleep," and so on. Still, it was meaningful 
enough that I knew approximately where we had to begin looking for the motor, 
which we found late that morning. It was in poor condition, to say the least. 
Both cylinders were full of water, and we worked for about an hour before we 
got it ali out. In attempting to start it we accidentally set it on fire, but we 
acted quickly and got it out before too much damage was done to the wiring. 
It finally started, and we were on our way again. 

The river had come up four or five feet; it had been raining almost constantly 
since we left in our makeshift canoe. Ali of the deadfalls that caused us so 
much grief as we gingerly tried to prevent a capsize were now covered with 
water. We were able to travel at full throttle most of the way up to the cache 
of equipment, since I had chopped out those impediments that were above 
water level. By dusk we had found the cache and were on our way back home. 
Nothing was missing, so Müawa had kept his word. 

The next morning we reached the spot where I had abandoned the makeshift 
canoe. Antonio, an expert boat maker, was enchanted with my first canoe and 
simply had to try it. He got in, paddled it around, inspected the outrigger, and 
then· began laughing and shaking his head. He was surprised at my resourceful
ness, but apparently not at all sarisfied with the technical execution, for he kept 
pointing out various other species of crees that would have made a much better 
craft. 

When we reached the spot where we first met the rescue team, Karina and I 
rransferred over to my large dugout and we carne the resr of the way down by 
ourselves. 

Thus began my work among rhe Mishimishimabówei-teri, the village that had, 
in my mind, become almost a fable because of rhe numerous setbacks I had 
sustained in previous attempts to reach it. The several and confusing village 
names reduced to just one: it was no longer "Sibarariwa's village" nor Mówaraoba
teri, nor ~adaamóbówei-teri, nor any of the other names that it used to go by. 
It was now Mishimishimabówei-teri, and the man who now "really lived there" 
was Moawa, who was younger than Sibarariwa and presumably more competent 
politically. He was competent enough to cause Sibarariwa to move off and form 
his own small village, a new group called Ironasi-teri, which lay a half day's 
walk to the southwest of Moawa's group. 

I was now in a position to ínitiate the more tedious work of checking ali 
the information I had accumulated up to that point and expanding on it. The 
friendly first contact led to reciproca! obligations between me and the Mishimishi
maboweí-teri, verbal promises that would effect the transfer of my madohe to 
rhem, moving against continued cooperation and friendship. Past experience 
raughr me that their expectations would increase with time, and I worried, as 
usual, whether my fieldbooks would become justifi.ably enriched with the esoterica 
of my craft. I also knew that they were very many, and knew rhar large villages 
contained correspondingly large egos in the persons ~f their leaders. The Bisaasi-
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teri had, for years, related to me the renown of Sibarariwa. 1 had just met the 
man who succeeded him, and he communicated authority and competence in a 
most unmistakable way. lt concerned me. 1 had not previously srudied a village 
as large as this one, and I suspected that it remained large because of the skill 
and authority of MOa.wa's presence. I knew that life there would not be as 
tranquil as it had been in the smaller villages to which I had grown accustomed. 
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Sorne definirions emphasize that anthropology is the intensive srudy of 
single, isolated communities-as if this were not merely the traditional approach, 
but a merhodology of preference. Had I followed this procedure in my fieldwork 
and study of the Y ~nomamo I would ha ve a very misrepresentative picture of 
their culture. If I learned anything from my initial ( 1964-1966) fieldwork, it 
was that the individual village often deviated from the partero implied by the 
whole. There was enormous variability in size, composition, and political status. 
I could not, for example, hope to understand rhe contemporary political stance 
of a particular village without knowing how that village was related to neighbors 
in its lineage composition, its history, and its past political dealings with them. 

lt was my growing awareness ( from field experience) of how the whole affecced 
the part-how the cluster of historically related villages formed a more intricare 
pattern that none of its constituent villages exhibited-that led to my interest 
in the process of village fissioning, setdement pattern, and political relationships 
of the particular villages to their neighbors. 

This chapter deals with the historical and political relationships of the 
people of MishimishimabOwei-teri and how I collected the various kinds of data 
to document these relationships. Briefly, the important ties between villages can 
be most revealingly shown by (a) demonstrating the population .fissions and 
settlement movements through time, (b) collecting native accounts of past his
torical evenrs, and ( c) documenting how the individuals in the interrelated 
villages are genealogically descended from the same ancestors. This chapter deals 
only with settlement pattern and ( native) historical accounts; Chapter 3 dis
cusses the genealogical aspects of my study. That Mishimishimabowei-teri cannot 
be meaningfully described as an isolated or isolable village will become apparent 
as its political past and genealogical des to other groups emerge in the next two 
chapters. This raises an important methodological point. A multivillage tribe is 
the culmination of a pattern of population growth and fissioning, and its con
stituent parts-the villages-must at sorne point be examined from the perspective 
of what influence the whole has exercised on the pares, in panicular, what light 
the process of growth and .fissioning sheds on the specific nature of the villages 
of che tribe. In sorne ethnographic cases multivillage cribes have experienced 
generalized depopulation, and the composition of villages often reflects a pattern 
of aggregation of once-separare groups that are coalescing to maintain a modicum 
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of their former social patterns. Many of the Ge-speaking tribes of central Brazil 
owe sorne of their characteristics to the process of depopulation and agglutination 
of formerly separate entities (Nimuendaju, 1939, 1942, 1946; Lévi-Strauss, 1963). 

In other tribes, such as the Y ~nomamó, population growth and fi.ssioning con
tinuously lead to the formation of new villages, and the rate of this growth 
process exercises an important influence on the political characteristics of the 
recently formed villages. To be sure, the complementary process-agglomeration 
by fusion-also takes place, but it is much less significant than the fi.ssioning when 
the general character of the village is considered. Within-group fighting, not 
depopulation, leads to fusion and agglomeration among the Y ~nornamo, and, in 
a sense, the process is in réality only a component of the fission process: fusions 
in this tribe result from fissions, not from depopulation. The rate of population 
growth and fissioning among the Y ~nomamo would probably be quite high if it 
could be compared with rates for other, similar tribes. 

A methodological consequence of this kind of growrh rate is thar rhe field
worker can ofren find in several widely-scartered villages adults who all lived 
together in an earlier, common village--people whose verbal accounts can be 
utilized to reconstrucr the irnmediate past history of a whole series of interrelated 
villages. The theoretical implications of chis kind of growth rate are intriguing. 
The conditions under which the fi.ssions take place are often violent and lead to 
bitter warfare between the recently separated groups. This gives a( peculiar char
acter to the warfare pattern, in that much of the fighting is between villages thac 
are closely related by common descent, a characteristic that is disturbing to 
those who regard tribal warfare as a contest between enemy aliens. How much 
of this can be attributed to the -rate o.f population growth, if any, and how much 
to the conditions of fissioning also becomes a fascinating problem, the answer 
to which has an imporcant bearing on rhe ethnohistory of all parts of the world 
where agriculturally-_based tribal popularions radiated inro unoccupied niches and 
spread over the landscape-vast areas like the Tropical Forest of South America 
or the Eastern Woodlands of North America. This theoretical problem is beyond 
the scope of this book and 1 will address the data to it elsewhere. 

One of the isolable issues becomes a question of whether there is an intrinsic 
relation:ship between -rate of growth and warfare intensity, and whether population 
density and warfare among all swidden cultivators are closely correlaced, as has 
often been assumed. Before becoming too enmeshed in this important issue, let 
me describe the process of village growth and setdement dispersa! through time 
and the methods 1 developed in the field to collect the requisite data. Then we 
will return to sorne of che theoretical issues that the data raise. 

NEW PROBLEMS IN SETTLEMENT PATTERNS 

Shamatari settlement pattern is rather more complex than that characterizing 
the Namowei-teri populations described in The Fie-rce People. Several facrors are 
involved that were not characteristic of the Namowei-teri. First, there are many 
more villages in the Shamatari population. Second, sorne of che ancienc garden 
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sites were once occupied by other Y~nomamo groups whose relationships to 
Shamatari I have not worked out, and may never be able to work out unless I 
conduce severa! additional months of fieldwork in northern Brazil in che head
waters of severa! large affiuents of che Rio Negro. Third, there seems to have been 
much more fissioning and subsequent recombining of groups or portions of 
groups, which confuses che pattern. Fourth, the Y ~nomamo groups that migrated 
through che Mavaca River basin before the arrival of che Shamatari used names 
for their gardens that were later used by specific Shamatari groups for gardens 
in che same areas, or, even more confusing, gardens in different areas. Fifth, sorne 
of the Shamatari groups, after splitting away from each other, adopted identical 
names for distinct gardens. Thus, I had to devise different field techniques to 
unravel the somewhat more complex fabric of interrelationships among the 
Shamatari villages than I used in my inicial study of the Namowei-teri populations. 

In addition to describing these techniques and their results in chis chapter, I 
also provide the reader translations of tape recordings taken from my original 
data. These translated texts are "historical" accounts from old informants about 
che political incidents-fights, wars, fissions-that guided my reconstruction of 
the history of che Shamatari villages. They contain che incidents that the inform
ants f ele were importan e in accounting for the fissioning and present distribution 
of the severa! villages most closely related to his or her own. There are two 
reasons for giving lengthy texts. First, it will provide the reader an indelible 
example of rhe field technique itself. Second, and perhaps equally important, it 
projects a more personal and more intimare characterization of Y ~nomamo culture 
as its spokesmen relate it in the context of interviews. The selections from my 
rapes are made primarily to illustrate field problems and field techniques, but the 
content of che transcription is often informative and amusing in its own right, 
and . conveys, far better than I can, a kind of "feeling" for their culture. The 
transcripts contain many place names; it is not necessary to remember them as 
you read, since the objective of che exercise does not hinge on knowing and 
remembering rhem. One thing that comes out is che rather casual and constant 
re~erence to violence and warfare in the history of the Shamatari. If che experience 
I had among che Namowei-teri villages stimulated me to describe the Y ~nomamo 
as "che Fierce People," my subsequent work among the Shamatari would lead me 
to describe them as the "Fiercer" people. This will be documented later in the 
material dealing with genealogies and demography. 

BACKGROUND 

Before I made contact with the MishimishimabOwei-teri in 1968 I already had 
accumulated a rather large amount of data on them and on their history. This 
information carne from three sources. One source was the contact 1 had with 
people in che villages of M9marib0wei-teri and ReyabobOwei-teri, located sorne 
10 hours' and 25 hours' walk to che southwest of K~obawa's village respectively. 
I had complete genealogies and census data on both of these groups before ever 
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meeting the Mishimishimabówei-teri, data that clearly showed that ali three groups 
had common ancestors. 

Another source of information was severa! old women in K~obawa's village, 
women abducted from the Shamatari population when they were very young. 
They gave me information on history and genealogical ties that reflected the 
days when they were young and lived with the Shamatari. 

Finally, K~obawa and a number of the older men in his village were familiar 
with the broader interrelationships among the Shamatari villages. Sorne of them, 
as young men, had regularly visited Shamatari villages, and at least one of my 
informants had done bride service among the Shamatari sorne 35 years earlier. 

With chese chree sources of information, along with the information given to 
me by Karina, and what I had learned on my first visit co Mishimimishimobówei
teri, 1 began to piece cogether the settlemenc pattern. My inicial attempt was 
discouraging, for the complexities mentioned above soon emerged. The pattern was 
obviously different from the pattern 1 was able to determine for K~obawa's group: 
the Shamatari population was very much larger, there were more villages and 
more complex kinds of interrelationships stemming from recurrent fissioning and 
subsequent recombinations. The Shamatari also penetrated an area that was 
occupied by other populations, living in sorne cases in the same areas, reclaiming 
garden areas that were once cleared by other Y ~no mamo grou ps, and assuming· 
the same names for the gardens. 1 was attempting to describe a complex sequence 
of village .6.ssions and migrations rhat rook place during a hundred years, but 1 
had only three "windows" through which 1 could peek: that early portion of the 
history given to me by che old women; rhat portion- more recent hiscory-known 
to K~obawa; and finally, che most recenc portion related co me by informants 
from the rwo closesc Shamatari villages. 

Perhaps one of che most serious obstacles to my inicial atcempts to make sense 
out of che settlemenc pactern was che fact chat all published maps of the area 
turned out to be completely wrong. They showed the Mavaca River ftowing from 
east to west in its headwaters, which were also erroneously shown to be exceed
ingly long, originacing near the headwaters of che Orinoco. The information given 
to me by che Y ~nomamo was inconsiscent with this geographical fact, and I 
foolishly quescioned che Y ~nomamo information rather than che cartographic 
"facts:" lt cook a trip to Mishimishimabówei-teri to convince me rhat che Mavaca 
River headwaters ftowed from west to east and were comparatively short. 1 also 
learned to put more credence in what the Y~nomamo said about geography, and 
less in what the United States Air Force Navigarion Charcs or the Nacional Geo
graphic Sociery said. 

Before I could describe the settlement pattern, 1 first had to make my own 
crude map of the area. The maps given in this chapter, particularly for the 
Mavaca River and its afHuents, do not correspond to published maps but are 
based on my own exploration of the river.1 

Afcer I began craveling to Mishimishimabowei-teri in my dugouc canoe, 1 

1 In 1972 rhe government of Venezuela began mapping the area from the air with the side 
beam radar techniques. Detailed and precise maps will soon be available. 
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began mapping the Mavaca and ics tributaries, getting the Y~nomamo · name for 
each stream, no matter how insignificant its size. Each time I ascended rhe 
Mavaca River I would note the exact time 1 left and rhe exact time I passed 
particular rivers, mountains, and other geographical features. For most of the first 
day of travel I could operare the outboard motor and write the informat~on directly 
into my field book as I traveled. Thereafter, che river became very narrow, choked 
with deadfalls, sunken logs, and areas characterized by incessant sharp bends 
with swift current. Thus, on the second and third days I recorded the information 
on a small cassette tape recorder, for ir was dangerous ro attempt to maneuver 
the boat and take notes at the same time. The tape-recorded entries would be 
something like chis: 

9: 37 A.M.: A srnall stream coming in from the west smaller than the 
Kedebabowei-u. About rwo hours above the camp I made last year when 
Waroiwa was with me. Dedeheiwa says it is called Mayeboi;>kobo-u and that 
there are no abandoned gardens on ic. Dugout canoe, 18 h.p. motor, two 
Y~nomamo with me, plus a light load. 

The information about che type of motor, boat, and load would enable me to 
correct for speed when I compared the map made on this trip with similar maps 
made on other trips when I used a different boat and motor. These maps and 
notes would also help me plan subsequent trips, for I could estimare my gasoline 
requirements more accurately and not bring any more weight with me than 
absolutely necessary. I always kept crack of the time 1 spent eating, filling gas 
tanks, and chopping through logs so 1 could correct rhe time spent to reach each 
particular stream. 

After severa! trips I had a fairly detailed map of the streams that drained into 
the Mavaca River, and che relative distances between their mouths. Figure 2.1 is 
a photograph of one of my field books with the map I made on one such trip. 
I then drew a large-scale map shown in Figure 2.2 based on the information I 
collected on numerous trips. With the major streams roughly located, I began 
putting che gardens and villages on the map as accurately as I could, relating 
them both to che rivers and ro several widely-spaced locacions from which 1 
rook magnetic compass bearings to all the gardens and villages. 

1 used the magnetic compass to obtain bearings in the following way. 1 listed 
all the gardens I had learned about, putting them in alphabetical order. Then 1 
would ask an older, and therefore knowledgeable, man, such as Dedeheiwa, to 
point to the abandoned garden. 1 would then record the bearing and note that 
all bearings from that informant were taken from a particular spot, such as the 
"mouth of Washawa River" or "the village of Bisaasi-teri," and so on. These 
points were far from each other, and where the severa! bearings to each garden 
intersected-lines drawn from the particular known points to the particular 
unknown gardens-I put a dot on my map to represent the garden. Then 1 
would take dusters of gardens and try to determine how far apart in "sleeps" 
they were from each other, what rivers or streams they were on, and whether my 
informant had ever been there. (A sample of these map notes is given in Figure 
2.5. ) 
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Figure 2.1-Photograph from field book of crude map of Mavaca region. 
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Figure 2.2-Photograph of neat, redrawn version of map from field book. 
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One problem wich chis approach was that sorne of my "known" or .fixed points, 
such as che "mouth of Washawa River," were not, in fact, known points in a 
cartographic sense. None of che maps were accurate. Therefore, in 1972 I brought 
a theodolite into che field with me and fixed the position of sorne of these points 
by caking star shots. 

DIRECT APPROACH TO SETTLEMENT PATTERN 

1 developed several methods for obtaining data on village histories and 
migration patterns, sorne direct and others indirect. My first attempt ar deciphering 
the Shamarari sectlemenc pactern followed the cechniques I used co collect similar 
information about Namowei-teri history: 1 would ask che informant to tell me 
about che places, names of gardens, on what rivers chey were locaced, why they 
were abandoned, where che group moved co next, and whether or not a village 
split had caken place at that location. 1 began chis work long before 1 had ever 
made concacc wich che Mishimishimaoowei-teri, so che plechora of names of 
villages, people, rivers, and mountains was very confusing: 1 had néver seen these 
places and had never mee any of che individuals. Because of multiple names for 
idencical places, idencical names for differenc places, and my general ignorance of 
the geography of che region, my inicial attempts were not very successful. 

As in the pase, I used a tape recorder and large pad of lined yellow note
book paper co record che informarion. 1 wrote che names of the rivers and 
gardens on the paper, constructing a crude, schemacic map as 1 went along, 
simultaneously recording everything that was said so chac I could later check back 
and verify my informant's story and compare ir wich other informancs' accouncs. 

The following rext is a transcripcion of a tape recording I made in 1965 con
cerning che history and secclement paccern of che Shamatari. Although I did 
not actually reach Mishimishimabówei-teri until 1968, I had raken one trip up 
che Mavaca headwacers, coming very close to reaching che area they occupy 
(see Chapcer 1) . My informants were K~obawa and Yanayanarima, an old w9man 
of sorne sevency years who had been abducred as a young girl from the Shamarari 
region. Yanayanarima is one of Dedeheiwa's sisters, that is, sisrer of che old 
shaman and one of che prominent leaders in Mishimishimabówei-teri ( see 
Chagnon, 1973, film Magical Death ). I often asked K~obawa co be present when 
1 interviewed che old Shamatari women, for he was well aware of my objeccives 
and encouraged che women to relate the more imporrant details without spending 
roo much time discussing peripheral incidents. Yanayanarima was given to 
daydreaming, and my command of che language in 1965 was not good enough 
to be able ro discinguish che imporrant incidencs from che insignificant ones. 
K~obawa's knowledge of Shamatari history was sufficiently good so rhat hé could 
summarize the important information forme after the old woman lefc. 

The informant session of which chis transcript is just a small pare lasred several 
days, up to five hours each day. The entire recording is exceedingly monotonous 
and repecitious. The old woman is not very enthusiastic, is slighcly senile, and 
has difficulty keeping her attention fixed on che work This section of che tape 
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Figu1"e 2.3-Y anayanarima, the old woman. 

deals with an important group known in the past as "the Konabuma-teri," a 
village that I had heard about from K~obawa, who visited there often as a young 
man when bis group was living at Patanowa-teri. He told me that the ' Kona
buma-teri lived on the upper Shanishani River, the same river whose lower course 
flows through the Patanowa-teri region. What I did not know while this recording 
was taken was that there were two villages known as Konabuma-teri: both were 
Shamatari groups, closely related to each other. Both informants were aware of 
the distinction, but neither felt it was important enough to mention. Finally, 
the second Konabuma had been occupied earlier by a distinct Y~nomamo group, 
who also used that designation for themselves, giving a total of three places called 
Konabuma and three Konabuma-teries. I present a free translation with comments 
on the tone of voice used by myself ( NC), ~obawa ( K) and the old woman, 
Yanayanarima (Y). I ha ve also added coments on the accuracy of sorne of 
the statements they made in 1965, based on information I subsequendy gathered 
over the next six years. In 1965, of course, I assumed that the information was 
true-until I could prove otherwise. lt is not essential to be able to recall the names 
that occur in this transcription. Note the constant reference to wars and fights, and 
the often vague answers to specific quesrions. Observe how K~obawa helps keep 
the old woman on the right track. The session had been in progress for sorne 
hours · at this point: 

NC: Why did you abandon Konabuma-teri? 
Y: Because the Aramamisi-teri shot at us all the time. They raided us and chased 

us away. 

Biblioteca Digital Curt Nimuendajú - Coleção Nicolai
www.etnolinguistica.org
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NC: Did you separate there into several groups? 
Y: Yes, we split into many groups. They chased us with sharpened staves. 

NC: Where did the Aramamisi-teri live at that time? 
Y: Over there. [A very characteristic informant response that assumes that you 

know where "over there" is} 
NC: On the Shukumona River? 

Y: [Saracastically} "Yes! Nowhere else but there! 
NC: In the headwaters? 

Y: Right in the very headwaters of the Shukumona River, that's where the 
Aramamisi-teri lived. [A false answer] 

NC: Did the Karawatari [a distinct Y~nomamo group] live downstream from 
them? 

Y: Yes, they were on a branch further downstream. 
NC: Were there other Y~no1namo in the Shukumona River area then? 

Y: There were no others. 
NC: Just two groups? The Karawatari and the Aramamisi-teri? No others? 

Y: Yes. The Karawatari then ran to the other side and Ohiriwa and Ebenewa 
also ran away over there, as did Baushiwa. That's ali. [These rwo roen repre
sent a third group, known as the Kohoroshitari, although it is not obvious 
from her answer.] 

NC: To the Shukumona River? 
Y: Not there- to another, different, big river across the Shukumona. 

NC: What big river? 
K : [Interrupting] A large branch of the upper Shukumona River. 

NC: Did the Aramisi-teri raid often? 
Y: They raided constantly and drove us out! 

NC: At Konabuma garden?" 
Y: Yes. 

NC: When you left Konabuma, did you split up? Did the "real" Konabuma-teri 
go to one place and your group to sorne other place? [I am obviously con-
fused because she is discussing one of the other Konabuma-teris.} ' 

Y: [Impatiently] We all ran away together! 
NC: Where to? 

Y: [Mind wandering, not paying attention} When we lived at BorabOwei garden 
they chased us out. 

K: [Interrupting, seeing that she did not answer the question} He said: Where 
did you live next after leaving Konabuma? 

Y: [Scill not paying attention} We went to Konabuma. 
K: [Repeats my question to her once more} Where did you go next after 

leaving Konabuma? 
Y: Here-they went to Amarokomaoowei River next. 

NC: Did the Konabuma-teri also go there? 
Y: They didn't come along. [Probably referring to a different Konabuma-teri} 

NC: Where did chey go-or didn't chey go anywhere? 
K: [Interrupts} They didn't go with them. 

NC: Where is the Amarokomabowei River? A branch of the Mavaca? 
K, Y: Yes, a branch of the Mavaca over in that direction [pointing]. [A false 

answer] 
NC: Did you make a new garden there? 

Y: Yes. They still live over at Manoói garden. [A false answer] 
NC: What was the name of the village then? 

K: [After a pause, repeats my question} What name did the group assume 
when they lived there? 

Y: Waraoba-teri. They are still called that. [She probably means Mowaraoba
teri.] 

\ 
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NC: Were the Reyabobowei-teri among them then? 
Y, K: Yes-they all lived together, including the Mc;>maríbówei-teri. 
NC: Who else lived there? 

K, Y: Reyabobówei-teri, M<;:>maribówei-teri, and Sibarariwa-urihi-teri [another name 
for Mishimishimabowei-teri or Mowaraoba-teri} ... they all lived rogether 
there. Nobody else. 

NC: What place did they go to after they abandoned Mówaraoba-teri? 
K: No! They are still there today! 
Y : They never left that place. 

NC: Where were you living when the Reyabobowei-teri split away from others? 
Y : Back at BorabOwei, when we all fought with arrows, they left. The Aramamisi

teri shot us with arrows and attacked us with sharpened staves. 
K: Sibarariwa's older brocher-when Reyabobowei-teri sti~l lived among them 

- fought with him and they left. 
NC: Ar Borabowei River? 

K: Yes. 
NC: Are the Reyabobówei-teri related to che Karawatari? 

K, Y: No! They lived together long before that. The Reyabobówei-teri are truly 
a part of che original Aramamisi-teri group! [Implying that the Karawatari 
are not} 

NC: Are the Reyabobówei-teri mashi (in this context, "very close agnatic kins
men") to the Aramamisi-teri? 

K, Y : (Excired, satisfied chat I am getting the point} Yes! 
NC: Are they closely related ro Sibarariwa's group? 

K, Y: No! (An obviously false answer for reasons I do not yet understand] 
NC: Does Sibarariwa live ar Amarokomabówei River today? 

K : Yes! (False) 
NC: There are other groups, though, such as the Mowaraoba-teri 

K: [lnterrupting) Yes! That is another name for Sibarariwa's village! 
NC: [Misunderstanding his comment} There are two groups there? 

K : No! Two names for one group ... Sibarariwa-urihi-teri is Mowaraoba-teri! 
[Mishimishimabówei-teri} There is another group, further away, called 
Borosowa-urihi-teri. They are nota part of the other group. 

NC: Are they closely related to Sibarariwa? 
K: No! [A false answer. He contradicts this shortly.} 

· NC: To che Aramamisi-teri? 
K: Yes! Yes! They are closely related [mashi] to the Aramamisi-teri! 

NC: What is Sibarariwa's village called today, Mowaraoba-ceri? 
K, Y : Yes! That is the right name! 
NC: Have I ever seen the Amarokomabowei River? 

K : No. You have never seen it. 
NC: But I have gone very far up the Mavaca, and 1 saw the trails that people 

made along che river up chere. 
K: No! You acrually saw che trails of Borosowa's village, not Sibarariwa's. 

They aU live up chere. They splic inco severa} groups, each going to a 
different place. Som·e were chased out in wars and went to Paruritawa garden. · 
[This answer confliccs with his statement above, where he denied a close 
relationship becween these two groups.} 

NC: Are che Reyabobowei-teri and Armamisi-teri all Shamatari? 
Y, K: Yes! 
NC: Where did che Aramamisi-teri live ar first, on the Shukumóna River? 

Y: They lived on the Shukumona River. 
K : [lnterrupts, corrects her] He means long ago. 
Y: Ar Arama1nisi. [sic] 

NC: Where is chac? 
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Y: Where I said it was. 
K: [Realizing that her answers are not very helpful] Where the Hasuoowa-teri 

live today, way up the Orinoco River. It is on the same side of the Orinoco, 
near its headwaters. 

NC: Was there a river called Aramamisi? 
K: There was a large mountain there called Aramamisi. 
Y: [Comes alive again, adds sarcastically} Not a river, you idiot, a mountain! 

They lived away from the rivers. 
NC: Did the Reyabobówei-teri live with them then? 

Y: Yes! They were the same people! Reyabobowei-teri is Aramamisi-teri! 
[There are sorne half-dozen villages to this day that are known as "the 
Aramamisi-teri.") 

NC: Yeisi-teri also? 
K: Yes! The Yeisi-teri and Aramamisi-teri all lived together then! 
Y: [Repeats her answer casually} Reyabobowei-teri is related to Aramamisi-teri. 

NC: [Attempting to get her to confum K's answer} The Yeisi-teri are also 
related to Aramamisi-teri? 

Y: Yes. 
NC: [Deliberately asking about something I know to be false to see if she is 

paying attention] Ashidowa-teri also? 
K: [lnterrupts] No! They are relaced to the Hasubówa-teri! 

NC: [Questioning} When the group lived at Aramamisi mountain, the following 
groups were there: ReyabobOwei-ceri, M9maribówei-teri, Yeisi-teri . . . 
and others? 

K: No ochers. [A false answer} 
Ne: When they left Aramamisi, where did they go? 

K: [Repeats my question to Y] 
Y: They went to Shirakobowei mountain when they got chased away. 

NC: Is there also a garden by that name? 
K: No. That is the name of an area. 

NC: What large river is it near? 
K: None-it is in the middle of jungle. 

Ne: Is ic anywhere near the Shukumona River? 
Y, K: No! 
NC: The Orinoco? 

K: Y es, closer to there. 
NC: Why did they leave Aramamisi? 

Y: Because they fought with clubs and were furious. 
K: And because others were at war with them. 

NC: What others? 
K: 1 don't know their names. 
Y: [lncerrupts excitedly} 1 know them! They were called Sh!howa-teri. Also, 

when they lived at that place, the Kabroba-teri were always sending Oka 
magic, and they fled in fear of chat as well and went next to Shirakobowei. 

NC: They all went to Shirakobówei from Aramamisi mouncain. Did many people 
live at Shirakobowei? 

Y: [Exaggerating the quantity with intonation} Many. They all got chased there 
by the Aramamisi-teri [sic], who were themselves very numerous. [She is 
saying that the "Aramamisi-teri" chased the "Aramamisi-teri."] 

K: Also, there were the Konabuma-teri who lived with them at Shirakooowei. 
Ne: [Thoroughly confused because there are severa! "Aramamisi-teris" and un

aware that there are three Konabuma-teris] Who are the Konabuma-teri 
related to? The Aramamisi-teri? 

Y, K: Yes! They are all related to each other! 
NC: Are the Konabuma-teri related to the ReyabobOwei-teri? 

~~--~--~---~-------~----~~-~"'---~----~---~------'~ 
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K: Yes. They are truly the same people! Their respective big men are also 
related to each other as brothers. 

NC: Did the Konabuma-teri also go to Shirakobowei? 
Y: Yes! They also lived there with the rest, having fled there in fear. 

Ne: [Thoroughly mixed up by now, but realizing that my two informants are 
growing weary of my monotonous questions, I decided to give them reason to 
believe that I am beginning to understand so that they will take heart and 
continue the session, so I state someching neutral and true.} This is cercainly 
a large group of closely-relaced people! Konabuma-teri, Aramamisi-teri, 
Reyabobówei-teri, Yeisi-teri, M<;>maribowei-teri ... are there even more? 

K: [Pleased chat I am apparently catching on} Yes! Borosowa's group--and his 
father's group, and all che big wheels in those groups-they all lived there 
and are as one! 

NC: Where did the Konabuma-teri separare from the others? At Shirakobowei? 
K: [Looks at Y and repeats my question} 
Y: Downstream from there-that's where the Konabuma-teri separated. 

NC: Where? 
K: [Seeing that she is not going to give an intelligent answer} Back at the 

place where they all lived cogether as Aramamisi-teri-chat is where they 
fissioned, at the time when they lived together in a single group. 

NC: Did they separare from the rest by themselves? Was Borosowa's group 
among them? 

K: No. Although they all, including the Aramamisi-teri, became separare groups 
and proliferated from a common origin, the Aramamisi-teri fought with 
sharpened clubs against the others [Bórósowa's group} and they split away 
from them. 

Y: They chased them away and ran sorne of them chrough with sharpened 
staves. 

NC: Could you explain that to me again? 
K: Back at Aramamisi mountain, when all of the big wheels lived together, 

the following-Aramamisi·teri and Waumanawa's group--all lived together 
there and then separated into different groups. This happened when sorne 
young men were fooling around with sharpened staves and throwing them 
at each ocher. The Aramamisi-teri killed a young man [accidentally} from 
Borosowa's group [Waumanawa's group] and chis caused che fight chat Ied 
to the split, and why Waumanawa's people fled. 

NC: Who fled? 
Y, K: Bórosówa's group! [Meaning Waumanawa's group] 
NC: Where did they flee to? 

Y, K: To the Mavaca River region. 

This informant session went on for severa! more hours chat day and resumed 
the next day. We had been working for about an hour on the second day. 
I was thoroughly confused, since it was making very little sense to me; the 
Konabuma-teri seemed to be everywhere, as did the Aramamisi-teri, but I had 
not yet discovered the simple source of the confusion. The following brief tran
scription reflects the frustration and anger that was beginning to characterize this 
session, anger on the part of all c;>f us. It also provides the simple answer to the 
confusion. 

NC: Why did the Reyabobowei-teri separare from the others? 
K: [Impatiently, sharply] Because they were fighting so damned much! 

NC: Because the Aramamisi-teri were shooting at them in their raids? 
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K: Yes. 
Ne: What was the fight about? 

K : [Growing very impatient and angry) Kuwi! [How in the hell should 1 
know? would be, with the intonation he gave it, an appropriate translation. 
It means, literally, I do not know.} 

Y: [Also getting edgy) Don't just say kuwi! lt was because of this kind of 
stuff! [Pointing to a bowl of peach-palm fruit in my hut} 

K: [Excitedly remembers} Somebody cut clown and ruined the peach-palm trees 
that belonged to someone else! 

Y: Yes! Because of peach-palm trees, that's why they began shooting at each 
other. They also [deliberately} ruined all the sprouts of newly-planted 
trees for spite! 

NC: Then the Reyabobówei-teri also lived at Borabowei? 
K: (Very weary and annoyed that I have not yet gotten this straight} The 

whole bunch lived there. [Neither informant bothers to identify who is 
included in "the whole bunch" and both are annoyed when I ask about 
specific groups, the entire point of the informant session.} 

Y: [Sarcastically} It should go without saying that they all lived there, includ
ing the Reyabobowei-teri! 

NC: Where is this river called Koyeta, somewhere near Konabuma? 
K: lt is on the other side of that region. 

NC: Did che Konabuma-teri also live at Koyeta? 
K: [lmpatiently} No! 
Y: Sibarariwa also lived ar the Koyeta River, out of fear [of che Aramamisi

teri) . 
NC: Was it there that the Reyabobówei-teri split away? Or was it at Konabuma? 

K: [Growing more annoyed} Yes, at Konabuma! By the time that Sibarariwa 
and his father went to Koyeta to live, the Reyabobowei-teri had already 
split away from them! 

NC: Did che Konabuma-teri live in the Shukumona River area at this time? 
K: No. 

NC: Where, then, did they live? 
K: [Angry) They lived at their own place: Konabuma! 

NC: Including the Reyabobowei-teri? 
K: No! Over in the other direction, at the other place called Konabuma . " 

NC: [Interrupts, suspiciously} Do you mean that there was another place called 
Konabuma? 

K: [Surprised at this question) Yes. 
Y: Y es, there were two places called Konabuma. 

NC: [Wearily, disgusted, gives English summary: The maJOr problem is that 
there was more than one place called Konabuma.} 

NC: [Deep sigh because 1 have to start all over again to distinguish the two 
Konabumas in the previous severa! days' of informant work} Where was 
the other Konabuma? Was it an area? A mountain? A garden? A river? 

K: Yes. 
NC: [Temper welling up) Yes What? 

K: [Also growing angry} Konabuma garden! 
NC: Where was this other garden called Konabuma? 

K: lt was up the Mavaca River. 
NC: On what river? 

Y: [Sarcastically, as if I should have known from the beginning that there 
were rwo Konabuma gardens} ~on't ask "what river," you fool! 

So I began again from che beginning: the two places called Konabuma were 
so thoroughly confused in my notes ar this point that it was easier to start over 
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than to try to unscramble the confusion. Clearly I had to develop a more effective 
meaos of identifying places and gardens; I had to have more specific references. 

1 can fairly say that K~obawa and Yanayanarima should have recognized the 
source of the confusion earlier. Sorne informants are much better than others at 
recognizing-or even anticipating-potential problems such as chis, and go out 
of their way to draw attention to the pitfall at the very outset. For example, 
severa! years after the above tape recording was made, after I had forgotten about 
this particular issue, 1 was working on the same settlement pattern data with 
Dedeheiwa, brorher of the old woman above. When he carne to the Konabuma
teri, he began by saying something like: "There were two places called Konabuma; 
1 am talking about the one that was on the Shanishani River." 

I used many different informants while collecting the information on Shamatari 
settlement pattern, employing the techniques, types of questions, and format 
exemplified in the preceding transcript. In sorne cases I questioned the same 
informant severa! times, particularly if his or her story did not appear to be 

Figu-re 2.4-Dedeheiwa sitting on a log as we wo-rk in his garden. 
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consistent. The net result was a series of only partially relatable and partially 
r 

consistent, independent accounts of the various fissions and migrations of the 
numerous villages located south of the Orinoco River. Sorne informants emphasized 
specific gardens or events for idiosyncratic reasons, while other emphasized others. 
Still, there were many points in common among all the accounts, such as the size 
of the original Aramamisi-teri group and the fact that almost all the villages to 
the south of the Orinoco derived from that group. Sorne individuals-such as the 
now dead headman Matakuwa whose name means "Shin bone"-also stood out 
as being exceptionally prominent men in the early history of the Shamatari ( see 
Chagnon, 1966, for a discussion of Matakuwa), which suggested to me a new 
means for collecting settlement pattern history that was more specific, and a means 
that would help me keep identically-named gardens separare from each other. 
Therefore, 1 began collecting the names of all the prominent men who were 
associated with each garden and simultaneously pursued the subsequent moves 
made by particular men as they abandoned each garden in turn. 

This approach worked much better because it enabled me to keep identically
named gardens separated in my notes, but it also contained a source of confusion 
that sometimes muddled the picture: whenever prominent men in particular vil
lages split away from each other to found new groups, it was not a simple matter 
to detect this. To do so would have involved asking the informant, for example, 
"Where did Maamawa, Orakawa, Makurutawa, A1,lyobowa, Amokuwa, Horoshowa, 
and Yamoiwa go when they abandoned the garden called Bohoroabihiwei?" Worse 
yet, it would have involved asking about each man specifically, "Where did 
Maamawa go when he abandoned the garden called Bohoroabihiwei?" and so on, 
a time-consuming task when there are several hundred gardens involved and as 
many as six or eight prominent men associated with each one. Moreover, my 
informants would only reluctantly give me the names of these men in the 
first place, and would soon become irate and upset if I constantly mentioned their 
names in every question. In view of this, 1 compromised and inquired about just 
one or two men in each place, the ones who seemed to be the most prominent
either because of their renown or their prominence in terms of number of 
children, or both-and whose names occurred frequently in the course of other 
interviews. This carried che risk of not discovering the precise garden at which 
one of the prominent men separated from the others, but subsequent interviews 
usually filled these gaps. Once I had converted most of my genealogical and 
settlement pattern data to IBM cards and could return each year with computer 
printouts of long lists of names, gardens, and relationships, 1 could work for 
days with any particular informant-there was no end to the detailed questions 
1 could ask. I was often oblivious to the discomforrs of my various companions 
and would urge them to remain long afcer they had grown weary of endless 
questions, particularly when I had asked the same questions on previous occasions 
as I checked and cross-checked conflicts. After a while our efficiency would fall 
off and, after several hours of work with one informant, just about any question 
would be met with an affirmative answer. Thus I had to spend additional time 
checking the cross-checking until I arrived at a suitable length of time for the 
interview sessions. To a man who preferred to be out hunting or working in 
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bis garden--or just relaxing in his hammock-four or five hours of intensive 
questioning was not a happy way to spend rhe morning. Looking back ar the 
countless days that my informants spent with me, 1 must ad1nire rhem for their 
patience for what was not always a pleasurable enterprise for them. On more 
recent field trips I actempted to arrange interviews so that no single informant 
spent more than chree or so hours ar one sicting, and the quality of the data was 
generally higher as a result. 

This problem was parcicularly noticeable if the long lists reflecced in any way 
a "natural" sequence to the informant, that is, if the Iiscs were gardens rhat were 
arranged more or less inco the appropriace occupation sequence. To alleviate this, 
1 arranged the gardens alphabecically, and it was very obvious to the informant 
that 1 was noc merely repeating a list he had given me earlier and rhat bis 
task was merely to confirm it by answering affirmacively to each question. Instead, 
he had to concentrare at each question and make a decision each time.2 

A few examples from cape transcriptions will show how I employed these 
minor refinemenrs-using the names of prominent roen ar particular gardens, 
alphabetizing che gardens, and pursuing the history of particular men-to improve 
my data on settlement pattern. My informant in this case is Dedeheiwa, who 
was always anxious to demonstrate his knowledge. His status in the village 
( Mishimishimabowei-rer i) depended, in part, on bis reputation for "possessing 
rhe cruth," as he so often put ic when he periodically reminded me of bis skills. 
This recording was caken in June 1970. 

Abibunawei Garden 
NC: Did che M<;>maribowei-ceri make Abibunawei garden? 

D: Yes, Shiicawa cleared ic. 
NC: Why did he abandon ic? 

D: Because my village shot chem up chere. 
NC: When he abandoned ic, where did he and his group go? 

D: They cleared M(jmaribowei garden next. [Their presenc site] 
NC: Why were you ar war wich chem? 

D: [Repeacs quescion aloud co himself] Because of a woman ... Y oaiyobemi. 
We fought abour her afcer we cook her by force from them. Then we scarced 
shoocing at each other. 

Amarokobdwei Garden 
NC: Amarokobowei garden: did the Karawatari people make it firsc? 

D: Yes. 
NC: At che river called Widobihiwei? a branch of che river called Karaweshi? 

D: [Excicedly] Yes! Yes! Yes! 
NC: Why did chey abandon AmarokobOwei? 

D: Because che Doshamosha-ceri shoc chem up. They shoc them up wich arrows. 
They almosc wiped them out completely. 

NC: Where did they flee when they abandoned chis place? 
D: When the Karawatari abandoned Amarokobowei garden they fled way 

far away [He points to che souch.} and ultimately joined che foreigners over 
there, on che upper Karaweshi River [in Brazil]. They joined the foreigners 

2 Alphabetizing che names of people and then collecting their parents' names 1s an 
analogous technique 1 used in improving the accuracy of my genealogies. 
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actually on the Kumishiwa River. A few of them also joined the Kabroba-teri 
... just the "leftovers." 'fhe man called Yonowa joined the Kabroba-teri. 

A miana Garden 
NC: Amiana garden-who cleared this place? Did the man called Ishawawa 

.first clear Arniana? 
D· Yes. 

NC: When he abandoned it, did your group move into the area and clear new 
gardens there? 

D: Yes ... when he abandoned Amiana we made Konabuma garden . 
NC: Are you related [through males] to Ishawawa? 

D: Yes! That is the pure truth! 
NC: Then the Karawatari people never made Amiana garden .first? 

D: No, the Karawatari never made Amiana first. 
NC: Are the following men the ones who are ,[agnatically] related to you, and the 

ones who made the garden: Ishawawa, Iroroba-teri and Mahewa? 
D: Yes, that's right! 

NC: Are you yourself related to these 1nen through males? 
D: Y es! Y es! 1 already told you that. Those men are the first ones who cleared 

Amiana garden. 
NC: Where does Mahewa live today? 

D: Way over there, at the place called Shekerei-that's where he died. 
NC: Was he the one who first made Amiana garden? 

D: No! He first made Shihenaishiba garden! He never lived at Amiana. He 
l.ived at Shihenaishiba garden! [Here he contradices his answer above.} 

NC: Did the man named Iroroba-teri make Amiana garden? 
D: Yes! Yes! Yes! 

Ne: Whe.r;e does he live roday? 
D: At Konabuma. Konabuma. Konabuma. He made that place. He died

shot full of arrows by the others-the Doshamosha-teri shot him, at éhe 
Shukumona River. He was out in the woods when they s.Qot him, but he 
lived ar Konabuma at the time of his death. That was on Orata River, not 
the Konabuma on the Shanishani River rhat you know about already. Iroroba
teri once lived at Amiana garden also, and was one of the men who first 
cleared it-lshawawa also. 

NC: What was Iroroba-teri's father called? 
D: [Whispers} Wadubashiwa! Makoma was his mother. 

NC: When they abandoned Amiana garden, where then did the group go next? 
D: When they abandoned Amiana they next cleared Konabuma garden. They 

were living at Borabowei when they cleared Amiana. They abandoned Amiana 
because of raiders. 

NC: Because of the raiders from Bisaasi-teri? 
D: No! No! No! Because of the Aramamisi-reri raiders. They lived at Sham

ashiitaoba garden then. They kept raiding at Amiana, so the people there 
went to Konabuma and made new gardens. 

NC: Did you yourself also live at Amiana? 
D: Yes! Yes! Yes! 

NC: Did Sibarariwa live at A.miana then? 
D: No! No! No! He was not yet born ar that time. 

NC: Is Amiana garden the place where you held the treacherous feast for the 
Bisaasi-teri? 

D: [Pauses and thinks} "Uhhh ... Bosihorihoritawa is the place where they 
tricked them. That is a diff erent garden. It líes in the middle course of the 
Washawa River near Amiana garden--on the other side of the same hill 
from it. 
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NC: Who made Bosihorihoritawa garden? 
D: [Hisses a cautious whisper) Riokowa made it! Wauwamawa also! Dokonawa 

also! Robaiwa also! 
NC: When they abandoned Bosihorihoritawa garden, where did they flee? 

D: They went to BQremabOwei from there. 
NC: Why did they leave Bosihorihoritawa garden? 

D: Because they held the treacherous feast for the Bisaasi-teri there and expected 
them to retaliate. They were afraid that if they stayed there, the [Bisaasi-teri) 
raiders would come and shoot them. 

This particular informant, Dedeheiwa, persistently uses a grammatical feature 
of che language that sometimes confuses and thwarts my attempts at getting 
to the truth: he says "No" when he means an emphatic "Yes," and unless 1 am 
paying very careful actention to his intonation pattern, 1 sometimes miss the 
meaning. The following brief example illustrates chis linguistic booby-trap. lt also 
provides sorne background information to che variables 1 had to weigh when 1 
considered making .first contact with che village of lwahikoroba-teri, for the 
sorcery accusations discussed below were directed against me. I will describe this 
in more detail later. 

Bookona Ga1'den 
NC: Who made the garden called Bookona? 

D: [Whispers softly) Narimanawa made Bookona garden! 
Ne: Did Borosowa help him? 

D: [Whispers emphatically, making his intonation difficult to identify) No! 
When Bookona was .first cleared, Oramamowa also cleared it. [The "No" 
here means "emphacic yes," as the continuation of the work shows.) 

NC: Did Aramawa help clear it? 
D: Yes! 

NC: Who else helped clear it? 
D: [Emphatically, impaciently) Borosowa helped also! Borabowa, Dokonawa 

... [Note that the man called Borosowa did clear the garden.} 
NC: When ic was .first cleared, these men did the clearing? 

D: Yes-when it was cleared for the very first time. 
NC: Where did chey go when they abandoned Bookona garden? 

o· They went to Habromabowei when they abandoned Bookona. They went 
back there and cleared more gardens at Habromabowei. They still live there 
today.3 

NC: Why did they abandon Bookona garden? 
D: Because someone was practicing harmful magic against them by blowing 

oka charms through tubes at them. The foreigners who live here [at the 
mouth of the Mavaca River) are che ones who bewitched them and caused 
deaths. 

NC: Do you mean fo1'eigners, the ones who live right here? 
D: Yes. These are the ones 1 mean. 

NC: Which ones, specifi.cally? 
D: Just the "foreigners" here. [Deliberately evasive-the "foreigners" were me.] 

Ne: Not the Y~nomamo who live here? 
D: Y es, they probably are involved too. 

3 In 1971 1 succeeded in making first concact with this group near this garden. See Chapter 
IV and Chagnon, 1971. 
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Thus, as I used these various direct techniques and numerous informants of all 
ages and from different villages, a consistent picture of the Shamacari sectlemenc 
pattern began to emerge. I kept updacing my map as new gardens carne to light. 
Figure 2.2 shows how the names of the headmen were associated wich the garden 
names 1n my notes. 

INDIRECT APPROACHES TO SETTLEMENT PATTERN 

After I had collected demographic data, genealogies, census, age, birthplace, 
and so on on the severa! Shamarari villages of interese to me in my study, I then 
began using a more indirect approach ro confirm rhe patterns that were discernible 
from the direct methods of interview, and choose which of severa! versions fitted 
all the facts the best. The demographic data were relacable to the policical histories 
because I would obcain the following kinds of informarion about che people in che 
genealogies: ( 1 ) place of birth, ( 2 ) place of puberry ceremony for all females, 
( 3 ) present village of residence, ( 4) place of deach if dead. The answers co these 
questions also produced che names of additional gardens that my informants failed 
to mention earlier, usually gardens thac were occupied only briefly. I would obcain 
che names of the imporrant men at these new gardens and add a card to my 
files with che garden in its proper alphabetical position. 

As my work progressed, and after I had estimated che ages of all che living 
residents of che several villages I visited ~n che Shamacari area, I could chen 
generare a probable garden sequence by arranging my census daca age-estimates 
againsc che stated place of birth of each individual. The sequence of garden 
occupacion decermined by chis technique was tocally independent from che 
sequence given to me by informants who recounted the history of the Shamatari, 
but it confirmed che latter sequence ( see Figure 2.8 ). There were, co be sure, 
a few discrepancies in che two sequences. One source of error had ro do wíth che 
facc that my age-estimates were merely che crudest of approximacions: I had to 
make chese estimares sínce che Y ~nomamo do not count with precisíon pase two. 
The demographic data also provided a means to check on che implied length of 
occupation of specific gardens, since I also collected data from women about 
che gardens where they had their y~bomou (first menses ) confinement. Thus, if 
my demographic data ímplied that a garden had been occupied fifceen years-a 
time interval based on the distribution of my estimaced ages of all people born 
there-I could check ro see if any females born there also had their puberry 
ceremony there. If any of them did, there was ample reason ro believe that the 
garden was occupied not less rhan twelve years. 

Anocher source of error or discrepancy in the sequence of garden occupation as 
determined by demographic data was the occasional inclusion of individuals who 
were born at ancient garden sices while their parents were visiting thac garden 
long after ir had been abandoned. I attempted to overcome chis by getting che 
name of che garden where they actually had their village, irrespective of the 
garden they were visiting when their children were born. 

Finally, there is always sorne error involved because che informant does not 
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know the answer but provides one anyway. lt is not possible to check and cross
check every bit of information, however desirable that may be. My first attempt 
at using the demographic techniques to verify the settlement pattern of the 
Mishimishimabowei-teri resulted in failure. My informant for birthplaces was 
Dedeheiwa, who "guessed" a good deal about sorne of the birthplaces. When I 
compared the ages of all people born at specific gardens, there was an unacceptable 
degree of error. I therefore collected the birthplaces again from other informants, 
working in public on the second occasion-taking advantage of everybody's 
information. This is one instance where the reliability of the data appears to have 
improved by working in public. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

The Mavaca River basin has been occupied by at least three distinct groups 
, of Y ~nomamo: the Karawatari, the Kohoroshitari, and the Shamatari. Villages 

of all three groups were at war with each orher for long periods of time, and 
it is important to know where the various villages and populations were locared 
with respect to each other at specific points in time.4 To obtain this data, I used 
the Shamatari population as the point of reference and determined the approxi
mate location of the other two groups by asking questions like: "Where were 
the Kohoroshitari when your group lived at Borabowei?" By selecting a series 
of gardens that covered a substantial period of time, continuous relative locations 
of villages of rhe several major populations could be approximared. (Figure 2.7 
summarizes these data.) 

1 have been using an inexpensive, hand-held compass to fix the approximate 
locations of the numerous gardens in the Shamatari region. By taking bearings to 
all gardens from severa! different locations, a set of lines can be drawn using a 
protractor; their intersections give the approximate location of the garden. For 
example, the garden called Miomabowei is W 170º N of "A" (Bisaasi-teri), 
W 290º N of "B" (Mishimishimabowei-teri) and W 225 º N of "C" ( rhe con
fluence of the Washawa River with the Mavaca River ). Using points A, B, and 
e and the origins, the three bearings intersect at the approximate location of the 
garden Mio1nabowei. 

There is considerable error in this crude technique: sorne informants are off 
as muchas 10 to 15 degrees when their information is compared on two different 
occasions. Also, the exact locations of points "B" and "C" are contributory factors 
to the error: neither is known wirh any accuracy! 5 Still, a rough location of the 
gardens can be derermined using these techniques. For the moment 1 have to rely 
on the less accurate magnetic bearings and distances measured in "sleeps" to locate 
most of the gardens, since 1 do not intend to visit each and every place to obtain 

4 The groups are presently multivillage populations. Never did any multivillage groups fight 
as groups against other, similarly ordered clusters. It is clear in informant statements that 
terms like "Karawatari" mean paf'ticular villages of the Karawatari cluster. 

;; I fixed che position of these points in 1972 by using a theodolite and star shots. The com
plicated calculations have not yet been made and will be published elsewhere. 
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precise coordinares. Considering most of the kinds of quesrions I wish to answer, 
rhe rough locations are accurare enough. 

Figure 2.5, taken from one of my recent field books, shows how I kept sorne 
of my notes on che various gardens and what kinds of dara-genealogical, bio
graphical, geographical, and historical-I tried to include in each reference. Points 
A, B, and C in the figure refer to the three places mentioned above where I took 
che magnetic bearings. This is only a portien of the information I have on each 
garden. I used this information· as a reference in the field for quickly identifying 
gardens mentioned by informants in various contexts, particularly for identifying 
gardens that I did not know by heart. 

The reader should now be in a position to appreciate the kinds of data I collected 
to approximate the settlement pattern of che Shamatari population and the various 
techniques I used to obtain che data. The following maps summarize only major 
historical-geographical factors in che reconstructed sectlement pattern of che 
Mishimishimabowei-teri. I caution the reader once again that the maps are 
only approximations to the actual locations that were significant in the history 

of the Shamacari. 

RECONSTRUCTING THE EARLY HISTORY: 
FACTUAL, METHOOOLOGICAL, AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The mechanical procedures for collecting genealogical and demographic faces 
should now be clear insofar as my own field methods are concerned. Let us now 
take a broader look ar rhe merhodological and theoretical issues to which these 

facts apply. 
Mishimishimabowei-teri is just one of sorne dozen or so villages whose 

inhabitants are known, collectively, as "the Shamatari" to their immediate neigh
bors. The term "Shamatari" is somewhat vague and applied inconsistently by 
Y~nomamo to a number of distinct groups, whether or not they are related 
historically to the Mishimishimabowei-teri. For example, K~obawa's group--the 
Bisaasi-teri- is considered to be "Shamatari" by the Y~nomamo to the north of 
him, but he denies the identity and claims that the "true" Shamarari live further 

ro rhe south. 
As I use the term here, it embraces all those villages that originated by fissioning 

from the ancestral village known as Aramamisi-teri, a large sertlement that was 
located somewhere between the headwaters of the Rahuawa River and the 
Shukumona River (see Figure 2.7, ·below) approximately 75 to 100 years ago. 
To this day, several existing villages are called "Aramamisi-teri" because of their 
historical and genealogical identification to the earlier group. The identity "Shama
tari" could also be defined in terms of lineal descent from a handful of prominent 
men who were associated with the early Aramamisi-teri settlement (see Chagnon, 
1966). This raises a number of theoretical and methodological issues concerning 
the nature of lineality in a political context, native taxonomies of nonlocal groups 
and, by extension, the relationship of population factors to group definition, group 
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dispersion, and inrervillage warfare. I will only introduce the issues here and 
show how the facts, methods, and theory interrelate. 

One of the major methodological issues has to do with categorization of supra
local cultural entities--clusters of villages with a common origin if you will
and how these entities are, in native "emic" views, often determined by political 
context that conflicrs with the general notion of lineal descent held by the same 
natives. Por example, K~obawa has always insisted that the residents of Mishi
mishimabówei-teri are "true" Shamatari because most of the prominent men 
there are lineal descendants of che man known as Matakuwa, one of the most 
significant headmen in che history of the Shamatari. This claim is amply demon
scrated in the next cwo chapters. However, when I brought K~obawa and sorne of 
his brochers to Mishimishimabówei-teri in 1970 ( see Chagnon, 1973 [film) Magical 
Death, and Chagnon, 1973, for a parcial account of chis .fmportant meeting), he 
and one of cheir headmen-Móawa-had a long, nervous discussion of the alleged 
Shamacari identity of Móawa' s village. Móawa himself is a patrilineal (son' s son) 
grandson of Marakuwa. I was astonished during this discussion to hear Moawa 
deny the identicy Shamacari, and even more asconished to hear K~obawa agree 
with him. They were manipulating and denying lineal descent principies that 
both knew to be val id, and princi ples thac both subscribed to under "normal" 
conditions. The reason that they were doing so could be understood only if you 
knew their past political dealings, the most significant event being summarized 

Figure 2.6-K9obawa (standing) and his brother ( squatting) diplomatically agree
mg with the Mishimishimabowei-teri that the ªShamatari'' indeed Uve somewhere 
else. This was their first peaceful contact in over twenty years. 
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as follows: In 1950 the Bisaasi-teri were invired to a feast by the Mishimishima
bOwei-teri, who, with their close kinsmen, the Iwahikoroba-teri, treacherously 
set upon them with their staves and other weapons and killed a large number 
of men and wounded many more, including K~obawa's father ( who later died 
of the wounds). K~obawa and the other Bisaasi-teri held the "Shamatari" re
sponsible for this deed. Their meeting in 1970 was che first peaceful contact 
in twenty-odd years, and it was a very nervous meeting indee<l ( Chagnon, 197 3 ) . 
Móawa, by publicly "denying" his Shamatari descent, made ir possible for the 
meeting to take place, thereby giving K:¡¡,obawa and the other Bisassi-teri a con
venient escape: they could continue to denounce the Shamatari publicly while 
at the same time be overtly friendly to Móawa. He was exonerated from com
plicity in the deed only if his lineal identity could be manipulated in such a 
fashion.6 Should the rwo groups become intimare friends and allies,7 the vigor 
with which both groups deny the Shamatari descent of Móawa will increase, for 
it permits them to overlook a powerful reason for continuing their hostilities. 
Thus, the immediate political expediency has temporarily led to a widespread 
denial of what all concerned privately hold to be true. K~obawa, back in his own 
village, still calls Moawa a "Shamatari" and, indeed, chuckled for sorne time when 
1 played for him the recording of his conversation with Móawa-che one in 
which he denied Móawa's Shamatari identity. "He is, of course, a true Shamatari," 
laughed K~obawa, " ... I was just saying that in his presence for the hell of it! "8 

But, by then, K~obawa knew how much time 1 had spent collecting "Shamatari" 
genealogies and knew 1 was party to an inside joke. It caused me to wonder about 
sorne other occasions that 1 played diff erent tapes and heard him laugh, and was 
not party ro the joke. 

Móawa's identity, considered "emically" ( Harris, 1968), is, in this very par
ticular context and only in public ar specific times, that of "Non-Shamatari." 
The context is clear and the political reasons make the fiction perfectly under
standable. We all do ir ourselves in our own culture, and from time to tim.e we 
ali deny in public what we privately hold to be true. The social situations in which 
we operare demand it. 

Other situations are not as clear-cut as this, and therefore the methodological 
issues are more difficult to resolve by recourse to supplementary ethnographic data. 
One particular issue in my own fieldwork and analysis has to do with the 
definition of groups in both a temporal and a spatial context, and how native 
"emic" views are involved. lt is an ethnographic fact that the Y~nomamó manipu
lare and "fudge" identities when ir comes to classifications of a political-lineal 
order. This is clearly related to political context, and the principies seem to be 
that attributed identity varíes as advantage in political dealings can be taken: if it 

G Moawa had not personally killed anyone in this incident, although members of his group 
in fact had. . 

7 In 1972 their mutual relationships, after three years of sporadic visiting, were cooling off, 
in part a consequence of the treatment that Rerebawa and 1 received from Moawa in 1972. 
This is discussed in the last chapter. · 

s Imagine the consequences of a novice fieldworker attempting to establish, in public inter
views, the Shamatari identity of various individuals during this period of time. See below 
for a more elaborate example of the same kind of field problem. 
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is to one's advantage to agree that Moawa is not a Shamacari, then he is obviously 
not a Shamatari-at least in one's public statements. But what about the claim 
that the next village over is "not Shamatari" when in fact all the genealogical 
evidence clearly shows that it is? Even here, supplementary data-genealogies in 
this case--can guide the ethnographer's decisions. But what about more distant 
villages, where the population has not yet been related, genealogically, to the 
ones under consideration, and may not ever be? When the ethnographer's concern 
is to document sectlement pattern, population growth and dispersa!, and the 
nature of village fissioning, ir is important to identify all subunits of the popula
tion, and where he must rely on native "emic" categories where genealogical 
information runs out, boundaries around the population of reference might be 
drawn in the wrong place. The definition of groups eventually becomes critica! 
to a nu1nber of theoretical considerations, in particular, possible ways to analyze 
and interpret the warfare patterns. 

Let us look ac che problem of defining population blocs from the historical, 
developmental dimension-from che perspective of how Y ~nomamo populations 
grow, fission, and disperse. The first portion of chis chaprer described how gene
alogical and hisrorical data were employed co establish che pattern of settlement 
movement, wich che emphasis on the merhods used ro collect native historical 
accounts and use them in conjunction with demographic informarion such as 
birthplaces and places of dearh. These merhods have enabled me to trace a large 
number of presencly disrinct villages back to a handful of "mocher villages"
ancienc groups chat ultimarely gave rise ro che presenc populations living in 
widely-scaccered villages. Figure 2.7 shows the approximate discribution of chese 
"mother-villages" or "population hearths" approximacely 75 ro 100 years ago. The 
nexc cwo chapters will give more details of che growth patcern, buc a few general 
comments are in order here. First, che members of particular villages in each 
"bloc" hold specific actitudes about cheir similarities and differences: K~obawa 
lives in Bisaasi-teri village of the bloc labeled "Namowei-teri" on Figure 2.7, and 
overtly acknowledges that he and his group are relaced historically and genealogi
cally to a number of ocher villages. I have documented the accuracy of this claim 
boch genealogically (see Chapter 3) and with che techniques described in chis 
chapter. Further, he asserts that his group--the Namowei-teri- are distinct from 
the Shamatari : they are shomi--"others," "unrelated peoples," "different." This 
also can be documented by the ethnographer: chere are nuances of pronunciation, 
usage, subtle myth variations, minor differences in sryle of headmanship, and so on 
that distinguish Namowei-teri groups from Shamatari groups. 

Second, there are striking differences becween the Namowei-teri as a popula
tion and the Shamatari as a population in the reproductive characreristics and 
rate of population growth and expansion (to be discussed in detail in Chapter 4). 
The Shamatari are growing and expanding ata greater rate than the Namowei-teri. 

Third, despite the observable differences in rate of growth and dispersa!, the 
pattern is essencially che same in both the Namowei-teri and Shamatari popula
tions: villages grow to a cercain size and fission into rwo or more smaller villages, 
each locating icself in a new region ar sorne considerable distance from che others. 
At chis point I must let firsthand knowledge guide my speculations about the 
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other population blocs, for I do not ha ve enough substancial genealogical and/ or 
native historical data on them to describe rheir partern of growrh and dispersa!. 
Thus, the early history of the Shamatari and che Namowei-reri,' as given by 
nurnerous informants from both populations, asserts that both ancestral groups 
had wars with people known as "Sh~howa-reri" and "Kabroba-teri."9 1 can only 
assu1ne thar these ancient groups have themselves undergone a population growth 
and dispersa! similar ro rhat characterizing che Shamatari and Namowei-teri, and 
that today they are represented by severa! distinct villages each. Similarly, the 
"Kohoroshitari" and "Karawatari" are probably represented today by severa! 
villages, although I have not collected the kind of data required to document it.10 

Fourth, there has been a gradual movemenr of the "population blocs" in a 
southwesterly direction, away from the Orinoco River toward the Brazilian border. 

We are now in a position ro examine sorne of the theoretical and methodological 
issues raised by these data. Let us pretend to be archaeologists 500 years hence, 
and that rhe several "population blocs" had at least one identifiable culture trait, 
pottery for example, that varied slightly from group to group. The pattern repre
sented would be quite similar to patterns of settlement found by contemporary 
archeologists who excavare in the Tropical Forest region of South America (see 
Lathrap, 1970). What would emerge is a pattern of "population" movement, and 
it would not be unreasonable to speculate that population pressure built up, 
taxed the carrying capaciry of the ecological niche, led to warfare· and the ex
pansion of territory-seeking have-nors, who moved by force inro the cerritories 
of their neighbors and forced rhem, in rurn, to move further. We will rerurn to 
this briefly. 

When the pattern of population growth and rhe process of village fissioning are 
examined in 1nore careful derail-in a temporal/ developmental perspective, the 
notion and definirion of "population blocs" emerges in a somewhat different 
light. The severa! populations given in Figure 2.7 do not appear, on closer 
scrutiny, to be that distinct from each other if the Y~nomamo "emic" views are 
examined in the conrext of how minor differences are exaggerared by them on 
rhe one hand, and how villages come into exiscence on the orher. That is to say, 
if we let che erhnographic faces recognizable today be ~ur guide for interpreting 
the past events of chis area, it seems very likely that the "population blocs" of 
the last century were rhemselves just discrete components that could all be 
rraced back to a common "mother" village. They all have a common geographical 
point of origin (see Chagnon, 1966; 1968c) and, considering their dialect simi
larities, very likely a common historical origin in the recent pase. le is not unlikely 
rhat as recently as 200 years ago the several population blocks represenred only 
discrece villages that fissioned from a common source. 

I have described, briefly, how the several population "blocs" were established 

9 See Chagnon, 1966, for additional discussion of sorne of the confücts that the ancestral 
Namowei-teri had with the "Shihowli-teri" and "Kabroba-ceri," cwo of the population blocs 
shown in Figure 2.6. The Shamatari also had contests wich chese saroe peoples. 

1 0 Sorne informants say "Kohorosbi-teri," noc "Kohoroshitari," suggesting that it was a 
single village, noc a large, multivillage bloc. 
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by using native accounts of their and their ancestors' history. That is, 1 have 
accepted their view and emic categories in constructing Figure 2.7, which itself 
is a set of population de.finidons that the informants "inherited" from their 
parents and grandparents. lt is not possible to rigorously verify or dispute these 
categories using .field techniques. lt is possible, however, to view them critically 
against conntemporary "emic" practices as relates to categorizing other groups. 
1 have given one example of the Y4ilnomamó denying in public what they privately 
hold to be true. Let me now turn to an example of the Y~nomamo denying both 
publicly and privately what 1, the ethnographer, can demonstrate to be true. The 
example relates directly to the problem of defining the components of a popu
lation "bloc." 

Nearly all of my Shamatari informants vigorously denied that the people of 
Yeisikorowa-teri were in any sense related to them as a group, although a few 
individuals from time to time made unsolicited comments about their "brother" or 
"grandfather" in Yeisikorowa-teri, etc. My informed Bisaasi-teri sourc.es-men 
like K~obawa-argued that the Shamatari were deceiving me, and that the 
Yeisikorowa-teri were in fact a splinter. village from an earlier group-a village 
known as Konabuma-teri. By using interview techniques such as those exempli
fi.ed earlier in this chapter, 1 could not get my Shamatari informants to acknowledge 
that the Y eisikorowa-teri were their close relatives or that they had a common 
origin. lt is important to know that my Shamatari informants were from villages 
that were currently at war with the Yeisikorowa-teri, and had been for many years. 
Furrhermore, I would not have the opportunity to verify their accounts, since 
Yeisikorowa-teri was a very remoce, uncontacted village and 1 did not plan to 
go there. Thus, to place them defi.nitely within or outside of the Shamatari 
"bloc" I had to rely on Sha1natari informants. 

The only way I was able to resolve this conflict was to reconstruct the compo
sition of the ancient village of Konabuma-teri and obtain the names of all the 
residents of that defunct group. I elected to obtain the information from several 
old women who had been abducted by the Bisaasi-teri from that population many 
years ago, suspecting that their perspectives, unlike those of the contemporary men 
who lived in Shamatari villages, would not be hardened and crystallized by events 
that happened subsequent to their abduction from the earlier population. 

After I had as complete a "census" as I could get, 1 then asked the old women 
to recount the names of the children of the prominent people w-ho constituted 
the "census" and, following that, the names of their childrens' children, until 1 
had exhausted their information on the population that lived at Konabuma-teri. 

Next, 1 asked them and informants from Shamatari villages to give me the 
current village of residence of the (presumably) living people whose names 
were provided by the old women. About half of the old Konabuma-teri population 
was said to be living in the present village of Yeisikorowa-teri and the other 
half in the village of lwahikoroba-teri, which confirmed K~obawa's account. It 
was clear from the genealogical relationships that the Yeisikorowa-teri were as 
dosely related to my original, reluctant Shamatari informants as they were to 
the people of Iwahikoroba-teri, from whence my original Shamatari informants 
.fissioned to form their own villages, and to whose residents they openly acknowl-
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edged common ancestry and common history. Thus, while they openly acknowledged 
close agnatic relationships to the Iwahikoroba-teri, they denied the same agnatic 
relationships to the Yeisikorowa-teri. Only when I confronted my original in
formants with detailed genealogical information that demonstrated the relation
ships-relationships they had earlier insisted did not exist-did they reluctantly 
concede that, yes, those rotten bastards in Yeisikorowa-teri, were, like the 
Iwahikoroba-teri, their true "mashi." Until I investigated the matter in this fashion, 
my own mental diagram of the distribution of "population blocs" contained the 
Yeisikorowa-teri as a tentative separare bloc by itself, sticking out like a sore 
thumb, with no hisrory, and no demonstrable relationship ro other villages. 

I have enough genealogical and native historical data to be able to demonstrate 
that rhe other "blocs" are not as intimately related in recent times as the Y eisi
korowa-teri are to the Shamatari. Still, there has been sorne intermittent exchange 
of people-women given in marriage or small factions leaving one group to join 
the other-which implies that the separare popularions have had a small but 
constant infiuence on each other's recent past. Significantly large lineages in 
sorne Shamatari villages are in fact the consequence of chis kind of exchange 
with, for example, che Karawacari population. Other kinds of data suggest that 
che Karawatari, che Kohoroshitari, and che Shamacari may have once been a 
single populacion. My oldesc informants, when pressed to consider this possibilicy, 
tend to agree that chis is very likely, but do not asserc it wich any confidence be
cause it harks back ro a time " ... when Moon's blood spilled on earth and created 
men . . . ," a time that no informanc is willing to speculate about in any detail. 
Corroborating my suspicion that the Karawatari have common ancescors with che 
Shamatari is che fact thar a number of acknowledged Shamatari villages have, 
according to my informants, recently "joined" che Karawatari in villages to the 
south ( probably in Brazil) and ha ve become one, a highly unlikely event if the 
Karawatari are in fact completely unrelated to them. 

Looking ar the pattern of distribution of population blocs from the point of 
view of particular víllages and how they grow, fission, and relocate themselves, 
other theoretical and methodological issues develop: are clusters of closely related 
villages "expanding against" ocher cluscers, or is that just a superficial artifact of 
someching more complex? The overall pattern is for villages to grow to a size 
too large ro be effeccively held togecher with the indigenous political mechanisms 
and then to fission, usually into cwo groups. One of the groups usually remains 
in che same spot and the other moves off sorne considerable distance, severa! 
days' walk away if che fission cook place in a violent clubfighc chat led to deaths, 
or perhaps within a day's walk if che circumstances leading to the fission were not 
so violent. The tendency is for che newly-arísen groups to keep a healthy distance 
becween themselves, and becween chemselves and other, more remotely related 
villages. Thus, there is a conspicuous aversion to move around or "behind" villages 
on their periphery. One <loes not find, for example, a Namowei-teri village 
surrounded by Shamatari villages. Two recently separated villages may enter 
into war with each other and avoid each other by locating themselves as far 
from each other as possible, but neither will "leap-frog" around villages whose 
members are either very remotely related or totally unrelated. Thus, the prior 
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exisrence of villages ar one's periphery constitutes a very real boundary, and all 
Y~nomamo groups, except those at the very periphery, are socially "circumscribed" 
in the sense that neighboring villages constitute a barrier as effective as a chain 
of mountains or a desert (Chagnon, 1968c; Carneiro, 1961; 1970). One conse
quence of this pattern is that any given area will contain villages that have a 
common origin. The villages may all be exceedingly hostile co each other, but 
they constitute a "bloc" in che sense I am using che term here. Another conse
quence is thac if any populacion growrh and village fissioning takes place wichin 
the area, only rwo alternatives are possible: eicher the newly arisen groups muse 
relocate themselves closer ro each other than rhey would like, or they must move 
closer ro unrelaced groups. The general tendency in the Namowei-teri area and the 
Shamatari area is to follow the latter course, and this usually leads to conflicts wich 
che unrelated neighbors. I have explored sorne of the theoretical consequences of this 
pattern in other publications (Chagnon, 1968b; 1968c; 1972). Here, 1 want to draw 
attencion to che patte'f'n of expansion that results and how ir relates to assumptions 
about primitive warfare and population densiry, both ethnographically and 
archeologically. 

The morphology or scruccure of che population movements is chat "groups" 
or "blocs" expand and "push" other groups away. In areas elsewhere in che 
echnographic world, a strong case can be made chat expansion is related to pop
ulation density, and that population density, in turn, is related to ecological carry
ing capacity or resource shortages. A good example might be the Nuer expansion 
against the Dinka (Evans-Pritchard, 1940; Sahlins, 1961). The point 1 wish to 
make with these data and the ecological adaptation of che Y~nomamo is chat while 
the pattern of expansion is che same as rhar documented in areas where resource 
shortages can be shown ro exist, the genesis of che paccern is not relacable to 
population density or resource shorcages in such a simple way. Indeed, resources 
cannot be shown to have anyching to do with che pattern of Y~nomamo expansion 
described here, especially as regards the genesis of warfare and its role in determin
ing the pattern. Y ~nomamo warfare does indeed figure intimately in the develop
ment of che pattern, as warfare elsewhere, where shortages of resources are well 
documented in similar expansion patterns, bue che practice, intensiry, and "causes" 
of warfare in the Y ~nomamo case cannot be convincingly shown to be related to 
resource shorcages. An attempt to do so would amount to special pleading to 
preser.ve a model that does noc account for che faces. My own bias was to do essen
tially rhat, bue to defend the model I would have to accept the preposterous 
notion that a population density of che magnicude of sorne 0.01 people per 
square mile caused a "stress" on the carrying capacity. Walking severa! days be
tween hostile villages over terrain that abounded in game and cultivable land 
leads one to cake a more commonsense view of the issues and cake note of the 
tarnish on the orherwise shiny models that apply well elsewhere, but only with 
gross disrorcion of facts here. The current population density in the region under 
discussion is excremely low today, and a generation ago ir could only have been 
much lower, and before that, when most of the "expansion" took form and 
"population blocs" began to differentiate, it could only have been ridiculously 
low insofar as its relevance to che causes of intergroup warfare and expansion 
are concerned. 
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In brief, this "data raises sorne fundamental issues regarding the relationship 
between primidve warfare, population density, territorial expansion, and eco
logical carrying capacity. While it is clear that the warfare pattern can account 
for the distributión of villages in space and how they relocate over time, it is 
also clear that Y~nomamo warfare does not arise "automatically" because of 
excessive population density in areas with limited territorial or other resources, 
unless one is prepared to accept sorne bizarre claims that swidden cultivators tax 
their resources at ridiculously. low population densities. 

What is at issue, in a nutshell, is the nature of primitive warfare and how or 
why it comes into being. The argument I would make from this data and other, 
related data is that tribal warfare is not a tropismatic response to resource shortages 
and population density. A general anthropological tendency is to assume that the 
"steady state" or ''normal" condition among tribesmen is one Of peace, as, for 
example, the mod~l of expansion and warfare given by Lathrap ( ibid): tribesmen 
become warlike when there is no farmland or when game animals are scarce. 
This is, essentially, an "ecocentric" or "biocentric" assumpti9n about che nature 
of tribesmen and tribal culture. 

There is another way to view tribal warfare, one that squares more convinc
ingly with the ethqographic facts. Warfare is everywhere a means to political 
ends, but is not 'everywhere reducible to direct competition for scarce resources. 
That is to say, it everywhere has sociopolitical attributes, and something quite 
fundamental about the nature of warfare might be wrought from looking more 
carefully at che phenomena in a "sociocentric" way. ( See Service, 1962, for a 
discussion of "sociqcentric.") 

In all tribal groups (see Sahlins, 1968, for a definition of tribal culture), local 
communities are "sovereign" in that the political behavior of their members is 
not dictated from above by supralocal institutions. The preservation of this 
political sovereignty seems to be the universal unstated goal of all tribesmen, che 
sine qua non of tribal .culture. The most important single means to achieve this, 
borrowing a phrase from Hobbes via Sahlins (ibid), is usually a political stance 
called "Warre"-the chronic disposition to do battle, to oppose and dispo~e of 
one's sovereign neighbors. In tribal cultures the world over, there is a general 
atticude held by local group members that their neighbors, being remote spatially 
and genealogically, are therefore less moral or less human than themselves. One 
suspects his neighbors of sorcery, wicchcraft and chicane, and treats them accord
ingly. The range of reaction to neighboring groups is wide, but whatever its precise 
form it is usually characterized by chronic suspicion and fear. Briefly stated, the 
range is from trade to raid, bue even in the former, trade is hedged in and dom
inated by ritual and ceremonial, a retlection perhaps of the awesome danger 
accompanying association with potencial enemies. That the relationship between 
sovereign policical groups should also take che form of raid-warfare-is not 
surprising. In sorne cases the warfare can be related to competition for scarce 
resources, in other cases it cannot, but in all cases the contests have political 
dimensions and attributes. Warfare is, indeed, the extension of tribal politics in 
the absence of other means. These other means are supralocal institutions that bind 
groups peacefully to each other, and tribal culture by definition lacks them. Thus, 
hostility towards one's neighbors is of the essence of tribal culture. 
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Among the Y~nomarno, we are dealing with a situation where "Warre" has, 
for reasons other than the distribution or availability of resources, taken on the 
quality of actual warfare. W e are dealing with something characteristically tribal 
-pursuit of political goals by means of violence, a deliberare attempt to keep 
as much space as possible between one's group and that of suspicious neighbors. 
With distance there is security and sovereignty. If the soundness of theory is 
measured by the ability of that theory to predict, then a knowledge of population 
density would not be a very robust basis for prediction in this case. Ironically, 
knowing who stole whose wife or killed whom on a raid would be a much more 
powerful basis of predicting the Y ~nornarno response to the event. 

Let us return to the observable characteristics of the population blocs. Just as 
the village of Mishirnishimabowei-teri shows sorne striking differences when 
cornpared with other Sharnatari villages, so also do the Shamatari as a cluster of 
interrelated villages display sorne striking dernographic differences when com
pared to other, sirnilarly defined population blocs, such as the Namowei-teri vil
lages. In particular, the Shamatari are growing at a faster rate and have expanded 
over a much larger area than have the Namowei-teri in the same period of time. 
This, also, raises sorne interesting theoretical issues. It is beginning to look as if 
there is a population, supravillage quality or set of characteristics that is "in
herited" by each village by virtue of the fact that it is Shamatari in origin rather 
than Namowei-teri. In other words, there appears to be something characteristic of 
Shamatari demography that has important irnplications for Shamatari village 
organization. The differences are slight, but detectable. They may be due to 
chance and the normal variation that one can expect in populations of this 
order of magnirude. Whatever their provenience-stochastic or deterministic
they have the potencial of conferring on whole populations a sociocultural advan
tage in realm of incergroup competition, and by extension, group selection or 
survivability.11 For the moment there is no "group competition" as such, for the 
dozen or so Shamatari villages each act independently and jealously pursue their 
own political goals. Still, their higher birth rate (to be discussed in Chapter 4) 
and subsequenc dispersa! of newly generaced villages implies chat they would 
have a cremendous advantage should, for example, territoriality become an im
portant factor in this area. Given chat Yl¡lnomamo land is finite, and given the 
passage of a sufficient amount of time, one would expect that the Shamatari would 
evenrually impart their cultural and biological actributes to the Y~nomamo tribe 
as a whole, provided thac cheir greacer survivability were translated inco a greater 
dorninance over their neighbors. I have documented the nature of Y~nomamo 
expansion outward from the "center" of the tribe (Chagnon, 1968b; 1968c; 1972). 
Should this pattern continue, then the tribal "center" would eventually become 
more and more "Shamatari"-like and whatever biological or cultural peculiarities 
they possessed initially would evencually become tribal characteristics. When the 
impact of the Shamatari on the composition of sorne Namowei-teri villages is 

11 See Lewontin ( 1965 ) for a discussion of group selection for biological populations. I am 
indebted to William G. Irons for drawing my attention to Lewontin's anide and specific 
points I raise that relate to group selection. 
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examined (see Chapter 4), it becomes clear that this process is already under way. 
Thus, all cultural (and biological) characteristics would be preserved and diffused, 
irrespective of their contribution to or inhibition of group survivability, provided 
that one or a few were clearly conferring on the popularion a marked advantage. 
For example, no one would argue that the waxing and waning of pottery sryles 
in archaeological horizons were in themselves the "cause" of population growth 
and expansion merely because they were associated with the human groups that 
proliferated. A question then arises: how do we identify the underlying causes 
of population growth and village fissioning and rhe expansion of sorne groups 
at a rate higher than that observable among its neighbors? What demographic 
or cultural traits are conferring the advantage? As we shall see in Chapter 4, chis 
question can be cast in purely demographic terms and partially answered from that 
perspective. Erhnologically, there appears to be more to it than can be satisfac
torily resolved with just demographic data and refined descriptions of the data in 
terms of survivorship, birthrates, and deathrates. And that, incidentally, is what 
my fieldwork and theoretical interese in the Y ~nomamo are all about. That is why 
I spent months and years collecring genealogies, demographic data, and native 
accounts of settlement history. 

Three aspects of the demography and culture stand out as crucial variables when 
the characteristics of population blocs are examined from a causal perspective. 

The first has to do with reproductive performance: how many children are 
sired by plen and born to women. This establishes whether or not the population 
is growing ( considering, of course, survivorship), and leads to investigations along 
other lines. To wit, and second, the lineal composition of villages, which appears 
to have a considerable amount of interdependence with reproductive performance. 
On the one hand, the high variability in male reproductive performance enables 
particularly fecund men to lea ve many (lineal and cognatic) descendants. Con
sidering sorne of these descendants from a sociological perspective (the lineals), 
whole areas-such as the Shamatari area-are characterized by greater or lesser 
lineality, which has a profound impact on political behavior. On the other hand, 
the lineal composition of groups has a feedback effect on reproductive per
formance. Given the marriage rules and nature of reciprociry between lineages 
(The Fierce People, Chapter 2), larger lineages seem to have an advantage in 
acquiring larger numbers of women as wives for their male members. Therefore, 
the males of these lineages will have larger numbers of children and continue 
to perpetuare che lineal bias that was "inherited" by their generation. 

Third, che marriage rules themselves enhance or detraer from the rate ar which 
lineages grow and proliferare. Particular kinds of prescriptive marriages bind 
qominant lineages together and contribute to their porential for further growth. 
The number of cognatic descendants a particular man in the ascending generations 
left comes into play here, as these determine the potential and actual number of 
cross-cousin marriages that take place in any village. 

Thus, the population characteristics, ethnologically speaking, are not easily 
reducible ro single "causes" such as growth rate. The cultural matrix within 
which reproduction takes place is constantly affecting the purely biological di
mensions of the process, and interacting with them. Lineal descent, marriage rules 
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and praccices, and fercility are all incerrelaced and consticuce a sysrem that has 
many dimensions and ramifications. As we shall see below, only a porcion of them 
can be idencified and quantified. Ir should be noted chat warfare is largely a sep
arace, bue relatable, factor in the demographic basis for group composition and 
solidariry. 

To exemplify both rhe Y~nomamo actitudes roward their neighbors and the 
techniques I used to establish che relative geographical and genealogical rela
tionships between villages of che several "blocs" given in Figure 2.7, I give a 
transcript of one incerview I had with Dedeheiwa. He traces lineal descent back to 
"Karawatari" ancestors. His father and farher's brothers married into che "Shama
tari" population in che previous generarion, that is, they "fissioned" from che 
Karawatari for reasons I was unable to establish, and "fused" with che ancesrors 
of che Mishimishimabowei-teri. At che present time a large fraccion of che resi
dents of Mishimishimabowei-teri and Ironasi-teri are descendants of these in
married Karawatari. (This ís shown in che schematic diagram, Figure 2.9, below.) 

NC: Where did you live when you were very young? 
D: Shortly after birch, when I was very young, I lived ac Boraoowei. 

NC: Where did che Karawatari live at that time? 
D: They lived ar Shekerei. 

NC: [Not believing him} No! ... " 
D· Don't tell me "no! " When they lived ac Shekerei, we lived at Boraoowei! 

NC: Are you relaced [through males] to che Karawatari? 
D: [Excitedly} Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! 

NC: Are you a Karawatari? 
D: Y es! I am truly a Karawatari. I am one of che few true descendants of che 

Karawatari around. 
NC: Are you truly one of che Karawatari [lineal] descendants? 

D: Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! It is che truth! 
NC: Did your ancestors split away from che Karawatari? 

D: They split away, split away, split away. My own ancestors splic away in che 
pase and left che Karawatari. 

NC: Where-whac garden-did chis occur? 
D: Over in that area [pointing}, at Shihenaishiba garden. 

NC: Did your ancescors and che Karawatari ancestors live together ac Shihenaishiba 
garden? 

D: Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! My true ancestors were attacked mercilessly 
at Kayurewa garden by che Aramamisi-teri. Then my ancescors, che ones 
attacked, fled in fear away from that place and moved [to che souch] righc 
pase che very spoc where chis garden (Mishimishimabowei} now lies. 

NC: Righc here? At Mishimishimabowei? 
D: Yes! Yes! 

NC: Did they live here, right ac this place? 
D: Yes. They lived right here! 

NC: Whac other gardens did they make in chis area? 
D: Over there [poincing}. 

NC: Did they live in che headwacers of che Rahuawa River? 
D· Yes! Yes! Yes! In che very beginning chey lived in the upper Rahuawa 

Ri ver- before I was even born. 
NC: Before you were born did your actual ancestors live there with them? 

D· (Begins to whine and whisper, for he is discussing his own dead ancestors] 
Yes! My true shoabe (greatgrandfacher?} . . . · 
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NC: {Suspecting who he means, whispers a name to verify] "Shamawa?" 
D: [Whines, painful expression} Yes! Yes! Yes! That is the shoabe that lived 

at Yoroawatari, at Sherekasiba, at the edge of the slope at Yoroawa garden, 
at the river called Yurita, at the base of the mountain called Shadimoba. 
Wakusiwatari also live there. Then my shoabe, Shamawa, {sic] took over 
that place [from Wakusiwatari]. Then another of my shoabes, who is really 
from the ancient pasr-Maruwediwa-went ro a garden called Sherekasiba, 
at Buura River, at the falls called Karaba, and lived there. Then they were 
subsequently chased away from that place by the Aramamisi-teri, who then 
lived up the Rahuawa River. At the mountain called Hukowa-where the 
Aramamisi-teri lived-they gave chase and drove my ancesrors out. My 
ancesrors went next to a place called !rota, a place called 4bia, where the 
present Hasubowa-teri carne to live in recent times; my shoabe, Shamawa, did 
this. The HasubOwa-teri later carne and made new gardens in rhat same area. 
Then my ancesrors moved next to the Shanishani River, my shoabe. They 
made rhe next garden ar Darakawa River. Larer, at Ihiramawa garden, they 
shot and killed my shoabe ... the Aramamisi-ceri shot him. A man called 
Maamawa did ir; Maamawa shot and killed him. Deiyowa, another man, 
was also killed at that time. This was before 1 was born. They killed him 
before 1 was even born. They shot and killed him at Shihenaishiba, ac Kayurewa 
garden-at Shamata garden. [These gardens are all very close together.} 

NC: Did the Karawatari ancestors also live chere, at the place you are talking 
abouc? 

D: Y es, rhey lived there ar one time. 
NC: Did those Karawarari ancesrors of yours splir away there and JOin rhe 

ancesrors of rhis [MishimishimabOwei-teri} village? 
D: Yes. 

NC: Ar what garden did they join this group? 
D: At rhe garden called Bohoroabihiwei [or Bohoroabowei}. 

NC: You don't say! 
D: Yes-ar Bohoroabihiwei garden. lt was there that rhey joined my shoabe 

[Matakuwa; he rapped ·bis shin; the name Matakuwa meaos shin.J and 
lived with them. Then there was a big clubfi.ghc with the Aramamisi-teri 
over sorne peach-palm trees. This fight took place at Bohoroabihiwei, when 
they all Iived there. Maamawa also lived there. A man called Amokoniniwa
also called Amokowa-lived with them bue he went away ro che Borabowei 
area. lt was at that place that 1 was born. 

NC: Where did che Karawarari live at rhat time? 
o· Over rhere [to the sourh} ar Shekerei ... they had already left che area 

and had gone to Shekerei. 
NC: Then when your group lived at BorabOwei, the Karawatarí had already 

esrablished their garden at Shekerei? 
D: Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! 

NC: Did they ever live in che Moshada River area? 
D: {Pauses} No ... the Kohoroshitari lived over rhere. 

NC: Is that true? 
D: Yes! 

NC: Wait! What garden did the Karawatari abandon when rhey made Shekerei? 
D: They lived ar Shihenaishiba before they made Shekerei. 

NC: Do you mean that they fled all the way from Shihenaishiba to Shekerei? 
D: They ran away from Shihenaishiba and ... 

NC: Did they make other gardens next? 
D: Yes ... BahabOwei garden on the upper Shukumona River. 

NC: Where did rhey go from there? 
D: They went to Shekerei after abandoning Bahabowei. 
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NC: Are che Aramamisi-teri and Kohoroshitari closely related to each other? 
D· Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! They [Aramamisi-teri] chased them away from there 

(pointing to Shanishani River area]. 
NC: Where did their war first begin? 

D: Way, way up there, in the very headwacers of che Shukumóna River ... 
pase che spot where che headwacers of che Rahuawa River come close to che 
branches of che Shukumo.na. 

NC: Did they all once live togecher way up in that region? 
D: Y es . . . then they fought with each other with arrows and had a war, and 

then che Kohoroshitari fl.ed. 
NC: Why did they fight? 

D: Don't ask a silly question like that! Women! Women! Women! Women! 
They screwed all che time· and made a noise like: wha! wha! wha! wha! 
when they screwed. Women! 

NC: After the split, where did che Kohoroshitari make their next garden and 
village? 

D: They lived next at Moramana garden. 
NC: When they abandoned that garden, where did they go? 

D: They went next to Konabuma and cleared gardens there. 
NC: Is that true? Do you mean that they were che very first people to clear gardens 

at Konabuma? 
D : Yes! The Kohoroshitari were the first to clear gardens in that area. 

NC: Where did your group live when che Kohoroshitari cleared Konabuma? 
D: Borabowei! Borabowei! When we lived at Borabowei, they lived at Konabuma! 

NC: Did your group fight and make war with che Kohoroshitari? 
D: Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! 

NC: Where did you first start shooting each orher? 
D: There, at Konabuma. 

NC: What was che cause of che fighting? 
D: "Cause," my foot! We fought for revenge! 

NC: Revenge? 
D: Yes! Y es! Yes! One of the Kohoroshicari we got there was called Kakawawa! 

NC: Why did you kill him? 
D: Don't ask such silly questions! We fought with them over women! 

NC: Did you chase them away during chis war? Were you born yet? 
D: I wasn't born yet. Our group chased them to the Moshada River, to 

Mahareabówei garden, and killed chis many of them (holding up several 
fingers] in that area, the Moshada River area. It is over there (pointing]. 

NC: Did they live there when you lived at Borabówei? 
D: Y es! They were there when we were at Borabowei. Their headman was 

Ohiriwa. Yarakawa was another big wheel in their village. They then fled to 
Mamohebowei, right ar che spot where we are today. They once gardened 
here. 

The remainder of che transcript describes the locations of che various gardens 
where the Kohoroshitari and Karawatari groups lived while che Mishimishima
oowei-teri ancestors migrated into che region abandoned by these groups. lt 
also describes a bitter war between the Karawatari and Kohoroshitari, naming 
sorne half-dozen specific individuals from each group who were killed by raiders 
from the orher. The overall picture that emerges is that che Shamatari villages 
moved inro. areas vacated by the Karawatari and Kohoroshitari as they moved 
south and where they continued to fight among themselves. Gradually they 
ceased to have any continuing contact with che Shamarari. Thus, by approximately 
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1940, Shamatari history is dominared by polirical siruations that a.dse between 
villa ges within rhe Shamarari population itself, punccuated occasionally by serious 
conflicrs involving specific Shamatari villages with specific villages from adjacent 
Y ~namamo populations. 

SHAMATARI SETTLEMENT PATIERN 

Now that we have defined the relationship of the Shamatari population ro other, 
similar Y ~nomamo populations, we are in a posicion ro cake a more detailed look 
ar the settlemenr pattern of the Shamatari proper. 

Figure 2.8 shows che geographical locations of the severa! major regions that 
were or are occupied by che Shamatari. Those regions presently occupied are 
shown with a srar next ro them. The early history of the Shamatari group begins 
at che area called Aramamisi. My firsthand field experience has been confined. to 
che six villages in the westernmost portien of che map, villages that are presently 
located in che areas designated as Reyabobowei, Mishimishimabowei and Habro
mabowei. 

These fourteen areas are general regions that were occupied by various Shama
tari groups as they fissioned and spread from Aramamisi to the south and west. 
Each area conrains many different gardens, sorne of which are given in Appendix D. 
1 have employed either the names of old garden sites, rivers, or presently-existing 
villages to designare the regions. Thus, Toobatotoi, .(tbruwa, Doshamosha, Mishi
mishimabOwei, Habromabowei, and Reyabobowei are taken from names of pres
ently existing Y~nomamo villages found in those regions today. Aramamisi is 
taken from the name of a prominent mountain in that area. Horoina, Y obobowei, 
BorabOwei, Konabuma, Amiana, and Roena are taken from names of specific 
gardens in rhose areas, and Moshada is taken from che name of the river along 
which rnosr of che gardens in that area were located. 

The arrows shown on Figure 2.8 linking each region to che others give the 
sequence and direction of population movements among the Shamatari. For 
example, the village of Mishimishimabowei-teri is located in che area designated 
as Mishimishimabowei. Within chis area they separated in very recent times from 
che village of Ironasi-teri, also located within the MishimishimabOwei area. Before 
these two groups lived in this area, they lived at gardens in che Moshada area. 
While living in the Moshada region they themselves separated from their dose 
relatives, who moved to the Roena area and then ro the Reyabobowei area, where 
they, in turn, separated to give rise to the villages Reyabobowei-teri and 
M<>mar ibowei- ter i . . 

Before the Moshada region was occupied, the collective group-Ironasi-teri, 
Mishimishimabowei-teri, Reyabobowei-teri, and MQmaribowei-teri-lived as a 
single village in che Konabuma region. They began separating into two distinct 
groups while they were in the Konabuma region, but the actual, final separation 
took place later, in che Moshada ar ea. 

Before they lived at Konabuma, che group occupied che Borabowei and Yobo
bowei regions. Most of the oldest members of all four villages were born in these 
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general areas. All history prior to the Y obobowei occupation is secondhand in
formation. My inforrnants know by hearsay frorn their long-deceased elders only 
the most general facts about the events, places, and people that refer to the portion 
of their history that took place in the Ararnarnisi region. 

The gardens in the Yobobowei and Borabowei areas are rather continuously 
distributed, so there would be considerable justification for cornbining these two 
areas. However, after a portion of the group--the ancestral Mishirnishirnaoowei
teri-left the Y obobOwei region, other grou ps continued to rnake gardens in this 
region and left it only rnuch later. Again, the precise rnovernents, .fissions, fusions, 
and recornbinations that took place here are far frorn clear. It appears that sorne 
groups separated from a larger village only to recombine later with it, or with 
a group that had split off from it. 

This process is still going on today in all of the regions, and provides a clue 
to the complexity of early Shamatari sectlement pattern. In 1969, for example, 
a large fraction of the village of Ironasi-teri (Mishimishimabowei-teri region) 
separated from the main group and left, in anger, to join their close relatives, 
the ReyabobOwei-teri, from whorn they had separated more than 25 years earlier. 
They lived with the Reyabobowei-ceri for abouc a year, until they had a serious 
fight over women, and recurned to their original group in the Mishimishimabowei 
area, where they patched up t:heir grievances. Severa! women from the group had 
babies while living in Reyabobowei-teri. An anthropologist who would later 
attempt to reconstruct the settlement pattern would be confused by the inclusion 
of a number of young Ironasi-teri who were boro in Reyabobowei-teri, par
ticularly when all other data show that the two groups had been separated for 
25 to 30 years when these few individuals were born. Sorne of the "fogginess" 
in the settlement pactern as I have given it in this chapter is due to events such 
as this. 

Figure 2.9 shows schematically the fissioning of the Aramamisi-teri population ' 
into its presendy occupied villages.12 These are listed along the boctom of the 
diagram. I know with considerable detail and accuracy only that portion that deals 
with the .first six: MishimishimabOwei-teri, Ironasi-teri, M(;>rnaribOwei-teri, Reya
bobowei-ceri, MiornabOwei-ceri and Habromabowei-ceri. My data on the rernaining 
villages, including geographical locacions, are not complete. Filling in chese gaps 
will be the objective of later fieldtrips. Finally, there may be additional villages 
not given in Figure 2.9. It is not clear to me that sorne groups-"Mokarita-teri," 
"Htomisi-teri," "Nakiaiyoawa-teri," and "NarirnobOwei-teri"-are to be given 
separare village designations or whether they are included in the villages as I 
have listed them in Figure 2.9. At the present they exist in my notes as merely 
names of Shamacari villages. They may be independent villages, or they may be 
alternative names for villages I have already listed. 

Figure 2.9 also includes the two populations that I have been calling 
"Karawatari" and "Kohoroshitari," indicating chat they might possibly have a 

12 This diagram was drawn before 1 went into the field in 1972. 1 collected additional 
data then that modifies this scheme slightly, particularly that portion of the diagram that 
describes the fissioning of Yeisikorowa-teri. 
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Figure 2.9-Schema of Shamatari fissions showing putative relationship of populations. called ªKarawatari," 
''Shamatari," and "Kohoroshitari." ~ 
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common origin with the Shamatari. It is dear from genealogical evidence that 
rhe Karawatari group contributed in more than just a minor way to the present 
populations of sorne of the Shamatari groups. lt is likely that similar evidence 
will subsequently show the same thing for the Kohoroshitari .. Although I have 
indicated that the Karawatari and Kohoroshitari have not fissioned in Figure 2.9, 
it would be safe to assume that each of these groups has a politícal history at 
least as complicated as that shown for the Shamatari, and their populations are, 
today, subdivided into numerous independent villages. 

' 
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organ1zat1on 

lt is clear from the reconscruction of past political accounts given by 
older informants that no Y ~nomamó village exists in isolation, free of the bis
torical matrix that determines the attitudes held by its residents about its 
neighbors. Each village is biologically and historically related to its neighbors. 
Past evenrs, especially wars and killings, account in large measure for tbe nature 
of tbe attitudes beld by tbe members of any Y ~nomamó village toward the 
members of neighboring villages. Ir is possible to demonsrrate that historically, 
villages A, B, C, and D have a common origin and the ancestors of all con
temporaneous groups once lived as members of the same village at sorne distant 
point in time. Similarly, anocber cluster of villages may have an historical 
relationsbip of tbe same kind. But because of tbe nature of the immediate 
political" needs and tbe intensity of feelings tbat members of each group have for 
the members of other groups, I often encountered perplexing discrepancies in 
individual accounts of their '"-Own political identity and the identity of other 
villages. 

For example, after spending nearly two years studying in detail the history 
and composition of the Bisaasi-teri, I was startled one day when a young man 
of sorne twenty-fi.ve years angrily denied being a "Bisaasi-teri" or a "Namowei
teri." He had just been in a clubfight with members of his village, and was 
attempting to distinguish himself from everybody else in the village by denying 
any political affinity to them. His young peers, wbo took bis side in tbe clubfi.gbt, 
also vehemently supported his contention. He argued that he was from a different 
group, although I knew from older, more reliable informants that he had been 
born among the Patanowa-teri (actually, at Shjhota) and had never spent any 
time outside of that group .. The reason he argued thus was that bis father's father's 
father had originally come to the Nan:iowei-teri population to seek a wife, and 
remained there for the duration of his life. All of his descendants a1so lived 
among the Namowei-teri and everyone considered them to be indisputably Namowei
teri. Y et this young man insisted, beca use of his father' s father' s father' s origin, 
that he was nor. I checked this information out with K~obawa, wbo acknowledged 
that the young man's greatgrandfather did indeed come from a non-Namowei-teri 
population, but K~obawa insisted that bis descendants, by livi~g so long with 
the Namowei-teri, had "become Namowei-teri." The young · man, explained 
K~obawa, was angry with everyone because of the clubfight and was not telling 
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the "truth." He insisted that he was a Namowei-teri, and that was that, and that 
his two ascending agnatic kinsmen were as well. 

Apare from raising sorne interesting and important questions about the relation
shi p between "place of resiqence" and the nature of "lineal descent," this example 
and orher, similar ones startled me, for it indisputably showed how condicional 
the beliefs relating to descent and filiation were to immediate events. 1 had long 
been aware of the shifting, ambiguous relationship between residence and descent, 
and had come to che conclusion that while place of residence was occasionally 
important in conferring political identity, descent through the male line was 
consiscently more imporcant in deciding political and domestic behavior. Now 1 
had a good case chat showed how imporcant specific transient events were in 
causing che individuals in question to manipulare agnation and place of residence 
to cheir immediate advantage for sorne particular reason. There was another pat
tern chat complicated this picture even more. That had to do with the relationship 
between ( 1) length of residence, ( 2) size of group, and ( 3) place of residence 
in the context of political identity by descent. The agnatic group from which chis 
young man carne was quite large and represented a significant fraction of several 
Namowei-teri villages. The "founder" of che. lineage may have come from a 
different group, but because he left a number of descendants in the Namowei-teri 
population who, in rurn, left additional descendancs over severa! generations, the 
group had "become" a Namowei-ceri group. The importanc factors were that 
(a) chey were numerous, (b) they had lived in the Namowei-teri population 
for several generations, and ( c) the males of the group were important politically 
because they represented a large group. 

This incidenc, and several like it, led me to realize how important it was to 
systematically collect daca on reproduccive performance and on birthplace for 
living and dead. Reproductive performance would yield the size or relative im
portance of a kinship group in village histories, while place of birth, once the 
gardens had been identifi.ed as to population, would supplement my knowledge of 
che political affiliation of individuals insofar as geographic provenience was 
concerned. 

The previous chapter described how 1 manipulated the geographical data, once 
it was collected, to arrive at a notion of the settlement pattern. Here 1 describe 
how che same kind of data is related to questions of kinship, descent, and political 
identity and how 1 collected and organized the data as 1 investigated genealogies. 

Accurate genealogies are fundamental to an understanding of Y~nomamo social 
organization, intervillage political relationships, and past history. Collecting chis 
information may have been the most boring, tedious, and time-consuming task 
of my fieldwork, but the . resulting data ha ve consciruted che most important single 
source of information on many different aspects of the culture. More is embedded 
in Y~nomamo genealogical data than merely biological relationships. 

1 described in Chapter 1 of T he Fie'f'ce People sorne of the problems I initially 
had in Bisaasi-teri collecting genealogies, and how sorne of my more resourceful 
and mischieveous informants collaborated with each other to the extent of inventing 
and consistently using false names and other inforrnation regarding the kinship 
nexus of that group. 1 do not wish to repeat here the description 1 gave in The 
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Fierce People, nor do I want ro reflect the tedium and frustrations of genealogy 
colleccing by reciring all of the problems and all of rhe techniques 1 used. 

Still, if my experience is to provide a lesson for orhers who work under similar 
circumstances, 1 must cover sorne of the issues. To do so with a minimum amounc 
of inconvenience to the reader, I will summarize che experience in terms of 
"lessons" 1 learned. 

Because of che large number of questions 1 ger from graduare srudents and 
field workers regarding my note-taking syscem, I will give a brief description of 
che system 1 used, one that rook many monrhs to work out after trying numerous 
orher alternatives. I do not suggest that ir is rhe bese one; it is merely one that 1 
found useful in my own situation. 

1 will also comment on the use co which 1 put IBM cards and computer tech
nology as an adjuncc co organizing my data and how compucer rechniques have 
been helpful ro me in collecting data during recurn field trips. 

Finally, I will show how genealogical data can be used to confirm settlement par
tero information, as given in che previous chapter, and how it can describe the extent 
ro which two or 1nore groups can be said ro be related politically, historically, 
and biologically. 

Genealogies 
By way of justifying an incomplece documentation of rhe problems raised in the 

field regarding the collecting of genealogical data and otherwise programmatic 
statements of my opinions on the subject, I think ir is appropriace ar chis juncture 
to comrnent on rny experience, and, therefore, my qualifications to discuss che 
subjecc in chis shorthand way. 

I have spent nearly three years living in Y~nomarno villages since 1964. I have 
visited sorne forty or fifty different Y ~nomamo villageS: I cannot be more specific 
than chis on che number of villages, since che entire notion of village would have 
ro be discussed ar sorne lengch. For exarnple, sorne of che villages 1 have visited 
no longer exist as sep~rate enciries, having been reabsorbed by che groups from 
which they originared. Others have since subdivided and are now two or even 
three discincr villages; do 1 count these rwo or three times? Forty or fifty villages, 
however, co1nes close ro defining che range of experience I am discussing; it is 
not "a few" or "several." 

D uring chese visits I met approximacely 3,000 Y~nornamo individuals, all of 
whorn I have in my genealogies. A rough estimare of che total number of indi
viduals in 1ny genealogies '""ould be of che order of 10,000, which includes living 
and dead persons. To be sure, not all of the genealogies are equally good; the 
reasons for chis will become clear below. Ac chis juncture I wish to say that 
on che basis of chis experience, 1 have run inro many problems and challenges, 
and if l appear to be giving rhem insufficient documenration, ir is only because 
space forbids and, besides, they are quite boring. I will summarize only che more 
recurrent and serious ones. 

By che time 1 began to make an intensive effort ac collecting rhe genealogies 
of che Shamarari groups, 1 had learned sorne important lessons in Bisassi-reri and 
ocher villages. Knowing from che outset what che problems were helped me 
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immensely, so the field research went more efficiently as I applied techniques 
I developed in my early work. I knew that my informants would · lie under sorne 
circumstances and be truthful under others. I knew it would be difficult to work 
around the name taboo, and I knew that important gains would be made only 
after I identified the good informants. As happened in Bisaasi-teri, the early good 
breaks carne from informants who might be considered "aberrant" or "abnormal," 
outcasts in their own society, individuals like the twelve-year-old Karina, who 
guided me to Mishimishimabowei-teri the :first time. 

In initiating my intensive work on the Shamatari I had one very important ad- . 
vantage that I did not have in my earlier work on the Bisaasi-teri. The Shamatari 
were a different people from the Bisaasi-teri, and well known to them. Under 
these circumstances, I could obtain the real names of the Shamatari by using 
reliable Bisaasi-teri informants with whom I had already established rapport. 
With accurate names, I was independent of any informant who gave them to me, 
and I could go to other villages where the names would be recognizeable. I learned 
from this the most efficient procedure to follow: to obtain the genealogy on a 
particular group by collecting it, wherever possible, from people who did not 
belong to that group or, alternatively, were not living with that group. In my 
Shamatari work, therefore, I had genealogies of every village befare I actually 
lived in or visited the village. 

Once in the village, Mishimishimabowei-teri for example, I could not expect 
to easily get the true names of the residencs from the residents themselves. Still, 
I had to identify and "genealogize" the individuals who were living in the 
villages but who did not occur on the genealogy. I had to resort to earlier tactics, 
such as "bribing" children when their elders were not around, or capitalizing 
on animosities between individuals, or photogra phing the people and taking the 
photos to other villages for identification. 

One other factor also worked to my advantage among the Shamatari. My 
base of operations was in Bisaasi-teri, where I had a mud-walled, grass-roofed hut. 
There were a number of Shamatari in Bisaasi-teri, young people who had recently 
married into the village, or old women who were captured f.rom the Shamatari 
long ago. Once they were aware of the fact that I knew the true names of people 
in their villages it was possible to use them as informants to check the accuracy 
of what my Bisaasi-teri informants told me. As a technique, this can be likened 
to removing the informant from bis village and working with him elsewhere, 
except that the informants were already elsewhere to begin with. Logically, I 
expanded this and would bring informants from their own village to work with 
me in my mud hut. Once out of their village and aware that I already knew the 
names of everyone in their village, most of these informants would cooperare with 
me. After several such experiences I knew who the best ones were, and used them 
more than the others. They always knew beforehand what kind of "Ribromou" 
(working with paper) 1 we would be doing, so it was not a matter of tricking . 
them into coming a long distance and using them as "captive" informants. Most 
of the informants were very cooperative outside of their village. 

1 From the Spanish libro-(book). 
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Ten thousand circles and triangles later, here is what I think is important to know 
abour collecting Y ~nomamo genealogies. 

l. Never assume that a new informant will tell the truth. 
This dicrum applies ro informarion abour members of his own group as well as 

rhat about members of other groups. With specifi.c reference to rhe informant's 
group, the dictum could be rewrirren to say: Always assume rhat he is lying. 

Whenever it is possible, I check the consisrency and accuracy of a new in
formanr before I invesr roo much of my time with him. I normally have him give 
me rhe genealogical relationships of a group of people that I know to have 
cerrain names and ro be related in certain ways. If his version is the same as 
rhe version 1 obtained from reliable informants, 1 proceed furrher wirh the new 
informant. 

In sorne circumstances it is not possible to follow this dictum. Por example, 
my collaborative work with medical-genetics colleagues2 obliges me to take 
rhem to distant villages that I may have never visited before, or may have 
visited only once or twice; in sorne cases I never have an opportunity to return 
to these villages because of other commitments. One of my tasks is to provide 
my colleagues with minimal genealogies for use in family studies of inherited 
genes. Since the genealogies are necessary, I aro often in the position of having 
to select my informants from among total srrangers and accept what they say. 
I rarely have an opportunity to return and check their accuracy. 

In 1970, while waiting at a mission airstrip for my medical colleagues to arrive 
from Caracas, I used two young roen from a distant village as informants f~r 
the genealogy of their group. They were visiting the mission and wanted to 
ride back to their village in my canoe when I took the medica! group there to 
collect blood samples. I had met both young men before. Since I had to wait at 
the mission several days, I took the opportunity to get a head start on the genealogy 
of their village. 

1 spent ten hours a day for two days working with these new inforrnants. They, 
of course, collaborated with each other and told me a consistenr story. This meant 
thar they were either telling me rhe truth, or were lying consistently. I suspected 
rhe larter, but had no way to check on them: 1 did not have an accurate genealogy 
of that village to test them with. I devised a new strategy. 1 managed to get one 
of them alone for awhile to creare a situation in which one did not know what 
rhe other told me. Then 1 worked alone with the orher for awhile. When 1 re
sumed work with both present, neither was cercain whar che other had privately 
cold me. 1 slipped into the long list of narnes and relationships they had given 
to me che names and relationships of people from a different village, scattering 
this new, excraneous information among che facts chey had given me. 

As I checked the information with them, they confi.rmed the false information 
as readily and convincingly as they did the informacion they had given to me, 

2 See bibliography for references to publications that resulted from this collaboration. A 
good summary can be found in Neel, 1970, and Neel, Arends, Brewer, Chagnon et td, 1971. 
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insisting in every case that the person in question lived in their village and had 
the parents that I recited. Both informants assumed that the other had given 
me the new information in privare, and each tried to cover up for the other. I 
then cold chem whac I had done, afcer I was convinced chac chey were lying. 
They both groaned and lefc withouc demanding che pay I had promised. They did 
not ride with me back to their village. This incident was afcer 30 months of 
experience with the same thing; sorne anthropologists never learn. 

2. On once-only visits to a new viltage do not try to cotlect genealogies by using 
names. 

The probability rhar the Y~nomamo will lie ro foreigners about their real names 
is so high rhar it is foolish to attempt to work with names they give you during 
a brief visit . . Much of my collaborative work with medical-genetics colleagues 
rakes place in circumsrances such as this. In these cases I write identifi.cation 
numbers on everybody and use kinship rerms to discover the probable biological 
relarionships among those who are alive. 

While this procedure reduces the remptation ro lie, it does not remove it en
tirely. There is so much reluctance even ro acknowledge the fact that a particular 
person's father or mother is dead that informants will often actribute a child 
to a residenc living sibling of che deceased real parent, or a cousin, or an uncle. 
You simply do not know. 

Working wich kinship rerms and idenrificacion numbers has another built-in 
disadvancage; it is noc possible to get more rhan one generation of genealogical 
depth. 

The accuracy of such "one-day stand" genealogies probably varíes from very 
poor ro very good. There is simply no way ro tell in rhe field if the informant 
is lying, except in the obvious cases where a forty-year-old man swears that 
anocher man, age thirty-five, is his "true" son, or worse yet, his father. The 
Y~nomamo, incidentally, appreciate che distinction becween biological and s~o
logical paternity ormacernÍt~ and -ª~ ~<:!>:_ _m~ch aware of the fact- tfiat 1 añl: 
afcer che former _when 1 coll~~gel!,.~~gj~s. The kinship system gives -social 
stacuses, but there is a good deal of correspondence in biological and social 
] éfiñitions (Chagnon and Levin, ms.). The facr that rhey are not complete/y 
~omorphic is rhe reason why I have very little confidence in genealogies that 
are collected rhJs wa y. 

For rhe pasr two years I have been using a Polaroid camera to cake idenrification 
phorographs of all (living) individuals who appear in my genealogies. This has 
greatly facilitaced genealogical work and has rhe potencial of allowing for "im
mediace" checks on accuracy: rhe phocographs can be brought to other nearby 
villages and che people identified by differenc informancs. 

3. It takes many months of intensive work to cotlect an accurate genealogy. 
I have no confidence in genealogies that are collected (among the Y~nomamo) 

in less chan six monchs of intensive work under the right circumstances. One of 
rhe circumsrances is that che person collecting the genealogy speaks che Y ~nomamo 
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language tolerably well when he begins the genealogy. Otherwise, it takes longer 
than six months.3 

lt is possible to collect a good genealogy in less than six months, but not 
from a group that is entirely unknown to the fieldworker at the outset, when 
he has to rely on new informants. It takes months to establish rapport with 
individuals in a new gro\lp and to discover who the good informants are. 

I am now working with a population that includes a large number of villages 
(see Chapter 1), many of which are still uncontacted by outsiders. But because 
they have ancestors in common with people 1 already know and have genealogies 
of, and beca.use the living people in these uncontacted villages are known to my 
informants in other villages, I can, at this point, collect an accurate genealogy on 
these new groups in just a few weeks. I already have. the genealogies of their 
ancestors, so the problem comes down to accurately identifying the living mem
bers of the village and relating them to the already existing genealogy collected 
elsewhere. The months required to establish rapport with informants. and :find 
out who the good informants are have already been invested. 

To give a concrete example, in 1971 I made first contact with a large Shamatari 
group that is related to the Mishimishimabowei-teri. They had never seen foreigners, 
but they know who I am and what 1 am like. 1 also know who they are, and 
when 1 arrived at their village I had with me accurate names and genealogical 
relationships of at least 80 percent of the group. The problem was to associate 
the names in my field book with the faces in the village. 1 did this by taking pictures 
of the faces and carrying the pictures back to Mishimishimabowei-teri for accu
rate identification. While in their village 1 estimated ages, noted all new children 
and found out who their parents were, and obtained birthplaces of everyone. None 
of this· required the use of names. Thus, in a two-day visir to their village 1 obtained 
99 percent of the information 1 needed to give a very accurate genealogy of the 
group. The other 1 percent may take an additional few weeks. 

4. lt takes at least three reliable, knowledgeable inf ormants to give a meanif!gful 
genealogy; at least one must be older than fifty and at least one mus,t be from 
a difjerent group. 

These conditions are the only ones that permit me ro obtain accurate cross
checks on genealogical data, and the only way 1 can be certain that the names are 
accurate. These are just mínimum requirements. None of my "best" genealogies, 
such as those 1 have on the Namowei-teri and the Shamatari populations, were 
reached with less than dozens of informants in each case. 

I have had the occasion to inspect genealogies that were collected by missionaries. 
Most missionaries use just one informant, usually a fairly young informant, and 
often take his word as final. However, where 1 have genealogies on the same group, 
1 note that the missionary versions are usually quite deficient. I mention this 
because it is possible to be convinced, unless the genealogy is cross-checked sys-

3 My French colleague, Jacques Lizot ( 1970; 197la; 197lb), who is working among the 
villages to the north of the Namowei-teri and Shamatari, concurs in this. We both discarded 
as useless most of the genealogical data we collected · during the first six to nine months 
of our respective work (personal communication). 
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tematically by informants from other groups, that the missionary version is accurate. 
In most cases the missionary is convinced that because he collected bis version 
in his village, where he has spent more time than a "casual" visitor, his version 
must therefore be corrector more accurate. For the purposes to which missionaries 
put their genealogies-keeping track of individuals by family groupings-their 
versions are usually adequate. For social and biological analyses, they are often not. 

5. Men are better informants for genealogical relationships than women. ~~ 
While this might not be a popular position to take at the present stage of " ./ 

social evolution in our own culture, it happens to be true of my Y~nomamo field ~ ,,_ 
experience. 1 suspect that the reason has to do wirh che fact that genealogical ,e "3-, 
information is the repository of a great deal of political history, and politics is ~¿(:. ;;i 

the domain of Y ~nomamo men. W ornen tend to remember accurately the gene- '-
alogical relationships of both males and females equally well, but for a few gen
erations. Men are able to give genealogical relationships back furrher in time, but 
the further back chey go che fewer female links they can give. This might be due 
to the patrilineal bias in the culture, but it is more often due to che frequency of 
abducted females with unknown genealogies who occur in the ancestral gen
erations. Women are better for certain kinds of demographic work, such as in
fanticide, total number of births, the sex of infants who died shortly after birth, 
and so on. Men often forget about childr~n who died ~efore adolescence. 

6. Do not accept an informant)s statements about his own close kinsmen, and 
do not solicit them. 

1 make every efforr to avoid embarrassing my informants or hurting their feel
ings by asking them about rheir clase kinsmen. However, accidents occasionally 
happen, especially when 1 am working with long lists of names, and 1 may in
adverrently ask an informant about someone on the list who is very closely related 
to him. I can usually tell from his reaction that I have erred, but once in a while 
1 cannot. The answers, even from my best informants, are usually not accurate. 
When I start from scratch on a genealogy of a group with an informant of that 
group, a situation 1 normally try to avoid, I usually ask him to give me the gen
ealogy of people who are not of his father's agnatic group. I try to get the genealogy 
of my first informant from someone else, and avoid asking him about people who 
are closely related to him. 

The fact that the Y~nomamo are willing to give genealogically relevant informa
tion about ochers led me to exploit this by attempting to collect such information 
from people who were known enemies of the subject village. There is, in fact, 
no better way to get an accurate, reliable start on a genealogy than to collect 
it from the enemies. In exploiting this technique, I normally obtain the accurate 
names of both the living and the dead on the first attempt. Later, when I am 
working in the village or with an informant from that village, I check the accuracy 
of the first account, since while the first informant may have been willing to use 
the correct names, he might not have known all of the genealogical relationships 
as well as people who were actually from the group. For this work I usually try 
to find an informant who has married into the village, one who is familiar with 
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all of the people and their true genealogical relationships. Ideally, the second 
informant is also related to the people, but only distancly; then he is usually willing 
ro mention the narnes of rhe dead once he knows that 1 already know thern. 
Most of these types of inforrnancs are people who have rnarried inco the village 
frorn different, bue related, villages and are, in sorne respects, outsiders. This helps 
ro explain, incidentally, why sorne of rny best informanrs are sornething of out
casts; often they are not frorn che population with which I arn dealing and are, 
for that reason, sornewhat rnistreated and willing to be frank about the names 
and relationships of their covillagers. 

For Mishirnishirnabowei-teri, which is genealogically quite homogeneous, I 
had very unusual luck. My bese informant, Dedeheiwa, shares very few ancestors 
with rnosc of the people in that village; he is descended fro1n a srnall group 
of Karawatari (see Figure 2.8, Chapter 2) who married into the Sharnatari 
populacion severa! generations ago. After I gained his confidence, it was very easy to 
get excellent, accurare inforrnation on the ancestral Sharnatari or check the accuracy 
of the inforrnation I had obtained from others. The people in question in the gene
alogies were well known co hirn, but were not his agnatic kinsrnen. For exarnple, 
rhe 280-odd residents of Mishirnishirnabowei-teri ( 1971 census) were largely 
descendancs of che father of the man called Matakuwa. 83, or 36 percent, were 
lineal descendants ( through males) and-184, or 80 percent, were cognatic 
descendants. Yet Dedeheiwa was neicher an agnate nor a cognate. Consequently, 
I was able syscernatically and quite easily to verify and improve che genealogical 
information with him. By excension, he was a good informanc for mosc of the 
other Shamatari groups whose composition heavily re.flects the fecundity of 
Macakuwa's father. 

7. Every genealogy rnust be checked thoroughly by informants from different 
vitlages. 

This is very cedious, tirne-consuming work, and implies a system of note-keeping 
in the field that permics of thorough checks in an efficient manner. There is very 
little to say about che techniques involved in checking genealogy save that they 
are idencical to or extensions of techniques used in collecting che genealogy. 
Nothing, however, is more satisfying than to work for months with reliable 
informants frorn two different villages until 1 have che genealogy of sorne third 
group nearly worked out to my satisfaccion and then collect identical informa
tion from a cotally different informant from a fourch village. My cechniques are 
now such that I rarely find my reliable inforrnants concradicting each ocher, alchough 
I still find occasional conflicts chat cannot be resolved by working with a given 
pair or set of inforrnants. At that point 1 find a different inforrnant. Many of these 
conflicts are resolved when 1 discover that ali inforrnants were celling the truth, 
but each informant used different narnes for che people in question. 

Alternare na1nes are a serious problern when ir comes to checking che accu
racy of genealogies. Many Y ~nomamo ha ve rwo or more names, and in sorne cases 
che alternare names are not known to people in distant villages. 1 have even run 
into sicuations where not only does a particular individual have severa! names, but 
both of his parencs likewise have multiple narnes. In working with numerous in-
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formants, the permutations and combinations are numerous when each uses 
a different set of names. The net result may be as confusing as assigning three 
distinct children to a given set of parents when in fact there were merely three 
names for a single person. Again, the parent combinations imply multiple mar
riages for several distinct individuals, when in fact there is only one marriage of 
rwo people, each with severa! names. Back in the United States I convert every 
name to a discrete 5-digit ID number, but in the field I muse work with Y~nomamo 
names. Tracking clown the alcernate names becomes a very serious, time-consuming 
problem when the total population of names (in the Namowei-teri and Shamatari 
populations ) approaches 4,000. In sorne cases, che alternare names for individual 
"X" may be identical to names use for individuals "Y" and "Z," so it is not 
possible to merely discard them as they are found, for chis raises the possibility 
of discarding a real individual with a different set of parents. The apparent con
flicts in the data also increase when X's alternare names are identical to the 
true names for Y and Z, who have different parents entirely. The problem then 
expands to decermining if che chree sets of parencs ( of X, Y, and Z) are different 
people. The parents of X, Y, and Z may themselves have alternare names, and these 
muse be sorted out before che identities of X, Y, and Z are clearly established. 
While in che field I retain alternate-name identities and have memorized many 
of che more important ones. Still, it is a serious problem and unless the in
formants know the alternate-name identities, they may insist that other informants 
have lied to me. This raises the delicate matter of confronting my informants 
with data that others have given and implying that someone is lying. This 
can insult an informant who has gone out of his way to be consciencious and 
honest, and therefore I always attempt to resolve the conllicts by soliciting inde
pendent opinions from other informants. 

One additional way of checking the biological accuracy of a genealogy, at least 
among living individuals, is to consider the blood group genes and attempt to 
see if the child can possibly be che offspring of che stated parents. To do this 

.requires blood samples of both parents and che child, and most anthropologiscs 
do not normally ha ve chis kind of informacion at their disposal. In my Y ~nomamó 
work I have collaborated with geneticiscs and have such information available. 
Severa! years ago we did check che genealogies of sorne fifty children in one village 
using these techniques. The results were very good; five children of the fifty might 
ha ve been che offspring of different parencs. In two of the cases, che Y ~nomamo 
chemselves had previously told me that chey were not sure which of cwo putative 
fachers was in fact che genitor, since both cohabiced with the mother at the time 
of conception; che test was made only for one of che two possible fathers. In 
two other cases, che child could not be excluded on the more reliable blood group 
genetic systems but was excluded by genetic systems that were known to involve 
larger than accepcable laboratory typing errors; it was not certain whether the 
· genealogy was in error or the serum and laboratory techniques deficient. Finally, 
one child was definitely excluded by che reliable genedc system. On a subsequenc 
field crip I investigated this and learned chat the woman in question was having 
an affair with another man at che time of conception and he might possibly 
have been the facher. 
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Caution and common sense are in order when using paterniry-exclusion tech
niques to test the biological accuracy of genealogies. Few people realize the mag
nitude and kind of errors that inhere in blood-group determinations, and many 
assume that since test tubes are used, chese techniques are by definition more 
scientific and more reliable chan informanc scatements. It is possible for two 
different laboracories, for example, ro disagree on blood types by as much as 
10 percenr for sorne genetic sysrems, even when each analyzes a fraccion of the 
same blood sample with che same reagencs. The source of error might be difference 
in che age of the blood sample when it was analyzed, minor difference in technique 
used by che respective cechnicians, inadvercenc mixing up of the samples, or 
errors in transcribing information when lists are made. When different blood 
samples from che same individual are caken, and differenc reagencs used for 
particular genetic syscems, che error might even be greacer chan 1 O percent. 
Finally, laboratory cechniques cannoc be used when one or both of the parents are 
dead or unavailable for blood typing, which is mosc ofcen che case in genealogy 
work. Where che difference becween sociological and biological paterniry is rele
vant in any population, and ic is among the Y~nomamo, pacerniry-exclusion tests 
are useful as checks on their biological awareness. In general, they seem to be very 
cognizant of biological paternity and when they are willing to reporc it accu
racely, chey usually do so. In ocher societies the distinccion might not be meaning
ful or relevant. 

8. Work privately while collecting genealogies. 
In Chapter 1 of The Fierce People I discussed sorne of the consequences of 

working publicly to collect genealogical information. As a cechnique, it is un
wise in almost all circumstances because of che name taboo and che tendency of che 
Y ~nomamo to conceal true names by inventing false ones. However, in a few 
circumstances ic was possible for me to work in public, particularly to obtain 
accurate names of people in distant villages. One such circumstance involved the 
use of Polaroid photographs rhat I took of individuals in village "X" and later 
showed to che residencs of village "Y." Por example, in 1971 I contacted che 
previous unconcacced village of Iwahikoroba-teri, whose genealogies I knew even 
before I arrived chere (Chagnon, 1971). I took identification photographs of every
one and Jacer showed them to che residents of Mishirnishimabowei-teri. I lec 
everyone in che village look at them in public and discuss them while I went on 
with other work. The men examined them all first, and when they grew weary, 
che women chen looked ac them. Later, I selected individuals--children, men, 
and women-to give me che names of everyone in the phocographs. I noted 
these names on che photos and checked their accuracy with others in che village, 
getting idencical names or alternare names. Since they knew that I already knew 
che true names, they were frank and straightforward. Besides, they did not par
ticularly like the Iwahikoroba-teri, even chough they were closely related to them. 

Still, I had to work privately with reliable informants to get the names of 
their deceased ancescors or to check them; che ancestors were the same for both 
the Iwahikoroba-teri and che Mishimishimabowei-teri. 
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9. Start a new genealogy with the families of the headmen. 
Y ~nornarno social organization is such that che headmen will norrnally come 

from che largest, rnost prorninent kinship group. 1t is most efficient in starting 
a new genealogy to ask the inforrnant fust to give you the names of all the prorn
inent rnen in the village. By getting the narnes of the brothers and sisters and 
children of these rnen, 1 usually have 80 percent of che village on che genealogy 
in very short order. Sorne villages are more variable in their lineal cornposidon 
than others, depending on che arnount of intervillage rnarriage; it takes longer 
to obtain a list of residents in these circurnstances. 

10. Collect the genealogy by agnatic kinship grouping. 
My inforrnants always gave me genealogical inforrnadon that was organized 

by thern inco agnatic kinship groupings, whether or not 1 requested it in that 
forrn. That is how they thernselves organize che inforrnation and how they prefer 
to give it. 1 found that it was more efficient to allow che inforrnant to exhaust 
his inforrnation about kinship groups before incerrupting him to crack down the 
affinal links. Figure 3.1, a phocograph of notes 1 took while working with Karina 
on che Mishimishirnabowei-teri group, is a good exarnple of this. He began by 
giving me che genealogy of che severa! prorninent men 1 requested hirn to discuss: 
this is shown in the upper half of che paper as two disdnct agnatic groupings. 
Then he said he could not rernernber any other individual of the same "mashi" 
and told me: "Hei ai a mashi, shomi; a da tabraba!" ("This is going to be anocher, 
different, agnatic kinship group: write ic clown next! ") This was an unsolicited 
staternent, but since ir indelibly expressed the way he organized the inforrnacion 
in his own mind, 1 noted his staternent clown at the time. The genealogy, incidentally, 
is not especially accurace in a biological sense, but che names are accurate and 
che agnatic grouping real. lt was che first time 1 had worked with chis informant, 
who was only abouc twelve years old. 

By following each kinship grouping out to its ultimare conclusion 1 occasionally 
gec off on che wrong crack. It turns out rhac in sorne cases only 5 percent or so of 
che people in a particular lineage are in che village whose residents 1 am hoping 
to get on genealogies. Thus 95 percenc of che efforr is spent on a different village. 
If 1 do noc have any irnrnediace interese in the second village, chis seerns like an 
enorrnous waste of time. 1 still continue ro do ir. 1 have long since discovered that 
such information is invaluable in demonscracing che genealogical links between 
groups and it enables me to state very precisely how villages are biologically and 
socially inrerrelated. 

Afcer exhausting my inforrnant's knowledge of a particular village's inhabitants 
by pursuing che genealogical links through che rnale line, 1 crack clown individuals 
who have rnarried inco che group from che outside. Often they have few or no 
relatives in the village, and a "shotgun" approach is all that 1 can rely on: che 
"Who else lives there?" kind of question. lt is irnportant to note che village of 
origin of such individuals, since it reminds me that ir might be a waste of time 
to try to crack clown their genealogies if they carne originally frorn very distant 
villages that are not well known to rny inforrnants. Unless 1 do this a serious 
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problem emerges later, when all the names are pooled together and I make lists 
of individuals. If their village of origin does not occur on the list, 1 spend many 
fruitless hours trying to find informants who know the genealogical links of 
these people. 

This list of ten "lessons" should suffice to give the reader an inkling of the 
types of problems that I face in collecting accurate Y ~nomamo genealogies, and 
how 1 attempt to work around them wich speci.fic techniques. The list is not 
exhaustive. 

Needless to say, circumstances have developed in my fieldwork where l have 
not always been able to follow che dictares of my own experience, especially in 
those instances when 1 visit villages for just a brief time and do not rerurn to 
verify genealogical information chat I collect during che course of the visit. The 
net result is that 1 have at least three different grades of genealogical data qual
itatively different bodies of information that reflect the degree to which l have 
adhered to che above dicta. The "poor" grade of genealogies can be used with 
confidence only for such simple analytical purposes as citing the number of 
individuals of which sex and what age who live in a particular village. They 
can also be used, but with less confidence, for family scudies and other demographic 
analyses. Poor grade genealogical data resulc from situations where 1 do not know 
my informants, do not know the people in che village, and do not have an oppor
tunity to cross-check the data later with ocher informants in other villages. 

1 also have anocher body of genealogical data that might be described as "fair." 
For this type of data 1 have usually used informants who are reliable and who, 
in the past, proved to be knowledgeable and accurate. The data can be easily 
improved and are worrh making an effort to do so. In their present condition and 
degree of completness, they can be used for sorne kinds of social analyses, such 
as types of marriages, size of sibships, distribution of lineal relatives by village, 
and sorne kinds of demographic statements. In brief, they can, with considerable 
effort, be transformed into "good" genealogies; it does noc require scarting from 
scratch and does not require a long, painful search for good informants. 

The "good" genealogies are those collecced under the circumstances described 
above in the ten lessons. lt is only in chese that 1 have any confidence for most 
analytical purposes. Approximacely one-fourth to one-third of all of my genealogical 
data fall into chis caregory. 

"THE" INFORMANT 

Many anthropologiscs speak of "their informant" as if what they know about 
"their people" comes exclusively from one individual. This is probably rarely the 
case in most anthropological fieldwork, although it is probably true for certain 
kinds of "secret" or privileged information in every field situation. lt should be 
apparent from che foregoing discussion of genealogy collecting that in my case 
l have no single informant whose single version I accepted as an arride of faith. 

In che The Fierce People I described two men, Rerebawa and K~obawa, as 
people whose word I learned to trust on certain matters and who were very good 
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informants. They were not, however, the only informants I used, nor were they 
always the best for all kinds of information. Still, they-and individuals like them 
among the Shamatari--continue to be reliable sources to whom I rurn, people from 
whom I can generally get a good "first draft" of sorne kinds of information. In very 
few cases, however, do I accept the word of a single informant, even Rerebawa or 
K~obawa, without attempting to check it with another person. 

The few cases where checking is unnecessary involve such things as mychology, 
where I was more interested in what a particular man said about certain spirits 
and ancestors than I was in what my translator said was "actually true." The 
Y ~nomamo use phrases and archaic words in myths thar do not occur. in normal, 
everyday conversation, so I must always listen ro a raped myrh wirh other in
formanrs, and have them rranslate che archaic or mythological sayings ro colloquial 
Y~nomamo. In many insrances che rranslaror interrupts and claims indignantly 
that the original informant is nor telling the myrh "correctly" and insists that I 
listen to bis version. The point of the exercise is nor to look for the "true" version, 
since each group has it own "true" version, bue ro collect particular versions, 
wherher or nor che second informanr subscribes ro the version he is helping me 
undersrand. Since 1 do not want to dissuade che second informant from poinring 
out falsehoods, this raises problems in cerrain areas of my fieldwork and often 
strains my relationships with particular informanrs who resent che facr that I am 
borhering ro record and transcribe a "false" version, and feel I am not parricularly 
inreresred in their "true" version. 

Wirh respecr ro my fieldwork among che Shamatari, I have developed relation
ships wirh particular individuals who, like Rerebawa and K~obawa, usually give 
me very reliable information on all matrers, or at least do not deliberately attempt 
to lead me astray. lt takes a very long time to establish rhese relarionship~ among 
che Y ~nomamo and I cherish them, for both personal and pracrical reasons. A 
good informanr is an enormous asset and saves ali manner of time and frustration. 
I use rhese informants frequently and attempt to initiare work on new topics with 
such people. In sorne instances I also accept their word where, as in genealogies, 
several informants give conflicting information. Learning, then, ro trust cerrain 
informants comes from a feeling thar is acquired by living in che field for a long 
time, a feeling that cannot be accuracely described nor taught in classrooms. It is 
partially inruirion and partially experience gained in the field, working with 
particular people on particular kinds of information. These relationships also 
depend on personaliry, what I am as a human being and whar the informants are 
like: idiosyncratic factors lead me ro develop warm, friendly relationships with 
sorne individuals and nor wirh orhers. 

All of chis is ro say thar very little of my ethnographic data in general is the 
product of "the" myrhical single informant, and none of my "good" genealogical 
data is. It should be apparent from the material presenred in The Fierce People 
and in this chaprer why chis should be the case. 

As a generalization, I would say that it is best for potencial fieldworkers to 
start their fieldwork with the assumption that they will have to check the accuracy 
of their informants, rather than assuming that an informant will be honest, truthful, 
and candid. In sorne societies I am sure that fieldworkers will find that most in-
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formants can be trusted, but it does require checking to make this discovery. In 
other societies, such as the Y ~nomamo, it will be necessary to proceed from the 
assumption that all new informanrs will initially deceive you and that you will 
have to develop procedures for checking and cross-checking them. Until reliable 
informants emerge, which depends on factors that are unique to each situation, 
it will be necessary to work on this assumption. There are probably very few 
societies where an anthropologist can never develop relationships with individuals 
that result in a mixture of friendship and fruicfulness. On the other hand, there are 
probably sorne anthropologists who could not develop such relationships in any 
soc1ety. 

Whatever che case may be in any given field situation, it is always desirable to 
have several differenc informants and, consequently, severa! different perspectives 
on the phenomenon being investigated. The comparative method in anchropology 
should begin with the data-in the field. 

GENEALOGICAL NOTES 

The problems of collecting and checking genealogies described above are peculiar 
to my own field situation because of my anthropological interests and rhe reaction 
of the Y ~nomamo co them. They may not be frequently encountered elsewhere. 
However, one set of problems that is universal among fieldworkers who collect 
large bodies of genealogical data is the developmenr of an efficient nore-taking 
and data organization sysrem. I will describe my techniques here, hopefully pro
viding a model that will have utility in other, very different, field situations. 

Inicial Genealogy 
As stated above, I always attempt ro collect the genealogy of sorne group by 

using informants in distant villages. The first severa! drafts of the genealogy I 
regard as the "inicial" genealogy. 

I usually collecc inicial genealogies on 8V2-by-11 paper, either a sheet torn from 
a bound cablee, or a sheet of punched loose-leaf paper taken from a standard 
three-ring binder. Punched paper has proved to be the most convenient because 
I can srore and manipulare the data more efficiently. Genealogical information 
caken from different informants can be kept separare, and data bearing on particu
lar villages can be kept togecher. If it is necessary to travei to distant villages, the 
relevant data can be easily removed from the binder and carried along. If the 
data were all in a bound book, 1 would risk losing che information during the 
trip if, for example, che canoe tips over. The lesson in chis is to develop a system 
that permits the transporrarion of selected portions of the data, leaving other 
information at a base camp. If the por~able daca is unique and valuable, it is advis
able to photograph it wirh a fine-grained film and leave the film behind; if no 
mishaps take place, the film can be discarded. 

Paper quality is an important consideration, as are types of writing "imple
menrs." This may seem silly, but it is embarrassing to return home with notes 
that are no longer legible because the paper later absorbed moisture and the ink 
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ran. It is also frustrating to attempt to write on soggy paper with a lead pencil 
that tears che paper ancl leaves no clear image, or to reach a distant village and 
cliscover that your brand-new, 25-cent ball-point pen is dry and your paper wet. 

1 found chat che most suicable paper is top-grade heavy bond with high rag 
contenc. Because of che very serious moiscure and insect problems, 1 had to srore 
my stacionery reserve and my notes in cracker tins and/ or plastic envelopes or 
bags. The cins were che mosc successful concainers, since most of che paper-eacing 
ancs, roaches, and crickecs were also plastic eaters. I kept the particularly valuable 
items in tins, added reheacable silica gel and occasionally sprayed a small dose 
of insecticide into che tinto keep the insect populacion clown. 

Soft lead pencils, either mechanical or wood, are che most foolproof writing 
items. They leave a dark, legible record and the writing does not run when the 
notes absorb moisture or fall into che river. Hard lead usually tore the humiclity
softened paper. 1 used ball-point pens excensively ancl had an assorcment of different 
colors. Color-coding enabled me to keep separare che information that several 
different informants gave me while checking lists of peoples' names: informant 
"A" was in blue ink, "B" in black, "C" in lead, and so on. In this connection, the 
most unsatisfactory pen was always the one with red ink. For sorne reason che 
pigmenc in red ink cends to run ancl blur, even when che paper has not been 
submerged in water. In che tropics, paper absorbs enough moiscure to cause ink 
to run, even long afcer che notes are taken. I prefer to use che more expensive ball
poinc pens, such as che Parker. The refills contain much more ink, they write con
siscently, do noc leak, and do noc dry out after a few monchs of idleness. 1 normally 
have a quanticy of cheap 25-cent ball-poinc pens as a reserve, bue I found that 
chey are quite unreliable: they all-irrespective of che brand- tend to leak, dry 
out, and last an inconsiscenc length of time. Fountain pens are not suitable for 
taking notes in the cropics. 

Figure 3.2, an example of a portion of an inicial genealogy on 8Yí-by:- l l punched 
loose-leaf paper, shows sorne of che kincls of information I normally obtain. It is 
claced and concains che names of che chree informants who provicled che information. 
Note that 1 have made comments on sorne of che kinship relationships of people 
who appear in che genealogy. The commencs are "negative" information in a sense; 
che cwo men "called each other brother without cause," that is, were sociologically 
brothers bue not biologically brothers. While che informancs were unable to 
specify che parents by name, chey did know chac che two men did not have che 
same set of parents. This tells me that when ocher informants claim chat che 
cwo men had che same set of parents, 1 should suspect che information, even 
chough che firsc set of informancs coulcl not provicle me with che data. I do not 
normally collect kinship terms, which give sociological relationships, while 1 am 
collecting genealogies. I have found chac informants rarely lie about kinship 
terminology, and therefore is is relatively easy to collecc chis kind of information 
while using a wider range of informants. Thus, 1 do not have to wear my bese 
informancs clown by collecting information from them chat coulcl just as easily 
be collecced from ocher people. In sorne circumscances, on che other hand, I spe
cifically wanc chis kind of informacion from my bese informants for sociological 
reasons, bue I always collect it ata different time. 
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Figu1'e 3.2-Facsimile of notes: a genealogy drawn from information from inforrnants Yariyarima, Hubemi, and Kc¡.obawa . 
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Systematizing the Data 
After exhausting my informant's knowledge on an initial genealogy-which 

may take from one to five or more three-hour sessions, depending on the age 
of my informant, the extent of its knowledge, and rhe size of the group being 
invesrigared-I then work alone and sysrematize the information rhar occurs on 
rhe 8Y2-by-11 sheers. I make a 4-by-6 card of every individual whose name 
appears on rhe initial genealogy, sraring his name, sex, parenrs, and spouses. When 
1 have completed rhis, I then alphabetize all the cards and eliminate duplicate, 
nonconflicting informarion. I then check with the informant for errors, conflicts, 
and omissions. When rhe names are given ro the informant in alphabetical order, 
he is obliged to make an independent decision on each one and srate the mother, 
father, and spouses. 1 found that by doing this I always discovered a few cases 
where the informanr initially attributed most of a man's children to one or two 
of bis wives when in facr rhere were other wives noc mentioned by the same 
informant on the inicial genealogy. 

Once everyone has been put on a 4-by-6 card, I then determine the village 
of residence, birthplace, cause of and place of death if dead, and so on. Figure 
3.3 is an example of che types of information and format I kepr on 4-by-6 cards. 
My own syste1n is such rhat for demographic-genealogical data, each portion of the 
4-by-6 card is reserved for particular kinds of information. The individual, Ho
reahiwa, was born ar rhe garden called Konabuma, located on rhe Tohomita branch 
of rhe Shanishani River. This tells me chat he was not born at the other Konabuma 
on the Órata River. He presently lives in the village of Yeisikorowa-teri, whose 
garden, Ishawari, is located on the Arimawa branch of the Mrakanahirereoba 
River, which flows inro che Shukumona River. I later cross-check this informa- . 
tion in my garden files to make sure I know the locations of rhe gardens and 
rivers. Horeahiwa married Kawedema, who was bis parallel cousin and therefore 
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Figure 3.3-Facsimile of a 3 x 5 data card on individual named 11Horeahiwi:i." 
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his classifi.catory sister. This was an incestuous marrige by genealogical inspec
tion and by informant's statement. Normally it is too time-consuming and dis
tracting to check on things like incestuous marriages while collecting the initial 
genealogy, but because the genealogy was given by agnatic kinship grouping, it 
was obvious from the inicial genealogy that the marriage was incescuous. 

Horeahiwa' s father is dead, indicated by brackets in the lower left-hand corner 
of the card. My informant did not remember his name, or refused to tell me. 
Horeahiwa's mother is Hehurima; she also lives in Yeisikorowa-teri. My informant 
initially said she, too, was dead but then changed his mind. Since Y eisikorowa-teri 
is an uncontacted village and I have not met any of its residents, 1 do not know · 
the man Horeahiwa and cannot accurately estimate his age. I normally include 
the sex and approximate year of birth immediately after the name, and if 1 have 
already assigned an identification number, this also follows the name. If 1 separate 
the deck into individual cards and pool it with other cards, I put the informanfs 
name and date he gave the information somewhere on the top of the card. Other
wise, I idendfy the entire deck with a single card and bind it with a rubber band. 

I have not gone to the expense of printing up 4-by-6 cards with the required 
format stated. For one thing, 1 rarely know how many I will need while in the 
field, and since I use 4-by-6 cards for other kinds of data, it is simpler to use 
blank cards and develop a consistent format that is memorized. For another, the 
formar would be printed on bond paper, which is not as rugged as standard 
4-by-6 cards. 

I made the mistake of using severa! different sizes of card on different field 
trips. 1 recommend that others decide on one size and stick with it; 4-by-6 is 
very convenient, because · related · stationery supplies such as file boxes, indexed 
cards, accordion-style expanding files with alphabetical pockets, and so on, also 
are available. 

Once che cards are filled out, all of the data transferred from the 8Y2-by-11 
initial genealogy sheers, and the cards all al phabetized, I then make a list of all 
the people, leaving space between names for later additions. This requires a 
considerable amount of time, especially if it is all done by hand. A very useful 

/ 

and practica! field tool is a porrable typewriter, such as che compact Olympia SF 

DE LUXE, which I keep at my base camp. By using the typewriter; I can prepare 
the lists more rapidly and obtain carbon copies that can be used as the basis from 
which I check the firsc informant's statements with severa! ocher informants. 1 
can also leave a copy of the list behind at my base camp for safe-keeping. Thus, the 
first list might be the informadon I obcained from a young informant who knew 

· only che names accurately, bue was not posidve abouc genealogical links in the 
ascending generations. Figure 3.4 is an example of such a list, which shows the 
gaps that I later had to fill by working with other informants. I then use the 
list with multiple informants, as many as three or four informants on the same 
list or carbon copies of the list. I keep their respective additions and changes 
separated by using different colored ball-point pens or pencils. At this point I 
correct the deck of 4-by-6 cards and add new ones for those whose names did 
not occur in the initial genealogy. Then I separare the dead from the living 
and keep two lists. By this time it is necessary to go to the village and make an 
initial census, which uncovers new people. · Then 1 start over with older informants 
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a.tebob~ve1-teris 0900 
•o11e!!!f. d~i-ter1~1969 Februery. 'l'hie sroup 

•• H U •aolravl a•' -ter1. •Y got enr,.ry witb hi• and 
ftecl W .. ;rebo'blvel•tel'i ~- wtuge. Loet wooen to protectors . ... 1! 8poueea Father other 

l. " 1'vl llJ09_ HorebHwU Hobruenece 

2. M tbievl 11J09 - Di di ro me (SbiheweJ [Heyuweimo) 

'· ~ Aburin••• llJ09_ Roo b¡fwlf 
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6. M ÁQ1'8UWI 11J09_ Mr15s15-ter1 Ibokome • 

?. 7 :Bine mi 11J09_ KeterowU Btirowl Amime 
(4 x 6 cerd.) 

8. R Berell:1m1 llJ09_ HenaklSsh15- [Waboiwll) {Wedubeme) 
vaniwl de,B? d.emlS? 

9. y Beroll:om1 llJ09_ Rtirowi Wvteravl Mebimi 

M BlSr15alS-teri llJ09_ Ibolcome (BisaesiwlJ [MeanemeJ 
Obohitebrebemi 

l. M Bouwl llJ09_ Rtirowlf Koneshemi . 
2. F BrUrlme 11.109_ RfirowlJ Berokomi 

M l>f iwU 11309 Hemoshiw1l Wawahemi -
'i' ;IJ1d1rome llJ09_ A~6aw5 HorsblSwa Habruanomo 

5. M Dill:15revl 11J09_ Rtirowi A mime 

6. M ~·"' 
llJ09_ RtirowlJ Konesho 1 

F Bebruanama llJ09_ Horeb6wU WoterawlJ I abi mi 

p Harume llJ09 11•121111 Horab15w8 Habruonoma 
8. -

M Ba•o•bivlf llJ09_ Wavahemi [HatekuwliJ (Toobe 1) 

M HenaklSahhanivl 11J09_ Ob1harime {Biasoeiwll) [Ma o no cm) 
Barekimi 

M Bore~vl llJ09_ Habruenema 

Boredovl llJ09_ Tire11111a R9irovlf Ami mo 
M 

Iab1Svl llJ09_ [SbibewlJ [Hookomi J 
M 

Figure 3.4-Facsimile of a typed list from my notes, titled u R(fÚ'owa' s group 
. 
in 

Reyabobowei-teri: 11 ]0900." 

and try to push the genealogical data further back. I revert to 8Y2-by-11 loose
leaf paper as in the case of inicial genealogies, this time focusing on ancestral 
generations. Gradually the genealogy becomes more and more complete, and 
more and more complicated. 

Standardized forms for the alphabetized lists of names are very convenient 
for additional reasons. Figure 3.5 is an example of the form I bring with me 
into the fi.eld. A list of 2,500 names on a form such as this is much easier to carry 

Figu1'e 3 .5-Facsimile of a ubefore" and uafter" list taken into the field for correc
tion and updating, entitled usharnatari that are Dead or Not in Key Villages." 
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for ten hours than boxes containing 2,500 4-by-6 cards, and the lists are much 
more convenient to work from. Again, rhe Y~nomamó do not have an alphabetized 
cosmos, so when I check the accuracy of genealogical information from an 
alphaberized list, the informant must make a considered judgment at every ques
tion. I found rhar by working directly from initial genealogies the informants 
tended ro give affirmative answers ro almost all the questions, 1nerely because the 
initial genealogies reflected native categories of kinship groupings. 

In the Village 
I have found from experience that it takes many times more efforr to collect 

an accurate genealogy of a group by attempting to do it while living in the village 
of that group. The problems are very much more serious, lying about names 
a_nd relationshi ps is more frequenr, and personal discomforc more intense. There 
are always a few pushy individuals who constantly demand axes, machetes, and 
cooking pots while 1 am attempting to work in the village, and when 1 refuse 
them these irems, they often set about to sabotage or orherwise prevent me from 
working efficiently. Probably 90 percenc of the residencs of the village do not 
object to 1ny trymg to get this kind of information, provided that 1 do not flag
rantly use their names aloud. But there are always a few, usually a handful of 
young men between eighteen and twenty-five years old, who are chagrined because 
I did not give them enormous quantities of trade goods on request, and who 
vindictively attempt to thwart my genealogy collecting attempts. lt is for these 
reasons, among others, that 1 attempt to have as much of the initial work 
done as is possible befare 1 visit the village. 

One of my first tasks while visiting the village is to estímate the ages of every
one whose name occurs in my list. To properly identify the individuals, 1 ,whisper 
rhe name into my infonnant-guide's ear, who translates it to a teknonymous 
usage, such as "father of so-and-so,". again whispering to someone else. Presently 
the individual is pointed out, and 1 note his or her age, write an identifi.cation 
number on the arm or chesr wirh a felt-tipped marker, and go to the next name. 

I always whisper rhe name to my informant; 1 have too often come upon names 
of people who were killed or died recently to be enthusiasric about· using the 
names myself. The mere mention of such a person is enough to put the entire 
village in a very ugly inood. Occasionally 1 have no choice, and I have to read 
the names from the list. These situations often result when my informant, after 
reaching the village, refuses to help me identify the individuals as he agreed to 
do before we left on the trip. 

In 1971 1 contacted the Iwahikoroba-teri, a particularly nocorious group that 
had repeatedly sene messages out to surrounding villages that they intended to 
kill me if I should ever visit them [described in Chagnon, 1971, and in Chapter 4}. 
None of the informants who provided me with the genealogical information was 
with me when 1 reached the village, and I had to whisper the names into the ear 
of one of the individuals from that group. As luck would have ir, the second person 
I called for was the young widow of a man who had been killed by raiders just 
a few weeks before 1ny visir, and when 1 asked, aloud, for her husband, the situ
ation became very tense. Thus, although I had a very accurate genealogy that 

' ; l 
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took me years to put together, I could not use it because of the potential hazards 
to my health! 

The problems are dependent on the amount of contact the group has had 
with outsiders. In the above case, this was the first contacc, and che overall situ
acion was quite strained. In other, similar, situations, where at least sorne of the 
village residents have seen or visited foreigners, the problem is less serious. 
They are more Iikely to excuse an occasional slip-up and tolerare che mentioning 
of a recently deceased person. 

After I have estimated the ages of everyone on che list, I photograph every 
individual with both a Polaroid and a standard 35mm camera. If I do not know 
the people well, I write idencification numbers on both their arms and on the 
photograph. I use the 35mm camera because Polaroid photos are often very blurry 
in poor light conditions, sometimes to the extent of being almost useless. 1 made 
the mistake of purchasing the most inexpensive Polaroid with a fi.xed lens: I 
urge others who use the Polaroid to get a more expensive model-one with 
an "indoor" and "outdoor" setting on che lens. The 35mm shots, when developed 
and enlarged, are very easy to match up with the Polaroid pictures and these 
prints, usually much clearer than the Polaroid prints, can be taken to other 
villages on later field trips and used for identification purposes. Figure 3.6, which 
shows both the Polaroid and the standard 35mm photograph, shows why it is 
necessary under poor light conditions to take both types of pictures. The light was 
so poor when I took the Polaroid photograph that · it was almost impossible to 
identify the individuals in the picture. The 35mm print, taken within seconds of 
che Polaroid photo, is much clearer and can be used on later field trips for identi
fication purposes. Incidentally, I took the Polaroid print to MishimishimabOwei
teri to see if the residents of that village could identify individuals on the Polardid 
pictures. They consistently gave me specific names for che individuals, even though 
the print was almost obscure. On a later trip, after I had the 35mm photos de
veloped and enlarged, I brought che clearer print to the village and obtained 
confirmation of the original identifications! Once che Y~nomamo learn to read 
photographs, they are very skillful at correctly identifying the individuals shown 
in them. 

I did not begin using the Polaroid camera until 1969, knowing that the 
Y ~nomamo are not fond of being photographed. I ha ve been chased around che 
village on a number of occasions by irate people wielding clubs and firebrands, 
people who were very upset because I was attempting to photograph specific 
events-particularly cremations. However, their reaction to the Polaroid camera 
and prints was very different because the procedure was not mysterious and they 
could immediately see the results. They actually enjoyed seeing themselves and 
others in the prints. I inaugurated the technique in Mishimishimabowei-teri, 
starting out very gingerly because I was not certain what rhe reaction might be. 
Rerebawa was with me at the time, and I let him take a few pictures of me 
for che amusement of the others. Then 1 took a few pictures of him for everybody 
to look at, deliberately including a few people in the background, arguing after
wards that they "accidentally" got themselves into the picture. When I dis
covered that the reaction was enthusiastic, I let one of the headmen take a few 
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picrures of me and of the others in his village. They enjoyed these photographs 
immensely, and in no time they were dragging various people out of their hammocks 
to have me take their photographs. At this point I enlisted severa! enthusiastic 
children to make the rounds of the village with me and point out everyone who 
had noc had cheir photos taken. These children, like most Y ~nomamo, had ex
cellent memories, and my youchful assistancs quickly poinced out all chose who 
were noc included in my colleccion of Polaroid phocos, and chey did so much more 
quickly chan I could have by checking my lisc. They assumed the obligation of 
assuring that nobody escaped, which resulted in a 100 percent phocographic 
sample of the village in a matcer of hours. 

I taped the ID photographs to 8;/i-by-11 sheets of punched loose-leaf paper, 
two photographs to each sheet (see Figure 3.7). I filed the sheets in a nylon 
post binder, numbering each phocograph sequendally. After my youthful assistants 
assured me that I had taken everyone's photo, I systematically went through the 
phocos with che children and had them identify the people by name, writing the 
name under che phocograph and checking the name off my alphabetized list. 
I also indicated on che lisc che number of che phocograph, which enabled me to 
quickly locate che person's phoco. (See Appendix A; che photograph numbers are 
given in column 7.) 

An unexpected bonus was that the Polaroid photographs provided an extremely 
e.fficienc means of rapidly discovering che names of people who no longer lived 
in che village, and che alternative names of chose who appeared in the photos. 
Whenever I ran inco a name in my lisc thac had no corresponding phocograph 
number, I would simply ask che children ro find the phocograph for me. I would 
then add the new name to che identificacion. Figure 3.7, reproduced from my 
1969 Polaroid files, shows two men. The man in phocograph 44 has four names, 
bue I knew him in my genealogies by just one or two names. In other cases, I 
was able to resolve once and for all cases where I was not sure if two names 
meant cwo people, or chac one person had two names. 

Another unexpected bonus of using che Polaroid the first time in Mishimishi
mabowei-teri was che discovery of a few people who <lid not exist at all in my 
genealogies, people who had no living relatives in the village, or people who were 
so colorless chat ali of my informants had simply forgotcen to menrion them. In 
Mishimishimabówei-reri, a group thar I knew quite well before I cook rheir 
photographs, ir was not necessary to write clown the identificacion numbers on 
che arms of che people, since I knew most of the 280-odd individuals quite well 
by che time 1 cook cheir phocographs. In other villages, where I did not know 
che individuals by boch face and by name, I wrote che ID numbers on cheir arms 
or chescs as well as on the photogra phs. 

Among che Y~nomamo, ic is desirable ro cake each person's photograph as a 
separare piccure. This is 'ñoc always possible, especially in the case of women and 
infants, who cend to be more reluctant than men to be phocographed. The danger 
in having many people in the same photograph is that if one of che individuals 

Figure 3.6-Photographs for identification: comparing polaroid to 35mm photos of 
an lwahikorobateri man called Sebredowa and his sons. 
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Figure 3.7-Polaroid photographs of two men, one man having four alternate 
names. 

dies, che entire phorograph is useless for identificarion purposes in rhar village; 
showing ic to orhers would be worse rhan saying che person's name. In 1971 I 
phocographed one of che headmen of lronasi-ceri, a splincer group of the Mishi
mishimabówei-ceri. He was wirh cwo of his adule sons. A few weeks lacer he 
died of a respiracory infection, and everyone in Mishimishimabowei-teri insisted 
rhar 1 desrroy che photograph. I anticipated their reaction beforehand and had 
ripped chat particular phocograph from my files, leaving a conspicuous gap for 
everyone to see. 1 actually hid che photograph elsewhere. Since 1 also took a 
35mm ar che same rime, I can now enlarge just the faces of che cwo sons and 
make separare prints of chem. 1 know che individuals fairly well, bue will noc 
see them for a few years. When 1 visir cheir village again, I may have forgotten 
cheir names, bue 1 will know just where to look should ic become important to 
document who does what in the village while 1 am living there, and document ir 
without causing them embarrassment by asking for names. 

Demographic Data Complementing Genealogies 
W ith che lists checked for alterna ti ve names and the identification phocographs 

taken, 1 normally complete sorne of che demographic and geographical inquiries 
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next. This included collecring informarion on place of birth, actual number of 
present spouses and reasons for discarding other spouses, whether marriages were 
incestuous, new birrhs, the locarion ( garden) of pu berry places for all f emales, 
and where in che village each individual lives. For the deceased, I work privarely 
with selected informants, usually in a remote corner of the garden, and determine 
the place and cause of death. For chis work 1 rely on people who have demonstrated 
their reliability in the pase, older people who have been my informants for sorne 
considerable time. Ideally, these people come from a group in question, but not 
always. 1 occasionally have to work elsewhere with an informant from an ad
jacent group, one who is related ro che people in question, but not roo closely 
re la red. 

The tape recorder is a useful rool for sorne of chis type of informant work, 
especially che cassette type of recorder. If time is an important consideration, it is 
more. efficienr to tape che informarion than to write ir clown by hand. If a 
cassette tape is used, che information can be located very quickly and later 
transcribed ro written forro. Also, similar kinds of information-birthplaces, 
for example-can be kept on the same cassette. The tape cassette reserved for 
birrhplaces can be identified as such, and removed or inserted into the recorder 
when needed, without rewinding che cape. For example, it is possible to tape 
record birthplaces of the residents of MishimishimabOwei-teri for 20 minutes and 
remove the cassette, replacing it with another rhat deals with the location of 
gardens. A few days later 1 might be working with the birthplaces of the 
lronasi-teri, and I simply put the first cassette back ínto che recorder and begin 
taping that informarion. With 5-inch reels of ~-inch tape, chis is not possible 
without creating insurmounrable srorage problems, and wasring enormous amounts 
of time (and quantities of heavy batteries) rewinding the rapes ro their appropriate 
pos1uons. 

The type of information 1 often record on tape is data that I collect about 
each individual, usually when 1 ha ve long, prepared lists ( computer printouts) of 
individuals. By working with lists and with cassette tapes, it is possible to quickly 
collect enormous amounts of information on things like birthplaces, place of 
puberty, place and cause of death, and so forth. Sorne of chis work can be done in 
public, as when 1 use numbered identificat'ion photographs; I merely record the 
photograph number and the place of birth of the individual shown in the photo
graph, and do not have ro say the names of people aloud. Other kinds of informa
tion require chat I use real names, and 1 must work privately. I always carry an 
inexpensive earphone accachment with me so that 1 can transcribe portions of this 
information while 1 am in che village; che insertion of che earphone plug auto
matically turns off the speaker of che recorder, and I can transcribe very juicy and 
very secret informacion while sitring in the middle of a crowd of people
provided rhat che earphone jack does not accidentally come out! Ir is embarrassing 
to have the recorder .suddenly blare out the name of sorne deceased ancestor of 
half of the village, and I look like a fool srriking my defenseless tape recorder, 
enjoining it to be more polite and considerare of people's feelings. 

Sorne tape recorders do not begin recording until che tape has begun to ad
vance, which rakes a few miliseconds afrer the "on" switch is activated. In working 
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from prepared liscs, 1 did a great deal of sco¡r-go recording, and until I learned 
to pause a moment before speaking, 1 inadvertently lopped off pares of names or 
numbers, creating additional, bue minor, identification problems. 

Another category of information that I collect very rapidly and efficiently by 
using the tape recorder in conjunction with Polaroid photographs is kinship 
terminology. I decide beforehand, from genealogical inspection, which individuals 
1 want to use as "ego" in che paradigms. 1 select informants of both sexes and 
from che major kinship groups represented in the village, and obtain from them 
the specific kinship cerm they use for every other individual in che group. (The 
kinship usage of six individuals in Mishimishimabowei-teri is given in the last 
six columns of Appendix A.) The selected informanc looks ac the ph9tograph and 
"tells the microphone" what kinship term he uses. This daca is useful, among other 
things, for dececring incestuous marriages.4 1 also attempt to get individuals from 
a wide range of ages for chis type of work; 1 use very young informants for getting 
che maximum information abouc kinship terminology for ascending generations, 
and very old informants for maximum information about junior generations. In 
sorne inscances I have even used coddlers as "informancs" by asking one of their 
parents what he or she would call such a person. Finally, and in prívate, I collect 
kin tenns used for long-since-dead ancestors. 

I have given che "ideal" sequence I usually try to follow when 1 collecc gene
alogical inforrnacion. Frequently che field situation is such that 1 actually finish 
sorne portions of che "ideal" sequence before I even begin earlier portions. Again, 
recent changes in my field techniques have caused me ro alter sorne of che stages 
in collecting genealogical information. The Polaroid camera, for example, has 
been so1nething of a revolucion in my field techniques, and 1 am still exploring 
the potentials qf chis cool. With che Polaroid, it is possible for me to visir a 
group that 1 know only poorly, cake their photographs and then go to a distanc 
village where I can obtain reliable identifi.cacions of che people in the photographs. 
On che basis of one visir to the group 1 could, with the right informants from 
neighboring groups, make a very thorough and accurate census and genealogical 
scudy of that group in a very shorc time. lt is unlikely, however, chat 1 will use 
chis technique to any great extent in my projecced work, since 1 plan to confine 
it ro che Sharnatari population where I already have a large amount of data that 
were obtained over 1nany years by cruder, more time-consuming methods. Here, 
the Polaroid will be useful mainly as a 1neans of accurately identifying individuals 
whose correct names and genealogies I already know. 

One addicional use of the identi.fication phocographs, whether Polaroid or 
standard 35mm princs, has to do with ethnographic film. In 1971 I invited my 
filming colleague, Timochy Asch, to join me with a sound man-Craig Johnson 
-in che .field. 1 cook them co Mishimishimabowei-teri where we shot approximacely 
80,000 feet of 16mm color, synchronous sound film, focusing largely on che 

4 Note in particular in Appendix A the variations in usage for the two brothers, individ
uals 0178 and 2194. Theoretically they should have identical usage for all individuals in 
the village, bue incescuous marriages have led to che observed variation. 1 aro exploring 
chis further elsewhere (Chagnon and Levin, ms. ). 
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families of the two most prominent men of the village. There will be individuals 
in chis foocage whose names I will no doubt forget over che years that we plan to 
work on che film and edit it into teaching resources. With che idenrification photo
graphs I can match faces in che film ro names, and therefore to genealogical rela
tionships, and be able co specify very accurately che kinship relationships of 
everyone who appears in every sequence that was shot in that village. (The identi
fication phorographs are given in Appendix E, so that this book can be used as 
a supplement to the films I intend to produce with Asch over the next severa! 
years. The photographs are che key for encering the genealogical lists of Appendix 
A.) 

THE COMPUTER 

I urge all budding fieldworkers to take a course in basic computer applications 
and collect and record rheir data with the incention of later punching it on IBM 
cards and handling it by compucer means. I was well advanced in 1ny fieldwork 
before I learned ro appreciate che potentials of the computer, and how it could 
be used to aid me in che .field. 

I have made many return field trips to the Y~nomamo: I have returned every 
year since I began my work in 1964. This has allowed me to go over old data 
and .find rhe conflicrs and gaps. After severa! field trips, however, che quantity of 
accumulating data became so great that it was no longer possible to clean it 
up becween field crips. In 1968 I began punching sorne of my data, particularly 
genealogical daca, on IBM cards and manipulating it with che computer. Normally 
the compurer is used a/ter the data have all been collected, and its use is largely 
for analytical purposes. In my own situation, I was able to use the computer for 
cleaning up data between field trips and, therefore, as an aid to efficient collection 
of data. To chis poinc, I have largely confined my use of the computer to data 
organizacion and systematization and am only now making a large investment in 
computer analysis. (See MacCluer, Neel, and Chagnon, 1971, and Chapter 4.) 
For example, che tedium of converting rough, inicial genealogy notes into lists 
by making handwritten cards is largely a thing of the past. I know who the good 
informants are and do not have ro constantly check them in che field. Now 1 
punch che data directly onco che IBM cards when 1 recurn from each field crip 
and sort che cards by machine. It is possible to obtain princouts of this material 
in a very short time-minutes--and to quickly identify conflicts, gaps, and incon
siscencies. The time 1 would have spent in che .field doing chis by hand can be 
spent collecting additional data. On che next .field crip I correct errors, gaps, and 
conflicts wich che same informants. 

The printouts also reduce the risk that 1 will spend valuable time in che field 
collecting information chat 1 have already gathered. As 1 collect inicial genealogies 
1 can quickly check the printouts to see if the people mentioned in the genealogy 
already exist in my printoucs. Until 1 began using computer printouts, I did waste 
a considerable amounc of time going over ground that 1 had already covered 
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thoroughly. When the population of names approaches 4,000 entries, it is not an 
easy matter to recall whether or not you have collected specific genealogical 
information on particular individuals. 

Once I recognized the utility of the compucer and che speed and accuracy of 
data retrieval, I converted much of my previous genealogical data to IBM cards. 
The format I used for obcaining printoucs for my field ledgers is as follows: 

Columns 1-7 Identifi.cation number used by my medica! colleagues to label 
their specimens and .fi.ndings. I normally include this in my field 
ledger in the event they get word to m~ that they need a repeat 
blood specimen from individual "03A0054." For my own purpose, 
I use a shorrer, more efficient number that does not include a 
letter. Four digits are sufficienc to enable me to include 9,999 
individuals in my data. The seven-digit number that refers, for 
example, to Moawa is l 1H0734. The first two digits tell my col
leagues that it is a Y ~no mamo as opposed to a Shavante, for 
example, and the sample was taken in 1969. The lecter tells them 
the village of Y:¡i.nomamo where the individual sample was taken. 
The last four digits refer to the individual, but only three digics 
are necessary: no village exceeds 999 people. However, my med
ica! colleagues do collect biological data in other populations in 
which the local groups do exceed 999 people, and they must 
keep their files consisrent. 

Columns 8-12 Identificarion number that I assign for computer manipulation. 
Moawa's number is 1240. 

Columns 13-27 Ego's name: Moawa. Since he is alive, bis name begins in column 
14. Were he dead, I would precede bis name with the digit "l" 
to indicare that fact. 

Column 28 Sex: Moawa is a male, so I punch the digit "1" in this column. 
Females are indicated by the digit "2." 

Columns 29-31 Age : I use year of birch; Moawa was born i~ approximately 1936, 
so I punch the three digits "936" in these columns. Putting the 
complete year of birch uses one additional space wastefully. 

Columns 32-45 Father's name: Moawa's father was Ruwahiwa, but he was killed 
by the Bisaasi-teri many years ago. To indicare the fact thac he is 
dead, bis name begins in column 32 with the digit "l." 

Columns 46-60 Mother's name: Moawa's mocher is not dead, so she occurs, begin
ning in column 47, "Abinaiema." For her, column 46 is blank
until she dies. 

Columns 61-74 Spouse's name: Moawa has severa! spouses, but only one of them 
can occur on a card. His oldest living spouse is normally included 
on the original card; in this case, it would be "Daeyama." 
Moawa has had six different spouses, so five additional cards will 
follow che original encry, each with his identification number 
( 4 digits) and the name of the spouse. This information, of 
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Columns 75-77 

Columns 78-79 

Column 80 

course, will be in che same columns as che original card informa
tion for che same cacegories. 

Birchplace: Only three spaces are allocted to this paramecer. 1 
have assigned a chree-digit number to all known Y~nomamo 
gardens, and as I discover new gardens I continue assigning 
three-digic numbers to them. On Moawa's card, these columns 
would contain the number 124, which corresponds to the garden 
called "Konabuma-órata"-.to distinguish it from the garden by 
the same name, Konabuma, located on the river Shanishani. The 
second garden, "Konabuma-Shanishani" is numbered 199. At the 
present, I have over 300 identifiable gardens that relate to the 
Namowei-teri and Shamatari populations. 

Place of residence: For Moawa, it is Mishimishimabowei-teri, a 
village to which I have assigned the number "16." Thus, these 
columns would contain just che two-digit identification. 

Population of origin: Moawa is a Shamatari, so I punch "1" in 
this column. If he were a Namowei-teri, I would punch a "2" 
here, as I did, for example, for K~obawa. At the present, 1 am 
concerned mainly with the cwo populations "Shamatari" and 
"Namowei-teri" and use only two digits. The Shamatari are those 
people born at any garden founded by someone who is, by gene
alogical identification, a Shamatari, and whose parents are gene
alogically Shamatari as well. Thus, when Moawa visits Bisaasi
teri with his family, and his wife has a baby while on that visit, 
I would punch a "1" in the column for che baby's identification 
card and assign the number "16" as place of birth-Mishimish
imabowei-teri. On a biographical card, handwritcen, I would 
note that the child was actually born while his mother was visit
ing Bisaasi-teri. Serious errors and misrepresentations would occur 
if the baby were entered in my records as having been born in 
Bisaasi-teri and comes from che Namowei-teri population. Thus, 
birthplace in my data technically means the village of residence 
of the parents when che child was born. 

This format, I re-emphasize, is used only to obtain printouts that I cake into the 
field: it contains names and, therefore, wastes a good deal of space as a format 
for analysis. For analysis, only numbers are required for ego, parents, and spouses. 

One of rhe first steps at systemarizarion 1 made was to determine if everyone in 
che population of names was listed as "ego" in columns 13 through 27. This 
told me whether I had genealogies on everyone, and quíckly told me where the 
gaps and conflicts were. One of my colleagues, Dr. Jean MacCluer, wroce a pro
gram for me rhat took each card and syscemarically rearranged the information 
as follows: wherever an individual had a spouse, a new card was printed with 
the spouse in che ego column and che origjnal ego in che spouse column. Wherever 
an individual had parents, the father was princed in che ego column and che 
morher in the spouse column and vice versa. Thus, three new cards were generated 
from a single card. The resulting printouc was ª:° exhaustive list of every person 
who ever occurred in any genealogy. le led to the discovery of marriages that 
had previously escaped my actencion, usually by liscing a set of parents also as 
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spouses to each other. It also clearly showed where I had to concentrare my 
efforcs in future .field trips: many people had no parents listed. 

There were a number of pitfalls and problems. IBM cards have 80 spaces, so 
all information muse be contained in a short space. Y ~nomamo names, which muse 
be used in che field, are variable in length. Ir was noe possible to use che card 
efficienctly wherever names were required. For data analysis purposes, I convere 
every person to a four-digit number, which allows me room to include 9,999 
people in my analysis. Thus far I have kept comforcably below five digits since 
I aro presently working with only a fraction of my total data and a fraction of 
che Y ~nomamo population. Ir is possible that projected fieldwork by myself 
and my srudenrs will ultimately yield numbers of egos in che vicinity of 10,000, 
at which point I inust change my identification system. 

For checking che accuracy of genealogical information with Y ~nomamo in
formants, 1 muse continue to deal with names rather chan numbers. Each year 
1 bring updated, bound printouts ro che .field in large ledger books, printouts of 
village composition, and printoucs of pooled villages. Much of the space in che 
columns is devored to names-ego, father, mother, and spouses. It would be de
sirable to also include information such as birthplace, village of residence, and 
popularion of origin as nam es in each individual's enrry, bue there is not sufficienc 
space to write these out. Thus, I muse use numbers that are equivalent to speci.fic 
gardens, villages, and populations. Figure 3.8 is an example of one page of this 
kind of printouc. 

There is no efficient way to alphabecize data of chis kind because che card
sorc machines all cake a great deal of time. While che computer can do it much 
faster, it is very expensive and a very inefficient use of che computer that I used 
from 1968 to 1972. Accordingly, I alphabetized all of che cards on a card-sort 
1nachine and had che computer assign numbers in sequence to each card, giving 
a numerical sequence that paralled che alphabetical sequence. With this done, i 
could rapidly put che cards inco alphabetical order by sorcing chem by number. 
This greatly facilicaced the manipulation of che accumulaced data, bue once new 
data were added, che syscem no longer worked: new people carne afcer che original 
alphabetized list, so their names and new ID numbers did not permit alpha
betizing by sorcing according to ID number. I will change identification numbers 
afcer I stop collecting data so that che alphabetical sequence and che numerical 
sequence will again be parallel. 

Another inicial problem had to do with che unavoidable pooling of good 
and bad data. It was not desirable or possible to keep che bad data from getting 
onto princoucs and causing additional work. When I converted all of my early 
genealogical data to IBM cards I punched eve1'y bit of information I had, includ
ing che material I knew to be suspect, because I wanted to make sure I had 
an exhaustive list of everyone in che populacions I was studying. The expected 
result eventually caused an additional amount of field time spent rechecking 
information that 1 had previously checked and correcced. Ac chis point 1 know 
my informants so well chac I rarely bring home and punch up genealogical data 
chac is bad. I can usually determine in the field whecher or not I am getting 
meaningful, accurate data, and unless it is good, I simply do not punch it up. 
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I now have graduate assistants punch much of the data.5 Since my handwriting 
is not always legible and they are unfamiliar with Y ~nomamo names, new people 
are "created" and old ones transformed in the data punching. Since I am not inti
mately familiar wirh all Y~nomamo by name, I end up with a few individuals 
that are nor recognized by the Y ~nomamo when 1 mention their computer printout 
names. Also, the computer does not prinr out diacritical marks, and I cannot 
always tell from a printout how the word should be pronounced. On one occasion 
I was working with a very reliable informant using an IBM prinrour that listed 
everyone in the village by name. When I carne to the individual "Haama" I pro
nounced it "Haama." My informanr didn't recognize it at first but when 1 gave 
the person's parents, he laughed ar my pronunciation and said: "You mean Haama!" 
Then he asked me who gave me thar name, and I had to rry ro explain how rhe 
makina ( computer) did not write "straight." Has comment on that was some
thing to the effect that "the computer is just like Y ~nomamO-it líes." 

The net result of the inclusion of a misspelled name in the printouts is that 
the name proliferares and is included in many different printouts, ego in sorne, 
father in orhers, child in orhers, and so on. Accordingly, it must be retained for 
rhe Jnoment as an "alternare" name for someone, even though it is known to be 
a typographical error. 

Now that much of my genealogical and demographic data is on IBM cards, it 
is possible to obtain rapid, accurate summaries of large bodies of data, sum
maries that say a great <leal abour Y ~nomamo social organization and settlement 
pattern dynarnics. For example, by sorcing on the column that gives place of 
birth, it is possible ro obrain quickly a list of all individuals in Mishimishimabowei
reri who were born ar each garden. Figure 3.9 was drawn from such a list, modified 
by grouping the gardens into regions. Pooling all Shamatari from all villages 
and sorting on birthplace is also another way ro check on the fissioning of villages 
as described by informants in inrerviews: individuals who live in presently dis
tinct villages were boro ar rhe ancestral locations before fission separated them. 

Dozens of applications are possible once rhe data are cleaned up and correcced. 
To mention just a few, ir will be possible to make scatements abour cause of 
death by lineage identity, cause of death by geographical region, cornparisons of 
.mortality between villages or lineages a1nong the Shamatari, comparisons of 
1nortality between the Shamarari and rhe Na1nowei-teri, biological relationships 
of all people in the village ro all others, comparisons of the kinship caregories with 
biological relationships, types of marriages by both biological identification of 
spouses and lineage idencification, geographical distance in kilometers berween 
places of birth of all married people, distances in mecers within the village of all 
people related in specific ways--and a hosr of ocher intriguing analyses. Chapter 4 
liscs additional applications in the area of data analysis, and also explores sorne 
of che above-mentioned correlations. ( See also Chagnon and Levin, ms.) The use 

5 Since 1970 1 have been fortunate to have the skillful and enthusiastic assistance of 
Michael J. Levin in chis aspect of che work. Many of the printouts and data summaries in 
this book were prepared by Levin with che many useful computer programs he developed 
while he was associated with my project at che University of Michigan. He will describe 
his severa! programs elsewhere. 
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of simulation programs will also lead to new insights into the social system. For 
example, it is possible to define the parameters that determine marriage, using 
estimares based on actuál Y~nomamo behavior. (See MacCluer, Neel and Chagnon 
1970, for an example of this kind of computer analysis.) What impact particular 
parameters have on the marriage behavior can be assessed by varying the values 
of the parameters and altering the restrictions. lt is possible, for example, to ex
plore what would happen if male egos were allowed to mate at random with any 
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female not in cheir lineages and compare the, result with che actual marriage 
behavior found in che same population (see Chapcer 4). In chis way a good estimare 
of the demographic basis for marriage pacterns can be made and an important 
insighc into the "effect" of che jural marriage rules can be gained. 

I conclude chis chapter by giving examples of data that were treated wich 
compucer cechniques co show sorne of che praccical uses to which such techniques 
mighc be put in handling genealogical and demographic data. 

The previous chapter discussed ~he hiscory of Mishimishimabowei-teri and 
documenced earlier fissions and che process of population dispersa!. The gene
alogical data discussed in chis chapter can be used to verify and <yxplore che 
sociobiological dimensions of chis process. Figure 4.4, p. 15 3, illutcraces how 
che process of fissioning has affecced che distribution of particular ~egments of 
the lineage. It contains information showing exactly- how the fi.ssioning affected 
this particular lineage: beneath each individual is bis ídentification number and 
che number of bis currenr- village of residence. All chose with che number "16" 
live, for example, in Míshímishimabowei-teri, and they can be found in 
Appendix A by means of identifi.cation numbers.6 Thus, the genealogical data, 
which can be quantified (Chapter 4), confirm che historícal and settlement pat
cern data and, by using computer techniques, they can be rapidly and efficiently 
converced co graphic diagrams ro illuscrace population processes and their gene
alogical consequences. 

Examining che birthplaces of the Mishímishimabowei-terí and clustering che 
individual gardens inco regions, a similar verfi.cation of the historical data emerges. 
Figure 3.9 shows che distribution of che number of individuals born in particular 
regíons by age. As is clear, che birthplace and year-of-birth daca confirm che 
settlement pactern discussed in the previous chapter, subject, of course, to the 
kínd of "fog" in che system described thereín. In general, che oldest people were 
born at che gardens occupied further back in time, and younger people were 
born at gardens more recently cleared and abandoned. 7 The "youthfulness" of che 
population is clear in Figure 3.9: most of che Míshimíshimabowei-teri were born 
at che mosc recently occupied gardens. This is explored in more detail in the nexc 
cha peer. 

6 Figure 4.4 was drawn before I conducted my 1972 field research. 1 discovered a number 
of genealogical links in 1972 that will ultimately expand the lineage as drawn in Figure 4.4. 
See Chapter 4 for a discussion of these new data. 

7 Compare Figure 4.4 to Figure 2.8, p. 84. 
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and field data 

1 have described in considerable derail "how" 1 collecred and organized 
\ ~ 

large quanriries of genealogical, demographic, and sertlemenr patrern data. 1 have 
not discussed "why" 1 did ir. Lesr ir appear that anthropologists spend rheir time 
in out-of-the-way places of the world meticulously accumulating esoreric informa
don merely for the sake of recondite debates ar annual conventions, 1 will put 
forth in chis chapter a number of analyrical examples based on a provisional 
examination of sorne of che data discussed in che previous rwo chaprers. This will 
show how apparently unrelared data fir inro a broader picture and how, in particu
lar, detailed genealogical information constirures che fundamental basis from which 
a host of imporrant theoretical issues can be discussed. 

The issue that intrigued me most of all has to do with the relationships between ·1 
village fissioning, social organization, and demography. The Y~nomamo represent I 
one of che last opportuniries to explore the process of rribalization and document ~ 
its salient characteristics. 1 refer ro thar period in time when human populations l ~~ ... 
made a transirion from hunting and gathering economy to agriculrure, and how ~ ~ 
the srability and producrivity of the new economic order gave rise to a sharp \ 
increase in che rare of population growrh and, as a consequence, expansion of , 
groups inco regions previously unexploired by agriculrural techniques. This is 
not to say that che Y~nomamo have recently made such a transition. Rather, 
I draw actention to the general characteristics of Y~nomamo economy and social 
organization and suggest that a thorough study and analysis of population growth 
and village fissioning as they cake place in chis cribe can shed light on similar 
processes elsewhere in both rime and space. 

That the Y ~nomamo represent one of our last, fleeting opporrunities to care
fully document the interrelationships between demography, social organization, 
and aboriginal population dispersa! has also had an effect on my field work. 
1 spent a great deal of time collecting the data hoping to obtain enough to 
address problems that lend themselves to statistical analysis. The Y~nomamo, like 
all tribesmen, are doomed, and soon they will be swepc aside and decimated by 
introduced diseases as W estern civilization penetrares deeper and deeper into the 
remaining corners of the world where ir has not extended itself. This has already 
begun in portions of the Y~nomamo area: since 1964, when 1 began my fieldwork, 
che regions where chis rype of demographic research can be done have been 
drastically reduced. There are blocs left where this is srill possible. By 1975 most 
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of these will have disappeared. The culture will remain intact for sorne years 
to come, but funda1nental changes will have taken place in demographic char
acteristics because of the introduction of diseases ( see Neel et al., 1970), the 
increasing influence of missionaries and government agencies, the increased 
mobility brought about by introduced canoes and motors, the disappearance of 
alliance systems based on exchanges of native goods and women, loss of political 
sovereignty and a host of other factors. In brief, it is still- possible to collect 
data that can illuminate more general problems. In a few years it will not be. 

VILLAGE FISSIONING AND POPULATION GROWTH .. 
AMONG THE YANOMAMO . 

Given the size of the body of data I collected and the complex nature of inter
action betwen the variables, it is almost impossible to explore the relationships 
between demographic phenomena and village fissioning unless computer methods 
are used. One 1nethod I intend to employ will be to arrange villages in increasing 
order of size and look for patterns in demographic characteristics, marriage, lineag~ 
composition, and other social features. Roben Carneiro ( ms.), also keenly ínter~ 

ested in the process of village fissioning, suggests that the frequencies of villages 
of various sizes imply something funda1nental about the fissioning process and the 
growth pattern that leads to the kind of distribution observed. He is currently 
pursuing this along mathematical lines and is exploring the possible use of com
puter methods to study the problem from that perspective. My own emphasis will 
be on more specific organizacional patterns found in one cribe. The histories of 
the villages and populacions chat I discussed in Chapter 2, coupled with the 
known co1nposition and genealogical links discussed in Chapter 3, can be used 
to reconstruct villages before and afcer fissions. While ignoring births and deaths, 
a rough idea of prefission composition can be obcained when two recently fissioned 
villages are pooled together. Up to a certain point, even births and deaths can be 
controlled for the purpose of the analysis. In addition, I have documented cases 
of village fissioning as they happened during my fieldwork, and I know rhe compo
sition of the village before the fission occurred. The procedure will be to .first 
identify che demographic and social parameters that influence either the probability 
or outcome of fissions, estimate cheir values, and then turn to computer techniques 
to simulate the population over long periods of time, starting with known character
istics of a real Y~nomamo population and eventually letting che computer ''replace" 
it with an artificial population. If, after severa! hundred simulated years 
and severa! hundred simulations the artificial populacion still has characteristics 
similar to those found in the real population, then I am on che right track. 
If not, back to the drawing board-or the field. 

This chapter deals with my current attempt to cope with these methodological 
problems, drawing on che rough data at a time when I know that it will require, 
perhaps, a year or more to identify and rectify ali of che errors and inconsistencies 
in the daca. Therefore, the .discussion will often lead to questions that are as yet 
unanswered or might never be answerable wich this body of data. The point, 
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however, is not to answer specific questions, but rather, to demonstrate how an 
anthropologisc goes about the business of testing theory through the analysis 
of his data. This can be done very effeccively by discussing work that is "in 
progress" rather than highly polished, finished products whose neatness and 
symmetry are often misleading and do not often disclose the nature of the 
analytical paths thac were followed co reach che final conclusions. Finally, I 
intend chis demonstration to show how closely related the fieldwork methods are 
to analytical procedures and che theoretical objectives. 

THE EXPANSION OF THE SHAMATARI 
AND NAMOWEI-TERI 

Geographical Considerations 
Among the Y ~nomamo, che process of population growch and its consequence, 

village fissioning, has rwo major and readily documented aspects. One is an increase 
in the number of people and villages, and the other an increase in the amount of 
area over which chis population is distributed, given that population density 
remains constanr. Let us consider che geographical aspecrs here. 

One obvious difference between the Namowei-teri and che Shamacari is that 
the geographical area conraining the Shamarari villages is much larger. Figure 4.1 
shows che difference. The area is drawn around che most peripheral villages in 
rheir approximate 1972 locations, and measured by polar planimeter. The histories 
of pase village movements (obcained from informants) goes back approximately 
100 years for each population. Boch populations began as single villages in the 
same general region, indicated by a srar on Figure 4.1. Today, the Shamacari villages 
are found scattered over a much larger area-larger by a factor of 6. Calculating 
the "population densiry" for che two populations, there are 0.42 people per square 
mile in the Shamatari region and over rwice as many ( 0.90) in the Namowei
teri region. Enormous traces of land, most of ir cultivable and abounding with 
game, is found berween villages in both regions. Whacever else might be ciced 
as a "cause" of warfare becween che villa ges, competition f or resources is not a 
very convincing one. The generally intensive warfare patterns found in aboriginal 
tropical forest cultures do not correlare well with resource shortages or competition 
for land or hunting areas (see also Carneiro, 1961): che Y~nomamo are not 
aberrant insofar as warfare intensity and abundance of resources are concerned.1 

Another measure of che dispersion of Shamatari villages is the distance between 
them. lt is probably misleading to use 1972 as a date for comparing intervillage 
disrances, for chree of the Namowei-teri villages were within sight of each other 
at thar time. If we use 1968 as che date, che comparison. would include the now 
defuncc village of Monou-teri: its members fissioned and all rejoined che two 
Bisaasi-teri villages that year. Again, che members of one of the Shamatari villages 

1 See Vayda, 1961, for a criticism of various South Americanists- Murphy and Steward 
-who posited other "causes" for intensive warfare in this ethnographic province. While this 
is not the place to labor the issues, I wish to point out that Murphy and Steward are keenly 
aware of ecological interrelationships and were not overly impressed with ecological causes 
for the warfare patcerns in the tropical forest cultures. 
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- M<;>maribowei-teri-migrared in 1972 an enormous distance away from their 
previous location to escape what they felt were mounting war threats from the 
Bisaasi-teri and the Reyabobowei-reri. Using 1968 as the date for comparison, the 
(approximate) average distance between Namowei-teri villages was 30 miles 
compared to 50 miles for Shamatari villages. We are here dealing with large 
differences, and it is dear that Shamatari villages are much furcher apare than 
are Namowei-ceri villages. A consideratión of the mortality in warfare suggests that 
the intensity of warfare characterizing each area might be the major factor 
accounting for this difference. Warfare incensity, estimated from mortality figures, 
is higher among the Shamarari. This leads co a conclusion that will, nQ doubt, 
perplex sorne of my colleagues: the Shamatari have more warfare and a lower 
population density than the Namowei-teri-and their villages are more widely 
scaccered. The relacionship between warfare intensity and population density is 
not a simple one in these populations. In fact, without che historical accounts 
given to me by che informants the warfare would make very litde sense at ali. 

Demographic Consideracions 
There are sorne important demographic differences between the Namowei-teri 

and the Shamatari. One question that comes immediately to mind is : if che 
Namowei-teri and Shamatari populations began as a single village approximately 
100 years ago and one populación is represented by sorne cwelve villages con
taining approximately 2000 people and the other by only five villages containing 
approximately 700 people, what caused chis difference? Two kinds of answers sug
gest themselves immediately, and the cruth may líe somewhere in between. The 
first possible explanation is that che Shamatari village was vastly larger than 
che Namowei-teri village 100 years ago. The difference in che sizes of che present 
population represents a factor of nearly three, that is, there are approximately 
three times as many Shamatari as there are Namowei-ceri. lt is possible that the 
Shamatari village was three times as large as the Namowei-ceri village 100 years 
ago, and that both populations grew ar approximately che same rate, preserving the 
inicial difference in size. If the Namowei-ceri village contained 100 people and 
the Shamacari village contained 300, and both grew, for example, at a rate of 
1 O percent per genera don, after five generations che diff erence in the sizes of 
che cwo groups would still be three. 

One fact that consiscently conflicts with this hypothesis is that my informants 
ali asserc that che original Namowei-teri village was very large: " ... about the 
size of Patanowa-teri ... "2 None of my informants ever saw the old village, of 
course, and base their estimares on what their parents and grandparents told them. 
Since there is no reason to believe that Y ~nomamo villa ges in the past had a 
different range in size from what we find today, there is little reason to believe 
that if the original Namowei-teri village was "about the size of Patanowa-teri," 
that the original Shamatari village was three times the size of Patanowa-teri. I 

2 Patanowa-teri had a population of over 200 people. It recently lost sorne of its mem
bers when a fight resulted in the fissioning of a small dissident group. They rejoined the 
Bisaasi-teri. 
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cannot accept the conclusion that the Shamatari village contained over 600 people, 
or anywhere near that number. Shamatari informants claim that the original 
Shamarari village was large, but rheir conception of large, like that of rhe Namowei
teri, is based on present standards of village size. No Y ~nomamo village, so far as 
I know, has ever existed for any lengrh of time after it reached a population of 200 
ro 250 people.8 Mishimishimabowei-teri in 1971 was very excepcional with a 
population of 281 people. In 1972 ir had 230 people, but with visitors from 
Ironasi-teri, it was temporarily over 400 while a ceremony was in progress. 

A second possible explanation is that both "original" villages were approximately 
the same size, but one of them grew at a different rate than the · other ( or irs 
members survived at a different rate). 

There is considerable support for this explanation. This can be seen in the 
reproduction statistics given in Table 4.1 which summarizes the reproductive 
performance of males and females in ( 1) the population of deceased Namowei
teri apd Shamarari; (2) the population of the ten villages of Shamatari (09, 10, 
14, 16, and 21) and Namowei-teri (05, 06, 07, 08, and 18) at the present time; 
(3) the population of Mishimishimabowei-reri in 1972 and ( 4) the reproductive 
performance of living females in both populations who are thirry-six years old 
or older. 

If the present numbers of Shamatari and Namowei-teri can be accounted for in 
terms of different growth ( or survival)4 rares, the figures should show that the 
Shamatari population outproduced ( or outsurvived) rhe Namowei-teri. This is 
clearly the case in the reproduction .figures shown in Table 4.1. Looking only ar 
rhe performance of dead individuals from both populations, the Shamatari males 
and females consisten ti y outproduce the Namowei-teri· males and females, indicaring 
rhat diff erential growrh rates rarher than initial diff erence in village size accounts 
for the present difference in size of rhe two populations. Equally revealing is 
rhe diff erence in the standard deviations of the males and females on the one 
hand, and the rwo populations on the other. The data clearly show that Shamatari 
as a population contains exceptionally productive individuals who contribute 
large numbers of offspring to the next generation, whereas the incidence of such 
exceptional individuals among the Namowei-teri is much lower. We will return 
to this below and explore sorne of the consequences in linea.ge dispersion and 
marriage types. One point of interest in the statistics is the higher variance among 
males as compared to females. This shows the consequences of the fact that 
sorne males have many wives, and produce many offspring, while sorne males 
have one or no wives, and produce few offspring. The lineal "impact" of a man 

3 1 am speaking of pre-contact only. Sorne villages in Brazil, in permanent contact with 
missionaries, are said to exceed this. 

4 The data carne from my genealogies. While 1 have made an attempt to obtain all live 
births for everyone, 1 am sure that 1 have not gotten all of them. This is especially true 
for the deceased. Thus, the genealogical data represents survival of offspring more than total 
number of offspring. 1 believe that survival cate has been approximately the same in both 
populations ( until the recent advent of European contact in sorne of the Namowei-teri vil
lages and the introduction of new diseases). Since 1 cannot prove this, it is necessary to 
qualify statements about reproduction in terms of possible survival-rate differences between 
the two populations. 



No. of Parents 

No. of Children 1 &íl'\Sat.s 
Averag~ 
Variance 
Standard Deviation 

TABLE 4.1 REPRODUCTIVE PERFORMANCE 

A 

Deceased 
Shamatari Namowei-teri 

M 

85 
586 
6.94 

53.37 
7.4 

F M 

107 94 
486 442 
4.54 4.70 

10.l 11.3 
3.2 3.3 

No.ofWomen 
No. of Children 
Average 
Variance 
Standard Deviation 

-. 

F 

95 
370 
3.90 
6.9 
2.6 

B 

Villages 5, 6, 7 , 8, 9, 10, 
14, 16, 18, 21 

Living 
Shamatari Namowei-teri 

M F M 

99 121 117 
371 393 377 
3.75 3.25 3.22 

10.2 5.2 6.3 
3.2 2.3 2.5 

D 
Living W omen, Age 36 or Older 

Shamatari Namowei-teri 

.. 

36 
178 

4.94 
5.94 
2.4 

46 
170 
3.70 
2.57 
1.6 

F 

147 
413 
2.81 
2.6 
1.6 

e 

M ishimishimabowei-teri 
M F 

37 45 
123 130 
3.32 2.89 

12.3 4.5 
3.5 2.1 
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on Y~nomamo social organization can be very high compared to that of women; 
sorne men have as many as twenty or thirty children, but female reproductivity is 
limited by the gestation and lactation periods. 

An examination of the reproductive performance in present villages indicates 
that the trend, detectable in the deceased population, has continued into the 
present: the living Shamatari continue to have more children than do the Namowei
teri. Both the males and females have a higher average. Looking only at tqe repro
ductive performance of women ( column D of Table 4.1) who are near or at 
the end of their fertile years, the same picture emerges: the Shamatari outproduce 
the Namowei-teri. 

Finally, in Table 4.1, column C I have giv:en the reproductive performance of 
individuals in the village of Mishimishimabowei-teri, based on the village compo
sition as of 1972.5 This, the largest of the Shamatari villages, falls somewhat below 
the average for the total Shamatari population for both male and female repro
duction. An hypothesis suggested by these data might be: as a village grows to 
be very large, its members begin to limit their reproduction by such measures as 
increased infanticide or increased abortion. My data on chis are so inadequate as 
to make any arguments based on them mere speculation. 

A third possible reason for the presently much larger number of Shamatari 
might be the absorption of other groups, particularly whole villages. I have no 
evidence that the Shamatari are any different in this respect than the Namowei
teri. Both groups have incorporated segments from other populations, and rhe 
numbers involved in each case are comparable. 

Summarizing the demographic information with respect to the population 
growth, it seems clear that the Shamatari are distinct from the Namowei-teri in 
their reproductive achievements, and that the present difference in total popu
lation size is more likely due to differences in reproductive ( or survival) rates 
than to initial differences in the sizes of the founding populations. These data 
show that both the ancestral Shamatari and the present Shamatari have reproduced, 
on the average, at a higher rate than have the Namowei-teri. 1 conclude that 
both groups began approximately 100 years ago as a single village and the 
process of population growth and village fissioning were the same for both, with 
the exception that because of a higher reproductive ( or survival) race, che Sham
atari populacion grew more rapidly and fissioned more often than did the Namowei
teri. Therefore, there are now many more Shamatari people and villages distributed 
over a much largcr area. If the difference in average number of children for females 
thirty-six years old or older is considered, and if this difference has been character
istic over a hundred years, then the present difference in population size could 
be attributed to the differential reproductive performance among women in the two 
populations. The Shamatari women, according to my statistics, presently bear 33 
percent more children than the Namowei-teri women. 

5 The composition of this, like all villages, changes from year to year. Appendix A gives 
the residents of the village in 1971, when Timothy Asch and I shot 80,000 feet of film 
there. I use the 1971 population so that this publication will more effectively complement 
the films that will come out of this footage. 

• 
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VILLAGE COMPOSITION: LINEAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Village fissioning can be affecred by many things. One of these is the compo
sition of the group in terms of kinship and descent. This is an issue regarding 
"solidarity" and the kinds of kinsmen among whom one lives. The genealogical 
data, when arranged by lineal descent patterns, can be related to this problem: 

The villages of both populations vary in their composition quite markedly: sorne 
are dominated by one or two lineages, both politically and statistically, while others 
have a much less regular composition. One of my early suspicions was that there 
was a fairly simple relationship between lineage composition and stability, such 
that larger villages showed a pattern distinct from smaller villages. For example, 
my experience among che Namowei-teri villages led me to suspect that larger 
villages tended more coward a dual composition, and that smaller villages had 
a more heterogeneous composition. Patanowa-teri, recall ( from the discussion 
in The Fierce People), was largely comprised of two and only two lineages, 
whereas the Bisassi-teri villages departed significantly from a composition that 
reflected duality. An obvious question, therefore, was: did villages fission after 
reaching a certain size if their lineal composition was either very dual or markedly 
different from duality, or did fissioning lead to greater or lesser duality? An ex
aminacion of the data from the Shamatari populacion, ar least at chis juncture, 
suggests that the relationship between village size, fissioning, and lineal compo
sition is somewhat more complex, and that it is not possible ro conclude, from 
the consideracions of lineal composition and size alone, whether the process of 
village fissioning leads to an increase or a decrease in duality. 1 am here speaking 
of total composition, including in.fants. When lineal composition is compared 
for adule males, there is a correlation between village size, .fissioning, and 
compos1t1on. 

The high reproductive performance of a few males in che Shamatari popu
lation has had an important impact on its lineal characteristics. One man in 
particular, che fabled Matakuwa-"Shinbone"-that K~obawa described as one 
of the "original" Shamatari ( Chagnon, 1966), has left a very impressive mark 
on the population. Indeed, it is small wonder that in the minds of many Y~nomamo 
the "Shamatari" are nearly synonymous with Matakuwa's mashi (patrilineal rela
tives and descendants) . Matakuwa sired forty-two children. Moreover, many of 
his brothers and sons also had many children-one of his sons had thirty-three. 
Their children, in turn, were also very fecund. The net result is that a very large 
fraction of the Shamatari population are lineal descendants of Matakuwa's father, 
and an even larger fraction are cognatic descendants. Table 4.2 summarizes the 
lineal and cognatic descendants by gen.eration, starting with Matakuwa' s father as 
the apex. The distribution of these descendants by village is discussed below. 

The dispersion of Matakuwa's lineage in the Shamatari area can be seen most 
graphically in Figure 4.2, a pedigree of the lineal deseen.danes of the lineage 
founder, individual 1222. This diagram was drawn before my 1972 .fieldwork and 
does not contain a number of . individuals that I can now relate lineally to Mata
kuwa. In fact, Matakuwa (individual 1221, near the top of the figure) is shown 

, 
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Figure 4.2-Pedigree of Matakuwa's lineage. 
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TABLE 4.2 DESCENDAN TS OF MATAKUWA'S FATHER IN ALL VILLAGES 
(By Generation) 

Lineal -Cognatic 

Generation I 12 12 
Generation II 109 118 
Generation III 161 326 
Generation IV 92 176 
Generation V 5 17 
Generation VI o o 

here with only thirty-four children.6 The new individuals, added in 1972, repre
sent an earlier fission that led to the founding of a yet uncontacted set of villages 
not considered here. 

Two points can be made about the pedigree. First, che descendants are found 
in all of che Shamatari villages, but are more highly concentrated in sorne. Thus, 
che historical daca (Chapter 2) on fissions are confirmed by the present distribution 
of people in che lineages. The same pattern holds for the other Shamatari lineages 
(see below for scatisítcs). Second, segments of the lineage tend to stick together 
when the village fissions: clusters of brothers remain in the same group and 
separare from their parallel cousins. This pattern was discussed at length in 
Chapter 3 of The Fierce People. Below each individual in the pedigree shown 
in Figure 4.2 is a six-digit number. The fust four digits are che identification 
numbers of the individual, and the next two are che village designations as given 
on Figure 2.5. 

Table 4.3 presents the same data ( including the new data) in statistical forro. 
Thirteen lin.eages are shown along the top as headings for rows. The fi.ve Namowei
teri and Shamatari viflages are then listed along the left margin as headings for 
rows. (The totals for villages are not accurate-some individuals have been left 
out because the data are not cleaned up yet.) 

These are the largest lineages in both populations; the first seven lineages are 
Shamatari and the next six are Namowei-teri.7 

The .first and most obvious fact of importance is rhat Matakuwa's lineage is 
by far the largesr in this selection of villages. He has additional ( lineal ) descend
ants in ocher villages not included here, as indicated in Table 4.4. 

Second, Matakuwa's lineage, as well as severa! others, has a very wide distri
bution among the villages. There are only two villages where individual 1222 
does not have lineal descendants-Hasubowa-teri and Patanowa-teri. lt is likely, 
as the data are gradually cleaned up, that sorne of bis lineal descendants will be 
found there as well.8 lt is clear that the villages shown here contain many people 

6 The new individuals are, however, included in Table 4.2. 
7 There are sorne Shamatari lineages, not included, that are larger than the smaller 

Namowei-ceri lineages shown here. 
8 The village of Hasubowa-teri is shown as having 142 people that are not included in the 

thirteen lineages, bue I know that most of the 142 people are Shamatari or descendants of 
Shamatari. My Hasubowa-teri and other informants were not able to specify the genealogical 
links, and 1 spent far less time working on this group than on the others. 1 plan to return 
there to fill in this gap. 



TABLE 4.3 DISTRIBUTION OF LINEAGES BY VILLAGE 

Linea ges 
Shamatari N amowei-te1'i 

1222 2968 2936 0081 1443 0200 2700 2954 2886 1598 2856 0916 1829 Other Totals 

N amowei-teri 
Villages 

05 2 3 2 o 1 o o 39 21 1 5 8 1 20 103 
06 7 2 5 o o o o 17 35 2 5 11 o 3 87 
07 6 1 5 1 o o o 28 9 5 o 3 18 10 86 
08 o o 1 o 1 o o 7 6 39 2 1 o 142 199 
18 o 4 o 1 1 o o 64 81 8 29 o o 11 199 

Shamatari 
Villages 

09 92 24 11 1 12 1 14 2 o o o o o 18 175 
10 101 1 1 30 o 1 1 o 1 o o o o 59 195 
14 17 16 28 o 1 34 4 o 1 o o o o 10 111 
16ª 83 37 24 1 47 1 18 2 o o o o o 18 231 
21 10 54 7 o o 1 1 1 o o o o o 6 80 - - - - - - - - - -

Totals 318 142 84 34 63 38 38 160 154 55 41 23 19 297 1466 

ª The figures for Mishimishimabowei-teri in this distribution are for the year 1972. 
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who have agnates in sorne or most of the other villages, and, incidentally, why in
formants from any village know a great deal about the older people in other 
related villages. 

Third, che Shamatari villages are, quite naturally, dominated by Shamatari lineages 
and che Namowei-ceri villages by ocher lineages, reflecting the facc chat both 
groups are che end produce of a process of village fissioning that can be traced 
back approximately 100 years co a single village in each case. A major difference 
between che two populations is che degree to which che lineages dominate the 
populacion. Macakuwa's lineage accounts for 38 percenc of all che population in 
all che Shamacari villages, bue che largest single Namowei-teri lineage only ac
councs for 23 percenc of che total number of Namowei-teri. 

Table 4.4 gives the composition of villages by percentage of village belonging 
to che largest, two largest, three largesc, and four largest lineages. Compared to 
che Namowei-teri villages, che Shamatari villages appear to be more dominated 
by a single large lineage. Looking at che distribucion for che two largest lineages, the 
Shamatari villages also tend to be more "dual" in composidon. This pattern con
tinues; 82 percent of che members of che Shamatari villages, on che average, belong 
to che four largest lineages, whereas only 68 percent of che members of the 
Namowei-ceri villages, on che average, belong to che four largest lineages of that 
popularion.9 

Table 4.4 underscores che point raised at che beginning of chis section. There 
appears to be no simple relacionship between village size and lineal composicion. 
One of che smallest villages ( 21) has che "mosc lineal" and "dual" composition, and 
one of che largest villages ( 08) has the least. 

Mishimishimabowei-teri ( 1972 census) has only moderare dominacion by one 
lineage: 35.9 percenc of che group belongs to Matakuwa's lineage, including the 
mosc dominanc headman-MOa.wa. He, however, exercized a degree of auchority 
over che village that is not predictable by che modest fraccion of the village 
that belonged to his lineage. 1 will discuss chis further in Chapter 5, bue ac this 
junccure I point out that che sracistics with reference to lineal composition say 
very lictle abouc che "scrength" of leadership and auchority wielded by headmen. 
These cend to be more a funccion of personal charisma. The statisrics, however, 
do indicare whether che prominenc men's lineal identicies are consistent with 
group composition. It is rheoretically possible for parcicularly aggressive men 
from smaller lineages to be che "real" headmen, but in practice this rarely happens. 
In general, village composition by lineage reflects politics: che most prominent 
men in che village invariably come from che larger lineages, usually from the 
largest single lineage. If there are two or three very large lineages, there will be 
roen from them who are very significant in che domestic and political affairs of 
che village. 

Each village, therefore, has a number of ímportant men, but usually one of 
them will be more im porcant than che others, and this man usually belongs to 
the largest' lineage. As the lineage grows larger in the village, there will be sev
era! men-agnates ( brothers or dassí.ficatory brothers )-who compete wíth each 

9 Calculaced by averaging che averages for the five villages of each population. 



TABLE 4.4 DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION BY LINEAGE SIZES AND VILLAGES (In Percent ) 

Villages 

05 06 07 08 18 09 10 14 16 21 
Namowei-teri Shamatari 

In largest lineage 37.9 40.2 32.5 19.6 40.1 52.5 51.8 30.l 35.9 67.5 
In 2 Largest lineages 58.2 59.8 53.5 23.1 72.9 66.3 67.2 55.9 56.3 80.0 
In 3 Largest lineages 66.0 72.4 64.0 26.1 87.4 74.3 67.7 71.2 72.3 88.8 
In 4 Largest lineages 71.0 80.4 70.9 27.l 91.5 81.1 68.2 85.6 82.7 90.0 

----·--------------------~---
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other for leadership. Mishimishimaoowei-teri, in the recent past, has fissioned 
and re-fused in fights between Moawa and sorne of his agnates, Nanokawa, 
Reirowa10 and Sibarariwa in particular. These men now live in Ironasi-teri, 
where Moawa's (Matakuwa's) lineage is very dominant. If the residents of 
Ironasi-teri (09) and Mishimishimabówei-teri ( 16) were pooled together to 
reflect what their composidon was like before they fissioned, it is clear how 
dominant Matakuwa' s lineage would be. Forty-three percent of the village would 
be members of the same lineage, and the village would include over 400 people. 
More significant than the fraction of the village dominated by one lineage, how
ever, would be the fact that Moawa and Nanokawa would be living in the same 
village, as would Sibarariwa, and they would be fighting constantly. 

Table 4.5 gives che distribution of adult males by their lineal identity in the 
villages. 

Two points can be made about chis distribution. First, when the rwo populations 
are compared, che Shamatari, again, tend to be more lineal in village composition; 
more of the adult males in the Shamatari villages belong to che largest single 
lineage. Second, there appear to be more intermediate-sized lineages in the 
Namowei-teri group. Among che Shamatari, the composition of villages appears 
to be slightly different: most of the villages have one or two relatively large 
lineages, and most of the village males belong to them. This implies that political 
and domestic affairs are dominated by one or two groups of agnates, and sug
gests that there should be more cohesion. Another way of saying chis is: given 
the marriage practices and narure of competition that Ieads to fissioning, the 
ideal composition-from a. solidarity or group harmony consideration-would be 
a village with two dominant lineages. The next best would be a village with one 
dominant lineage plus a hodgepodge of individuals who do not fall into lineages 
of any size, such as the lineage strucrure of village 08 in Table 4.5. The worst 
possible combination would be a village with a group of severa! (more than two) 
lineages, none of which is clearly dominant. I suspect that the Shamatari villages 
have grown to larger sizes because of che kinds of lineal composition they 
ma1nta1n. 

Finally, Table 4.3 (p. 136 ) includes information that enables us to examine 
the Shamatari villages in an.other way. Note that villages 14 and 21 do not have 
Matakuwa's lineage as the single largest lineage, but are dominated by other 
lineages in rerms of their composition. This pattern was discussed in The Fie-rce 
People ( see especially the discussion of Figures 3-1 and 3-4 of that publication). 
To be sure, Matakuwa's lineage is represented very prominently in both villages, 
but it is secondary in statistical and political signifi.cance ro other lineages. Ir is chis 
kind of situation in which ambiguous examples of descenr and political identity 
arise. Sorne case materials 1 collected imply that che Y~nomamo view villages as 
lineal descent units, while other informants do not endorse such a view. If we 
assume, for sake of argument, that che Y ~nomamo do classify villages as single 
lineages, then many of the ambiguous examples become much clearer. It would 
be possible for a Y ~nomamo, depending on che circumsrances, to be a member 
of village 14 or 21 and deny being a Shamatari if he equated "Shamatari" with 

10 Reirowa died in 1971. See Chapter 5. 
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TABLE 4.5 DISTRIBUTION OF MALES 20 YEARS OLD OR OLDER 
BY LINEAGES AND VILLAGES ( In Percent) 

Villages 

05 06 07 08 18 09 10 14 16 21 
Namowei-teri Shamatari 

Adult Males in Largest 38.9 39.l 26.3 23.l 42.0 47.8 60.6 41.2 38.1 78.6 
Linea ge 

Adult Males in 2 Largest 77.8 56.5 52.7 28.2 74.0 65.2 84.8 52.9 59.5 85.7 
Linea ges 

Adult Males in 3 Largest 88.9 69.6 68.4 30.8 94.0 73.9 84.8 58.8 76.7 92.9 
Linea ges 

Adult Males in 4 Largest 94.4 78.3 73.7 30.8 96.0 78.3 84.S 64.7 83.8 92.9 
Linea ges 
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Matakuwa's lineage. He might even argue that bis entire village, which separated 
from Mishimishimabowei-teri, is a different group entirely. He would ignore che 
fact that they separated from che "true" Shamatari, as well as che fact that a 
signifi.cant portion of his village is comprised of Matakuwa' s lineal descendants. 
In other circumstances the same person might argue precisely che opposite. 

In short, I have many examples which suggest that the Y~nomamó view orher 
villages as essentially single lineages, but in most cases I also have supplementary 
data about the circumscances that show how che context has influenced the 
sratements of the informants. lt is as though sorne fissions have as one of their 
objectives che establishment of a group with a different lineal identity, bue because 
of marriage patterns and interlineage obligacions, all new groups reflect che 
composition of che original group to such a large degree chat the new groups are 
hardly more than a diluted version of che original. Then, depending on che circum
stances of che fission and che motives of individuals, che agnatic relationships 
are "manipulated" according to the political needs of the moment. Thus, Moawa 
can deny being a Shamacari in order to make peace with K~obawa, or particu
lar individuals can deny being related to or having any affinicy to groups they, 
ar che moment, are at war with.11 Müawa might have insisted on not being a Sha
matari ro K~obawa by choosing to ignore a generation of relationship. He told 
K~obawa that che Shamatari were living in Ironasi-teri; he might have meant 
that Sibarariwa, Matakuwa's son, was living chere. Moawa, being only a grandson, 
was "non-Shamatari" for that occasion, a convenient fiction accepted publicly by 
K~obawa, again, for thac occasion. 

These issues are too hoary to discuss in any decail in a publication of chis sorc, 
especially when only a portion of che data is given and not all of thac is in final 
form. Still, it is important to realize how genealogical data, when manipulated 
in various ways in analaysis and if collected with sorne purpose, relate to broader, 
more general theoretical issues, such as the relationship between ideology and 
composition on the one hand, and the contextual nature of informant statements 
about ideology on the other. What is at issue here is precisely the same thing 
poinced out by Sahlins ( 1963; 1965) several years ago in his review of Social St1'uc
tU1'e in Southeast As.ia: You cannot assume that statistics about group composition 
will tell you directly the narure of the ideology about descent and residence rules. 
The growing importance of merhodology in social anthropology, and che increased 
use of statistics, suggest that chis problem-attempting to deduce qualitative 
generalizations from quantirative facts-will be with us for sorne time.12 

VILLAGE COMPOSITION: COGNATIC CONSIDERA TIONS 

The magnitude of the impact of lineage 1222 on the Shamatari population is 
eclipsed only by the cognatic effeccs. Of the Shamatari included in che five villages 
of Table 4.6, 75.4 percent of them are descended from Matakuwa's father chrough 

11 Another notable example of this latter type of fiction is the political and lineal identity 
of the village of Yeisikorowa-teri not included in the villages shown in the tables, but shown 
on Figure 2.8 and discussed in Chapter 2. 

1 2 The relationship of group composition to group ideology in the context of Yanomamo , 
political affairs will be developed in another publication. 
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either the male or the female line-three-quarters of all Shamatari have him as an 
ancestor! Moreover, his impact on the Namowei-teri has also been great, due 
mainly to the inclusion in that population of many abducted Shamatari women 
and their descendants. There are presently eighty-four people in the severa! 
Namowei-teri villages who trace descent from individual 1222--over 12 percent. 

An inspection of Table 4.6 shows that the Shamatari impact on the Namowei
teri population has been greater than the impact of the Namowei-teri on the 
Shamatari . . Two reasons account for this. First, the Namowei-teri villages have 
been more successful in abducting women from the Shamatari. Second, they have 
also been more successful at obtaining marriageable women from the Shamatari 
than the latter have at getting women in return. Most of this latcer effect has been 
due to the activities of the Bisaasi-teri and their success at getting women from 
villages 14 and 21 in recent times (discussed in The Fierce People, Chapter 3, 
p. 79). 

The total contribution of individual 1222 to the entire population (all ten 
villages) is startling: 45 percent of the entire population are descended from 
him in sorne way. If multiple relationships are considered, che picture is even 
more scartling. Of che sorne 1,500 living people in the ten villages, 45 percent 
are related to him at least by one link, but sorne people are related in several 
different ways. There are nearly 1,000 total relationships between the present living 
population and individual 1222 ! 

Comparing villages by lineal as opposed to cognatic descendants, the Shamatari 
villages contain far more people related cognatically to Matakuwa's lineage than 
they concain lineal descendants. For example, only 12.5 percent of the members 
of village 21 are lineal descendants of 1222, but 95 percent of the members are 
cogantic descendants! This startling figure reflects che way the village fissioned, 
and how many of the women in village 21 were descendants of 1222. In Mishi
mishimabowei-teri, chere are cwice as many people related to 1222 through either 
che male or che female line as there are people related only through che male line. 

Cognatic descendants are significant in the concext of marriage patterns, for 
the frequency of cross-cousin marriage--the prescriptive form in Y~nomamo 
society- is very much a function of the number of cognacic descendants left 
by any individual in previous generations. Indeed, the actual number of cousin 
marriages may ha ve more co do with the number of grandchildren a man ( or 
woman) left than the stringency of the marriage rules chemselves: you can't 
marry a cross-cousin, no matter how onerous the rule, if you don't have one. 
Conversely, given sorne demographic structures, it may be difficult to avoid 
marrying a consanguine, and any preference or prescription results in frequent 
cross-cousin marriage.13 

How impo.t;tant the reproductive behavior of individuals in the second as
cending generation was to che frequency of cousin marriages became apparent 
when 1 participaced in a computer simulation of the Y ~nomamo population 
with Dr. Jean MacCluer and Dr. James V. Neel (MacCluer et al., 1971). Dr. 
MacCluer had developed a very sophisticated Monte Carlo program that simu-

1 3 I am presenting thi~ in a publication with Michael Levin ( Chagnon and Levin, ms.) . 
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TABLE 4.6 DISTRIBUTION OF .COGNATIC DESCENDANTS BY VILLAGE 

Lineages 
Shamatari Namowei-teri 

1222 2968 2936 0081 1443 0200 2700 2954 2886 1598 2856 0916 1829 Other" T otalsb 

Namowei-teri 
Villages 

05 30 18 27 18 14 3 o 13 72 11 12 13 3 o 234 
06 19 19 27 3 9 14 o 21 60 4 13 30 12 o 231 
07 26 12 25 14 6 14 4 33 41 10 1 26 23 o 235 
08 3 2 8 39 1 o o 17 28 113 6 2 o o 219 
18 33 19 81 13 5 o 14 99 161 31 54. 4 12 o 526 

Shamatari 
Villages 

09 162 98 108 28 19 3 52 2 3 2 o o o o 477 
10 129 30 45 75 o 2 12 o 2 o 6 o o o 301 
14 66 65 94 15 1 75 37 o 2 o o o o o 355 
16 184 103 74 40 81 6 33 o 4 ·O o o o o 525 
21 76 67 57 9 o 2 7 o o o o o o o 218 - - - - -- - - - -

Totals 728 433 546 245 136 119 169 185 373 171 92 ·75 50 o 3311 

ª The individuals who are not demonstrably related cognatically to the founders of these lineages have not been counted. 

b Individuals may be relate<l cognatically to more than one of the lineage foun<lers . 

\ 

¡ . 
' 
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lated the Y ~nomamo population in terms of reproduction and marnage. I 
provided estimares of the essential parameters-age at marriage, reproductive 
performance, marriage rules, and so on-based on my early observations and data 
on the Namowei-teri population. The observed frequency of cross-cousin mar
riage in the real population was approximately 15 percent; that is, I could show 
by genealogical links that 15 percent of the marriages were between cross-cousins. 
The early simulated runs were puzzling because the frequency of cross-cousin 
marriage was very low. No matter how we weighted the various parameters, 
we could not get the simulated marriages to yield a frequency anywhere near 15 
percent. MacCluer examined che relationship between the fertility of men and 
that of their sons, and it became quite obvious that the high frequency of cross
cousin marriage in che real ( Namowei-teri) population was due largely to the 
fact that two very fecund men produced a large number of offspring, and that 
sorne of their sons, in turn, also produced large numbers of offspring. Thus, the 
number of potencial cross-cousin spouses in che third generation was very high. 
When this demographic fact was put into Dr. MacCluer's program, the simu
lated population approximated very closely to the marriage behavior observed 
in the real population, using the original estimares of the several demographic and 
social parameters. This is one clear-cut example of how the methodology-<om
puter analysis in this case-led to an understanding of a phenomenon that might 
not have been recognized otherwise. Now, with hindsight, it seems obvious that 
the frequency of cross-cousin marriage is very closely related to che differential 
fecundity in ascending generations and is not a simple function of marr1age 
prescr 1 pnons. 

Villages can become biologically and socially very heterogeneous in their 
composition and still retain a political identity that reflects pase fissions. For 
example, the village of Monou-ceri, discussed in The Fierce People, contained a 
great many individuals who were, by cognatic descent, related to Matakuwa and 
other Shamatari lineage founders. Yet no Y~nomamo regarded che Monou-ceri 
as "Shamatari," and che notion would have been absurd to them. The adult males 
of Monou-teri were from the dominant Namowei-teri lineages ( 2954 and 2886), 
and the village fissioned from the Bisaasi-teri. (See Figure 2-8, p. 43 of The Fierce 
People.) Using che "gene count" method (following Hiorns et al.), I can show 
that nearly 40 percent of the genes in Monou-teri carne from the Shamatari 
population. Not surprisingly, when my medica! colleagues collected blood 
samples in Monou-teri and later had the computer "assign" che village to that 
group of villages to which it was most closely related biologically, it assigned 
Monou-teri to the Shamatari population (Ward, 1970; 1972). A similar situation 
developed in the genecic analysis of village 05 ( discussed in Chagnon, 1972; see 
also Neel, Arends, Brewer, Chagnon et al., 1971). 

Relationships through the female line can become important when new alliances 
begin to develop becween previously hostile villages. When K~obawa made his 
first friendly conract with che Mishimishimaoowei-teri in many years ( discus
sed in Chapter 5) one of the more important sceps in the relationship developed 
through a cognatic tie. Dedeheiwa' s sister had been abducted by the Bisaasi-teri 
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ancestors many years earlier, and was married to K~obawa's "father" ( father's 
brorher). Her ( biological) son was therefore a ( biological) nephew (sis ter' s son) 
to Dedeheiwa, as well as being K~obawa' s "brother." While the early friendly 
gestures were developing, the man in question figured very prominently in the 
emerging alliance, and many of the impending relationships between both villages 
were phrased in terms of this cognatic relationship. After they developed, the 
young man in quesrion-a political nobody-was no longer involved in the 
polirics. Bur, for a brief period of rime, he was the most significant tie between 
the groups-the Mishimishimabowei-teri visited "Dedeheiwa's nephew" whereas 
che Bisaasi~teri visited "Shadadama's uncle." Recall that chis tie is very important 
in che Y~nomamo kinship sytsem. (See che photograph in Figure 3-3, page 62, of 
T he Fie-rce People.) 

Again, when 1 contacted the Iwahikoroba-teri for the .first time ( discussed in 
Chapter 5) my entree was via cognatic ties: another abducte~ Shamarari woman, 
who also married one of K~obawa's father's brothers, was the focal link. She and 
her son-a different brother ro K~obawa-came with me. She went to visir her 
brother, the headman of che village, and her son went to meet his mother's brother. 

Much of the visiting between villages that are at war is possible only because 
of these kinds of cognatic ties. An inspection of Table 4.6 from this perspective 
shows how interconnected all the villages are, and why an existing kinship nexus 
between distant populations can be renewed and rather rapidly developed into 
intimate ties between large groups of people in the village involved. ·"' 

The extension of both lineal and cognatic relationships across many villages 
also makes it possible for intermarriages between the groups to follow prescriptive 
patterns, often when the women involved have been abducted. 

The mosr important point to be made out of the discussion of village comp6-
sition, both from a lineal and a cognatic viewpoint, is rhat each village is his
torically, socially, and biologically a part of a much larger whole. Its composition 
and size are only the temporary consequence of a continuous process of popularion 
growth and fissioning, and its current political relationships cannot be clearly under
srood unless the greater nexus is known. While the members of each distinct village 
srrive to preserve and emphasize their political auronomy and sovereigncy, much 
of their behavior is undersrandable only when their position within the larger 
framework is clearly defi.ned. An important methodological 1ssue emerged from 
this. Anthropological fieldwork has traditionally emphasized the intensive study of 
single communities as the sine qua non of field methodology. I aro convinced that 
had 1 limited my fieldwork to an intensive srudy of just one village, I would 
know and understand a great deal less about Y ~nomamo warfare, social organization, 
marriage, and politics. Again., by having returned over and over again to visir 
the same groups ar diff:erent points in time 1 have been irripressed by how im
portant the process of village growth and fi.ssioning is in the social life of the 
Y ~nomamo, and how misleading my results would ha ve been if predicated on a 
single visit to one village. There is an important dynamism in the population that 
cannot be easily derected on a short visir to one village, andan enormous variability 
in population strucrure, marriage patterns, and political relationships in both time 
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and space (Chagnon, 1972). This might not be true in other field situations, where 
population growth is not a characteristic affecting tribal dynamics. Among the 
Y~nomamo, chis process is one of the more important faces of life. 

THE STRUCTURE OF MARRIAGE IN YA.NOMAMO VILLAGES 
' 

I discussed the relationship between marriage patterns and village fissioning 
in The Fierce People from the perspective of how marriage ties between lineages 
keep the composition of the resulting new villages similar in kind to that of the 
parent village. (See Figs. 3-1, 3-4, and 3-5 of The Pierce People.) I showed how 
the srrength of the reciproca! marriage obligations between lineages led to fissions 
along predictable lines, and how agnatic ties weakened as they grew more remote. 

The arguments apply to the process of village fissioning among the Shamatari. 
Now, after accumulating more detailed data, I am in a position to attempt to 
look for other kinds of relationships between village stability, village fissioning, 
and marriage patterns. Even with the task enormously simplified by the use of 
computers, the amount of work required is still very great, and the problems 
numerous. 

There clearly is an important relationship between village fissioning and 
the kinds of marriage patterns found in the village, both before and after the 
fission. I showed in T he Pierce People how variable the patterns of prescriptive 
marriage are, especially in the amount of prescriptive marriage. But there 
is also a great deal of variability in the srructure of prescriptive marriages 
themselves, and villages can be characrerized by various amounts and kinds 
of subtypes. Only time and effort will tell how the variability in the structure of 
marriage patterns relates to the probability of village fissioning, and an exhausrive 
analysis of the problem will require computer simulations of the kind mentioned 
earlier. 

But before any attempt at simulation can be made, it is necessary to identify 
the important parameters and to estimare their values. Marriage practices are just 
one component affecting the process of fissioning, and to give an indication of 
how complicated ir is to "measure" them and their consequences, even with 
computer techniques, let us consider the structure of marriage in Mishimishima
bOwei-teri. 

To simplify the demonstration, let us consider marriages from the male spouse's 
genealogical ties to wives. Table 4.7 gives the distribution by age category for 
all marriages by males in Mishimishimabowei-ceri. The frequency of multiple 
marriages is given along the top, for example for the men between the ages of 
thirty-six and forty-five years, two of them have had only one wife, three have two 
wives, two have had three wives, and one has had six wives, etc.14 The figures in 

14 The largesc number of contemporary wives for any man, so far as 1 know, is five. The 
record number of wives for any man in these cwo populations is fourteen-that includes ali 
wives, past and present. 
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TABLE 4.7 DISTRIBUTION OF SPOUSES FOR MALES .. 
IN MISHIMISHIMABOWEI-TERI 

Ages o/ Nttmber of Spouses 
Males 1 2 3 4 5 6 

6-15 3 o o o o o 
16 - 25 11 1 1 o o o 
26 -35 12 4 4 o o 1 
36-45 2 3 2 o o 1 
46-55 o o o 1 o o 
56 -65 o o o 1 o 1 
66- o o o o o o 
NoAge 2 o o o o o 

- -
Totals 30 8 7 2 o 3 

the matrix of Table 4.7 represent the total number of marriages a man has had and 
do not mean chat he presently has that number of spouses. Appendix B identifies 
contemporary spouses. The fifty men in Mishimishimabówei-teri have been 
married a total of ninety-three times for an average of 1.86 marriages each. Of 
these ninecy-three marriages, forty-nine of them have been with women who are 
genealogically related to their spouses. That is, 5 3 percent of all marriages are 
consanguineal. 

Within the forty-nine cases of consanguineal marriages there are many ways 
men are reiated to their spouses. In most cases, many genealogical links exist 
between the spouses. For example, the individual Shiwanibowa (ID 1697Y is 
related to his spouse, Yaoma ( ID 2173) in the following ways. She is his ( 1) 
FaFaFaDaD aDa, ( 2) FaMoFaSoSoDa, ( 3) FaMoMoSoSoDa, ( 4) MoMoFaDa
DaDa, ( 5) MoFaFaFaSoSoSoDa, and ( 6) MoFaFaMoSoSoSoDa. That is, he is 
related to her by six different genealogical roütes. One of the stumbling blocs 
in "measuring" or "quantifying" Y ~nomamó marriage patterns emerges_ from 
a consideration of the various types represented by these six relationships. Figure 
4.3 (Case 1) reduces the six types to essentially four paradigms. Considering the 
rules of descent, the marriage presciptions and the kinship cerminology, three of 
the four paradigms represent appropriate, prescriptive marriage patterns. Sub
types "A" and "B" are marriages of individuals whose 'parents are cross-cousins; 
subtype "C" represents MoBrDa marriage. Only subtype "D" cannot, on the basis 
of inspection, be related to Y~nomamó marriage prescriptions. If anything, it would 
be incesruous. However, in small, highly inbred populations such as this, one can 
expect that relationships between spouses will be numerous and not all of them 
are to be reckoned with for the purposes of analyzing marriage behavior. 

Attempting to relate the marriage of this pair of individuals to the arena 
of village stability and solidarity for the purpose of characterizing the entire 
village in terms of its distribution of marriage types, we immediately run into 
a problem of "counting" this marriage. If our hypothesis is that village stability 
is somehow related to the kind of marriage patterns found among its members, 
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Marria1e Examples: 

Case 1 

A. FaFaFaDaDaDa 

B. FaMoFaSoSoDa 
FaMoMoSoSoDa A B D 

c. MoFaFaFaSoSoSoDa c 
MoFaFaMoSoSoSoDa 

D. MoMoFaDaDaDa 

Case 2 

A. MoFaSoDa 
MoMoSoDa 

B. MoFaFaDaDaDa 
MoFaMoDaDaDa A c 

c. Combined A and B 
B 

Figure 4.3-Marriage examples. 
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how do we consider this and many other similar marriages? What if our hypothesis 
is that a village with a high incidence of MoBrDa marriages is more "stable" than 
a village with a lower incidence? This particular marriage in fact would count 
as an example of MoBrDa marriage ( subtype "C"), but it also represents other 
legitimate marriages as welL 

One ·of the problems in analyzing marriages only from the perspective of 
individual pairs of individuals is that previous marriage arrangements in ascending 
generations are not given any weight. That is to say, the obligations between 
segmenrs of lineages created by prior marriages are nor evident when marriages are 
reduced to individual paradigms. Consider, for example, the paradigms in Figure 
4.3 (Case 2). Individual 67 is related to bis wife, individual 1334, as ( 1) MoFa
SoDa, ( 2) MoMoSoDa, ( 3) MoFaFaDaDaDa, ( 4) MoFaMoDaDaDa, ( 5) 
FaFaFaFaSoDaSoDa and ( 6) FaFaFaMoSoDaSoDa. Two of the pa.radigms ("A" 
and "B") represented are given in the diagram; the third drawing ( "C") shows how 
these two can-ought to--be put together. lt shows that the father of 1334 
married bis FaSiDa while, in the next generation, individual 67 married bis 
MoBrDa.15 Whether or not ic is either desirable or possible to treat each 
marriage paradigm as a separare "type," independent of previous marriages, is at 
the hearr of the issue of village solidarity as "measured" by marriage types. Case 
1 could be rearranged in a similar fashion to show the marriage alignments in 
ascending generations. ' 

1 repeat, there is the question of how many times marriages such as the ones 
shown in Figure 4.3 (Cases 1 and 2) should be counted. Does one count each 
married couple only once and equate che selected marriage's impact on solidarity 
with that generated by a marriage between two individuals who are related only 
once, as MoBrDa/FaSiSo? Surely the multiple genealogical connections between 
spouses in the former, more complex pattern of marriage re.flect a greater degree 
of intergroup obligation based on several generations of exchange. Yet the oppo
site proposition- that a first cross-cousin marriage generates more "solidarity" 
than a second cross-cousin marriage-is not entirely without support. 

In order to deal effectively with the "measure" or "measurability" of marriages 
in this and similar populations, it might be necessary to utilize a statistic that 
describes the amount of relationship between any two pairs of married individuals. 
The same statistic can be also used to express the relationship between any two 
pairs of individuals, however they are related. One such measure is the "coefficient 
of coancestry" developed by Sewall Wright ( 1922). It is used by geneticists to 
characterize inbreeding, and measures the probability that a child will receive a 
gamete from each parent that is identical, by descent, from an ancestor common 
to both parents. It is calculated by the following formula: 

f==[(Yí)"1+n2+ 1 (l+FA)] 

where ni is the number of generation links to the common ancestor through one 
parent and nz is the number of generation links through the other parent. FA is 

15 When the data are all cleaned up 1 will be in a better position to document how regu
larly FaSiDa and MoBrDa marriages. alternate generation after generation. At the present 
there is a suggestion that this pattern occurs with relatively high frequency. 
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the inbreeding coefficient of the common ancestor. This value can be largely 
ignored in populations such as the Y~nomamo where the purpose is to examine 
only recent generations and where genealogies are not remembered beyond four 
generanons or so. 

Utilizing only the portion of the formula that counts relatedness down from 
a common ancestor in a marriage paradigm such as those shown in Figure 4.?, 
the resulting statistic, while not the same as the "inbreeding -coefficient" as used 
by geneticists, can be very useful to cultural anthropologists who wish to char
acrerize marriage patterns with sorne numerical value. The resulting number, 
for mosr anthropological purposes, is quite useless unless the genealogies are con
sulted. There are many ways that a particular value of f can be reached. Thus, the 
value of /=0.0625 is the numerical measure of a first cross-cousin marriage, but 
it is possible that the same value could be gotten when two individuals marry who 
are not first cross-cousins but who have many, more remote, ancestors in common. 
But when the genealogical composition of a village or cluster of villages is 
known, the statistics becomes very useful, when viewed against the genealogies, 
to express a measure of the group's "relatedness," particularly when broad char-

. acterizations are made. A vill~ge comprised of a hodgepodge of small lineages 
and characrerized by a great deal of influx from other, unrelated groups, will 
have a low average value for f when all marriages within the group are considered. 
Conversely, a village that is <iominated by a large lineage and whose ancestry 
includes a few very fecund men will have a much larger value of f for its marriages. 
Table 4.8 gives the distriburion of the values of f as defined above for all actual 
marriages. lt is clear that the Shamatari villages are characterized by marriages 
that are more consanguineal than are the marriages in the Namowei-teri villages 
-about 250 percent more. The impact of a few founders such as Matakuwa's 
father in the Shamatari population accounts for most of the difference represented 
in the statistics: the Shamatari villages contain individuals who are more closely 
related, so that their marriages have, on the average, a higher value of f when 
compared to Namowei-teri marriages. 

Extending this argument to the specific problem raised at the beginning of this 
chapter, if the probability of a village fissioning is a function of group solidarity 
based on either the amount of relatedness within the village or the nature of 
marriages betweeri related spouses, then the values shown in Table 4.8 are com
patible with the conclusion that larger villages will be comprised of close kinsmen 
and characterized by more consanguineal marriages. The Shamatari villages are 
larger, which meaos that fissioning is inhibited by something, and they are mor~ 
consanguineal in composirion. lt is not unlikely that the somethíng in question 
is the amount of relatedness of spouses ( or ,the structure of that relatedness). 

A statistic such as the one just described only tells part of the story. If village 
solidarity were merely a matter of total relatedness among co-residents, then the 
statistic would be very useful by itself. However, it is clear that the structure of 
relationships within a village has an effect on solidarity. For example a man's 
fust cross-cousins-( his shoriwa) are relared to him as measured by the f 
statistic, in precisely the same way that his first parallel cousins are related to him. 
Both types of cousins have a value of f of 0.0625, yet bis cross-cousins are, 
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TARLE 4.8 COEFFICIENTS OF RELATEDNESS BY VILLAGEª 

Villages 

05 
06 
07 
08 
18 

09 
10 
14 
16 
21 

Average Relations hip 
between Spouses 

0.01 35 
0.0085 
0.01 30 
0.0097 
0.0127 

0.0359 
0.0153 
0.0359 
0.0198 
0.0396 

Population 
Average 

0.015 
(Namowei-teri) 

0.0293 
( Shamatari) 

"The cocfficients of relatedness are based on the definition given in this chapter. The figures are 
for ali marriagcs in cach village, including those where no genealogical links are demonstrable 
between spouses. Thc figures shown here are for male egos. 

essentially, his allies while bis parallel cousins are his "brothers" and, depending 
on che circumscances, his compecicors as well. Again, there are many types of 
"cross-cousin marriage," particularly those involving second cross-cousins, that 
would be indiscinguishable from each other if the value of f alone were used to 
describe their relacionship. A second cross-cousin marriage, when compared to the 
genealogical paradigm of a firsc cross-cousin marriage, involves the interrelation
ships of a larger necwork of people; this mighc affecc che degree to which the 
degree of cousin marriage adds solidariéy to a village. Second cross-cousin ma~
riage raises che possibility that chere have been exchanges between lineages over 
cwo or more generacions. Thus, the number of lineages within a village determines, 
in large part, the structure of marriage types; their policical dominance with 
respect to each other leads to patterns of exchanges between particular lineages. 
The net result is that a second cross-cousin marriage between members of a strong 
and a weak lineage might have a different inhibiting effect on the process of 
village fissioning when compared to the same kind of marriage between two very 
large, dominant lineages or cwo very weak lineages. 

The lineage composicion of a village brings us back to the discussion of the 
potencial "solidarity strength" of the fi.rst versus second cross-cousin marriages. If, 
for example, cross-cousin marriage creares stability and if all cross-cousin mar
riages found in a village are becween members of the less significant lineages, 
then the frequency of cross-cousin marriage--first or second-alone is not a 
good measure of that village's "solidarity." Given the demographic structure of 
che Y ~nomamó population and the differential reproduction of a few individuals 
such as Matakuwa, it is unlikely that recently absorbed lineages will have more 
complex types of consanguínea! marriages than the inicial lineages. What can 

i~~----~-~~--~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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happen, however, is that the newer lineages might have proportionately more 
first cross-cousin marriages with segments of other lineages, and this might enhance 
the strength of che relationships between particular segments within the village 
while at the same time detracting from the general solidaricy. I reproduce here the 
"ideal" marriage pattern presented as Figure 3-1 of The Fierce People (Figure 
4.4 here). The situation I am describing, with respecc co the diagram, arises when 
a lineage-"W" in this case-is incorporated by a village as shown in Figure 4.4. 
The viHage, prior co this incorporacion, was dominaced by Lineages "X" and "Y," 
and che exchanges and reciprocal obligations between them in marriage held the 
group together. Over time, however, the closeness of consanguinity in marriage 
becween individuals of Lineages "X" and "Y" mighc decline; their marriages 
1night reflecc earlier solidaricy by representing many different kinds of complex 
consanguineal links, but ir is possible that the links are not "close" in a genealogical 
sense. Again, as the village grows, and segments of large lineages take form and 
lead to competition between adult agnates, disposicion of women in marriage 
might show a bias: ambitious groups, in an attempt to build their political follow
ing, cede women ro more remoce grou ps to bind them in marriage to their own 
political interests. While this might be expedient while the village retains its 
composition and size, che "dilucion" of consanguineal ties in chis fashion might 
later constitute a weakness in lineage solidaricy when the village fissions. Thus 
an ambitious cluster of men from a dominant lineage, "X" for example, might 
give women to a newly incorpoarted lineage, say, for example, Lineage "W" of 
Figure 4.4. The newly incorporaced members of lineage "W" might have far 
fewer accumulated links with Lineage "X," but che ones that exist might be closer 
and stronger. Thus, che solidaricy between Lineage "W" and that segment of 
Lineage "X" into which its members married might be very high when compared 
to the "general solidarity" within the village or within Lineage "X." In fact, it 
might constitute a source of weakness in overall solidarity, since men of lineage 
"W" compete with men of Lineage "Y" for women of Lineage "X."16 Once 
fighting erupts within a large village, it becames chronic and ultimately leads to 
fissioning. Thus, when che village fissions, a fraction of the "X" Lineage will move 
to a new Iocacion with most of che members of Lineage "W." 

An examination of che lineage composicion of che villages presented in Tables 
4.3 and 4.4 suggests that this is precisely what happens. Take, for example, the 
composition of village 21. Comparing che composition in cerms of sex and lineage, 
it is clear that the village, while containing a significant number of individuals 
from Macakuwa's lineage, is dominaced by lineage 2968, a different lineage. 
Almost all the adult males in the village are from that lineage. Making this 
analogous to the ideal marriage pattern under discussion, lineage 2968 has done 
what Lineage "W" has done. When the number of actual first cross-cousin mar
riages in the two villages is compared, it turns out that there are proportionately 

16 A graphic example of the competition between three lineages will be presented in a 
16mm film, The Axe Fight; the film depicts a fight with axes, machetes, and clubs in 
Mishimishimabowei-teri. While on the surface the fight is over an incident involving the 
refusal to share food, the groupings of the contestants in the fight reflect their lineage identity 
and marriage alliances ( Chagnon and Asch, n.d. ) . 
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more of these marriages in village 21 than in village 16--approximately 20 
percent more. 

This raises the issue of evaluating the concribution made to group cohesion 
by various types of prescriptive marriages, types that are distinct from each other 
in degrees of biological closeness. It also raises che issue of the relationship between 
kinship, biology, and marriage types at a time when it is becoming almost an 
article of faith in sorne anthropological circles that kinshi p and biology not only do 
not mean the same thing, but to suggest that one reflects the other in any mean
ingful way is to commit a serious offense, especially in discussions of marriage 
types. While I will not argue that social relationships in Y~nomamo society can 
be directly read from biological relationships, it would be foolish, in view of these 
data, to ignore the obvious connections between them.17 

Sorne of the more frequent types of prescribed marriage found in Mishimishi
mabowei-teri are shown in Figure 4.5. 

One of the first and most obvious facts is that sorne marriages are included 
in severa! different types of cross-cousin marriage. In estimating the parameter 
"frequency of cross-cousin marriage," how does one count these marriages? Once? 
Four times? 

A second fact that should emerge also has to do with the measure of the 
frequency of prescriptive marriage. If che process of village fissioning is a function 
of the amount or frequency of prescriptive marriages, what can we say about 
che frequency of prescriptive marriage in this village? There are twenty-four 
cases of first cross-cousin marriage of the FaSiDa and MoBrDa types: 25 per
cent of all marriages are of these two types and 49 percent of all consanguineous 
marriages are. But sorne of chese cases are single marriages chac represent severa! 
types. Are they to be counted once or twice? The problem becomes even ·stickier 
when second cross-cousin marriages are considered, since many of the first cross
cousin marriages are included in these types. 

Third, there is quite a large number of types. The question is not so much 
a matter of "if" che Shamatari follow their prescriptive rules, but "how" they 
follow them. All villages may not include sorne of che variants shown here, 
especially if they are small villages, or if there has been only a brief history of 
reciproca! exchanges between lineages. A classification of villages by marriage 
types will have to· consider the diagnostic types, and whether the types occur 
in ali villages. 

Fourth, it should be pointed out that the "common ancestor" in many of che 
marriage types shown in Figure 4.5A is Matakuwa ( or his father), underscoring 
again che fact that the reproductive performance in ascending generations is 
intimately related to che frequency of cousin marriage. 

Finally, to show that the marriage types are actually more complicated than 
they appear in the upper half of the figure, the lower half of the diagram, Figure 
4.5B, provides an expansion of just one of the marriage types ( type "10"). It 
also draws attention to the fact that the computer does not do all of the work for 

17 1 am exploring the decails of chese incerrelationships in a different publication ( Chagnon 
and Levin, ms.) . 
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the anthropologist. The computer lists in a matrix ali examples of particular 
genealogical connections between spouses! In this task it is infallible and annoy
ingly accurate. But it does not ( thus far in the ·development of the programs ) dis
tinguish which marriages have complicated interrelationships with other marriages. 
Figure 4.5A expands marriage type "10" and shows how this type, in sorne indi-
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vidual cases, reduces to other types of prescriptive marriages. Thus, the analysis 
is noc a simple maccer of examining che matrix of a compucer printout that sum
marizes che various marriage patterns for each village. Rather, each marriage 
muse be examined as a particular case and created accordingly. Most of che four
generation types shown in Figure 4.5A can be similarly expanded to other forms 
of marriage. 

These figures and data cover only a portion of all consanguineous marriages in 
Mishimisimabowei-reri. I have not, for example, discussed incestuous marriages 
or "marriage by capture." These, too, might be related to village solidarity and the 
probability of fissioning. I documented one case of a fight in Mishimishimaoowei
reri that was over an incestuous marriage by Moawa, and everyone seemed to 
agree chat chis was the "real" cause of che fission that followed. The frequency 
of incest, therefore, might . be a relevant consideration in predicting village 
fissioning. 

Incestuous marriages might be significant in another way. Most cases of incest 
involve men who are waite'Yi and who can flout che rules with impunity, men such 
as Moawa. Two expressions I frequendy heard while investigating incestuous 
marriages were: "He was a real waite'Yi! He married his own yuhabo!" or, "Only 
those who are waite'Yi commit incest! " On one occasion, while I was chatting 
with Rerebawa about something tocally unrelaced to marriage and incesc, he 
commented: "When my son grows u p and becomes a man he will be very fierce. 
He'll probably commit incest a great deal." One of the mosc difficult parameters 
co measure in che concext of village solidarity is the role thac the headmen play 
in keeping large villages cogecher. lt is clear to me that their degree of wdi,te'YÍ 
has very much to do wich cheir leadership, and perhaps one measure of it is che 
amounc of incest they commit! 

As the genealogical data and marriage patcern data are gradually cleaned up, 
a number of important theoretical issues can be examined regarding the "structure" 
of marriage in populations of this kind. A recent paper by Morton et al. (1972) 
argued chat "marriage rules" have very little effect on the amount or nature of 
inbreeding in tribal populations. The crux of the argument, which was very 
elegant in a mathematical sense, was che assumptions made abouc the demographic 
characteristics of tribal populations; che assumptions were unreasonable. Where 
there is a high degree of variation in male reproduccivity, differenc , kinds of 
conclusions must be drawn. Preliminary analyses with the daca in their present 
stace of untidiness show that marriage rules very clearly affect the structuring of 
inbreeding. If che residents of Mishimishimabowei-ceri are selected at random, 
one male and one female, and allowed to "marry" in a simulation, a procedure 
that can be efficiently accomplished wich computer programs, sorne interesting 
resulcs emerge. First, che amount of inbreeding <loes noc change very much, but 
the struccure of marriage certainly does. le has been shown that in most human 
populations there is, despite incest prohibitions of che same kind, approximately 
che same amount of cross- and parallel-cousin marriages (Hajnal, 1960). This 
is not the case in che Y~nomamo population: che marriage prescriptions very 
clearly channel che marriages into various and legicimace categories. 
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The Shamatari are quite discinct from the Namowei-teri when marriages are sim
ulated without any restrictions. What emerges is that the Namowei-teri inbreeding 
coefficients fall markedly below the value found in actual marriages, indicating that 
the marriage rules have a considerable infl.uence on the amount of "inbreeding" 
in sorne Y ~no mamo villa ges, and the "structure" of marriages in all villa ges. Thus, 
the computer methodology, when applied to these genealogical and marriage 
data, will lead to sorne important theoretical insights into the relative contribu
cion that "marriage rules" and demographic characteristics make to the kinship 
scrucrure of populacions. Thac marriage rules, marriage practices, and demography 
are incimacely relaced was shown quite sorne time ago by Rose ( 1960) for the 
Grooce Eylandt Aborigines of Australia. Unfortuantely, Rose did noc have com
puter techniques ac his disposal for his analyses, and his conclusions suffered 
from his failure to give proper weighc co the cacegorical rather chan che gene
alogical definicion of prescribed marriage cypes.18 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

There are a hose of ocher factors chac relate co village fissioning and scabilicy, 
noc all of which are easily quancified or, if quancifiable, are very difficult to docu
ment accuracely. 

One of chese is che incensicy of warfare (Chagnon, 1968a; 1968b; 1968c). 
There appears co be a close correlacion between che incensicy of warfare, the 
exiscence of large villages, and che praccice of selective female infanticide. The 
sex rados found in villages ac che periphery of che cribe indicare that where 
warfare is less incense, so also is che praccice of female infanticide. There, the 'sex 
racios, when compared to villages near che cencer of the tribal discribucion ( such 
as all of those discussed in this monograph), indicare that there are relatively 
more females in che populacion. The Shamacari and Namowei-ceri populacions are 
more heavily involved in warfare, and che age/ sex distributions reflect the stronger 
seleccion against female offspring. The data are presenced in Table 4.9 an.d 
Figure 4.6, which give che population discribucions in ten-year intervals and 
percencages. Table 4.9 gives the discribucion in numerical terms; Figure 4.6 shows 
che same data graphically in age/sex pyramids.19 

lt is clear that there is a severe shorcage of females in both populations, 
parcicularly in che younger age cacegories. The "bulges" in che pyramids refl.ect 
more the inadequacies of che age estimares I made than myscerious selective 
pressures againsc particular age gro,ups. I cend ro estimare young adules more 
ofcen as cwency-fi.ve years or thirty years than cwency-three or cwenty-eight years. 
1 have accempced co take cognizance of kinship terminology and ocher factors 
that would enable me to rank siblings, bue it has not always been possible to be 

1 8 1 am exploring sorne of the relationships between demographic characteristics, observed 
marriage types, and simulated marriages ( with a number of restrictions) in a different 
publication ( Chagnon and Levin, ms.) . 

19 See also Chagnon, 1972. 
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TABLE 4.9 AGE/ SEX DISTRIBUTION 

Age Namowei-teri Shamata1i Pooled Mishimishimabowei-teri 
Intervals M F M F M F M F 

0-10 22.1 12.7 22.9 16.2 22.7 14.6 24.3 17.2 
11-20 10.8 9.2 14.5 10.9 12.8 10.l 13.9 9.0 
21-30 10.2 9.6 6.6 9.0 8.4 9.3 6.4 11.6 
31-40 9.0 3.9 6.7 3.9 7.9 4.0 6.7 4.1 
41-50 3.6 3.1 2.7 3.4 3.2 3.3 2.2 2.2 
51-60 1.9 2.2 0.8 0.8 1.4 1.5 0.4 1.1 
61- 70 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.2 0.6 0.4 . 0.4 0.4 
71- 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.3 O.O o.o 

systematic. Still, 1 a1n confi.dent that I can distinguish between males and females 
below che age of ten and those who are fifteen and older: the shortage of females 
in the younger age categories is not an artifact of my "guessing" ages incorrectly, 
or systematically missing female children in my census. It is real. 

The data are consistent with the argument that intensive warfare leads to Iarge 
villages and increased female infanticide. There is, of course, feedback in this 
interrelationship. Much of the fi.ghting has to do with the acquisition of women, 
who are in short supply. Note that the sex ratios in older age categories are not 
nearly so biased in favor of males, refleccing the fact that warfare selects pri
marily against males. Thus, by the time the cohort reaches age thirty to thirty-five, 
there are approximately as many males as there are females. 

Finally, the data show chat the Y~nomamo are a "young" population. The 
pyramids are large at the base and rapidly become narrow, in.dicating fairly high 
loss of infants. Particular villages, because of local factors, show a great deal 
of variability in demographic characteristics; sorne of them are fairly narrow 
at the base and imply much less loss of infant life. Infant mortality is usually 
very high when the populations are obliged to move often to avoid the'ir enemies; 
if che population remains sedentary for relatively long periods of time, the 
demographic characteristics change. In populations this small, the changes can 
be very abrupt in a short period of time. As a measure of the "youthfulness" of the 
population, less than .five percent of the people are older than .fifty years, whereas 
60 percent of che people are twenty years old or younger. 

The age/sex structure of villages can have an important relationship to village 
.fissioning, particularly for villages in the intermediare size range. Size alone cannot 
be taken as an infallible predictor of the probability of .fissioning unless the 
distribution of the ages and sexes of the group are carefully considered. 

The number of adult males in the village is very important, and the variability 
in this is very high. ( See Chagnon, 1972, for data.) A village with very few adult 
males but many women and children is less able to fission and yield two militarily 
viable groups than a similarly sized village with proportionately more adult males. 
Sorne of the villages discussed in this chapter are sufficiently large so that this is 
not a major consideration. A few, however, are too small to fission and produce 
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two viable groups,, and several, while large enough, have marginal numbers of 
adult males. The age/sex structure for these would be critica!. 

The intensity of warfare is difficult to measure. One of the problems is that 
wars wax and wane from one decade to the next, but the probability of war 
remains fairly high. lt is as much due to the chronic fear of raids as to the actual 
frequency of raids that villages remain large. A longer-term measure of warfare 
intensity is perhaps more relevant than a count of raids per village over a short 
period of time. The number of individuals killed over a long period of time is · 
one such measure. Table 4.10 gives the distribution of causes of death in the 
two populations. Note in particular that proportionately more Shamatari men 
have died violently than Namowei-teri roen, and if this accurately reflects the 
intensity of warfare, then there is more of it in the Shamatari area. 

From these statistics, it is clear that warfare has a more pronounced impact 
on the Shamatari population than on the Namowei-teri. Over 30 percent of the 
adult males die in warfare as compared to about 24 percent among the Namowei-

TABLE 4.10 CAUSES OF DEATH 

Shamatari Namowei-teri 
M F M F 

"Natural" Causes o o o 2 
Epidemicsª 3 14 6 11 
Dysentery 1 1 14 5 
Warfare 52 5 44 9 
Duelsh 1 1 5 o 
By Husbandc o o o 1 
Snake Bite 1 3 4 2 
In Childbirth o o o 1 
Respiratory 

Infeccion 1 5 3 o 
Hayaherid o 1 6 1 
Old Age 7 4 8 3 
Sorcerye 27 11 15 5 
Crushed by 

Falling Tree 1 o 1 o 
By Hekura 6 5 13 20 
Shawara 28 55 66 70 
Wayuwayuc 1 9 o o 
Meas les o 1 o o 

ª Many of these deaths are due to malaria; during periods when malaria was particularly 
virulent, any death was attributed to it. 

b Chest-pounding, clubfights, axe-fights, and so on. 
e Killed by husband for real or imagined wrong. 
d This word, literally, meaos "pain" or ."painful." Presumably the deceased suffered intensive 

pains in the abdominal region. 
e These are mostly adult deaths. lt is difficult to get large amounts of data o.n infant deaths. 
r This is a Shamatari word meaning essentially the same thing as the Namowei-teri word 

"Shawara"-epidemic. 1 have distinguished between them to keep an account of informants' 
precise wording. 1 have also distinguished these two "causes" from "epidemics" because much. 
of the data under the latter rubric were collected when malaria was rampant. The three cate
gories could be pooled together for most analyses. 
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teri. Counting both males and females in both populations, nearly 20 percent 
of all deaths are attributable to warfare. By anybody's standards these are im
pressive faces. 

The totals given in Table 4.10 differ somewhat from the figures I have pub
lished elsewhere ( for example, Chagnon, 1972 ). This is an artifact of the present 
condition, of the data; Table 4.10 does not include a number of individuals whose 
IBM cards have blanks in the column that identifies them either as Shamatari or 
as Namowei-teri. When these corrections have been made, the totals will change 
again, but che pattern will probably remain as it is given here. 

Perhaps the most difficult parameter to measure is the role of leadership in 
holding villages together. 1 am convinced that villages in chis area of the tribe 
grow to be large because headmanship is strongly developed. There is a correla
tion between size of village and, for lack of a more precise term, "strength" of 
headmen. Strong leaders like Moawa add a great deal to the stability of the village, 
and manage to keep order and organization a jump ahead of the smouldering 
conflicts that threaten to tear larger villages apare. The leadership here, however, 
does not differ in kind, only in quantity. That is to say, Moawa's status has been 
acquired, a~ have che Ieadership positions in ali Y~nomamo villages, but because 
he is a parcicularly forceful and aggressive man, he has established himself in 
racher dictatorial ways over his group. Mo~wa is a very young man, and it has 
been only in che pase few years that he has managed to acquire a large following. 
His hiscory prior to that was one of constant fighting with several of his agnates, 
and fissioning away from them with just a few followers. All of this is to say 
that he insists on having his way in matters; while he was younger, and perhaps 
less competenc compared to his agnates, his insistence probably led to repeated 
disputes and his separation from che larger group. Now, however, he is polished 
and has demonstrated his force, and large groups of people have reconstituted 
themselves in his village. He is, as che Y~nomamo refer to headmen, " ... the one 
who really lives here." Like strong leaders in other large villages, Müawa depends 
a great deal on bis aggressiveness to keep the village intact. He, like other 
scrong leaders in Patanowa-teri and Hasubowa-teri, has had to, from time to 
time, settle disputes by killing che individual who caused them. 

These are very drastic measures, but they might represent the additional leader
ship element required to allow a village co grow from 150 people to 200 or more 
people. Quantifying chis element is, perhaps, impossible, and it may be that only 
subjective evaluations are possible. That leaves me rather in the position of accu
racely measuring the first 5,200 feet of a mile with a surveyor's chain-and pacing 
off the last 80. Bue 1 am not even sure if the quantifiable data represent that large 
a fraction of che total mile. If it turns out, after 1 have cleaned up all the data and 
made che analyses suggested here, chat there are too many loopholes or non
correlations to predice village fissioning in any meaningful way, 1 will, at least, 
have made a decailed description of that process in one population, a description 
that can be used in making comparisons with other populations. 



5 / The difficulties of being relative 

w-hen yo u are a relati ve-

of the one-w-ho-lives-there 

This chapter deals with sorne of the nonquantifiable aspects of fieldwork
the quality of the field situation, if you will. In particular, it describes sorne of 
the personal relationships that I developed with important political leaders in 
severa! Y '!-nomamó villages and how these personal ties affected the nature of 
my work and the conditions under which the data were collected. It deals largely 
with political leadership and leaders, sorne of whom were friendly and generous 
in their dealings with me, and others of whom were less than friendly-to 
the point of threatening to or actually attempting to kill me. I am hard pressed to 
describe the nature, quality, and dimensions of leadership in Y<!-nomamo society. 
These range from barely detectable attributes in small villages to oppressively 
conspicuous qualities in very large ones. 

Perhaps the most revealing way is to deséribe sorne of my experiences with 
particular leaders among the Shamatari, which stand in contrast to the kind of 
relationships I described in The Fierce People- (1ny relationship with K~obawa, 
for example) during my early fieídwork. Headmanship among the Shamatari 
differs from headmanship among the Namowei-teri, but the differences do · not 
lend themselves to a statistical, quantitative approach. K~obawa, like many head
men, was magnanimous, wise, and munificent. Y et there was no mistaking bis 
force and political poise once the idiom of leadership was known. Dedeheiwa of 
Mishimishimabówei-teri was of the same mold. But Móawa, Dedeheiwa's son-in
law, was more of a tyrant in his style. 1 had seen headmen develop and wield 
great authority as the warfare patterns and considerations of defense and security 
called these powers into being, and I had watched the saine men gradually relax 
their autocracy, almost with a sigh of relief, as the crises waned. These tended to 

¡ 

be older, more experienced leaders in Namowei-teri villages, men who competently 
rose to the occasions presented by their culture and who were no more and no 
less firm than the situations required. They were men who were confident of their 
abilities ahd who proudly brooked no impudent dissent from men less proved 
than they. 

What follows is an account of how sorne of these people affected my work and 
how one in particular affected me. 

At the end of a monograph written for students and potential fieldworkers, it 
would be desirable and pedagogically elegant to condude by suggesdng that if 
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one follows procedures and methods similar to those discussed herein, success 
will be inevitable. But I · end, however, with the admission that I did not com
pletely achieve all that I had defi.ned as my professional obligations or my personal 
objectives. The reasons for falling shorc of these self-defined goals are complex 
and manifold, but they are the kind of reasons that are all too often ignored by 
potential fieldworkers when they contemplare and design their field projects. 
In my case, they have to do with personal values to which I subscribe and how 
these were at odds with the personal values and behavior of one Y~nomamo 
headman; this ultimately developed into an intolerable situation for me. While 
my formal training and disposition were such that I could live patiently in a 
different society for one or cwo years, by the time that three years had elapsed 
my patience had begun to wear very thin. Toward the end 1 felt irresistible com
pulsions to lay aside my professionalism and responsibilities as a "dispassionate 
observer" and give free rein to my passions: in a few instan_ces I wanted des
perately to be a Y~nomamo for just ten minutes and do unto others as they were 
doing unto me. le was then that 1 realized it was time to take a break from the 
routine of yearly return fi.eld trips. 

1 have spoken to many anchropologists who have spent years with other peoples 
and who, at the end of their fi.eldwork, could no longer continue because of similar 
intense feelings and personal diffi.culties with the people among whom they had 
lived. lt appears to be a characteristic problem among fieldworkers who spend 
two or more years in intimare daily contacc with people whose values and attitudes 
differ markedly from their own, anthropologists who have learned the native 
language well enough to appreciate sorne of the subtleties that repetitiously define 
the attitudes and, frequently, the contempt that the native people have for them. 
Anthropologists rarely discuss these things in princ, or in public, but they are 
problems that all potential fi.eldworkers should consider seriously. Both as repre
sentatives of their culture and as idiosyncratic examples of it, all anthropological 
fieldworkers have a Iimitation regarding how much of a particular kind of different 
culture they can comfortably live wich before they begin having personality 
diffi.culties, both at home and in. the fi.eld. The methodological point in all this 
is to plan your research objectives so chat they can be accomplished in the 1ength 
of time allotted. My own personal feelings are that two years of .fi.eld research 
should be planned as a mínimum, but that the design should include a break at 
the end of twelve to fifteen months. 

1 am speaking now of field situations where the research must be conducted 
in a native language that can only be learned in the fi.eld. A much shorcer field 
project can be conducted with equally meaningful results if the work can be 
conducted in a language that can be learned before going into the field, or a 
language that is closely related to che native language of the fi.eldworker. 

1 have described and explained sorne of my methods, objectives, and results 
in this monograph. To make what I consider an important point for fieldworkers, 
I conclude by describing the more significant reasons and events that led me 
to conclude that it was time for me to temporarily stop fieldwork, even though 
my objectives had not all been achieved. I will return to the Y~nomamo again 
to check on specifi.c loose ends and to help my students initiate :fieldwork in 
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specific areas of the tribe, but never again will I singlehandedly attempt to do 
so much in so many different villages for one project. 

The main problem had to do with what the Y~nomamo call madohe-mate
rial possessions that can be given in trade. More accurately, it had to do with 
their constant preoccupation with acquiring madohe and how they viewed me 
in the context of being first and foremost a provider of madohe. Their pursuit 
of madohe was intimately bound up in a system that defined the relative status 
of giver and receiver of goods. In addition to having real, practica! value, the 
trade goods often, but not invariably, reflected, when they passed from one person 
to anocher, a kind of pecking order and hierarchy. lt is a subtle system, and the 
more I lived with it che less I Iiked ic, for everything carne to hinge on a more 
or less chronic giving of goods either to escablish interpersonal relationships or 
to maintain them. Apare from che annoyance of having to interrupt my work to 
dig through my possessions to locate fishhooks or marches when they were re
quested, it became tedious to weigh the implications of giving or withholding 
che items at each request. Just as it was important to give under sorne circum
stances, it was likewise important to withhold under others. It is marvellous to 
discover a classic economic/status system such as this-but quite another to live 
1n 1t. 

The relationship between giving and status is dependent on the situation and 
che individuals involved. Giving does not by definition improve one's status. To 
give a machete to a man freely wichout his solicication will add to the status of 
che giver. The giver will, all things being equal, be cherished as a generous man. 
Bue all chings are never equal, and that is the whole point of the relationship 
between giving and status. To give the same machete to the same man when, 
for example, he demands it "or else" creares a situation latent with status1 implica
tions that go far beyond the immediate, vis-a-vis relationship with that man. Je 
then becomes important to know when to withhold items. The system goes beyond 
goods. To put it inco Lévi-Straussian terms, it includes goods, women, and services. 
Since I had no women co exchange, my involvement was restricted to goods and 
services.1 

Complicacing chis picture were che monopolistic actitudes of che members of 
all the Y~nomamo villages. Each group wanted me to visir them and only them 
and resenced che facc that I took possessions to other Y ~nomamo. They made no 
attempt to conceal chis atticude. They publicly defended and justified their de
sires by accusing their neighbors of chicane and thievery, in sorne cases while 
visitors from che villages so denounced were actually present. "Ba noshi omabou!" 
they would say to me-"We want you all to ourselves!" 

Finally, there was a characceriscic paccern regarding che relationship between me, 
trade goods, and the members of any given village. At first contact wich the new 
village I would bring a quantity of assorced trade goods for che known leaders 
and important men in che village. In this I followed Y~nomamo precedent. Thus 
I established a basis for additional friendly visits and could begin productive work 

1 The Y~nomamo knew 1 had a daughter, for my family spent three weeks with me in 
Bisaasi-teri in 1965. Many of the Bisaasi-teri men seriously proposed that 1 "give" my 
daughter to one of them. 
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in the village. With each subsequent visir the expectadon of trade goods in
creased as more and more men rnade requests rhat could nor be ignored.2 The 
general relurance to cooperare with me unless rhe flow of trade goods went directly 
to individuals also increased.3 

Requests for rrade goods would, inirially, be reasonable, somewhat hesitant, 
and only moderarely passioned: "Shoriwa! I am poor and in need! Give me a 
machete so I can clear a garden!" With time, the requests increased in frequency 
and urgency and would be appended with hines that friendly behavior might 
be withheld unless che goods were given: "Shoriwa! Give me a machete and an 
axe! And be quick about it or I will be angry!" With sorne individuals the 
requests would evolve into demands with specific appended threacs. In sorne 
cases, che threats would be relatively transparent and easy to ignore, as from a 
boisterous sixceen-year-old youth who is merely emulating tougher people: "Shori! 
Give me your knife or I'll hit you with this stick!" In other cases, they carne 
from marure men with established repucations for doing what they threatened. 
These requests were nor easily ignored and could not be taken light~y . 

The Shamatari, among whom most of my most recent fieldwork was concen
trated, were known to be notorious for the excravagance and sharpness of their 
demands, and not a few Y ~nomamo who had occasion to trade wich them com
plained about it. For my own part, I found chis chronic pecking and demanding of 
madohe very depressing, and increasingly difficult to live with as time wore on. 

In brief, my acceptance in villa ges hinged very largely on che quantity and 
kind of goods 1 dispensed, as did the amount of cooperation I could expect. There 
were always a few individuals who became good friends and informancs, but it 
would be folly co assume chat chis was completely independent of che possessions 
they acquired by so doing. With few exceptions-K~obawa and Rerebawa beirng 
the most notable-my "acceptance" among che Y ~no mamo was a function of 

:.i There is a general escalation in quantity of goods requested in all villages that 1 have 
repeatedly visited over severa! years. My anthropological fieldwork can be accomplished with 
relatively small quantities of goods. However, 1 was associated with a multidisciplinary study 
that involved the intereses and research of many other people, a study that by nature required 
that maximum data and samples be collected from each village in che shorcest amount of time 
possible. One of my responsibilities to my colleagues was to insure that this in fact happened. 
Oné unfortunate consequence for my continuing anthropological interese in many of the 
villages was that 1 was identified by the Y anomamo as an inexhaustible fount of goods. Thus, 

t 

to assure the complete cooperation of entire villages for sorne of our studies 1 had to give 
goods to men, women, and children. The positive effect was that the "team" could visit 
villages like Mishimishimabowei-teri with me and in three days have all the material and 
data they carne for. The negative effect was that all my subsequent visits to this village were 
disappointments to the Y ~nomamo because 1 did not come with equivalent quantities of goods. 

a One example of how Y ~nomamo attitudes affected my personal behavior in my own 
culture regarding direct compensation to individuals from which I requested favors happened 
in Caracas and was very embarrassing for me. 1 was walking with my friend and colleague, 
Professor ]ose María Cruxent. 1 wanted to have a photograph taken with both of us in it, 
and 1 asked a small, passing hoy if he would be so kind as to push the button on my camera 
as he pointed it in our general direction. He was startled by the request and taken aback. 
Then I unwittingly blurted, in Spanish, exactly what a Y si-nomamo would say to me or I to 
him under the same circumstances: "Te pago." A rough English translation is "I will pay 
you." As soon as it carne out I knew it didn't sound the same in Spanish or English as it 
did in Yanomaroo, and Professor Cruxent delicately chided me for being " ... very Yankee." 

' The fact is that 1 was being very Y ~nomamo. 
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material possessions. To be sure, my fluency in their language was amusing and 
interescing for them and chis had sorne appeal and attraccion, but cooperacion 
was almost always determined by possessions. A deaf-mute who generously dis
posed of large quantities of desirable items would have been more appealing and 
attracuve. 

More than che depressing constancy of giving goods and withholding them 
as each situation developed, che threats are what ultimately wore me clown. I par
ticularly disliked threats to my life. My scudy of che Shamatari groups began 
with threats to my life and ended that way. 

My increasing intolerance of these threats made me realize that I was reaching 
che point where my reactions would no longer be dominated by the values and 
precepts developed in my anthropological training, and that 1 might respond to 
them either as a Y~nomamo would respond, or as I might respond in my own 
society under similar circumscances when threatened by a fellow citizen. I became 
aware of and alarmed by che very real possibility that my remaining research objec
cives among the Shamatari would require, say, four additional months of fieldwork 
bue my ability to contain my growing intolerance of the threats might not last more 
than three. 

This problem actually began emerging two field trips prior to 1972, when I began 
having serious difficulties with Moawa, one of the headmen of Mishimishimabowei
teri. The study of bis village was central to che final objectives I had elected to 
pursue, and it became increasingly apparent that success would depend very 
heavily on how I got along with him. Moawa was che silent, intense young man 
whose encry into the village on the occasion of my first visir brought a hushed 
and uneasy suspense over the village equal only to that Sibarariwa caused by his 
arrival an hour or so later ( see Chapter 1). 

Moawa, more than any other Y~nomamo 1 have known, was the archetypical 
expression of his culture' s values and political ideals. He was fierce, a man of 
great personal courage and renown, strong, an excellent marksman, and forceful 
to the point of awesomeness. He took what he wanted when he wanted it, and 
scorned those who would pretend to impose their will on him. People feared him 
because he was capable of great violence and expressed it unhesitatingly. Bue 
people also looked up to him, if they were not his competitors, and did what he 
demanded of them. He was a man of his word, and when he spoke or commanded, 
people listened and obeyed. When he threatened, everyone knew he meant what he 
said. Because of his forceful bearing and abilities, he was able to attract a large fol
lowing and hold it together. His enemies despised him, but they feared him as well. 
Life for che obedient in his village was secure and relatively happy, but for the 
competitor or politically ambitious, it was dangerous and strained. Competitors 
did not last long as coresidents, for Moawa's overbearing manner led to disputes 
and fights, and his competitors-mostly agnates-sooner or later packed up and 
left. At leasc chree of his agantes-Sibarariwa, Nanokawa, and R~irowa

were very much like him, but not nearly so able or successful. There was a long 
history of their joining and leaving Moawa's village in recent years, a process of 
fusion and fission that hinged on how well they got along with M0awa. 

My relationships to che village at large were largely predicated on my specific 
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relationships to Moawa and his father-in-law, Dedeheiwa. Moawa called me 
"older brother" ( abawa) and Dedeheiwa called me "brother-in-law ( shorúva), 
and in uncanny fashion, my realtionships to these roen as implied in our mutual 
kinship usage was very characteristic. My relationships with Moawa were fairly 
cold and strained, but with Dedeheiwa, friendly, relaxed and easy-going. 

Creating a situation unlike any other in my :field experience, M6awa was a 
man that 1 almost never used as an informant but a man · whorñ 1 could not, 
even with deliberate attempts, avoid. He watched me constantly and demanded 
that 1 sleep in his house, right next to his hammock. lt was clear from the outset 
that he would permit no other way, arid to force the issue would have precipitated 
a premature crisis. Indeed, toward the end, virtually every conversation or social 
situation was of the nature of a crisis. 

Móawa was used to having his own way. After the :first two visits to bis village, 
each suggestion or request he made was_ a demand and bad no alternative.4 The 
longer 1 studied bis group, tbe more blatant and excessive were tbe requests and 
demands he placed on me. My relationship to him, in response, was one of 
attempted avoidance and very calculated compromises that were gea.red to satisfy 
the substance of bis request, but to indicare in a delicate way that tbere was a 
point beyond which 1 could not or would not go, at least on that occasion. 
Moawa was no different than other Y ~nomamo insofar as his requests and demands 
went. What was different wa.s that I felt that the probability of bis doing some
thing violent if disappointed was very mucb higher because of his reputation 
and ability. An invisible constant friction developed between us, a kind of 
war of nerves that had only one logical conclusion. lt was a personal, undeclared 
contest tbat 1 knew from the outset 1 would ultimately lose. Ali 1 wanted was to 
buy time in order to satisfy my curiosity about bis village and collect the data 
1 felt were required to adequately describe the political history, genealogical ties, 
and demography of this and adjacent groups. To buy that time 1 gave in, inch 
by incb, to bis icy and forceful requests. Each year I could feel myself losing 
ground and heading for a confrontation with him that 1 wished to avoid; in 1972 
1 knew, the first day 1 arrived, that it would be my last visit to his village for 
a long time-perbaps forever. Let me recount, briefly, how this siruation developed 
and cite sorne examples. 

From 1968 to 1970 I was able to conduct my srudy in Mishimishimaoowei-teri 
with a tolerable degree of sui::cess and a tolerable but gradually accelerating feeling 

4 Like all headmen, Moawa carefully weighed his requests and rarely made ·one that did 
not turn out the way he wanted it to. I was at first startled and then very intrigued by this 
consistent pattern among headmen, since it took consummate skill and ability to size up each 
situation, day afrer day, and consistently appear to have ones' orders followed and requests 
satisfied. K~obawa was very accomplished at chis and, in his dealings with me was very 
gracious and polite. Should there be any doubt in his mind that I might deny a request, it 
was never made in such a way that he asked for something and I refused. H,e would indicate, 
for example, that one of his friends from a distant village arrived to visit and needed a 
machete, but he had none to give the man. Then he would pause, look at me and say some
thing like: "Dearest nephew, do you not have one lying around that you are not using?" 
It worked every time. Moawa, on the other hand, would exercise a different scyle, ,one that 
was harsher. He would say: "Older brother! Give that man your machete! Do not be stingy 
with your possessions!" 

( 

( 
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of srrain wirh Moawa. During this time I worked extensively with Dedeheiwa, 
with whom I was from the start on excellent terms. In 1970, the third time I 
lived in Mishimishimabowei-teri, Moawa's patience began to grow thin and 
he carne to the point sooner than he had on previous trips: "Distribute all of 
your goods and leave-but come back soon with more!" I was welcome in the 
village only so long as 1 had desirable items to give, or rather, to give to Moawa. 
This 1 understood and had long since learned to live with. The delicate task was 
to dribble the goods out in sufficient quantities so that he was temporarily satis
fied, and then give everything away to the others when ir looked as though im
patience would dissolve into anger. I tried to pace myself and nurse the situation 
along until ir was time for me to leave the village, so that my distribution of 
goods carne ata time when I had no more work projected and, therefore, required 
no further cooperation. The distribution of goods would always anger people 
who did not receive something they wanted, and it was useless to try to work 
any longer in the village. 

Moawa was constantly manipulating the status-establishing mechanisms, turning 
every conversation or personal interaction into a kind of Little-League conrest to 
see if he could browbeat me into a new promise or ro show me and the village 
where we both stood. One annoying habit he fell · into was to wait until a 
lesser individual made sorne request that 1 refused, and then immediately make 
the same demand. He seemed to seek out these opportunities, no matrer how small 
and insignificant they were. It began with my water supply. People would sir 
around my hut watching me work, and periodically see what my reaction would 
be to a request for water. Nobody was thirsty, everybody had water, and the 
stream was just a few yards away. Ir was a pretext ro test the status of individuals. 
1 usually refused to give drinks, not because water was scarce and valuable, but 
because 1 knew that after the water carne che food, then the machetes, then the 
hammock, then the clorhing off my back, and so on. Moawa had the frustrating 
habit of waiting for me .to refuse a drink to someone, then coming over to me 
and asking not only for a drink, but for my cup from which to drink. Now, 
ir seems irracional, even to me, but tiny events like these took on enormous 
proporrions in rhe field, and after three years grew almosr intolerable because 
they were chronic. 

My first and sudden awareness of how unpleasant Moawa was, how selfish and 
self-cenrered, carne in 1970 on the first day of my visir during that field season. 
1 always brought with me tubes of antibiotic eye ointment when I visited remoce 
villages, and made a point to check each child's eyes, treating those whose eyes 
were infected. When 1 left che village, 1 gave the surplus antibiotic to selected 
adults around the village for future use. Eye infections are very common among 
babies and cause great discomfort for months. Adules occasionally get the same 
infeccion, and the eye ointment was a welcome relief because it invariably cured 
the infections within a day or so. 

On the occasion of chis visir, Moawa had infected eyes and asked me to "cure" 
him. 1 did, and immediately the others began scurrying home to fetch their 
children. I began putting ointmenc into che children's eyes, whereupon Moawa 
gave a cursory, authoritative order and everybody scattered: "Get the hell out 
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Figure 5.1-Moawa didn't care if all the children went blind: the tetracyclme eye
ointment woitld all belong to him, as would the soda-cracke1's 1 gave the children. 

of here! That medicine is mine!" He demanded all of the ointment I had. At 
first, I thought he was joking, and I told him I was going to cure all the children 
first and then give the adults the surplus tubes so they could cure the children 
after I was gone. He was unflinching: he said he didn't care about the others or 
if they went blind, and he forbade me to give the medicine to anybody but him. 
He wanted it all for himself. I gave him several tubes, but I saved a few tubes 
for my final day in the village when I gave them to more responsible men for 
their families. 

My reaction to Moawa's stinginess and cruel lack of concern for others in the 
village was not just my appraisal of the situation. The Y~nomamo themse)ves 
felt the same way. Like parents everywhere, they are saddened when their children 
are sick and anguished w ben there is no cure for the illness. They knew that 
the tubes of tetracycline ointment would cure their children, and were bitter 
when Moawa demanded it all for himself. "Let them all go blind!" he bellowed, 
"This medicine is for me." The others in the village had no choice because he 
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was the headman, and if they defied him and demanded the medicine, it could 
have led to confrontations. I therefore took the initiative to save them the trouble. 
This raises the issue of whether or not the fieldworker should do what he thinks 
is "right" under the circumstances and defy the "native system" by curing the 
sickness and making sure that everyone is cured. Or, not meddle in the "native 
system" and let one particularly selfish tyrant take all of the medicine while the 
others suffer for months. In this case, 99 percent of the population was delighted 
with my decision and benefited from it. I did not "destroy" or "undermine" 
the local authority, for it was not predicated on grounds so shifty that a few 
tubes of tetracycline would topple it.5 

On another occasion 1 visited his village to find that everyone was out of 
tobacco and in great need; their crop had been eaten by insects and burned by 1 
a long spell of hot weather. 1 made a special crip clown river to get them tobacco: · 
it took a one-day walk out to my canoe, two days by canoe downstream, one 
day to trade for tobacco in villages there, two more days to ascend the Mavaca, 
and one more day to walk back into the village with the tobacco. When 1 began 
distributing the tobacco to the residents of che village, Moawa angrily put a 
stop to the distribution and demanded that I give all of it to him. 1 knew by 
chis time that he would not share it, no matter how desperate the others might 
be for tobacco. 1 managed to give substancial bundles to a number of the more 
prominent men in the village, men who would distribute it further among their 
relations. I had reserved the largest portion of all for Moaw.a, but he was un-
flinching in bis demand. So 1 gave all of che remainder to him, but he was 
nevertheless insulted that I .had not given him the entire supply. For the next 
severa! days numerous individuals approached me to beg for tobacco that 1 
might have hidden in my pack somewhere, but 1 had no more. Most 'of these 
people were very close relatives of Moawa, and I referred them to him for tobacco. 
They invariably scoffed and whispered that he was stingy, and would not think 
of sharing bis tobacco with them; there was no need to bother to ask, because he 
would only get angry. 

On another occasion 1 had three triangular files with me. I intended to give one 
each to Moawa and Dedeheiwa and to keep the third one to loan to anybody who 
wanted to sharpen his machete. As soon as Moawa learned of the three files, he 
immediately demanded them. Seeing that it would lead to a disagreement, 1 
immediately gave one of them to old Dedeheiwa, to whom 1 had promised it, 
and one to Moawa, explaining to him and the others that the reamining one 
was mine, but 1 would loan it to anybody who wanted to use it, and on leaving, 
would give it away. He imrnediately "borrowed" it to sharpen bis machete, and 
then announced with no srnall amount of authority in his voice: "This file, also, 

5 There are, no doubt, sorne anthropologists who would argue chat what 1 did was, from 
purist grounds, morally reprehensible. 1 have heard such arguments made in other contexts. 1 
am always impressed with the fact that the purists who point their moral fingers at others 
did their fieldwork in a library or in a place where all the conveniences of modern technology 
and medicine were readily available to themselves and the people among whom they lived. 
1 do not consider it morally reprehensible co cure sickness, even at che expense of reducing 
my rapport with a village headman. 
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Figu1"e 5.2-The happy children who collected around my section of the shabano 
were a welcomed contrast to the grim wo1"ld of adults. 

belongs to me!" I never saw it again, nor did anybody except Moawa have 
access to it. Similar incidents developed around hallucinogenic seeds ( hjsiomo) 
whenever I brought them to the village to distribute among the prominent 
shamans. Moawa always demanded all of them, and I was obliged to give Eortions 
away clandestinely to others before he discovered that I had them, knowing that 
he would claim them all and refuse to share them fairly, if at all. 

When I lived in Moawa's village I had a borde of cheerful, happy, and eager 
children in .my house most of the day. They were a welcomed contrast to the 
often strained life in the adult world. They became very fond of my soda crackers 
or other tidbits. I would have them wash my dishes in the stream and "pay" 
them with crackers. They enjoyed this and took turns. No matter who actually 
washed the dishes or carried the water, they all shared in the ctackers and we 
were all quite pleased with the arrangement. After severa! days of this on one 
of my trips, Moawa rose suddenly from his hammock and angrily chased all of 
the kids away with angry threats, pelting them with · hard fruit seeds. He then 
turned to me and hissed: "If you have any crackers to give away, give them 
to me. The crackers shaU be mine from now on, and don't you ever give any 
crackers to the brats." Móawa, too, had grown fond of crackers and my other 
food, and 1 always gave him a share .of every meal I prepared. He demanded more. 

I 
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Things carne to a head in 1972, but to understand the intensity of my reactiori 
to Moawa on that field trip it is necessary to understand, fust, the nature of my 
contacts with the lwahikoroba-teri, a village sorne two and a half days by trail 
to the northeast of Moawa's village. r 

FIRST CONTACT WITH IWAHIKOROBA-TERI 

1 contacted Moawa's village in 1968; my plan was to then contact the 
lwahikoroba-teri, whom 1 knew from genealogical composition and political history 
to be closely relared to Moawa's group. The lwahikoroba-teri were very much 
despised by the Bisassi-teri, K~obawa's people, for their treachery in 1950, when 
they killed many of the visiting Bisaasi-teri during a feast. Members of Moawa's 
yillage participated in that treachery, but the Bisaasi-teri were able to ignore 
these meo as individuals when they developed friendly ties with Moawa's group 
again in 1970 (see film Magical Death). The Iwahikoroba-teri had heard about 
me through the Patanowa-teri and through Moawa's group, and word reached 
me that they were very angry because 1 had not visited them yet and had "denied" 
them trade goods that 1 so freely gave to other Y~nomamo. 1. had planned to 
contact them in 1969, but it did not work out. By 1970 there were ugly rumors 
that the lwahikoroba-teri were so angry with me for not visiting them that they 
were going to kill me should 1 dare to come. On hearing these rumors in 1970, 
1 decided to postpone making contact with them that year and sent a message 
to them that 1 was angry at their threats and would only come to their. village 
if they agreed to treat me fairly and receive me in friendship. The Mishimishi
mabowei-teri, although "allies" of the Iwahikoroba-teri, spoke very harshly about 
them-their agnates-and assured me that the threats to my safety were real. They 
rold me that the Iwahikoroba-teri had also accused me of practicing harmful 
magic against rhem, and would kill me on sight for the deaths 1 had allegedly 
caused in their village with my oka magic.6 

I spoke privately to Dedeheiwa abou,t these accusations. While acknowledging 
that they were true, the astute old man also told me that the lwahikoroba-teri 
headman, Borosowa, would probably allow me to visir if I went there with him. 
Others in the village wanted to kili me, but Borosowa was stronger than they. He 
agreed to discuss my visit with Borosowa, so 1 delayed my scheduled attempt to 
contact the lwahikoroba-teri in 1970 at Dedeheiwa's urging. 1 asked the Mishi
mishimabowei-teri, publicly, to reassure the lwahikoroba-teri that 1 did not practice 
magic againsr them or any other Y <;inomamo, and that 1 wanted to visir them 
the following year but would not do so until their actitudes modified. 

That year a number of Bisaasi-teri visited Moawa's village. They were camped, 
along with people from Moawa's group, somewhere between Iwahikoroba-teri and 

0 "Oka" is magic blown through tubes from a distance. 1 have never met a Y~nomamo 
who could demonstrate how it is done, but all are convinced that their enemies do it. See 
16mm films, The Y(lnomamo Myth o/ Naro (Opo.rsum) As Tolá by Kaobawa and The , 
Y flnomamo Myth o/ Naro (Opossum) As Told by Dedeheiwa (Chagnon and Asch, n.d.); 
the origin of "oka" magic is dealt with in the beginning of this myth. 
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Mishimishimabowei-teri. A party of Iwahikoroba-teri hunters accidentally stumbled 
inro their camp: chus, morral enemies met eye to eye for rhe first time in many 
years. The Bisaasi-teri men were guesrs of the Mishimishimabowei-teri, so the 
lwahikoroba-teri were obliged to either ignore them or befriend them. They 
chose che latter course and set about exchanging whatever items they had with 
them at the time-bows, arrows, decorations, and so on. Koaseedema, one of che 
Bisaasi-teri men involved in the exchanges, gave the hunters his dog. He was 
invited to visir their village in the future to collect payment for the dog. 

In 1971 I was rold of this meeting, and decided-to rry to make contacc with the 
Iwahikoroba-teri. Hubemi, an old woman in Bisaasi-ceri who had been abducted 
from rhe Iwahikoroba-teri ancestors many years earlier, begged me to take her 
along when I went ro make first conract with them. She wanted to see her brorher, 
a man she had not seen in sorne forty years. Her son, one of K~obawa's younger 
brothers, and anocher man volunteered to come along with Hubemi and me. 
Thus, I had three companions. 

The man who had ceded his dog to the Iwahikoroba-teri the previous year had 
described in detail, once he got home, che precise location of the village, and 
my guides were confident that we could find ir. The Bisaasi-teri had raided the 
Iwahikoroba-teri in that very area many years earlier, and remembered the 
streams and hills by name. 

We left for the village, going by boat for one day and rhen walking inland 
in an easterly direction. There were no trails and afcer two days of wandering 
through dense thickets and swamps, we turned back: Hubemi and her son had 
gorten diarrhea and were not able to go on. In addition, my medical colleagues 
from che Universiey of Michigan and from I.V.l.C. were scheduled to arrive soon, 
and ar the rare 1 was going, there would not have been time ro reach the Iwa
hikoroba-teri and get back to meet my colleagues at the savanna, where their plane 
would land. Knowing -rhat bug-infested savanna and those colleagues, I knew 
that they would not be happy if they had to wait there for me severa! days while 
1 wandered through the jungle looking for an uncontacted village. 

For the next severa! weeks I participated in the annual medica! srudies _ with 
my colleagues in the Ocamo River basin. Then most of them left by light plane 
to visit a group of Y~nomamo in the savannas of the Parima "mouncains," and I 
took one of them to MishimishimabOwei-teri to collect samples from about sixty 
individuals who were not living there in 1969, when I brought che same colleagues 
ro Moawa's village to collect blood samples. The Shamacari population was of 
considerable interese ro them because of the amount of time I had spent studying 
it and the large quantities of demographic, genealogical, and political history data 
1 had on the various villages. Ryk Ward, the genecicist who ·was to come wich me 
was young, robust, and competent in jungle living, and wanted very much to 
come wich me to Iwahikoroba-teri, which, with luck, would result in additional 
blood samples for a srudy that he was doing on migration matrices and gene fre
quencies. 1 had hoped to contact the Iwahikoroba-teri alone, accomplish my 
anthropological objectives, and then determine if ir was feasible to bring my 
medical colleagues into the village to collect samples. My failure to make the 
conract when the old woman and I tried a few weeks earlier put me in the 
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undesirable position of first contacting them accompanied by a medica! colleague 
and drawing blood samples on the occasion of the fusr contact. 1 did not exactly 
relish the prospects of arriving at. a village of particularly notorious Y ~nomamo 
who were threatening to kill me because 1 allegedly practiced harmful magic 
against them, and immediately serting ro work sticking needles into their arms. 
The lwahikoroba-reri were, of course, aware that 1 often took other foreigners to 
visit Y ~nomamo villages, foreigners who both cured illnesses and took blood 
samples. Still, 1 was very uneasy because of the threats to my life and their adver
tised conviction that 1 was practicing magic against them. 

1 agreed to bring my colleague inro lwahikoroba-teri, but insisted rhat 1 would 
play it by ear regarding the blood samples. There were two possible ways of 
making che contact. One was to go fust to Moawa' s villa ge and try to persuade 
men of his group to take us into lwahikoroba-teri vía a known and frequently
used trail, and return the same way, stopping on the way back to collect the 
sixty samples in Moawa's village. The other was to take guides from Bisaasi-teri 
and attempt to contact lwahikoroba-teri by following che same general route 
1 had taken a few weeks earlier, when the old woman was along. After thinking 
it over, 1 elected to follow the latter alternative, suspecting that the Mishimishi
mabowei-teri would attempt to prevent my going to the distant village to bring 
trade goods to the lwahikoroba-teri that they themselves might otherwise have. 

1 knew that severa! Bisaasi-teri would go along with me, and I was delighted 
when Koaseedema, the man who had given the dog, agreed to come. Back in 1968, 
not a single soul from Bisaasi-teri would even consider coming to Moawa's village 
with me. Thus, in February 1971, I set off for lwahikoroba-teri with my geneticist 
colleague and four Bisaasi-teri guides, including Rerebawa. As before, we wandered 
through thickets and swamps for two days. Finally, and with sorne excitement, 
Koaseedema announced that he knew where we were: we found an abandoned hut, 
which he claimed was approximately halfway between Iwahikoroba-teri and Mishi
mishimaoowei-teri. We found a trail that was used regularly, and then we knew 
that we. were on the right track. 

On the third day's march 1 began reacting violently to an insect bite, or a toxic 
plant, or wild food that I had eaten. Large red welts appeared all over my body, 
I grew weak, nauseated, and developed diarrhea. That night when we camped, my 
thirst became unquenchable, the itching and welts almost unbearable, and 1 
grew so weak that 1 could not stagger out of my hammock the few feet to the 
stream to get water. From time to time I had difficulty breathing, and was growing 
very alarmed about my condition. 1 knew how important these particular blood 
samples were to my colleague, so I agreed to continue on toward the village rather 
than turn back, as 1 should have. At dawn 1 was too weak to get out of my ham
mock and I dozed in a fitful sleep, awakening every half hour or so when the 
itching and welts, which appeared in cycles, rhythmically reached their peak 
of intensity. 

About 9:00 A.M. 1 was awakened by a noise in the jungle not far from our hut. 
lt was a group of lwahikoroba-teri hunters after wild turkeys. My guides began 
whispering excitedly, undecided as to whether we should signal to them. I finally 
gave a weak shout, and several hunters carne over to our temporary hut. They 
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scood there silently, after having been informed by che shouts of my guides that 
"we were all a bunch of foreigners, all very friendly!" They recognized Koaseedema 
and asked him if 1 were Shaki, to which he grunced affi.rmatively. They scared at 
me. 1 was not a very impressive sighc, covered with large red welts, and too weak 
ro get out of my hammock. 1 told them 1 was sick and that the guides were tired. 
1 asked them to go ro che village and get help to carry the packs. They rurned 
silently and disappeared inco rhe jungle. 1 then fell into an uneasy sleep, inter
rupted from time to time by periods of itching that were so intense chat 1 had 
to bite my tongue to keep from screaming. 

Afrer what seemed an eternity, 1 heard shoucs and we were shortly surrounded 
by about twenty-five young men, all with large wads of tobacco protruding from 
cheir lower lips, ali nervously clutching their bows and upright arrows. lt was 
about noon. They stared at me for sorne time, until 1 finally asked them to take 
up the packs and starr for che village. 

1 learned from them char they were noc living in their village, bue in a temporary 
camp about three hours' walk from where we made our present camp. Their 
camp was close enough to their village so that they could easily rerurn to fetch 
planrains, and abundant supplies of them were hanging in the hut rafrers. 

We reached cheir camp shortly before dusk. The walk was slow and painful, 
and 1 had to rest many times. Once 1 actually fell asleep for a few minutes. 

We approached che periphery of the clearing at about 4:00 P.M. The carriers 
and guides stepped aside after signaling our approach and motioned for Ryk and 
me to go in first. le was one of che most unusual entries 1 have ever made. The 
villagers were afraid and not cerrain what to do, so at first they did not shout and 
growl che cusromary greetings, but stood nervously ar a distance, silently clutching 
their bows and arrows, staring at us. Finally, a few of the oldesc men, remember
ing che customary protocol, approached me cautiously and began growling and 
shouting their greetings, nervously intimidating me with their bows and arrows. 
1 had enough presence of mind to switch on my small tape recorder, and on seeing 
chis, Ryk took a few hasty photos. They eyed us stispiciously and continued to 
greet us. Dokonawa, one of the older men in che group, approached me carefully 
and began ro speak softly to me, in whispers, bis bow and arrows ar rest. He 
welcomed me. 1 remember being surprised that they knew which of the two of 
us was Shaki. I asked him where 1 was ro set up my hammock, for 1 was anxious 
to lie clown, irrespective of the breach of visitor etiquette chis might represent. 
They seemed to be collectively relieved when 1 spoke, and in che distance, I saw 
several young men clack their arrows sharply against che roof of a small hut 
in which a surprisingly young bue obviously auchoritative man lay motionless, 
wacching me. He had che poise and demeanor of a headman and srrong leader. 
Ir was Bórósowa, che man Dedehiwa had said would tolerare my visir. 

I walked over and sat in che hammock next to his. The others with me followed, 
and as there was no room, squatted on their haunches. I asked Bórósówa if we 
could have a hut that would be large enough to hold us all, and he pointed to 
rhe one a few yards away. This hut also proved to be too small, and in a now 
comic breach of etiquerre, I got up once more and asked Bórósówa if he would 
have a larger hut made for us, next to his. When I addressed him, I called him 
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Figure 5.3-Biiriisiiwa-Iwahikoroba-teri headman. He guaranteed my saje passage 
against the wishes of Borahiwa and his brothers. 

"shoriwa," to which he responded indignancly: "You are to call me 'younger 
brother ,' and I w ill address yo u as 'elder brother' ! " The indignation was artificial. 
He had obviously learned what my relationship was to Móawa, and since Moawa 
was his "brother," 1 therefore had to be a brother as well. 1 assumed this usage, 
choosing che endearing term "~was" to indicare affection. At this, a chorus of 
tongue-clicks responded with their a pproval. He then commanded a number of 
young men to build me a hut. They scurried out, carrying with them an extremely 
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dull and badly worn machete of a cype thac I had seen only in Brazil: their steel 
cools carne from Brazilian villages via a long trading network. 

The young men soon rea ppeared and began chopping on che poles they had 
collecced. I was dozing in my hammock, half delirious wich rash and hives, and I 
heard one of my guides chuckle to himself about how clumsy they were with che 
one dull machete chey were all using. When they finished the frame, we put 
up che nylon carp we broughc with us, and retired. My gu_ides had built a roaring 
fire in che hut, and I recall how hot it was as I fell asleep, too weak to . move my 
hammock or ask chem to move che fi.re. Before falling asleep, I told sorne of the 
Iwahikoroba-teri thac I would "nohimou" ( make friends) with everyone in the 
morn1ng. 

The next morning my condition had not changed appreciably and I only vaguely 
remember the evencs: 15 minutes of work, rest 15 minutes; more work, more rest. 
I tried to use the genealogies I had spent years collecting, but as luck would have 
it, the husband of che second person on the list had been killed by Bisassi-teri raiders 
only a few weeks before my visir, and che Iwahikoroba-teri were very angry that 
I knew their names. 

They were willing to allow Ryk to take blood samples. My task was to identify 
the individuals and relate them ro che genealogies I had collected from numerous 
informants in severa! other villages. The most certain way to accomplish that was 
to use their true names, having the individual come as he was called, along with 
bis family. But because I had unforcunacely hit upon the name of a recently deceased 
man, their scrong reaccion preduded further attempts along this line. The only 
alternative was to ink numbers on their arms or chests with an indelible felt 
pen, photograph them wich a Polaroid and a 35mm camera, and mark che identifi
cacion number on che blood sample cese tube. By showing the photographs to 
informants in Mishimishimabowei-teri I could later relate the temporary identifi
cations I painted on their chescs and arms to the identifications in my computer 
pnncouc. 

It was a nightmare, and I can only vaguely recall what happened. My vision, 
because of the fever, was almost as blurry as che Polaroid photographs. I recall 
scaggering from my hammock, attempting to look well to them, but having to 
stagger back. I knew they decected my sickness and could see how weak I was. 
The medicine I took for che rash seemed to aff ect my sense of time and perception 
and everything was fuzzy and blurry, almost unreal in the dull light and shadow
less camp. Everything seemed to move slowly and grow vague unless I stared hard 
at it. The sounds also lacked form or sharpness and droned on and on. I was 
desperate to make my writing legible; my hands trembled as I wrote the black 
numbers on perspiring skin, and they seemed unstable when I pressed the shutter 
of my camera, and my arms felt like lead when I pointed them over to Ryk. I 
collapsed into my hammock to rest before attempting to number more of theín, 
and gradually began to care less and less of what I knew they muse be thinking: 
someone had blown charms on me and therefore I was as vulnerable as they. I 
desperately wanted to appear strong and healthy, but it was no use. I had even 
lose the will to try, and I shuddered to think about how far away my canoe was 
and worried whether I could make it back there. Then I would try extra hard 
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and manage to get up to my feet and number another family. Thankfully, I 
could do that faster than Ryk could take blood samples. And, thankfully, the work 
carne to an end: I had run out of people to number. Ryk ran out of test tubes 
on the 130th person, but I had numbered over 150 bodies and had probably 
missed another twenty more. ~ 

My companions from Bisaasi-teri told me thac the sickness I had was caused by l 
Heku1'a-they had sprinkled red coals on my skin and the welts and hives were l 
really burns. I fell asleep pondering that theory, which had a certain logical appeal. 

My itching and nausea seemed to have subsided during my early fitful sleep, and 
1 woke up periodically when the welts appeared and disappeared in monotonous 
cycles, feeling a little better each time. 1 shone my flash around the village every 
time I awakened, co make sure that the whole ching was not just a dream and 
that I was still in a real world. The piercing beam of light would fall on sleeping 
people, who would look ghastly white against the blue smoke that fi.ltered through 
all of the huts, irregularly scattered over a half acre of lumpy terrain. Sorne would 
awaken suddenly when the light hit their faces, and they would wince at its 
inrensity, of a starkness and brighrness they had never seen before. 1 shone it 
around to see if my companions were still where 1 had last seen them, and then 
shone it all around che village quickly, communicating that 1 was moya.we--alert. 
1 had known my guides to do this, and understood why they did. 1 learned about 
a year later char my flashlight saved our lives. 

Dedeheiwa related the following account ro Rerebawa the next year, and he, 
in turn, rold me. 1 recall this conversation vividly, and probably always will for 
che resr of my life. Ir was like a premacure look ar eternity. "Aba!" He always 
began a serious conversation by the endearing rerm for older brother. "Listen care-
fuly. The one with the white beard in Mishimishimabowei-teri visited here while 
you were gone and told me chis, and urged me ro pass it on to you." He was 
talking in low whispers now, as he did when it was very serious, as if ro make 
me listen harder. lt was his equivalenc ro alphabetizing information and making che 
recipienc rhink about each word. "He told me ro tell you that you should not 
try to return to I wahikoroba-teri again as you planned. Borabówa and his two 
brothers will cry ro kill you again! Also, Tananowa has vowed to kili you if you 
should set foot in his village!" 

1 was listening inrently now, and 1 asked him to repeat Dedeheiwa's conver
sation word for word; ir srill carne out the same way. "What do you mean 'try to 
kill you again'?" This puzzled and alarmed me. He brought his face closer to 
mine and continued, taking the robacco out of his mouth so I would hear more 
clearly. "While we were chere last year, when the bird Heku1'a sprinkled hot 
coals on your skin and you had chose welts all over your body, Borabówa almost 
killed you." 1 felc myself grow weak ali over, and began trembling a little. "What 
did he do?" I asked quietly, somewhat annoyed with myself that I had failed to 
detect the danger when it had been most critica!, having to admit that my sense 
of awareness was not as keen as I had tried to convince myself it was. He con
tinued, whispering softly, but deliberately searching my eyes to make sure he 
saw my awareness. "The second nighr we were there and after everyone was 
sleeping, Boraoowa and two of his brorhers crept up close ro your hammock. 
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Figure 5.4-They were approaching my hammock, armed with axes, intending' to 
crush my skull. W hen they saw my fiashlight, they knew I was awake and they 
turned back. When Rerebawa told me what Borabowd (second from left) and his 
brothers ( on either side) had attempted, it was like a grim, sobering look into 
eternity. 

They thought you were sleeping, but suddenly you sat up and shined your 
linte1'na around t~e village, and they knew you were moyawe, that you were not 
sleeping. They knew you kept your shotgun close to your hammock, and they 
became frightened, so they turned back. All of them had axes, and they were going 
to crush your skull while you slept! " His final comment fell like an axe-blow itself, 
and 1 was so weakened from the information that 1 had to sit down. 1 thought 
about anthropology and professionalism, about obligation to science. But most 1 
thought about my wife, my son and my daughter, and wha.t all this meant to 
them. My buhii had become not only cold, but my true me, my bei ka moamo, the 
the very center of me, was shaken badly. This is the part where all Y~nomamo 
fear to be shot, for the wounds are always mortal. 

When we walked out of Iwahikoroba-teri, 1 recall that Borosowa and bis 
brother, Konasiwa, insisted on escorcing me back to the boat. They were the two 
who apparently guaranteed my safe conduce. 

My allergic reaction seemed to have ebbed almost as mysteriously as it had 
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come upon me, and I felt no extraordinary fatigue or itchiness most of that day. 
"Where is this 'kanowa' you ascended the river in?" asked Borosowa, who had 
never seen a canoe before. "At the mouth of Jaguar River." 1 replied. Konasiwa 
knew a shortcut and discussed it with Borosowa. "Bei! Let's go--it is getting late! 
The sun is almost up! " 1 nodded and walked out of the village, not looking back. 
We reached the canoe at dusk, traversing in one day what it had taken three days 
on the way in, chree days of apparently serious wanderings away from the shortest 
roure. Bue now we had fresh guides who knew the area, and we trotced most of 
che way, resting only infrequendy. 

I gave Borosowa and his companions sorne twenty-fi.ve machetes to distribute 
in the village, earmarking one of chem for Tananowa, the lead~r of a splinter 
group that I hoped to contact che following season. 

We would have to travel ali night in the canoe to make it to the airstrip 
downstream in time to get the blood samples on che plane. Ir was a dismal night; 
it began raining about 10:00 P.M. and we paddled for hours, trying to catch 
fitful naps in che incessant downpour. By 4:00 A.M. we were too exhausted to 
try to keep che canoe in che middle of che river, so we pulled ir up on a sandbar and 
slept on the wet sand, in a cold drizzle, until it began to grow light again. The 
welts had all bue disappeared by chen. My last actack carne as I fell asleep in che 
wet sand, and the swelling and hives were confined to my lips, where the abrasive 
action of the sand rubbed on them as 1 tried to wiggle into a more comfortable 
position in che cold drizzle. I left before dawn for the airstrip, reaching it sorne six 
hours lacer, only to learn that the airplane had been rescheduled for the following 
day, and that the forced march and canoe trip--nearly thirty hours long-was 
unnecessary. Unaware of the week's evencs, my medica! colleagues were borh 
surprised and disappointed ro see me ar che airstrip a week sooner th'an they 
anticipated, and in possession of only half of rhe blood samples 1 was expected 
to deliver. The undelivered half of the Shamatari blood samples had to wait for 
che following year, and again, very nearly cose me my life. Symproms of danger 
appeared as soon as my recent fieldwork began, in February 1972. 

I had advised my medica! colleagues rhat ro complete niy study, I had to have 
four months of additional research among che Shamatari unencumbered by rigor
ous airplane schedules and che urgency to get perishable blood samples to point 
X at time Y. They would not join me in che field in 1972, bue I agreed to 
bring che remaining Shamatari blood samples out. 

MY LAST ASCENT OF THE MAVACA? 

When I rerurned to the field in 1972, 1 was greeted by my friends at Bisaasi-teri 
who were not disappointed to know that che medica! people were not coming, 
and that 1 would, accordingly spend much more of my time with them. They 
knew 1 would be taking a few trips to che Shamatari area, and they had learned 
to accept chis as part of my irracional behavior. They had heard from Dedeheiwa 
of Mishimishimabowei-teri that if I should try to return to Borosbwa's village 
or ro make conract with Tananowa's splinter group 1 would surely be killed. In-
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<leed, Tananowa, a man I had never seen, was so determined to kill me that during 
the context of a raid he organized earlier in the year, a raid that included my 
old friends, the Patanowa-teri (see 16mm film The Feast), he made a number of 
effigies of che individuals he most wanted to kili. One of them was of me. What 
annoyed me more rhan anything else was the fact that my friends the Patanowa-teri 
assisted in the ceremonial shooting of my effigy. It was small consolation when 
Rerebawa privately assured me that they did it only to please their allies, and 
"probably" did not really want to kill me. Irrationally, it seemed more acceptable to 
me to be shot by che lwahikoroba-teri, a notorious Shamatari group whom I had 
never seen, than by the Patanowa-teri, whom I thought to be my friends. 

I therefore decided that I was not going to attempt to contact Tananowa's 
village and was not going to visit Borosowa's group again. At this point I had 
not yet heard about the nearly successful attempt on my life in Borosowa's village 
che year before, and based my decision exclusively on the quality and content of 
che new rumors. How you separare rumors into categories is an art, not a science, 
a feeling that you learn by the seat of your panes, and one that you cannot teach 
to someone else. 

This was to have been che year that 1 brought all of my census material up to date 
on che severa! Shamarari villages. The new, vigorous rumors immediately removed 
two of the six villages from the srudy. Two other Shamatari villages that I intended 
to visit, che M9maribowei-teri and Reyabobowei-teri, 1 rhen learned, had entered 
into hostilities with each other and with sorne of their neighbors two months 
befare 1 arrived, and each group had abandoned its village and had migrated far 
away. The Mc;>maribowei-teri fled far to the west, to the banks of the Casiquiare 
Canal, where they hoped they could establish their first direct contacts with che 
foreign missionaries, and remove themselves from the wars and harassments they 
lived with to that point. The other village, Reyabobowei-teri, was said to have 
migrated far to the south; to reach the area they were thought ro be living in 
would have required walking for ar least a week in one direction, and even then 
it was not cercain they were living in that area. These events removed a chird
and perhaps a fourth-village from my list of six that 1 was determined tQ visit 
on this field tri p. 

Early in my 1972 crip I visiced che Mé;>marioowei-teri on che banks of the 
Casiquiare Canal, bue only a fraction of them were chere, living in temporary 
smoky hucs, in one of the worst mosquito-infested swamps I have ever visited. 
They told me about the contact they had just escablished wich che missionaries, 
and how they were going to become "Christians," give up tobacco, drugs, and 
multiple spouses. They had just collectively been · advised that all of this was 
"sin," they explained, and they wanted nothing more to do with "sin." They 
were going to stay chere in that swamp and be fed and clothed by the people 
from God' s village until their gardens began producing; they were going to 
learn to sing and be happy. 

They looked helpless and pathetic, emaciated from their long migration through 
the mountains and then the swamps, dwarfed in che tattered clothing that the 
missionaries gave them, swatting incessantly at the mosquitoes with which they 
had chosen to live, free from sin. They were only a mere shadow of the people 
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Figure 5.5-Shiitawa, headman of l~fi;imaribowei-teri be/ore learning of sin. He had 
one of the most magnificent shabonos 1 have seen, and now he lwes in a mosquito
infest ed swamp. 

who greered me boisterously in rheir magnificent, airy, and mosquito-free shabono 
deep in the jungle a few years earlier, a soverign people, srrong and confident. I 
wenc rhrough the necessary mocions of councing them again and asking Shiicawa, 
their aging leader and old friend, a list of previously drafted questions that he, 
because of his genealogical ties, age, wisdom, and experience was in a position 
to answer. I left, feeling very discouraged at what I had seen and what I knew 
was happening to them, and what soon, would happen to Moawa and his people. 

That left just cwo villages of the six I wanted to visir. One of these was Moawa's 
village, the one for which my data on census and composition were the most 
recent and mosc complete. The ocher was Sibarariwa's village, which lay only a 
few hours walk beyond Moawa's, and although 1 had never visited it, 1 knew 
almost everyone there. I had very detailed information on the composition of bis 
village. Bue I had to go there to map it and collect additional information on 
kinshi p usa ge. 
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To get to Sibarariwa's village I had to pass through MOa.wa's. My plan was to 
collect the blood samples in the farthesc group, after mapping their village and 
complecing che resc of my scheduled work there, and take the samples downstream to 
the airstrip for shiprnent out to Caracas in a light plane I had hired and scheduled fór 
a specific date. Then I would return to ·Moawa's village and spend a few weeks or 
so there, filling in details and missing information in already prepared printouts 
developed out of the previous year's work. I was short of trade items because I 
could not get everything into the light plane that originally flew me into the 
area; I left machetes and other items behind to make room in the plane for a 
dear friend of mine, Padre Luiz Coceo, a Salesian missionary, and two Y ~nomamó 
boys he had taken out to Caracas for medical attention. My machetes would be 
brought in on che plane that carne to pick up che blood samples, and I intended to 
bring sorne of these to Móawa's village on my return trip. Thus, when I set out 
for Sibarariwa's village to collect the blood samples, I had just barely enough trade 
goods to gain the cooperation of the members of that group. 

Rerebawa carne with me, as he often did, when I visited the Mishimishimabówei
teri. He, too, was fond of Dedeheiwa-"white beard" he called him-and enjoyed 
participating in and wacching the skillful, dramatic performances that took place 
daily in his village. Rerebawa told me, the year before, that he wanted to learn 
to be H eku-ra from Dedeheiwa, and that the old man had promised to teach him: 
"White beard knows the Hekit-ra and the truth about them. Wadubariwa actually 
lives in his chest. He promised to give me sorne of his Hekura when I come to his 
village again." 

After two days of canoe travel, we reached the point on the Mavaca where we 
had to begin walking inland to the village. We coincidentally bumped into a number 
of Mishimishimabówei-teri who were returning from Iwahikoroba-teri, where they 
had just traded and participated in a feast. The feast also included a large group 
of visitors from Yeisikorowa-teri, the rernote and yet-uncontatced Shamatari village 
that lay several days co the south of Mishimishimabowei-teri-the people to whom 
the Mishimishimabówei-teri had denied their agnatic kinship ties. I had missed 
meeting them bue to have met them meant going to Iwahikoroba-teri. 

I asked che passing men to inform Móawa and Dedeheiwa of my plans, and 
that I intended to ''live" with them afcer I collected che blood samples from 
Sibarariwa and his grou p. They agreed to carry chis information home and said 
they would send young men to carry our equipment, for there was more than 
Rerebawa and I could handle by ourselves. 

The Mishimishimabówei-teri were always happy to see me each year, and when 
I arrived, many of them carne clown to che river to greet me, a five-hour walk in 
sloppy weather, a three-hour trot in good weather. At dusk sorne of the young 
men began coming out to the river to spend the night with me and Rerebawa. 
They were usually so excited when word reached them of my arrival that they 
ran from the village to my customary riverside camp with no food and no ham
mocks, carrying only their bows and arrows, knowing I would share my food 
with them. They ofcen reached che river after dark, and would have to spend a 
half hour or so scurrying around in the dark jungle to find suitable trees whose 
bark they would bite off with their ceeth and rapidly fashion into temporary ham
mocks of eight or ten straps, and sleep cwo ata time in them. 
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Figu-re 5.6-Mijmaribowei-teri: Shiitawa's magnificent shabono. 
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Figu1'e 5.7-Now Shiitawa's people live in a mosquito-infested swamp-free from 
sin. 

At dawn a larger party of men and boys arrived, many of them from Sibarariwa's 
group. 1 had arrived at a time when Sibarariwa's entire village was visiting 
Moawa's for a mortuary ceremony: they were going to consume the remains of 
R~irowa, an important man of Sibarariwa's group who died "of magic" almost _ 
one year to the day earlier, when 1 was living in Mishimishimaoowei-teri.7 

We unpacked the supplies and left for the village, making good time. Moawa 
greeted me and had the carriers put all of my possessions in his house. 1 explained 
my schedule and my plan to collect blood samples from the various members of 
Sibarariwa's village who had not been sampled befare, and told him that 1 would 

1 Asch and I filmed the arrival of the man who announced to the Mishimishimabowei-teri 
the death of Reirowa in 1971. In 1972 1 filmed the ceremony during which his cremated 

' ashes were consumed. We are currently editing this footage into a film. 
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be coming back to his village with many possessions for him and his group after 
1 took the blood samples out. 

He appeared to understand and approve of what 1 was telling him, but bis 
attention was fixed on the cluster of fifteen machetes that were lying on the 
ground near my pack. He wanted to know what else 1 brought for him this year, 
whecher 1 had any cobacco ( their crop had failed again) or any hjsiomo drugs. 
The machetes, 1 repeated, were for Sibarariwa and the others, for blood samples, 
but 1 would give one to him if he couldn't wait for my second trip; no, 1 had 
no cobacco with me, but I would surely bring large quantities back wich me 
when I returned now that I knew they were poor and without any, and I would 
try to get hjsiomo for them as well. 

While I helping a few young men construct a temporary palm-wood shelf 
for my packs and supplies, Moawa decided that he wanted to examine the 
machetes, so he cut the binding that held the three packages together, and 
laid all fifteen of them out on the ground before his hammock, examining each 
one carefully and admiringly. 1 told him again that they were for the other group, 
but that 1 would soon be back with mariy more machetes, just like the ones he 
was looking at, afcer 1 cook the blood samples downscream. The plane would 
bring me many machetes. There was a crowd of men around bis hammock, ali 
of them meo from his group and none of them from Sibarariwa's. His face turned 
solemn at the third repetition of my intended disposition of the machetes he 
was examining; he looked at me coldly and then, bluntly, informed me that the 
machetes were to be distributed to the men he designated, and none-repeat, none 
-were to be given to people in Sibarariwa's group. They were thieves and liars, 
he said, and they were not to have any of chese machetes. These machetes were 
for him and che men in his village. 

1 knew that matters were, after these severa! years, finally coming to a head. 
He went on. I was to give all of my trade goods away immediately, and. not to 
attempt to defer my distribution until 1 planned to leave, as was my practice in 
che past. Moreover, none of che madohe were to be given to members of che 
visiting grou p, but to be given to people that he named. Again, I was not to 
squander any of my delicacies on che children; if I had food to give away, he 
would see that it was eaten. He had also heard thac in villages to the south, where 
the Y~nomamo had foreigners living among them, the foreigners gave shotguns 
away to the Y~nomamo in large numbers. He informed me that he had decided 
he wanted my shocgun. 

As he made demand after pointed de1nand, 1 knew that this was going to be a 
delicate situation. I knew that I would noc gec any blood samples unless I was pre
pared to give trade goods in recurn, and I knew chat as soon as I began paying 
for che blood samples according to my plan, there was going to be a serious 
confroncacion. 

That nighc Dedeheiwa again cold Rerebawa of che attempt on my life in Iwahi
koroba-teri che previous year, and Rerebawa whispered che story to me from a 
distance, over the jabbering in che village. I heard that che Iwahikoroba-ceri
Borahiwa and his brothers-had tried to kill me. It was annoying to be reminded 
of the rhreacs on my life and how serious they had become. 
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Figu-re 5.8-Before I had my hammock strung, Moawa had taken tJÜ my machetes 
and promised them to his particular henchmen. I knew this might be the final 
incident. 

I fell asleep worrying only about how 1 would be able to get the blood samples 
and remain on good terms with MOa.wa. My murder as attempted by Boraoowa 
and his brothers the previous year had apparently impressed Moawa, and he had 
decided to drop any remaining veil of diplomacy and patience. Not only was 1 
to distribute my possessions immediately, but 1 was to get my worthless self back 
downstream to fetch tobacco and more trade goods for him. The very nerve of 
me to come to his village without mountains of machetes and no tobacco, and 
think of giving the few machetes away to members of a difjerent group! 

1 visited with old friends the next day, took ID photos of Sibarariwa's group 
and worked in the garden with Dedeheiwa, having him resolve questions that had 
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arisen as a consequence of conflicting information obtained from several other 
informants on my last trip. He also identified the Polaroid photographs of those 
members of Sibarariwa's group that 1 did not know well, and filled in gaps and 
omissions in page after page of genealogies that 1 had converted to computer 
prtntout. 

That night I worked late taking star shots to-locate the village with astronomical 
data, afrer working for severa! hours with a compass and several informants who 
pointed out the directions to seores of abandoned garden sites. 1 had collected this 
information before, but to acquire sorne feeling for the consistency of informants 
from one year to the nexc and to coro pare the diff erences in informants' notions 
of cultural geography, 1 collected various sets of the same data. 1 avoided Moawa 
all chat day, and went to bed long after he retired. Just to let me know he was 
around and aware, he shouted out at me occasionally to go to bed so he could gec
some sleep. 1 ignored him. He had developed the habit on the occasion of my last 
two visits of ordering me to sleep when he was weary of observing me, just one 
more way of letting me know he was che lord of the village. Objecting to the 
disturbance I made was a fairly thin pretext, since che village often would be 
rocking with arguments, chatter, and chanting to the point of being a roar. But 
that was "native" noise and didn't bother him. The thin, silent beam of my fl.ashlight 
on my notebook did. 

Early the next morning Dedeheiwa cold me that they were going to drink the 
remains of "someone" and 1 should get ready to film it if I planned to do that. 
I asked him if he thought it would be advisable, and he assured me that it would 
-he would even scay at my side to make sure nobody became unduly abusive. 
HE, in brief, suggested thac I film it. Under the circumstances, I would otherwise 
have stayed at a comfortable distance, knowing how touchy Moawa was and how 
volatile che entire village was with all of Sibarariwa's group camped there. 1 asked 
Dedeheiwa in a whisper if the deceased were Rfirowa, a guess on my part, but a 
logical guess in view of che kinship ties among the assembled multitudes: it had 
to be someone important. Dedeheiwa winced, acknowledged that chis was indeed 
the truth, and urged me to not utter his name to anyone else in the village. Just 
befare the ceremony began Dedeheiwa carne over to tell me co prepare my photo
graphic equipment. He was concerned about the way Moawa was treating me, and 
asked me privately to overlook it. He urged me to take the blood samples in the 
afternoon, after the ceremony was over, because people would be dispersing and 
would not be going directly home. This was a full week earlier than l had planned 
to take the samples, and there was no way, from this remote village, to change 
the airplane schedule I had earlier worked out. I asked Dedeheiwa if he would 
come with me clown to Mavaca and work with me, away from the village, !º 
complete a large number of loose ends that my premature departure would 
create. He agreed to come. 

I filmed the mortuary ceremony, Dedeheiwa remaining at my side for most of it. 
A nu1nber of young men, emulating Moawa, made pointed threats while I :filmed, 
but Dedeheiwa scolded them and told me to ignore them. Finally, when it was 
over, he took me back to my section of the village. 

I told them chac I would begin co collect the blood samples late in the afternoon ¡ 
1 

l 
' -· 
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Figure 5.9-Barahiwa, stirring R~irowd's remains into a half-gourd of plantain 
soup. 

and continue the work on into the following afternoon. There were, luckily, a 
number of individuals in the village to whom Moawa ordered me to give machetes, 
men whose blood samples 1 intended to collect for a special serum study we were 
doing on paternity exclusions. I cold these men that 1 wanted samples from 
them, theii: wives and their children, and would give them machetes, as my 
"younger brother had asked me to do." 

While I prepared the equipment for sampling, all the men of the village were 
busy taking hallucinogenic drugs and violently striking clown Hekura from enemy 
villages. Everyone seemed to be in a very ugly, unpredictable mood; there were 
over 400 people living in the village at that time, the largest group of co-residents 
1 had ever seen. It was one of the most volatile situations 1 have ever been in. 
To make matters more tense, a terrible fight broke out between Dedeheiwa's wife 
and severa! of the visiting women. Hadakoama screamed at the Ironasi-teri women 
across the village, "You ugly bitches! Always demanding more than your share 
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Figure 5.10-Sibarariwa, Nanokawa, and other lineage members approach to con
sume their agnate's remains. 

of the meat! You come here and eat us out of house and home, staying longer 
than you should, and shit on the people who feed you by demanding more than 
what they themselves eat! We work while you lie around flirting with our men. 
Your foreheads are filthy! You are all Shami!" They replied in kind, the vituperous 
insults growing hotter and hotter until sorne of the women began picking up 
pieces of firewood and threarened to attack their adversaries. Dedeheiwa, reeling 
from the effects of the ebene, staggered all che way across the village clearing 
and shouted at his wife: "Shut up! Stop insulting them! I'll have to beat you if 
you keep that kind of talk up!" He had to make severa! trips to convince her that 
he meant what he said. 

He was well advised to stop the argument, for it was rapidly approaching 
the point where the wornen would start hitting each othet with pieces of fire
wood-and tben the fight would have extended to the men. In congregations of 
Y ~nomamo this lar ge, such a fight would ha ve been disastrous, since there were 
many smouldering grievances. The fight among the women had to do with the 
distribution of the meat at the mortuary ceremony. The women from the visiting 
group felt that they had been slighted and had gotten less than the women from the 
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local grou p-which was probably the case. There was a message in this manner of 
mear distribution, and it said that the visitors were no longer welcome and should 
return ro their own village and eat their own food. 

In che midst of chis unhappy assembly I pondered what to do about the blood 
samples. It seemed unlikely that I could persuade Sibarariwa and bis group to 
remain ar Moawa's for another week, as my schedule would have liked it. I 
could leave Moawa's village to go to Sibarariwa's except that bis group planned 
to splic into severa! groups and go in different directions. 

My decision was made for me when Moawa and a few of the lesser leaders 
told me thac they had invited che I wahikoroba-teri to come for a feast. They told 
me that the Iwahikoroba-teri would surely have ro pass by che spot at the river 
.where 1 had beached my canoe and would know that 1 was visiting Moawa's 
v~llage. Moawa repeated to me how angry the lwahikoroba-teri were at me, and 
how sorne of them might lie in ambush when 1 left and shooc me as I descended 
the Mavaca. A year or two earlier, a group of Y~nomamo ambushed a canoe on 
the Orinoco and sene a volley of arrows into ir, but because the Orinoco is wide 
and che canoe was sorne distance from the bank, nobody in the canoe--neither 
the Y ~nomamo or the Europeans-was hit. The Mavaca ac this distance from 
the mouth was a very tiny srream, and was less than a canoe's lengch wide for a 
whole day's travel. lt would have been difficulc to miss at chat range. They could 
see this information annoyed and disturbed me. If 1 stayed for another week 
I would surely see the Iwahikoroba-teri visirors and they would see me_; Ar fust , 
when such a possibility semed to exist, Moawa and Dedeheiwa assured me that 
they would make sure that the Iwahikoroba-teri would not harm me, unless they 
wanted a fight with MishimishimabOwei-teri. Then when ic seemed to be infor
rnation that might lead to a quicker distribution of che trade goods, Moawa 
began hinting around that while 1 might be safe within che village, there would 
be noching he could do to prevent the lwahikoroba-teri from ambushing me 
between the village and che canoe, at the canoe, or downstream from it. In 
short, he was suggesting that I would be largely on my own if 1 stayed very 
long in the village. 

As these hines became more pointed, 1 decided to collect the samples immediately 
and get out of there as soon as possible. 1 announced that I would take blood 
samples that afternoon and evening, and finish che work the following morning. 
As soon as 1 moved my sampling equipment over toan unoccupied section of the 
village, 1 was surrounded by about 200 pushy, impatient, angry, shouting people, 
each determined to get a particular item of which 1 had very few to disrribute. They 
jabbed and poked me constantly for severa! hours, demanding payment imme
diately, while I methodically continued to draw the blood samples. I could not 
move an inch in any direction, they were crowded in so close; if I hunched 
over to cake a el ose look ar a vein in someone' s arm, the space I evacua red 
was immedaitely filled wtih an equal volume of sweaty, s~elly Y~nomamo body. 
Everyone was farting, as is che characteristic reaction to che food at feasts and 
mortuary ceremonies; and they were farting at very close range, 200 or so strong. 
There was no other range. Uncomforcable as my situation was, 1 recall breaking 
up with uncontrollable laughter at one point when I complained about the foul 
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odor they were eliminating in such cramped quarters. One of them remarked 
cynically: "Farting? Who's farting? Why, we Y~nomamo do not even have 
ass-holes in chis village, so how could we fart? " 

Móawa carne over when I began the sampling and repeated his instructions 
firmly: che machetes were to go to the men he specified, and ro nobody else. He 
watched as I took che first few samples, so I deliberately chose men that he 
specified, bue men whose samples I intended to collect anyway for che special 
paternity exclusion study. He seemed to be convinced that I was following his 
instructions, so he left. He carne back from time to time to check on me. When 
I ran out of the men he had specified, I then had to choose very carefully. From 
my knowledge of past fig~ts and disputes in the group when Sibarariwa and his 
section lived in the same village with Moawa, I knew who the men were that had 
stood up to Moawa and defied him. I began calling them, in turn, knowing that 
Moawa would be less able to prev~nt me from giving my machetes to these men 
without a fighc, and knowing that these men would apply pressure on the rest 
of their village to cooperare with me when the machetes ran out. Instead of 

Figure 5.11-Nanokawa, Moawa's classificatory brother, was himself a man of 
renown and had f ought a good deal with Moawa. I gave him a machete, knowing 
that Moawa could not object too vigorously. 
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taking their families in turn, as I had done before, when I sampled men whom 
Moawa had specifi.ed, I quickly sampled the important men and paid them with 
machetes very quickly. I was clown to one machete when Móawa learned what I 
had done. 

He trotted over in a rage and stared in disbelief at the single machete. He glared 
at me with naked hatred in his eyes, and I glared back at him in the same fashion. 
He was clutching an axe in bis hands and was shaking with anger. We stared at 
each orher for sorne moments before he hissed : "You aren't following my orders, 
you son-of-a-bitch! And don't you ever look at me that way again!" He then 
raised his axe to strike and I saw how white his lips and knuckles were. Moawa 
hissed again: "Either you give that machete to that man over there, or I'll bury 
this axe in your head!" 

By then it was too late, I had disposed of the machetes in such a way that I was 
able to get the rest of Sibarariwa's group to cooperare. Needless to say, I gave 
the single machete to a man he specified, but not before taking bis blood sample 
and that of his family, whether or not I needed those samples. 

I worked late into the night and went to bed long after Moawa was sleeping. 
I remember feeling very confident that he wouldn't try anything that night, since 
he was out of tobacco and he knew that I was coming back with a large quantity 
of it for him. After all, had I not invited Dedeheiwa to come along with me, and 
would I not have to bring the old man back up to the village? 

The next morning I resumed the blood sampling, but there were only odds 
and ends of trade goods left, so the crowd was much thinner. They were impatient 
to have me finish so that I could get out of the village, get back downstream and 
collect the tobacco and more machetes for them, and get back u p to distribute these 
items. Móawa's boldness had set a precedeni, and even the youths of lowest status 
insulted and threatened me. 

They repeatedly told me to hurry or else the Iwahikoroba-teri would surely 
catch me between the village and my canoe. It was noon and raining before I 
stopped drawing blood samples. Moawa was so desperate for tobacco that he 
demanded my pipe tobacco to chew. I refused, but told him I would give a canful 
to him at the river. He refused to walk out to collect it, but sent a youth along 
with me to bring it back for him. 

We walked out to the canoe in a dreary rain, not quite a downpour but more 
than a mere drizzle. Everything was soaked by the time we made it to the canoe, 
four hours later. 

I loaded everything and asked Dedeheiwa to get in. Another man had also asked 
to come along, but at the last minute, realizing how tense the situation was 
becoming, he decided not to come with me. What if I told the Bisaasi-teri about 
how they treated me? They might do the same to him. Just as I was about to 
push out into the current, the youth stepped forward and asked for the can 
of tobacco. I told him that I would not give it. If Moawa wanted it that badly, 
he should have come to the river to get it himself. I knew that this would anger 
Moawa, and I did it for that very reason. I knew already that I could not bear to spend 
another day in that village, and had no intention of coming back so long as 
Móawa lived there. 
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I worked downstream with the old man for longer than I cold M6awa I in
tended to. 1 figured that if anybody were going to lie in wait along the riverbank 
to take potshots at me, he would have to wait for sorne time. There was no sense 
following a schedule that they knew. 1 waiced downstream for about a week, 
working there with Dedeheiwa on things that 1 had intended to do in the village. 
By then, Rerebawa had told all the Bisaasi-teri how Móawa treated us and how 
he threacened to kill me with an axe. They were angry and kept telling me "I 
told you so!" kinds of things. Dedeheiwa, seeing thac the Bisaasi-teri were growing 
openly angry at bis fellow villagers, wanted to go home. Although no harm would 
have come to him, he felt uncomfortable because of the ill will that his son-in-law 
had creaced. 

1 dreaded the trip back upstream, and worried abouc it constantly. At night 1 
would dream about raiders behind every tree, of ambuscades at every bend in the 
river above the confluence of che Washawa-u, where the Iwahikoroba-teri area lay. 
1 would have to pass through their area for at least six hours of river travel with 
the fascest boat 1 could locate, and the river would be very narrow. The Iwahikoroba
teri undoubtedly knew by now that I would be bringing Dedeheiwa back upstream 
soon. 

Por che long, trying crip back upstream 1 decided co leave my dugout and 
mount my 18 h.p. motor on my small rowboac. The dugouc was too heavy and 
too slow for chis crip. 1 had left supplies of gasoline hidden along the riverbank, 
the only way that such a small boat could make such a long trip. lt could not 
carry enough fuel co make it up and back. 

I asked Rerebawa to come along. He had grown to bate M6awa overnight, 
recalling che treachery of 25 years earlier when Mó~wa's village had tricked 
the Bisaasi-teri and had killed, among others, the brocher of his wife's 1 father. 
Now he remembered these things well and decided, after ali, that the Shamatari 
were a bunch of unmitigated bastards, treacherous to the core. He had been very 
disturbed by Móawa's chreat to my life, and did not care if he ever saw him again. 
He told me that when Móawa raised his axe as if co strike me, he had taken up 
iny shotgun and was prepared to shooc him if he tried to hit me with the axe. I 
know that Rerebawa would have done exactly that. 1 also realized that I would 
have defended him in the same way. 

And with chis, 1 realized that it was time for me to quit, for the causes that 
would provoke that kind of reaction in a Y~nomamó, and in me at this point, 
were not worch fighcing or dying for. An argumenc over a banana in the right 
situation could lead to thac kind of confrontation. The banana would be largely 
irrelevant, but the situation, as 1 had grown to understand afcer three years, would 
not be. The Y~nomamo do fight about "things" like bananas--or women
or possessions as such. 1 could easily fight with Moawa "over a banana," and one 
of us might get gravely injured, or killed. But the banana would have been only 
a very insignificant aspect of the fight. The real reasons for the fight would be 
very different and would have to do with the status system. lt would be some
thing of a gross misrepresentation to say that the cause of fight X was "bananas": 
the cause was policical. Bananas were simply che catalyst that touched off a con
frontation that had other, different, and much more complex roocs. Recent trends 
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in ethnological theory are tending more and more to crystallize around the notion ~ 
that warfare among swidden cultivators must always be explainable in terms of 
population density, scarcity of strategic resources . such as territory or "proteins," 
or a combination of both. The Y~nomamo are an imporrant society, for their 
warfare cannot be explained in this way. South America as a culture province 
had its share of militant tribesmen, bue in few cases in che Tropical Forest was 
intertribal or incervillage hostility and fighting clearly reducible to competition ) 
over scarce resources or population pressure (Carneiro, 1970). Elsewhere in the 
ethnographic world a betcer case can be made for che intimare relationship ( 
between fighting, population density, and scarcity of resources, but Highland 
New Guinea models do not necessarily fit in the South American lowlands. Like 
the American military involvement in Southeast Asia, sorne tribal warfare is 
best interpreted from its political attributes. I know of no serious anthropologist 
who would argue that che American military activities in Southeast Asia were 
a direcc response to territorial shorrages or procein deficiences in che United States, 
but there will be sorne anthropologists who will feel cheated if another colleague 
daims that Y~nomamo warfare is not related to these ecological parameters. 
Sorne of us would deny that primitive warfare can operare on che same political 
principies that characterize modern warfare. I find the parallels between the behav- , 
ior of modern nation states and the military behavior of sovereign tribal villages 
very intriguing: they are common responses to common military or other kinds ' 
of threats. W arre did not . disappear with che emergence of che nation state. 
Rather, it expanded in scope and continued to characterize che relarionships be- J 
tween sovereign political bodies right to the present day. lt is still with us, and 
causes statesmen to ponder che essence of security, and to conclude, from time 
to time, that che bese defense is a good offense-as tribal headmen are wont !.O do. 

Rerebawa, Dedeheiwa, and I set off for che landing on the high Mavaca where 
I would let Dedeheiwa off. I did not tell him, bue I knew I would not be seeing 
him for a very long time. I did noc wanc to return to his village, ever: not because 
of him or because of the way 95 percenc of his group treaced me, but because 
of Moawa and che 5 percent of che village I could no longer live with. 

lt was a long trip. The river had dropped markedly, and that high up in its 
course, it was choked with logs and deadfalls. After chopping our way through 
many of them we finally carne to one that could not be passed without severa! 
hours of chopping. It was only a few minutes by boat below our destination, so 
I put Dedeheiwa ashore at chis point and gave him che tobacco I had obtained. 
None of it was for Moawa, nor were any of che other going-away presents I 
handed over. 

le was di.ffi.cult for me to remain silent and watch the old man disappear into 
che jungle. I could noc tell him that I would never return co his village so long 
as his son-in-law lived there. 

Only after I rerurned to Mavaca did I lec my feelings be "o.ffi.cially" known. I 
cold che Bisaasi-teri chat I planned never to recurn to Moawa's village. Nor 
would I go to visir che Iwahikoroba-teri. I was tired of having people threaten 
co kill me. I was alarmed at how close sorne of them had come. I told them that 
I would do "che same" to Moawa as he did to me, should he ever venrure to 
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come co Mavaca to visit. By the time this information got co him it undoubtedly 
had acquired embellishments and exaggerations chat characcerize che growth of 
Y~nomamó and all other rumors. I hope chis was the case, and that Moawa will 
think twice about coming two weeks by trail to visit the villages at the mouch 
of che Mavaca River. 

No macter how short I fell of my research objeccives, I decided that 1 had 
done enough purely demographic fieldwork for che time being. I had, after all, 
spent three years living in Y~nomamo villages, had collected the data systematically, 
and had returned every year for eighc years to check and double-check on the 
accumulated resulcs. They amount to a great deal of information and are more 
than enough to do an acceptable analycical job. It is to chat cask that I now turn, 
after eight years, and cry to put it ali cogecher into che pacterns and configurations 
that I know or suspecc are chere. 

1 do not expecc to recurn to Mishimishimabowei-ceri for a long time, if at all, 
bue I do plan co concinue cercain aspeccs of my fieldwork among the Y~nomamo 
in ocher villages. The greacest privilege I have had in my life was to have mee 
people like K~obawa, Rerebawa, and Dedeheiwa and to learn from them some
ching abouc che quality of cheir way of life, ar a time when chac way of life was 
whole, and when cheir villages were sovereign. Their culture will not endure for 
long; and ics disappearance will impoverish al! of us. Por me, chese men are 
more than identification numbers listed in the appendices of recondite journals. 
To the extent thac my craft is scientific, ir is necessary and desirable to quantify 
people, things, and culture. To che excent that people such as Dedeheiwa, K~obawa, 
and Rerebawa are che subject of investigacion, I, as the observer and reponer, 
feel an obligacion to bring out their quality and the quality of their lives, to 
document in whatever way is appropriate and meaningful what it is tike to 
live that style of life. 

Quantity and quality are not incompatible approaches in echnography. I 
am less concerned abouc che formalism of explanation-the models that social 
scientists make-than I am about the irreducible goal of explanation: to generare 
greater understanding of che externa! world. Where it is necessary to depare from 
che form to achieve che goal, it is desirable to do so. 1 have collected my share 
of faces and have followed the appropriate models. The job does not end there: 
headmanship in tribal society requires sorne pacing off as well as measurement. 

Perhaps Moawa is an exceptional headman by Y~nomamo standards, and che 
strength of his character is an aberrancy. Whatever has called bis qualicies into 
being-idiosyncratic factors or micropolicical evolucion among che Shamatari, a 
demand on leadership created by the largeness of villages-it is there, and it 
became something that 1 had to cope with during my fieldwork. Móawa was che 
one who really lived there, and should anyone invite himself to cake up residence 
in chat village, those were che conditions. I learned to sympathize with and under
stand why men like Sibarariwa, Nanokawa, and R~irowa chose to live apart 
from him, and had that choice been compatible with my anthropological goals, 1, 
too, would have made it. 

Scientific curiosity brought me to his village and professional obligacion kept 
me there in circumstances 1 did not particularly enjoy. Individual personality 
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cbaracteristics led me to react emotionally to Müawa and grow to dislike him, 
perbaps out of envy for bis remarkable competence, but more out of my own pride. 
As a human being witb my own values and character I do not enjoy being pushed 
around and bullied, either psychologically or physically. Being a professional 
anthropologist does not oblige me to like it, or impose on me che solemn pro
scription to remain silent about my feelings. I would not tolerare that kind of 
t'reatment in my own culture, but I did in Moawa's. I always feared that the 
time would come wben I would lay aside my own cloak of relativism and respond 
to chis man as I would to someone in New York or Chicago, or as anocher 
Y~nomamo might respond in Mishimishimabowei-teri. Those who contemplare 
fieldwork should consider themselves from this perspective; one cannot dismiss 
it lighdy. 

Many readers will be tempted to reduce my con.flict with Moawa to a simple 
explanation tbat it represents only an ethnographer, in possession of valuable goods, 
giving chem away in such a fashion that ir was perceived by the headman as a 
tbrear to his aurhoricy and an undermining of it. This might be "scructurally" 
defensible, but ic would ignore what I feel ro be, as an interesred principal in 
che situation and as a trained observer looking back at ic, equally relevant and 
very important faces. One such body of faces has to do with my observations on 
ocher headmen and my personal relationships with them. It was not like chis. 
Anoeher set of faces is that Moawa and I, as people reduced to the nature of our 
respective personality characceristics, simply did not mix well rogether. I think we 
both found that to be a constant source of friction. 

1 learned his language and the idiom of bis culture's political strategies, and 
cha.ffed at the bit, knowing that I, because of my professional obligations and 
formally acquired relarivism, bad no choice on his ground but to move and behd 
with the blows. Perbaps it is a tribute to him that I sbould bave become so 
personally touched by bis quality, and so emotionally involved in my response to 
it. I can not help feeling that a measure of my response was due to an intensely 
private quesrion: bad I been born in bis culture, could I have been bis equal? 
My feelings about him are such that I would be delighted to have him come into 
my culture and deal with me on my terms. He would probably do very well. 

I do not think tbat it is absurd for echnographers to become so involved in 
wbat tbey do that questions of this order come to mind. Perhaps that is why 
sorne peo ple become anthropologists: they are not sure where they fit in their 
own culture, and ir is appealing to speculate about the goodness of fit in another 
time and another place. To become involved, as tbe saying goes, in something 
challenging or in an assumed simpler kind of culture where laws are said to work 
and cause men to behave rarionally. Personally, I was quite happy to return to my 
own culture, and I think I understand it beccer. It has a kind of irrationality that 
my anthropological experience has raught me to live with. 
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Mishimishimabovv ei-teri 
census data 

Appendix A has two major uses. First, it provides to both students and 
colleagues a substancial body of new raw data that lends itself to quantification. The 
enthusiastic reception of my first book, T he Fierce People, has created a situation 
where more decailed data on the Y~nomarno is now pedagogically necessary. 
Since the definitive work I plan to write is still severa! years away, I hope that 
this book will be an adequate intermediare step that temporarily supplements the 
rnaterials I presented in The Fierce People and severa! journal arrides. Dozens of 
anthropologically significant hypotheses can be formulated and tested frorn the 
data presenred in this and in the other appendices. A wealth of supplementary 
biomedical data, especially genetic information, is available for Mishimishimaoowei
teri and many other Y~nomamo villages. My medica! colleagues, Drs. James V. 
Neel and Miguel Layrisse, • are the authorities on this aspect of the multi
disciplinary study we have been conducting for the pase eight years. 

Appendix A is essentially a census of Mishimishirnabowei-teri for the year 1971, 
supplemented with genealogical, geographic, dernographic, and anthropological 
informarion. ( A few residents are not included because of technical problerns 
stemming from computerization procedures.) The pararneters listed in the columns 
have been systematically checked and are not likely to change as I, continue the 
enormous task of data cleanup. Nevertheless, I consider this a provisional summary, 
however close to the final produce it may be. 

Note that genealogical data for only one ascending generation is given for 
each individual listed in Column 1 as "Ego." If Ego's parents are alive and living 
in Mishimishimaoowei-teri, they will, of course, appear in Column 1 as residents. 
Depending on che age of rhe Ego, three, four, or .five ascending generations of 
ancestors exist in my data. I am presently analyzing these data in the context of 
che wider population network. in which they have their greatest anthropological/ 
demographic significance. Several projected publications will present the results 
of these analyses. 

Second, che data in chis and che orher appendices provide a detailed frame 
of reference for the numerous ethnographic .films I will be producing with my 
colleague, Timothy Asch. Appendix G lists and briefly describes sorne of rhese 
films. One of the films (Doing Anthropological Fieldwork in Mishimishimabowei
teri) complemencs chis book in an intimare methodological way, for it describes 
how I conducced sorne of che work described here. Asch and I shoc nearly 80,000 
feet of film in Mishimishimabowei-teri according to a very detailed plan that we 
had worked out beforehand. 1 knew what was generally significant in the culture, 

•Dr. James V. Neel, Department of Human Genecics, University of Michigan Medica! 
School, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104; Dr. Miguel Layrisse, Opto. de Fisiopatología, I.V.I.C., 
Apartado 1827, Caracas, Venezuela. 
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and what was particularly significant in this village. Thus, the 80,000 feet of film 
was, by filming scandards, very judiciously expended and we planned from the 
oucsec to document many of the events and social interactions that will appear in the 
fi.lms listed in Appendix G. This is a novel step in ethnography and ethnographic 
filming, an experiment in filming, teaching, and research that has already yielded 
bountiful returns to professionally concerned teachers and students. Our first film, 
The Feast, served as our model. It, too, was the result of careful planning before 
we entered the field iri 1968, the year it was shot. The success of The Feast, like 
the success of John Marshall's The Hunters, stems from the fact that ir illustrates 
the general by focusing on the particular. Our filming in 1971 in Mishimishi
mabowei-teri followed a similar pattern in that we focused on the families of two .,. 
prominent men in the village, Moawa and Dedeheiwa, and showed how these 
individuals and their families behave in a wide range of social drcumstances. The 
written materials will revea! the position of these people in a larger context, and 
we can indulge in this methodological luxury only because of the other, more 
traditional data that accompany the .films. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA 

The appendix contains 18 columns of information. Each column has a descrip
tive heading. The content and abbreviations or codes used are as follows: 

Column 1: ID (Identification number). The individuals are listed in sequence 
by number rather than alphabetically, although there is sorne correspondence 
between identification number and alphabetization. The numbers in this column 
are the four-digit identifi.cadon numbers described in Chapter 3 (as are the 
numbers in Columns 9 and 10). 

Column 2: NAME. * Each resident of Mishimishimabowei-teri is lisred by his 
true or most commonly used name. In a few cases· the names are shortened 
because only fifteen spaces were assigned to chis parameter in my original 
formar. Each individual occurs only once, despíte the number of alternare 
names he has. A few children did not have names yet, so I named them 
after one of their parents (usually the mother, as in individual 2541, "Sharama 
So" (Sharama's son]). 

Column 3: SEX. Males are indicated by the numeral "1" and females by "2." 
Column 4: AGE. The age is given in estimated year of birth. To convert to 

actual ( estimated) age in years, subtract from 1971. Note that the .first nu
meral of the year of birth has been dropped, so that an entry "95 3" should 
be read "1953." 

Column 5: BP (Birthplace). The numbers in chis column refer to villages or 
garden sites, either ancient ~bandoned gardens or contemporary gardens. 
The approximate location of these gardens is given in Appendix D. In 
sorne cases the exact location of the villages or gardens is not known. 

Colúmn 6: MENS (Place of .first menses for post-pubescent females). The in
formation here is the same kind as that given in Column 5, that is, the 
numbers refer to garden sices or villages. 

Column 7: PHOTO ( Identification photograph number). Each person, with a 
few exceptions, occurs in the identification photographs given in Appendix 
E. A few individuals occur in severa! photographs. The numbers in this column 

• The diacritical marks on the names are missing. 

Biblioteca Digital Curt Nimuendajú - Coleção Nicolai
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refer to the phocograph number. See Appendix E for supplementary in
formation. 

Column 8: RES (Place of residence within the village). The numbers and letters 
in this column refer to the place within the village where each individual 
sleeps. Appendix F gives a scale diagram of the village with each frontpost 
of the house numbered. 1 divided the village into six sections, labeled A 
through F. Each section has a number of frontposts, each of which is num
bered. The terminal letters in the codes given in Column 8 refer to what 
"position" within the house the individual sleeps. Where there are two ham
mocks, one hanging over che other, the suffix "D" refers to "clown" ( the 
lower hammock ) and "U" refers to "up," the higher hammock. The suffix 
"S" refers to shiko hamo, ( "at che back of the house"). Thus, where Indi
vidual 180 lives is coded as "FlOS"; chis means she lives in Section F of 
the village, at che tenth post and sleeps at the back of the house. Sorne children, 
not yet weaned, sleep in their mothers' hammocks. 

Column 9: FATHER. The numbers given here refer to the four-digit identifi.ca
tion numbers. For those individuals listed in Column 2 whose parents are 
still living and reside in Mishimishimabowei-teri, che numbers given in chis 
column can be used co locate the parents in the list ( Column 1 ) . 

Column 10: MOTHER. See description of Column 9 entries. 
Column 11: STA T (Marital se.a.rus). The encry .. S" means chat che individual 

is single and never has had a spouse. The entry "M" means that they were 
once married, and therefore their marriage and reproductive information 
are given in Appendix B. 

Column 12: LIN ( Patri-Lineage). The numbers in chis column identify the indi
viduals by lineages (as used rhroughout Chapters 3 and 4). The oldest or 
genealogically most remore ancesror is used as rhe lineage "founder"; che 
numbers correspond to che identifications of these men. A few people whose 
ancescors come from remore villages have a "O" as cheir lineage. This in
formarion is useful when marriages are examined and che lineages of che 
spouses examined in terms of reciproca! exchanges. 

Columns 13 through 18: KIN TERMS. 1 chose six informancs in Mishimishi
mabowei-teri and had them give me the kinship terms they used for every 
resident of the village. The informancs were: 

Column 13: 2194 Y9roshianawa (Male, 28 yrs old) 
Column 14: 0178 Barahiwa (Male, 37 yrs old) 
Column 15 : 0059 Amanama ( Female, 42 yrs old ) 
Column 16: 1478 Ramoma (Female, 30 yrs old) 
Column 17: 0340 Dedeheiwa (Male, 60 yrs old) 
Column 18: 1240 Moawa (Male, 35 yrs old) 

Lineage 2968 
Lineage 2968 
Lineage 2968 
Lineage 1222 
Lineage 1443 
Lineage 1222 

They were selecced for their lineage affiliation, sex, and prominence in village 
activities. The two women are sisters or classificatory sisters to che male informants 
so thac the differences between Female Ego and Male Ego usage can be compared. 
Two of the men were brothers, a choice 1 made so rhat variacion in their usage 
can be compared. Ideally, they should use identical terms for everyone else in 
che village ( except for their own siblings; one informant was considerably 
younger than his brocher, and chis will account for sorne differences in usage). 
Finally, Moawa and Dedeheiwa were used as informants because they are two 
of the most prominent men in che village. Appendix C gives a more complete 
description of che kinship rerminology and provides che terminological equivalents 
for che code given in Columns 13 through 18. 
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558 
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969 
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BP 
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132 
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111 
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132 
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1"S 
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o 
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o 
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APPENDIX B 

Marriage and reproduction statistics 

Column 11 of Appendix A specifies whether or not che "Ego" in any par
ticular row is married or ever has been married. If che individuals listed in 
Appendix A are not now or never were married, che 11 th column will indicate 
these facts by the symbol "S"-single. If che individuals were married at least 
once in their lifetime, che symbol "M"-married-will occur in Column 11. 

This appendix gives a summary of marriage and reproductive performance of 
all those individuals in Village 16, Mishimishimabowei-teri, who have an "M" 
entered in Column 11. The first person listed, Hadakoama, appears in this appendix 
as Ego number 0012. She was ( and presently is) married to, individual 0340, 
Dedeheiwa. She had eight children by him as shown in Column 3 below. Finally, 
the current status of that marriage is indicated in the fourth column. In Hadakoaina's 
case, the digit "1" appears in the fourth column, which means that the marriage 
is still current. The entries in Column 4 of the present appendix are as follows: 

l. Current spouse; marriage still recognized. 
2. Spouse is deceased. 
3. This wife is shared with another man. 
4. Marriage terminated; spouse was "thrown away." 

This appendix is incomplete and may show minor discrepancies with informa
tion given in the chapters. This unfortunate flaw is the result of the continuous 
process of updating and correcting the data: sorne of the text material was sum
marized from the computerized material during different times of the correcting 
process. W ere 1 to wait until all the corrections were made, chis material would 
remain inaccessible for several more years. Inasmuch as this book aims chiefUy at 
methodological points, I feel that a premature disclosure is warranted. A large 
number of arrides for professional journals are in progress, and they will contain 
the refinements of data accuracy that are missing here. 

A number of additional clarifications are required. A number of individuals 
will be found in the "Ego" column here, but their "current" wives will not be 
found in the list. This is because sorne families were in the process of moving out 
of or into Mishimishimabowei-teri and were undecided in 1971. Sorne of them 
still had their families in lronasi-teri, the splinter village that fissioned away from 
Mishimishimabowei-teri severa! times in the past. This underscores the point that 
recently fi.ssioned villages undergo a process of separation that may cake months or 
years to complete, especially if the fi.ssion did not take place during a fight in 
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212 APPENDIX B 

which someone was killed, as was the case here. During this time there will 
be individuals and families migrating back and forth trying to decide where to 
setcle. This is often a complicated and strucrurally fascinadng situation. One 
example worth noring in this connection is the case of Nanokawa, individual 
number 1335. He is . Moawa's parallel cousin-a competing agnate. Srill, he 
has many intimare and compelling kin ries with Wadoshewa ( 1929) and Dara
masiwa (0336), his two most powerful brothers-in-law. Wadoshewa and Dara
masiwa wanted him to rejoin the village so desperately in 1971 that they cleared 
and planted a complete garden for Nanokawa and bis large family and invited 
him "home." He was living in Mishimishimabowei-teri during most of rhe year, 
but sorne of bis wives and children remained in Ironasi-reri. His presence in the 
village conrribured ro the srrain that exisred in the village, a strain that expressed 
itself in both hostile acts and ceremonial disrributions calculated to strengthen 
particular kinship and marriage ties. Sorne of these political strains are the matrix 
against which a number of rhe films, particularly T he Axe Fight and Reahumou are 
to be interprered. 

Another point of clarification is rhat the number of children listed for each 
marriage represents all children-living, dead, and those who live in orher 
villages. Again, the sratistics are not complete enough for sorne demographic 
applications, such as an accurace estimare of "compleced fertility." Abortions and 
infanticide on the one hand, and infant mortality on the orher, are not sufficiendy 
well documented ro warrant these kinds of estimares or characterizations. A more 
realistic precis of the data would be thar the numbers of children given for each 
marriage represenrs those that lived long enough ro have acquired a name. 

Finally, che present appendix does nor idenrify che individuals who have been 
abducred from orher villages. This is an imporrant phenomenon and will be 
treated in a separare publication. 
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0012 0340 8 1 0256 1371 4 1 

0041 0777 1 1 0259 1929 7 1 

0059 1110 1 2 0282 0789 o 1 

0059 1335 o 4 0298 1240 1 1 

0059 1504 o 2 0314 0202 o 3 

0067 1334 o 4 0314 0958 1 4 

0178 0537 1 1 0326 1370 1 1 

0178 1541 3 1 0330 1568 2 1 
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0949 1125 o 1 1089 1110 1 2 

0950 1861 3 3 1089 2127 2 1 

0958 0314 1 4 1109 1496 1 1 
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0959 0368 l 1 1124 1509 1 1 
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1335 1188 1 1 1541 0252 o 4 

1335 1339 o 1 1561 0734 1 4 

1335 2115 1 4 1561 1025 o 4 

1335 2209 2 1 1561 1641 o 2 

1335 2217 5 1 1561 2194 l l 

1339 1335 o 1 1568 0330 2 l 

' 
1370 0326 l l 1568 0355 2 1 

1371 0256 4 l 1578 1807 1 l 

1377 0522 2 l 1614 2248 3 l 

1435 0949 o l 1619 09 59 5 l 
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1628 1126 o 1 1929 0153 1 2 

1631 2134 3 1 1929 0259 7 1 

1634 0910 2 1 1929 0714 1 1 

1644 1975 o 4 1935 0706 o 4 

1644 2069 o 2 1935 2134 4 1 

1697 2173 1 1 1938 2389 1 1 

1706 0582 1 1 2052 2173 o 1 
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2489 0723 o 4 
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2490 0706 1 1 

2490 1981 1 2 

2494 2911 o 2 



APPENDIX C 

Kinship terminology 

Y~nomamo kinship cerminology conforms to che Iroquois variecy of che 
bifurcare merging type; parallel cousins are classified with siblings and distinguished 
from both sets of cross-cousins, who are, in turn, lumped into a single category 
( discriminated only on che basis of sex) . 

The numbers given in Appendix A in Columns 13 through 18 correspond 
to che cerms given below. See Appendix A for the relationships between the in
formancs used for che kinship cerms. 

Before discussing che terms, lec me fust describe how they were collected. The 
Y~nomamo employ a wide variecy of kinship words to refer to or address their 
kinsmen. Noc all of chese words properly consticuce a system of terminology 
in che traditional anchropological sense: sorne are cerros that emphasize affect 
or endearmenc and are used to exaggerate closeness of relationship to kinsmen 
who would, in a descriptive, formal sense, be called by a different kinship word. 
To provide scudencs and colleagues alike with che complete range of verbal 
kinship responses, 1 provided, in Appendix A, the informant's actual response 
to the question: "What do you call chis. person?" At che time I asked the question, 
che informant was shown a phocograph of the kinsman in question and told 
( whispered) his or her name. I tape-recorded che responses in all cases. They are 
lisced below, corresponding to che numbers given in Appendix A. 

I conducted chis work in public, wich a large number of onlookers listening 
and wacching-and making certain that the informanc did not, in their estimation, 
make a "miscake." The Y~nomamo do noc attempt to deceive me on maccers of kin
ship usage, bue sorne informants make occasional miscakes because their minds 
wander or because I mispronounced a name; working in public eliminates this kind 
of error. 

In sorne cases che person in question is too young to be addressed by a kin
ship term, or che informanc has not begun to refer to the child in conversations. 
A common reaction was: "That baby is a newborn! I don't call him anything!" 
I would rephrase my question in such a way as to get che informant's (projected) 
usage, such as: "What will you call her when she becomes moko?" In sorne 
villages I even "used" very tiny infants as informancs by asking che parent 
questions like: "What will your baby call so-and-so when he gecs older?" 1 
also used selected informants to give me their usage for people who died long 
ago; these cwo cechniques enabled me to gec usages extended back in time as 
far as possible, and projecced usages as well. 
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One fact that should emerge from the set of kinship words, when viewed 
against the genealogical data given in Appendix A, is that there is a good deal 
of inconsistency in actual usage when che model of "ideal'' usage ( see the 
paradigm, page 220) is examined. These inconsistencies can usually be craced to 
s01ne incestuous 1narriage, which necessitates a manipulation of kinship usage 
for sorne people, but chere is also an enormous variatior:i in che extent to which 
che manipulacions are reverberated through the nexus of .kinship relationships. 
One 1nan may change his usage, bue his brothers may not. 

There is also a large amount of variation in che use of particular terms from 
one region to another, even where boch terms are used in similar ways in cwo 
regions; che terms may even be identical in pronunciation, bue have various shades 
of 1neaning in two adjacent regions. The Bisaasi-teri, for example, use the kinship 
cerm yaoyd to mean "1ny siblíng of the opposite sex" ( both male and female speak
ers). Among che Shamacari ro the south, the cerm tends to be used exclusively by 
males ro refer ro siscers. This disrincrion between che Bisaasi-teri and the Shamatari 
is rnainrained, even in the face of considerable migration between the two popu
larions. Again, among the Bisaasi-teri, male speakers distinguish between older 
and younger sisrer quite sharply, bur among the Shamatari che same distinction 
is vague or rare in daily usage. However, both males and females in the Sha.Il\atari 
dialect use terms to discinguish same-sex siblings into older and younger, as do 
che. Bisaasi-teri, and both have an unequivocal term used by boch male and 
female speakers to designare an older brother. In brief, che criterion of relacive 
age of siblings appears co be more vague among che Shamatari. 

The range of application of particular terms that occur . in different dialect 
areas can be very large and have imporcant scruccural implications. The term 
haya in rnosc Y~nomamo dialeccs is resrricted to Ego's father ( or bis father's 
brochers, 1nocher's husbands, facher's parallel cousins, and the like) but in che 
extreme norcheastern end of che cribe, che Sanoma area, this term is also ~xtended 
to father's father and ocher men of che second ascending generacion. There seems, 
in addition, to be a cline in chis rendency to merge lineal kinsmen of the first 
and second ascending generation, one that is strongest in che Sanoma area 'in che 
northeast, and gradually diminishing in a souchwestward direction until, among 
che Shamatari, it ceases to exisc. There che term shoaya is unequivocally applied to 
father's father, his siblings, and parallel cousins, and che like. In che region inter
mediare between these two extremes there appears to be sorne inconsistency, and 
informancs will occasionally argue that che term shoayd should not apply to father's 
facher, "beca use a man coul<zl not marry a daughcer of that shoaya." ( See Lizot, 
197lb, for a discussion of chis problem in che area where he conducted his re
search.) Among the Shamatari che term shoayd is used consistently for FaFa, MoFa, 
and ali of cheir lineal ascendants as well . . A few informancs, however, insist chat 
the father of a shoayd could be called shoriwd, and chat the terms shoaya and 
shoriwa alternare by generation in ascending generations. 

Paralleling chis cline is an associaced tendency in the intermediare region to ignore 
generation distinccions in vocative forms of kinship terms. I have heard the Y~no
mamo north of the Orinoco use sibling terms in direct address to parents or siblings 
of parencs, and Lizot reporcs that chis is very common further to the north. This 

" 
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usage occurs rarely in Bisaasi-teri, where a size~ble fraction of the population has 
come from villages itnmediately to the north, but it is extremely rare among 
the Shamatari further to the south. 

In the list of numbers, kinship words, and rough English equivalents that 
follow, I have made no attempt to give every possible genealogically specifi.able 
English equivalent. The lar ge amount of genealogical. data in Appendix A, as 
well as the egocentric kinship paradigm thac follows the list, can be used by 
those who wish to make such exhaustive lists. 

Appendix A Y 'lnomamo 
T erm N umber W ord 

1 Abawa 
2 Aiwa . 
3 ("Ego"} 
4 Haya 
5 H~aroya 
6 Hebaraya 
7 Hekamaya 

8 Heriya 

9 Iba 

Rough English Translation 
or Equivalent 

Older brocher (male or female speaking). 
Older brother (mal e or f emale s peaking). 
"Me" (see Term 11, below). 
My facher (male or female speaking). 
My husban.d ( female speaking). 
My sibling (male or female speaking). 
My nephew, grandson, daughter's husband (male 
or female speaking). 
My brother-in-law, male cross-cousin (male speak
ing). 
"Mine" (implying "my true offspring"). This is 
noc a kinship term as such, but is frequently used 
by both males and females ro designare their true 
children, or to emphasize closeness to a child of 
a sibling ( of che same sex). . 

10 Ihiruya My son (male or female speaking). 
11 Kamiya "Me" 
12 Mokami My younger female relative ( male or female speak

ing). Emphasizes affect and endearment. 
13 Mokawa My younger male relative (male or female speak-

ing). Emphasizes affect and endearment. 
14 [No term-a punching error] 
15 Naya My mother (male or female speaking). 
16 Osheya My younger sibling of the same sex (male or fe

male speaking). 
17 Owasimi My younger female relative ( male or female speak

ing). Emphasizes affect and endearment. 
18 Owasiwa My younger male rdative (male or female speak

ing). Emphasizes affect and endearment. 
19 Shoaiya My morher's brother, grandfather (either side); 

my father' s sister' s husband (mal e or female 
speaking); my wife's facher (male speaking); my 
husband' s father (fe mal e s peaking) . 

20 Shedami My female relative (male or female speaking). 
Emphasizes affect and endearment. 

21 Shedawa My male relative ( male or female speaking). Em
phasizes aff ect and endearment. 

22 Shomi "Different," that it, when used in a kinship con
text in the broadest sense, it usually means 'some
one from a different; remote group' or 'someone 



Appendix A Y 9nomamo 
T erm N umber W ord 

23 

24 
25 

26 
27 

28 

29 

30 
31 
32 

33 
34 

35 

36 

Shoriwa 

Sioboya 
Siohaya 

Taaya 
W~hamaya . 

Yaoya 

Yaya · 

Yeisiboya 
Yesiwa 
Yuhaya 

Suaboya 
Nadohiya 

Bada ya 

Hesioboya 
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Rough English Translation 
or Equivalent 

to whom I cannot demonstrate a relationship.' It 
is nota kinship word as such. 
[Synonymous with Term 8; the Shamatari use the 
term H eriya almost to the virtual exclusion 
of the term Shoriwa in daily kinship reference and 
address, but use the latter term regularly in formal 
chanting.} 
Female cross-cousin; wife ( male speaking). 
Son-in-law; sister's son; daughcer's husband (male 
speaking); son-in-law; brother's son; daughrer's 
husband ( female speaking) . 
My daughter 
My male cross-cousin; my husband (female speak
ing). 
My sister ( male speaking) ; my sibling of che op
posite sex ( male or female speaking; a rare usage 
among the Shamatari). 
My grandmother ( either side), my father's sister, 
my mother's brother's wife (male or female speak
ing ); my wife's mother (male speaking ) ; my hus
band's mother ( female speaking). 
[Synonym for Term 29 in Shamatari dialect) 
[Synonym for Term 29 in Shamatari dialect} 
My granddaughter, my son' s wife ( male or female 
speaking); my sister's daughter ( male speaking); 
my brother' s daughter ( female speaking). 
[Synonym for Term 24 in Shamatari dialect} 
My female cross-cousin, my sister-in-law, my 
brother's wife ( female speaking). 
My older sibling of the same sex ( male or female 
speaking). 
(Synonym for Term 24 in Shamatari dialect} 

In addicion to these equations, there are two usages that can not be gotten 
from either the above list or from the paradigm that follows. These are: 

l. Wife's mother's morher = wife. 
2. The cliildren of your older sibling of the same sex muse be called older 

siblings by your children, irrespective of the ages of both sets of siblings. 
Thus, my rhirty-year-old son ( male ego) would call the ten-year-old son 
of my ( Ego' s) older brother by an older sibling term, even though my 
son is obviously "older" in an absoluce sense. 

It should also be emphasized that there are no kinship terms that are ex
clusively affinal: all rerms applied to relatives by marriage are used to designare 
consanguines as well. Rodney Needham ( 1962), an English anthropologist, has 
argued for che structural significance of chis feature in distinguishing prescriptive 
marriage systems from those rhat are described as preferencial.. 

With respect to sibling terms in the paradigm that follows, I have adopted a 
simple convention in arder to make che Egocentric kinship usage consistent with 
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Shamatari practice. Ir can be argued ( see Lizot, 197 lb) that the inconsistency in 
sibling terms srems from the option to emphasize re1ative age for one set of usages 
orto emphasize sex distinctions in another, complementary set of usages, that is, that 
there are two sets of kinshi p terms for siblings. The convention 1 will follow in 
the ( male) Egocentric paradig1n below is this: 

Y aóya = My sister 
Abawa = My brother 

Whatever sibling cerros are adopted for the purpose of drawing an Egocentric 
kinship paradigm, rhe system will be consistent with the Iroquois equauons: 
sibling terms will be extended to parallel cousins. 

One re1naining feature of Y~nomamó kinship deserves mention. The kinship 
system implies, when represented in an Egocentric paradigm, that sibling tenns 
are used by parallel cousins for each other indefi.nitely through all descending 
generations. But because of the patrilineal descent pattern, this is actually true 
only for the descendants of brothers through males. That is, male grandsons, 
descended through males, of a pair of brothers will consistently caU each ocher by 
sibling terms " ... because we are mashi," that is, because they are me1nbers of 
the same patrilineal descent group. Theoretically, female granddaughters, de
scended through females, of a pair of sisters should also use sibling terms for 
each other, but whether or not they do depends on the marriage des of their 
mothers and grandmothers, that it, their usage is determined by patrilineal descent 
considerations. The four diagrams that follow show the problem graphically. Ego 
1 will call his parallel cousin by a sibling term. Ego 2 might call her parallel 
cousin by a sibling term, but the usage cannot be predicted from the diagram 
because the 1narriage relationships are not given. Diagram. 3 shows how this is 

A B e D 

l 2 3 4 
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related to marriage possibilities: Ego 3 might conceivably marry his parallel 
cousin because of the patrilineal ties that ha ve taken place ( riot shown) in 
ascending generations, ties that take precedence over the theoretically implied 
usage based on descent through the female line. An example of this was given 
in Chapter 4 (see Figure 4.3, case D). Finally, to underscore the significance of 
patrilineal descent, Ego 4 would not marry his parallel cousin because the rela
tionshi p between them is unequivocally a sibling relationship. 

The numbers on the paradigm will correspond to the following kinship ternis, 
and are sufficient to describe the kinship system (exceptas noted above). 

l. Naya 
2. Haya 
3. Yaya 
4. Shoaya 

s. Yaoya 
6. Abawa 
7. Taaya 
8. Ihiruya 

9. Hekamaya 
10. Yuhaya 
11. Suaboya 
12. Heriya 

(Shoriwa) 

These are ali terms of reference; the terms used in direct address are variants of 
these (see Lizot, 1971b) . 
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Garden locations 

The following coordinares refer to the approximate locations of the 
gardens ( abandoned and contemporary) or villages given by numerical code in 
Columns 5 and 6 of Appendix A. These locations were estimated by means of the 
techniques described in Chapter 2: bearings were measured by magnetic compass 
and distances were measured in "sleeps" or by the intersection of bearings from 
several widely dispersed points. The fact that the coordinares appear to be 
within 05' of accuracy should not be taken to be a measure of the estimate's pre
cision. The fact is that I have not visited many of che places listed below, and 
even if 1 had, it would still have been difficult to locate the gardens on a map: 
there are no accurate published maps of this region. By plotting che coordinares 
on Figure 4.1, an approximate distribution of the gardens with respect to each 
other can be obtained. 

Garden Garden Approximate 
Number Name Coordinates Comments 

010 1 wahikoroba-teri 1o40'N X 65 ºOO'W Recent area of occu pation 
012 Karawatari 1ºOO'NX66º30'W General area of occupation 
026 Yeisikorowa-teri 1 º35'Nx64º55'W Recent area of occupation 
028 Kohoroshitari 1 o OO'N X 66 ºOO'W General area of occupation 
101 Amarokobowei-taka 1ºOO'NX66º30'W A Karawatari garden 
108 Borabowei-taka 1º55'Nx64º50'W 
109 Botoabo-taka 1º40'NX65º15'W Many sites in this area 
111 Bukimawa-taka 1 º30'Nx65º30'W Shukumona River drainage 
113 Daadaamobowei 1o30'N X 65 º25'W Many sites in this area . 
116 Hatakoamobowei 1 o 40'N X 65o15'W Many sites in this area • 
118 Horedobowei 1o35'N X 65 º20'W Several sites in this area 
119 Ironasi 1º30'NX65 º25'W Might be confused with an 

identically-named garden at 
1 º40'Nx65º15'W 

122 Kayurewa 2 ºOO'N X 64 º50'W Very old area of occupation 
124 Konabuma 1 o 40'N X 65o1 O'W 
126 Mamohebowei 1'º35'Nx65º20'W Many gardens in this area 
128 Mishimishimaoowei 1 º35'Nx65º20'W Presently occupied 
132 Nimobototoi 1o35'N X 65 º20'W 
133 Paruritawa 1o45'N X 65 º25'W 
134 Roena 1º50'NX65 º25'W 
141 Ugushita 1 º30'Nx65º30'W Shukumona River drainage 

22'6 
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Garden Garden Approximate 
Number N ame Coordinates Comments 

145 YobobOwei 1º55'NX64º40'W Very old area of occupation 
164 Habromabówei 1o40'N X 65 ºOO'W Presently occupied by a frac-

tion of Iwahikoroba-teri 
165 Direi 1º3 5'NX65 º20'W 
166 Yóbónai 1º25'NX65 º25'W Shukumóna River drainage 

' 167 H imotabo 1º35'NX65 º20'W 
168 Dodorihesbraoba 1º35'NX65 º 20'W 
169 BoshorobOwei . 1o40'N X 65 º 20'W 
172 Ishiwei 2º 00'N X 64º45'W Very old area of occupation 
173 Shihenaishiba 2 ºOO'N X 64 º45'W Very old area of occupation 
175 Horoina 1o35'N X 64 º55'W Near Shukumóna River 
182 Araoohena wei 1º25'NX65 º25'W Shukumona River drainage 
186 B<;>remabowei 1°45'N X 65 º05'W 
187 Mahanishidobówei 1 º 50'N x64º40'W 
197 Ironasi 1o30'N X 65 º25'W Presently occupied 
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Identification photographs 

The 1971 residenrs of Mishimishimabowei-reri are shown in the identifi
cation phorographs that follow. Ideally, 1 would like to have each person on a 
separare photograph, but the village women are quite reluctant to be photo
graphed alone and usually demand that their co-wives or sisters ( and their older 
children) be included wich them. In addicion, the women attempt to hide the 
faces of their younger children or try co· hide cheir children from me. I could 
only achieve a near 100 percent photographic sample of the village by compro
mising with the women and photographing mosc of them in groups, and by 
"hiring" young children co accompany me around the village to make sure that 
particular women have not concealed their babies from me. Still, a few people 
managed to elude me by sneaking out the back of their bues whenever they saw 
me approach wich my camera. Sorne of chem made a prolonged joke of ic and 
fled more to fruscrate me than out of a sense of fear. 

I use these and similar photographs on recurn visits to villages, mostly to update 
my census daca. This spares me-and the villagers-the embarrassment of using 
their names out loud. However, during the course of a year a few people die, and 
should they be one of severa! people in the same photograph, then that photograph 
muse be removed from my notebook, and, indeed, ali of the photographs must 
be' used wich great caution. One of my .first tasks on returning to a village like 
Mishimishimabówei-ceri is to work alone with a trusted informant such as 
Dedeheiwa and determine whecher or not there have been any deaths in che 
village since my last visit, and 1 syscematically make notes in my census books 
and on identifi.cacion phocographs accordingly. However, 1 first determine whether 
or not any close relatives of Dedeheiwa have died, and remove these photographs 
and names before working with him. 

A few of the residents of Mishimishimabowei-teri-particularly the younger 
children-appear in more than one photograph. Appendix A gives, in Column 7, 
only one of che photographic references. The four-digit identificacion numbers 
used chroughouc che cexr and listed in Column 1 of Appendix A are given, in 
this appendix, beneach the individual's photograph. Where there are severa! people 
in a photograph, each person is numbered on che photograph itself with a single
digit number, and his or her corresponding four-digit identification number is 
given below che photograph. The number that appears in the upper left-hand 
corner of the photograph is designaced, in Column 7 of Appendix A, as the "ID 
Phocograph" number. 

228 
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1 envisioned the major use of this appendix as a supplement to the series of 
ethnographic films that will evenrually be distributed ( see Appendix G for a list 
of the films), films that document a lar ge number of social and cultural aspects 
of this village. If used to their fullest extent, the ethnographic films and the 
photographs in this appendix will constitute a unique resource for students, 
teachers, and researchers who wish to verify, challenge, or modify the conclusions 
that I ( and Timothy Asch ) reach in both the distributed films and the published 
srudy guides that will accompany them, or to develop rheir own hypotheses about 
the behavior of the individuals shown in the films. Hopefully ir will be possible, 
using these phorographs, to identify individuals in the films who might not 
otherwise be identified in the study guides, or to cross-check the identi.fications 
given. Finally, we intend to deposita complete, unedited print of all of our footage 
in a nacional film archive when such an archive is funded. This book and the 
appendices in it will serve as a guide to researchers in the furure who utilize the 
film resource. 
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APPENDIX F 

Scale diagram of 
Mishimishimabo-wei-teri 

PLAN, PROFILE, AND PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPOSITE 

Column 8 of Appendix A gives the "Residence" of ali the Mishimishi
mabowei-teri. This refers to the actual place within the village where they sleep. 

The photograph (pp. 258-259) is a composite of four photographs taken with 
a 35mm wide-angle lens, che camera being located halfway between Sections B and 
C of the village (see plan view, p. 259). While appearing as a "horseshoe" in 
shape from this angle, the village is actually circular: the 35mm lens has dis
torted the perspective somewhat. In 1971 the village had no palisade, although its 
members had active wars with several of its neighbors. The palisade had been 
gradually dismanded and used as firewood. 

The plan view is drawn to scale. Each section's front posts are numbered 
clockwise, beginning with "1" in each section. · The data given in Column 8 of 
Appendix A refers to these post numbers. The trail that leads to the village 
bathing area and water supply- Mishimishimabówei-u-passes between Sections 
D and E.• 

The profile view, and accompanying table, provides the dimensions of the 
several sections of the village. Depending on the heighc of the roof above ground 
level ar dimension D, each section has one or more support poles to hold the 
weight of the roof. These are not drawn in either the plan or the profile views 
because they are ripped out so frequencly for fighting or threats to fights that 
they change in location very rapidly. A few of them can be seen in the composite 
photograph. 

DIMENSIONS OF MISHJMISHIMABOWEI-TERI 

Section A Section B Section C Section D Section E Section F 
Dimension 

A 1' 3" 1' 10" O' O" 1' O" 1' O" O' O" 
B 3' O" 4' 3" 3' 8" 2' 4" 3' O" 3' 4" 
e 9' 8" 10' 3" 11' O'' 6' 10" 9' 2" 9' 4" 
D 14' 6" 15' 6" 19' 7" 11' 6" 18' O" 15' 2" 
E 2' O'' 6' 7" 2' O" 3' O" 3' O" 3' 6" 
F 7' 10" 6' 2" 7' ü" 7' 6" 6' 10" 6' 6" 
G 10' 9" 9' O" 17' 6" 8' O" 8' 8" 8' 8" 

•A series of 35mm photographs ( taken with a 50mm lens) was also shot from the 
"survey center" (shown in the plan view) to document the details of construction in each 
segment of che village. These will be published elsewhere. 
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This appendix has severa! major uses. First, all of the ethnographic films 
will be referred to by the specifi.c location within this village where they were 
shot, along with the position of the camera at the time of shooting. Second, the 
composition of the village and .the relationship by kinship group, genealogy, and 
sleeping place of ali individuals can be analyzed in meticulous detail using Appen
dices A and F ( Chagnon and Levin, ms. The complete genealogical relationships are 
not given in this book). Finally, a scale model of the village can be constructed 
from these data; a number of architects and public school teachers have indicated 
an interest in doing this. 
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APPENDIX G 

Ethnographic films 
on the Y anomamó 

' 

BACKGROUND TO THE FILMS 

In 1964, during my first field trip, I realized the importance of taking 
film on selecred aspects of Y~nomamo culture and borrowed a 16mm Bolex 
camera frorn the Phorographic Department of Instituto Venezolano de Investiga
ciones Ciendficas ( I.V.I.C.), che institution rhat served as my host during all my 
work in Venezuela. 1 had no rraining or experience in morion picture filming, bur 
was fairly adepr ar 35mm srill phorography. My initial efforrs ar filming were crude 
and undisciplined, bur sorne of the resulring foorage proved to be useful and of 
moderarely good quality (see the erhnographic porcions of the film Yanomama: 
A Multidisciptinary Study, listed below). Although my skill at taking motion 
picture improved with practice, I realized that I could not, by myself, do justice 
to rhe subject and perform effectively as an ethnographer as well. The demands 
of convencional ethnography were, 'at many points, incompatible with attempcs to 
obtain a comprehensive film documenc of important aspects of Y~nomamo cul
ture. 1 felt that the ethnographic films were of sufficient imporcance to my overall 
study that a more ambirious, professional attempt should be made to do che task 
properly. 

Accordingly, I contacted Timothy Asch of Brandeis Universi ty in 1967. His 
philosophy of filming and training in anthropology were such that a collaborative 
attempt could be worked out. He was aware of the demands of the field because 
of bis previous work in Japan and Africa, and 1 was, by then, familiar enough 
with the problems of filmmaking that 1 could appreciate the difficulties he, as 
filmmaker, would face. 

As a pilot attempt to develop our mutual filming and ethnographic interests, 
Asch joined me in 1968 to film a Y~nomamo feast and ro document aspects of 
multidisciplinary field studies ( See T he Peast and Yanomama: A 1VIultidisciplinary 
Study). 1 selected the feast as the subject to film for severa! reasons. First, ir 
was a predictable event and 1 was cercain that we would be able to get che film 
during the course of the field trip. Second, it was a single, specific event that 
could be put inco a larger sociocultural contexc of village history, politics, and 
economics. Thus, in addicion to providing an excellenc subject ro illustrate Asch's 
film1naking methodology ( Asch, 1972 ; in press), it would result in an ethno
graphically significant film of considerable use to teachers and researchers alike. 
Finally, che feast illustrated a number of classic themes in theoretical anchropology 
-the nature of reciprocicy and che historical dimension of alliance formation
and these rhe1nes had already been discussed in my writcen publications. Thus, 
che film would complement the wricten material. 

We boch learned a great deal from che 1968 collaboracion and agreed to extend 
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it furrher on another .field trip. Meanwhile, I continued to take a Bolex camera 
wich me on my annual field trips and filmed particular incidents rhat, when put 
intó a larger, more professionally conceived body of film, would have an ethno
graphic and pedagogic utility they would have ocherwise not had. One such event 
1 filmed was the two-day shamanistic drama given in the film Magical Death, 
which 1 shot in 1970 while living in Mishimishimabowei-teri. Taken by itself, 
this event would be a somewhat bizarre happening. But, when put into the 
context of all the films Asch and I later shot, and viewed against the written 
materials, Magical Death acquires a different and more comprehensive qualiry. 
For example, when seen with the severa] films on the Myth of Na1'o ( described 
below) and with rhe severa! films on the daily life of Dedeheiwa, the shaman 
whose activities are described in Magical Death, it becomes a much more useful 
film for teaching students abour politics, religion, and ritual. The erhnographic 
facts have not changed, but the context against which they should be viewed 
has become widely expanded. It is unlikely that written marerials alone could 
have provided rhe necessary context to make a film like Magical Death compre
hensible to viewers in introductory anthropology courses. 

RECENT FILMING 

In 1971 Asch and I again worked togecher in the field. One important lesson 
we learned on our 1968 trip was that we had to have a sound man in order to 
film efficiently. 1 had been che sound man in 1968, but because I was holding rhe 
microphone and the Nagra tape recorder, I was unable to direct Asch's attention 
to significant events that were outside rhe field of bis vision as he was shooting 
a particular sequence: every time I opened my mouth, my statements were in
delibly recorded on the sound track. We therefore invited Craig Johnson to 
join us for the 1971 filming and to take all sound. Johnson had been working 
with me editing the film Magical Death. 

Before leaving for the field, however, Asch and 1 drew up a list of significanc 
ethnographic items or events we hoped co film, and we had settled on the village 
of Mishimishimabowei-teri, a village whose history, residents, and current political 
relationships I had previously pieced rogether from information 1 had collected 
during the previous five years. I knew, therefore, who rhe imporcant people were 
in the village and how they fitted into the larger social life of che group, and 
how their village was articulated in trade and political des to all the villages in 
that large region. W e planned from the oucset to concentrare our .filming efforts 
on these individuals and their families, hoping to illustrate the nature of Y ~nomamo 
social life by reference to a small number of concrete examples, filming che same 
individuals or groups in a wide variecy of contexts. The 80,000 feet of film we 
shot in Mishimishimaoowei-teri in 1971, cherefore, constitutes an extension of my 
long-term scudy of that village and reflects what both Asch and 1 feel to be a 
scientifically and pedagogically sound way to make ethnographic films. The _same 
footage shot . by someone else in the same village would be of only marginal 
educacional or scientific value without the orher ethnographic informacion to 
give the film meaning and context. By the same token, our footage is only of 
marginal value unless the ethnographic faces that lie behind it are considered 
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as an inseparable matrix against whieh the interprecation of the film is constantly 
checked. 

PRODUCTION OB JECTIVES 

At the present time we ha ve a pproximately 110,000 feet of film on the Y ~no
mamo, the great bulk of which was shot in the village of Mishimishimabowei-teri. 
Our plans and objectives for producing and discribucing che films grow out of 
our philosophy of ethnographic filming and the several educational and scientific 
objeccives we had in mind when we shoc the original footage. 

Firsc, the film was shot with definite documencary goals in mind: we will be 
producing a very large number of shorc films, approximately chircy-five to forcy-five, 
on special ethnographic copies. This will enable us and our colleagues to select 
from a wide variety of films for particular courses in anthropology and emphasize 
very specific and incerrelatable ethnographic copies. That is, the teacher/researcher 
has maximum flexibility in picking films chat are relatable to his own intereses. 
Most of these films will be disrributed with a minimum amount of interpretation 
imposed on the soundtrack or in subcitles, bue the films will be accompanied by 
supplementary study guides giving specific details about the events and the indi
viduals who were filmed. A number of chese films lend themselves to theoretical 
or methodological problems in anthropology, and will be rreated from those 
perspectives, both in che films and in che study guides. 

Second, we intend to utilize che foocage in sorne of che smaller films to make 
more general ethnographic films. Thus, we may produce a shorr, special film 
about che pattern of mear disrribution and later use the same footage in a more 
general film on social organization, che latter including material about fighring, 
endocannibalism, feasting, daily activities, headmanship, and che social organiza
tion of mear sharing. These general fi.lms can be used in classes where che instructor 
wishes to devore more of bis course to lectures and readings, but would like to 
supplement these wich a single film that covers a broader range of copies. By ex
tension, excerpts from che severa! general films could be combined to provide 
che widest possible coverage of ethnographically signifi.cant copies in a single, bue 
perhaps lengthy, film. This is scill in che planning stage, and has a very low 
priority at the momenc. 

Third, we are developíng che film resource in conjunction with John Marshall's 
similar efforcs wich bis ! Kung Bushmen film and will produce a film-based currícu
lum for use in public school systems. Sorne of these films will, of course, have great 
relevance to copies caught at che college level and will be used chere as well. 
Thus, ic will be possible, for example, to compare che social organization of meac 
sharing in boch ! Kung Bushmen and Y <:tnomamo sociecy--or any of a wide 
variecy of topics, ranging from ecological adapcarion to shamanism and curing. 

Fourch, we incend to place a complete, unedited copy of all our footage in a 
nacional film archive when such an archive is funded, and che entire body of 
film will be available to responsible, crained researchers. Ir will not be long 
before sorne of che events shown in che .films will become a component of "memory 
culture" to che Y~nomamo, and che foocage will be an extremely valuable and 
accurace record. 
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Fifth, the films convey an important dimension of Y ~nomamo culture that 
cannot be adequately captured with the written word. Many of the films focus on 
individuals and their families in a wide variety of social contexts, and through 
these films one can gain a more comprehensive and qualitatively unique apprecia
tión of both the individuals and their culture than could be obtained through 
conventional ethnography. I feel that these fi.lms will prove to be useful in com
municating to students of anthropology a sense of realiry that will encourage them 
to learn more about other cultures and appreciate them in their own terms. 

AVAILABILITY OF THE FILMS 

At the present only two of the films are available for purchase or rental. These 
are: 

Purchase Price 
(A) The Feast $75.00 
( B ) Y anomama: A Multidisciplinary Study $156.00 

Both films are sold through the National Audiovisual Center (NAC) in Wash
ington, D.C., and are rented through a large number of university film libraries 
and orher, government film libraries, both in the United States and abroad. 

Most of our films are not yet in distribution and will be coming out over the 
course of the next year or rwo. Since we do not yet know who the distributors of 
these n~w films will be, we invite our colleagues to write to us for a current list 
of available films and where they can be either purchased or rented: 

Film Distribution 
Documentary Educational Resources (DER) 
24 Dane St. 
Somerville, Mass. 02143 

LECTURE SLIDES 

A number of our colleagues have expressed interest in obtaining a standard 
set of 35mm transparencies for use in their lectures. We plan to produce a set 
of slides that will include conventional ethnographic topics such as gardening 
activities, ceremonial, technology, aggression, shamanism, geography, and daily 
activities as well as slides that show, by graphs anq diagrams, marriage patterns, 
social organization principies, and demographic characreristics. The slides will 
be accompanied by a printed list that describes the content of each transparency. 

LIST OF FILMS* 

l. The Feast ( 1971) ( 29 min). Currently available. Winner of numerous film 
awards, including Cine 1970 and First Prize in the 1972 American Film 
Festival ( educational films). This film focuses on alliance practices and how 
feasting and trading create and maintain political alliance~ between once-hostile 

• The numbers given next to each film title refer to our assigned laboratory number; 
note that not all of our titles are listed. 
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villages. lt illustrates the material presented in Chapter 4 of The Fierce People 
and is widely used in conjunction with that book. See review by Kenneth 
Kensinger, 1971. 

2. Yano1nama: A /¡¡fultidisciplinary Study. ( 1971) ( 43 min). Currently available. 
Winner of numerous film awards, including Cine 1971 and Second Prize in 
the 1972 American Film Festival (educacional films), competing in che latter 
against The Feast. This filrn describes che nature of che multidisciplinary 
fieldwork conducted by me and my American and Venezuelan colleagues on 
our 1968 expedition to che Y~nomamo area. The relacionship between 
demography, human genetics, serology, epidemiology, linguiscics, physical 
anthropology, cultural anchropology, and other medica! disciplines is graph
ically shown through the efforts of specialists in these fields as they collect 
blood specimens, make dental examinations, and participate in other ways 
in che fieldwork. The film also includes a brief, but comprehensive, description 
of Y~nomamó culture. lt is extremely useful in introductory courses in 
anthropology where che relationship between physical anthropology, cultural 
anthropology, and linguistics is given in the classroom. See reviews by Paul 
Baker ( 1972 ) and Michael Hannah ( 1972 ). 

3. Magical Death. Tencatively available in late 1973. This film focuses on the 
role of the shamam, Dedeheiwa in chis case, in curing his co-villagers and 
sending sickness to enemy villages. The use of hallucinogenic snuff is shown 
in its daily context. More important, this film illustrates how religion serves 
political ends and how shamans can manipulare the spirit world to demonstrate 
their allegiance to allies. Like The Feast, chis film focuses on one specific 
event and describes its development in cerms of che history of political re
lationships becween cwo villages, Bisaasi-teri and Mishimishimabówei-teri, 
that are entering into a new alliance. le is a very powerful, dramacic film and 
should be used in conjunccion with lectures and/ or with one of the mythology 
films described below (Myth of Naro). See review by Eric Wolf, 1972. 

4. The Y(fnomamo Myth of Naro as Told by Kt¡-obawa (17 min). K~obawa, 
headman of Bisaasi-teri, relates the same myth, a version that differs slightly 
from che one cold by Dedeheiwa. ( No. 29, below ). Equally enchanting and 
humorous, it provides the basis for a comparative examination of two versions 
of che same myth cold by knowledgeable men from differenc villages. 

5. Ocamo Is my Town (23 min ). This film describes fourceen years of activicy 
by a Salesian priest in an accempt co acculturace a village of Y ~nomamó on 
che Ocamo River. The difference in approach, attitude, and philosophy of 
chis missionary concrasts in many ways with similar approaches made by 
che members of che New Tribes Mission. 

6. Tug-of-War (7 min ). A group of approximacely cwenty Mishimishimabowei
ceri villagers play tug-of-war in a rainstorm. 

7. Children in the Rain ( 10 min). Approximately sixty children play in che 
rain to amuse themselves. 

8. Arrows ( 9 min ). A lar ge group of boys engage in an arrow fight in the 
village clearing, shooting blunt arrows at each ocher to learn how to dodge 
arrows as well as to shoot accurately. The game ends when one of che boys, 
Moawa's son, is injured and falls to che ground with a minor wound on bis 
cheek. His father breaks up the game by brusquely threatening to "revenge" 
his son. 

9. The Axe Fight ( 10 min) . A powerful film about a fight that erupted in 
Mishimishimabówei-teri between che members of severa! different lineages. 
They attack each other with axes, clubs, and machetes, delivering a number 
of well-aimed bue constrained blows with the blunc ends of their weapons. 
The remarkable feature of chis film is that the organization of the village 
by lineage composition and marnage alliances is clearly revealed in the 
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contest: the fighters fall into three groups-lineal descent groups-and 
align themselves according to marriage bonds between the groups. Ideally 
suited to discuss the general principies of marriage, descen.r, and alliance in 
Y~nomamó society. A detailed descriprion of the genealogical relarionship 
between all significant participanrs in the fight will be published in an ac
companying study guide. 

10. Dedeheiwa Weeds His Garden ( 23 min). Tbis is a quier, sensitive film about 
one aspect of Dedebeiwa's daily life. He cleans the weeds out of bis maruring 
manioc garden and rests while his wife renderly delouses him. About a dozen 
cbildren, most of tbem his own, crawl over him in tbeir play activities. 

11. New Tribes (15 min). Tbis film shows dedicared members of the New 
Tribes Mission attempting to teacb rbe children of Bisaasi-teri their way of 
life. They ,describe cheir pbilosopby and mecbods for acculturating che 
Y g.nomamo ro Western ways and Christianicy. 

12. Dedeheiwa Washes His Children ( 15 min). Dedeheiwa takes a number of 
bis young children to the river and washes chem carefully and patiently while 
his sick wife remains in the village. 

14. Children at Reahumou Play ( 6 min). A group of children roast mear in a 
make-believe house in tbe village clearing and sbare it with each other 
in a "disrribution" ( reahunzou), 

15. Chopping W ood ( 10 min). The irksomeness of daily wood collecting is 
revealed as a woman patiently and strenuously chops a large log into kindling 
for her hearth. 

16. Moawa Making a Hammock ( 12 min). The víllage head1nan, Móawa, 
patiently works on a hammock while bis wife looks on and fondles bis leg 
periodically. · 

17. Children's Magical Death ( 7 min). A group of young boys, ranging in age 
from five to ten years, emulare their fathers by pretending to be sha1nans. 
They blow large quantities of make:believe drugs ( ashes from the hearrh) 
into each others' nostrils and become shiwariyo ( "inroxicated") from the 
make-believe drug. They prance as shamans and fall "unconscious" from tbeir 
efforts. · 

19. Grooming be/ore Dedeheiwa's House (5 min). Dedeheiwa, being a patient 
and gentle man, is respected but not feared by tbe village children. A group 
of them rest in front of his house and delouse each other. 

21. Moawci Burns Felled Timber ( 13 min). Moawa and bis wife work in tbe 
garden gathering up brusb and burning ir in prepararion for planting crops. 

24. Collecting Rasha Fruit (9 1nin), A young man pariently and carefully ascends 
a rhorny rasha rree to barvest rhe fruit. He ascends the prickly tree with 
an ingenious device, a pair of clímbing sca.ffolds. 

25. The River Mishimishimabowei (25 min). An ín-depth study of tbe use of 
tbe village water supply for bathing and drinking. 

26. Children Making a Hammock ( 10 min). A small group of boys learn rhe 
techniques of hammock manufacture as tbey attempt to make a small bam
mock of spun cotton. 

27. Morning Flowers ( 25 min). A quier, in-deprh portrait of the daily activiries 
in Dedeheiwa's and Móawa's section of the village. The women and children 
quietly 1nake decorarions from brilliant yellow blossoms. The kinship and 
marriage ties between these two families will be described and analyzed in 
rhe context of their daily activities. 

29. The Yr:¡,nomamo Myth of Naro as Told by Dedeheiwa (25 min). This film 
gives the intellectual and spiritual background of Y~nomamo belíefs abour 
the hekura spirits and their creation when one of the Ancestors, Naro 
( Opossum), initiated rhe use of harmful magic and killed his brother in a 
fit of passionate jealousy over the later's two beautíful wives. The soundtrack 
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contains a voice-over simultaneous English translation of the myth as Dede
heiwa tells it in Y ~nomamo. It is a delightful, amusing film beca use the 
teller "acts out" the roles of the various characters in the myth as he .relates 
rhe incredible and fabulous deeds rhey perform. 

30. KtJo bawa T 1'ades with the Reyabobowei-teri ( 8 min ). K~obawa and so me 
of his co-villagers make a long rrip ro the village of Reyabobowei-teri to 
feast with them, but by the time they arrive, the meat has been eaten by 
the hosrs. A trade follows, but without much enthusiasm because both hosts 
and guests are annoyed chat che feasr could nor be held for lack of mear. 

31. Hunting C1'ickets ( 12 min). A group of children perfect rheir archery by 
hunting and shooting crickets in che roof tharch with tiny bows and arrows. 

32. Doing Anthropological Fieldwork in Mishimishimabowei-teri ( 50 min). 
Many of rhe field methods I describe in this book were filmed in 1971. This 
film, in addirion ro illustrating che methods, also brings out the nature of 
rhe field situation and how the echnographer-me--relaces to the members 
of che village in a wide range of circumstances. 

33. Bride Service ( 10 min). One of Dedeheiwa's sons returns to che village with 
a large bird he bagged with his arrow, and a basketful of wild fruits. 
Dedeheiwa conspicuously shouts across the village for the boy's father-in
law to come and claim the food. The man sends his youngesc wife, a girl of 
sorne ten years of age, to fetch the items. They are so hea.vy that she cannot 
handle them, and she collapses to the ground amid roars of laughter from 
the others. 

34. Reahumou ( 15 1nin). Móawa killed a tapir and presenred ic to his brothers
in-law, who comprise an imporcant policical bloc in che village. They cook 
the mear, dismember ' it, and distribuce it to che rest of che village. The 
women move in after che meat has been distribuced, and share out the bones 
and scraps of skin and far. Then the dogs arrive afcer the women are through 
and pick among the scant leftovers. A detailed examination of the kinship 
relationships between givers and receivers is provided in che study guide 
that will accompany che film. 

36. Moon Blood ( 10 min). Dedeheiwa recites the myth of che origin of Man 
from che blood of Moon. Voice-over English translation. 

38. Dedeheiwa's Sons Gardening ( 20 min). Two of Dedeheiwa's adult sons 
plant their newly cleared gardens with plantain, manioc, and other root crops. 

39. Death of a Prominent Man ( 15 min ). One of Moawa's important agnares 
from Ironasi-teri died afcer a visir to a discant village in 1971. Word of his 
death is passionately and rearfully chanced to che man's brothers-in-law. A 
year later the brothers-in-law hold a morruary ceremony for him and mix 
sorne of his remains ( ashes) in a gourd of plancain soup and consume ic. 

40. The Twin Cycle Myths (25 min). Daramasiwa, a prominent man in Mishi
mishimabowei-teri, tells rhe myrh of che Twin Heroes, Omawa and Yoasiwa 
(Yoawa), and rheir adventures with Jaguar. Voice-over English translation. 
[This may be divided into two parts in the final production phase.} 

This is only a partial list of films to provide an idea of che resource and its 
scope. At leasc two dozen other films are either nearly complete or roughed out 
in preliminary editing forms. These include ten films on speci.fic myths, five films 
on technology and culrivation, numerous films on children's activities, and severa! 
films on social activities of various kinds, such as wife beating, raiders preparing .. 
to depare, gardening activities, and shamanism. 

Finally, none of the planned general films have been described. The films will 
draw on foocage from those listed here and other footage not described' here. 
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Glossary 

AFFINES: Relatives by marriage. These can also include blood relatives when, 
for example, a man marries bis mother's brother's daughter. The word "cog
nate" is used to describe those blood relatives who are related by marriage. 
Cognates also include kinsmen who have a common ancestor. 

AGNATES: Persons who trace their relationships to each other through males. 
This is distinct from cognatic kinship, where the relationship may be traced 
through either males or females. 

BIFURCATING MERGING: A term used to describe the widespread type of kin
ship _system in which an individual's paternal relatives are distinguished 
(bifurcated) from maternal relatives in the terminology. Furthermore, a 
single term is used in reference to, for example, father and father's brother; 
that is, they are merged terminologically into the same kinship category. 
The Y~nomamo have the most commonly found variant of this type, the 
Iroquois system. See Iroquois kinship terms. 

BILATERAL CROSS-COUSINS: lri practica! terms, an individual's mother's brother's 
children together with his father's sister's children. Unilateral cross-cousins 
are mother's brother's children or father's sister's children, but not both. 
·These two terms are frequently used in discussions of types of marriage 
rules found in primitive societies. Mother's brother's daughter is a unilateral 
cross-cousin; properly speaking, she is a matrilateral cross-cousin. In Y~nomamo 
(lroquois) kinship this person· is simultaneously father's sister's daughter. 
Sorne societies have rules forbidding marriage with the latter type of cousin, 
that is, they have a unilateral cross-cousin marriage rule. See Cross-cousins. 

COGNATES: Individuals who are related to each other chrough either males or 
females. See Affines, Agnates. 

CORPORATION: A group of people sharing sorne estate, having definite rights 
with respecc to each other and to the estate, and able to demonstrate their 
membersbip to tbat group by citing a recognized rule concerning recruitment. 

CROSS-COUSINS: The children of a rilan and bis sis ter are cross-cousins to each 
other. The cbildren of a man and bis brother are parallel cousins to each 
other. Similarly, the cbildren of a woman and her sister are parallel cousins. 

DEMOGRAPHY: The srudy of populations with che intention of gathering certain 
kinds of vital statistics, such as birth rate, death rate, and family size. 

DEMONSTRATED KINSHIP: Tracing relationships to kinsmen by citing the puta
tive biological links. See Lineage. 

IROQUOIS KINSHIP TERMS: Classifying both kinds of cross-cousins ( matrilateral 
and patrilateral) into the same kinshi p category and distinguishing the1n 
from brotbers and sisters and parallel cousins. In most lroquois systems tbe 
parallel cousins are called by che same terms that are used for brothers and 
s1sters. 

LEVIRATE: A rule enjoining a man to marry che widow of his dead brother. 
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LINEAGE: A kinship group comprised of people who trace relationships to each 
other through either males or females, but not both. If the relationship is 
traced through males, as among the Y~nomamo, the group so defined is a 
patrilineage. The distinctive feature of the lineage is that the relationships 
are demonstrated by citing genealogical links. In a clan, relationships are 
merely stipulated by ciring the fact that the rwo individuals in question 
belong to the same named kinship group. In short, a cla:n is a named lineage 
the members of which do not remember or do not care how they are related 
to each other biologically. See Demonstrated kinship. 

LOCAL DESCENT GROUP: Among the Y~nomamo, a group of people who are 
related to each other patrilineally, who live in the same village, and one of 
whose major functions is to arrange marriages for the younger members 
of t~e group. It is usually the older males of the group who arrange the 
1narnages. 

MATRILATERAL: Tracing relationships on the mother's side, such as mother's 
brother. 

PATRILATERAL: Tracing relationships on the father's side, such as father's sister. 
REPRODUCTIVE PERFORMANCE: The total number of children sired by a man 

or born to a woman. 
STBLINGS: One' s brorhers and sisters. 
SORORAL POLYGYNY: A type of marriage in which a man marries two or more 

women who are related to each other as sisters. 
TEKNONYMY: The practice of addressing an individual by the name of one of bis 

children rather than by his own personal name. A kinship rerm is used in 
combination with the child's name, such as father of so-and-so. 
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